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OVERSIGHT ON PROGRAMS FOR THE DEAF. .

AND HEARING IMPAIRED, 1980t --- t .
-., .

-..,.. WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY. 6, 1980-
.

4 *U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TNE HANDICAPPED,

COMMITTEE, ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
. --- Washington, D.C.,..

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at. 9:42 a.m. in room
4232, Dirksen Senate Office Etuilding, Senator Jennings

a.m.,

Chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Adolph, Schweiker, and Stafford.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RANDOLPH

Senator RANbOLPH: Good morning and welcome to the ninth
hearingiof the Sub-committee on the Handicapped in the 96th Con -
gress As we continue our oversight hearings. members have
broughteoe to the attention of thb subcommittee certain specific
issues. Today we are doing oversight on the impact on the hearing
impaired of Public Law 94-142 and other laws for the handicapped.

Because of, his deep interest in the heariiig impaired, Senator.
Schweiker has, vIorked diligently and personally to organize this
oversight hearing. All of the,rnembers of this subcommittee are
indeed gratethl to Senator Schweiker for his active participation on

, our subcommittee, and we are particularly appreciative that he
carries that interest into the Appropriations Committee where he
serves as the ranking member of the Labor/Health, Education, and
Welfare Subcommittee.:

I regret, that because of other commitments, I will be unable, to
remain through the hearing. However, along with the other mem-
bers of the subcommittee, I will review the record of this hearing.

Ditk, if you ill give a statement at thistime.

t OPENING STATkMENT,OE SENATOR SCHWEHIER -

SellatOF SCHWEIKER. Thapk you .Mr: Chairman, first 1- want' to
commend you for your leadershipin all areas that the Subcommit-
tee on the; Handicapped has juriskli4tion over. 1 also thank you for
calling this .hearing' today on behalf, of the' largest and most pe-
glected grow Of disabled people .in our Nation, the hearing-im,

The
.

The problems of the hearintg-finikkired'have been of great interest
to me, in nix- work on the 4epate Handicapped Subcommittee and
as the ranking, Republican on the Senate Labor-HEW Appropri-
ations Subcommittee. I am pietsgto be able to participate with

D,
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you, Mi Chairman. in a forum today 'that focilses exclusively on
the hearingimpaired.

As many of you know, hearing-impaired tindividuals in the
United States number over 16 million. Hearing problems are par-
ticularly acute for older Americans, many of whom are embar-
rassed by -this common di$ability Considering the scope of the
problem, it is clear to me that the 'Government is not doing nearly
enough in all areas. According,to stetistjcs provided by the Nation-
al Institutes of Health, the loss of earning power due to hearing
impairment is at least $15 billion a year. This figure does not take
intaaccount the unmeasurable human suffering and isolation that
accompanies hearing loss.

Additionally, it is estimated by die Environmental Protection
Agency that 20 million Americans work In jobs where,they at
exposed to daily noise that is permanently damaging to their'hear-
ing. What type of impact this exposure will have on the hearing of
working people as they grow older is- not yet known. As the
number and percentage of older people in our society grows larger
each year, the repercussions for society of hearing impairment will
also grow. It is time the Government made a concerted, coordinat-
ed effort to deal with the disability of hearing impairment. 4

We need to do more in the area of screening infants and chil-
dren. We need to improve our public school programs for the
hearing-impaired. We need to increase our research efforts to un-
derstand and prevent hearing' losses, and we need to improve the
rehabilitative and information services available for hearing-im-
paired citizens. /

I pledge my continued efforts on behalf of the hearing-impaired:
and I know that I will be joined by Senator Randolph and Senator
Stafford and the other members of the Handicapped Subcommittee
in these efforts. I look forward to working with the many groups
represented here today to improve the quality of life for the hear-
ing-impaired.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RAtipOLPH. Thank you, Senator Schweiker.
Now, Dr. Giannini, if you would come first.

STATEMENT OF SIARGARET J. GIANNINI. DIRECTOR, NA.
TIONAL INSTITUTE OF HANDICAPPED RESEARCH, DEPA'RT
MENT OF EDUCATION

Dr. GIANNINI. Thank you. Mr. t hairrrian and members of the
committee, Petacerely appreciated yolir invitation to appear before
the subcommittee today to discuss those programs and activities of
the National Institute of Handicapped Research which relate to the
deaf and the hearingimpaired.

Nov( under the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
but soon a partof the new Department of Edueation, the Institute
was established under Public Law 95-602 to improve the effective-
ness of services delivered to handicapped individuals by providing
for a comprehensive and coordinated approach to all Federal re-
search programs involving handicapped individuals from the pre-
school handicapped child to the .working age adult handicapped
person and to the elderly disabled.

4
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The Institute is a centralized resource for information on the
needs of the Kandicapped, a means of establishing' research prior-
ities, a flexibleresponsive resource for understanding reseal-ph
being done in support of established priorities, as well as a means
for disseminating c nical knov,ledge and the results of research
to those who ca st be served by it and to the general public as
well.

Our specifi mission includes. 'Identifying and eliminating the
causes of disa lity, maximizing the healthy physical and emotional
status of han icapped persons, their functional ability, self-suffi-
ciency. self-develqprrient,' and personal autonomy, preventing or
minimizing personal and family. physical. mental. social, educa-
tional. vocational and economic effects of disability, reducing and
eliminating physkal, social, educational, vocational and em iron-
mental barriers to permit access to services and assistance for
handicapped indipduals and to enable them to use their abilities
an activities of daily, life

While much research is being,done to assist handicapped individ-
uals.. efforts are generally fragmented. The Institute will try to
organize, expand. and provide direction fpr research, developmenr,

., and demonstrations in support of services for the handicapped Our
goals must be ambitious. We must find the best means for organiz-
ing our Nation's resources to relieve the burdens of disability in
the shortest possible time We must determine how the vast_scien-
tific and technological resources of this country can be applied
more extensively and effectively, and we must introduce order and
coordination into existing research -efforts and assure maximum
and more widely diffused benefits. ,. We will use our national, regional network of special centers and

o toordinate matching efforts with other Federal agencies under Pie
, guidance of the Interagency Committee on Handicapped Reseakh

and the National Council on the Handicapped
As you know, the mandate of the Institute is extremely broad

and dealswith all handicaps and all age groups from very young
children to the disabled elderly Deafness affects this entire age
spectrum While working deaf people haVe been considered fairly

it, well in,research in the past. the very young and the aged have not
fared as well,

. Of the deaf population, estimated at 1.8 million, approximately
500.000 became deaf at the age of 19 or earlier. a substantial
portion were born deaf or acquired the disability before they were
able to establish language skills Thousands of preschool children
are deaf. On a given day, over 60,000 deaf children attend public or
private residential and day schools. We do not even have an esti-
mate of the numbers who are not enrolled in any formal school 1

A. setting, but who are affected by hearing disabilities.
I would like to quote a report by Holm and Thompson in 1971 on

the problems of deaf children. They stated:
Children who are deaf or hard of hearing often are not referred for audiological

evaluation as early as possible As d consequence. medical, audiological and educa
faunal remediation may be delayed beyond the optimum time for prevention Among_
hearing-impaired children, one of the most difficult to identifs is the child with
selective hearing loss Selective hearing loss implies normal hearing for certain
frequencies and a substantial loss for others If the loss occurs at frequencies which'

i
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ate important for hearing ,speech, the deleterious eff,sct on speech and language ,
development may be substantial -

ditch research needs to be done on the complex problems which
face young children. Help in the early stages of life may signifi-
cantly affect their promise for the future as well as ours.

The deaf population of working age may approach 400,000 indi-
viduals. Continuing research relating to their coping abilities in
jobs, in the community, in the family, is essential. Nearterm rel-
evance of such study is highly significant to -the deaf ptople and
taxpayers of today.

Senator RANDOLPH. I wonder if I may interrupt, without break-- ing your continuity, Dr. Giannini, to say that we have documenta-
tion that deaf individuals are able in many, many jobs, professions, r
and activities, to do work that is comparable and ofttimes even
better than those who hear. That is a fact.

-. Dr. GIANN1NL. It is a fact.
Senator RANDOLPH. It is a fact also, and I mention it at this time,

that applies equally to the blind.
Dr. GIANNINI. Oh, yes. -
Senator RANDOLPH. Blind persons occupy many positions of trust

and leadership, and their achievements are 1.)f the same caliber or
even better than of those who are sighted. .

.f We must constantly work to do the job which is necessary to
dogrid of course, you will.tarry it forward to give that treatment,
that training, that programing which will help the deaf and other
handicapped people.

I commend handicapped people and we work for them and with
them. My tribute at this point is to their FfroduCtive strength in the
American-society. .

Dr. GIANNI/41.
American - society.

that is a.very important point.,Just as an( i aside, when I appeared before you a couple of weblis ago, one of the
important concepts that we must overcome is to ,do something
about attitudinal barriers, and I think that must be coordinated
with whatever research, whatever service delivery models that we
appropriately achieve for all handicapped.

The increasing number of deaf persons among the aging popula-
tion is practically an unstudied phenomenon. ()rave questions
remain unanswered in areas relating to the elderly deaf person's
livingt conditions, health, maintenance, publit - benefits, potential
and recreational activities. While no current., precise populatiqn
estimates of this group exist, it is reasonable to assume that thou- .
sands upon thousands of aging deaf peciple need the benefits aris-
ing out of relevant research on their particular circumstances.

The Institute intends to address these needs, to assess available
and upcoming technology, and to seek through research improved- -
service delivery systems which can aid the integration of these
special age groups and others with hearing impairments fully into 1
our society. - i

Begun under the Rehabilitation Services Administration, brit
now under the National Institute of Handicapped Research. 2 of
the 21 research and training centers'are designated specifically to
deal with deafness. One, located at New. York University, is in its
16th year. This center focuses primarily on the communication

. needs of deaf people. The New York University Center has pro-
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duced a number of outstanding deaf and normally hearing profes-*
signals who are fully involved in training, as well as research and
community roles. The second. center is located at the University of
California Medical SchSol in San Francisco. In operation only a few
years, it focused on the mental health'of of people. The Institutee
recognizes the priority of establishing ditional centers on deaf-
ness in order to survey unmet needs of e deaf:

Our very shbrt life as a governm entity precludes .my re-
porting any substantial research activity on behalf of deaf people.
At this time, we are developing specific long-range plans that will
set the tone for our future efforts. Our areas of consideration will
run the gamut of life problems of deaf people and will use survey,
experimental demonstration, evaluative and, a combination of tech-
niques. We intend over the years to mount studies on the relation-
ships of deafness to. marriage and the family, the community., the
place of employment, public services; education, including main:
streaming; health care, emotional stability; the environment, trans-
portation, architectural design; spoken and. written language inter-

, change, as well' as counseling, training, prostheses, vision correc-
tion, and consideration of many other related components neces-
sary for,wholesome activities of daily living.

A 'word on iterpreter training: An important 'aspect in any
discussion of the needs and situation of deaf individuals is inter-
preter tithing The training of interpreters for the deaf has under-
gone tre ndous growth over the past decade. From a very few
local training efforts, the art has 'progressed through the establish-
ment of a-small group of federally funded programs, on to recogni-
tion and inclusion, in isolatkid junior college curriculums, and up to.
the present state of emerging degree-level training efforts. We are
encouraged by Public Law 95-602, which expresses official congres-
sional concern for and recognition of the critical role that inter-
preters play in the saccessful integration of deaf people into the
fabric of our society.

Senator RANDOLPH. Could I interrupt you again?
Dr. GIANNINI. Surely.
Senator RANDOLPH. Pat Forsythe called Gallaudet College, and

Karen Cook is here with us this morning to interpret. There are
many in our audience who are deaf. As you. 'were speaking on this
subject, I thought it would be an appropriate time to thank Karen
and Gallaudet, and to say to the deaf in the audience that we are
very delighted that you are here. . .

I wonder if Karen would ask now if those of you who are deaf or
have a hearingimpairment would raise your hands. Would you do
that?

[Seven hands were raised.]
Senator RANDOLPH. Not as many as I thought. Thank you,

Karen. .

Dr. GIANNINI Until only a few years ago, the individuals serving
as interpreters for deaf people were relatively untrained..They
were children, teachers, friends or siblings of deaf people who
acquired some degree of sign language skill in an informal manner.
For the most part, they had little or no formal training in inter-
preting; they just did whatever they were capable of doing to
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facilitate communication between deaf 'People and others as best
they could. .

"

Training efforts, when they emerged, -were largely limited td sign
. language instruction provided in an inforMal setting, such as

churches, clubs, or continuing ed.uCation classes
Front this humble beginning, more formal training efforts, have

grown over the past tvo decades. These largely successful and well-
,

intentioned efforts, however, have been loosely coordinated As a
result, very little, if anything, exists in the way 'of service delivery
models on many triticA) issues. Those that need to and an be
addressed by the Institute's research and training centers include,
Among others. candidate selection criteria; success and tailure fac-
tors; cognitive processing; physiological factors, fuch as lighting,
position, rhythm, rate and motion factors, and eye fatigue.

Science and technology offer much for the deaf and the hearing
impaired. The Institute's San Francisco Rehabilitation Engineering
Center has recently hosted a workshop on consiEering new commu-
nication systems for persons with impaired hearing or speech.

Some considerations are. the need to develop new 'devices which
will promote a more flexible use of teletypewriters. based on the
immense interest generated in home computers Such devices 4

should feature a microprocessor based on bidirectional conversion
between any teletype equipment which is presently used or will be
developed, and should present a visual display with the Option of
making hard copies, as well as inexpensive storage of material on
tape cassettes. This technology now 'exists and can be modified to
serve the special needs of the deaf. . . .

Special long-distance rates *deaf users !night yield to Otechno-
logical solution. Time-sharing networks now exist which permit. _
two terminals to converse interactively or to send electronic malt
The systems are based on the fact that typing is quite slow com-
pared to high-speed date transrpission, and therefore many users
share the same line with corresp9nding reductions in cost.

An immediate need exitts/for a number of relatively simple -g
,deviCes Which serve as alarms or signals. These include visual.
smokedetectors and sire and doorbell-indicators. They are being

. developed. ,
.

A phonetic typevoi r is a practical possibility This device will
receive spoken input from a microphone or telephone and will
display the phonetic equitalent of the sipeech in realtime on a
visual or typed display. . -

-

An improved clinical procedure for fitting hearing aids is under -
development. This promises greater diagnoitic reliability and great-
er performance Worn a properly fitted aid. Related improvements
in reliability, impact resistance and overall robustness of hearing
aids and the development of a new generation ofhearing aids using
the latest in technology are of prime importance. .

v Lipreading aids which provide visual or tactile information-about
h features, such as voicing, which cannot, be perceiied

through lip-reading alone are needed. Also useful would be the
ongoing investigation of the Tadoma method of deafblincicommu-
nication. .

In the long term, the development of fully automatic speech
recognition systems providing a visual or printed output is theoreti- .

O
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tocally ponible. -The advent 'of a relatively inexpersive compact.

system would provide iccess for 4he deaf to the entire
spectrum of communication options which; are available to the
hearing. .

The technology and needs exist for. teletype divices, portable
message instruments, visual inforrnarron displays at airports and
other publi4 places, hazard warning devices, television information

. systems, educational information systems, such as signing books for
the deaf, wider ayailability of captioned movies, instructional
media for nonverbal deaf persons, inteKpreter training media and
programs and public information systerrh such as "Bow to Commu-
nicate with the Deaf." are ail likely targets for our attention.

4 The Institute is actively searching for a consortium of institu-
tions which has, the necessary components yf engineering, medicine
and related sciences- to qualify as a rehabilitation engineering
center for deafness_ This effort has been underway for, the past 2
yqars without success, but we are ,hopeful that the right combjpa-
tion of expertise iiill come together so that the most important
work

we might go and the challenges the
eeaed this areas_an get the attention it so badly. needs.*.

future of us I would like now to capsulize for you som4 of the
to outline h-ere

projects supported by the Institute on behalf of the deaf and hear-
ing impaired. - ' .

0,ne.of our research and demonstration projects terminated on
. December 3P It dealt with vocational evaluation of severely handi-

capped deaf persons and was conducted at New York University. It
originally attempted to develop work samples for the deaf After a
survey of mdny 'Deafens serving the deaf, it was ,determined that
it would be best to concentrate on four commercially available
systems and develop modifications and instructions which would
make them useful for the.deaf. The four systems are:

JEVS, so cabled because it was developed from the Jewish Evalu;
ation and 'Vocational Service. This is a series of work samples
using American sign language instruction which has' been _devel-
oped, pretested and tried out in two locations. This holds high
promise. : .:". -

Another method is Micrii Tower ', originally developed by the
Institute for, the Crippled and Disabled, ICD, as the Tower work
sample system, This is now greatly shortened as the Micro-Tower.
Instructions for hearing .clients are usually given on audio tape.
One-location visited had tried video tape instructions. That particu...

tar effort was not successful, and efforts were turned,to testing,
with the cooperati9n of the ICD, specialized instructions for deaf
clients. Two other sites were utilized to field test the revised
instructions.

The Tower system The longer, full Tower work sample was also
. tested in these same two field fixations using American sign Ian-

guage, inst ructions.
The VALPAR work 'sample- This is only being used at ,this titne

in one center serving the deaf Results of this experience will be
stuilii.d. standard forms developed for the.deaf, and the sample will
be field tested to develOP norms . .

Also, a manual on work samples for the deaf is to be developed ,

based on our experience with these four systems.

1
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One of our specifically mandated concerns lies with the Native
Amencans and their special needs. We are supporting the planning
of aZinany-staged project which seeks to alleviate the effects of

, otitis media, the incidence of which is 10 times higher among
Native Americans than in' the general population This disease
leads Iso.hearing impairmeitt ana social, educational, and vocational
handicaps. Research efforts will seek to'serve the unique multicul-
tural, lingual, rehabilitation needs of the neurosensory 'disabled
Native.Americans by investigating the reliability and validity of a
'umber of therapeutic add" rehabilitatiye approaches, by develop-

. ing diagnostic tools geared to the population s cultural and linguis-
tic patterns, and by including .Native 'American iprofessionals is
rehabilitation efforts.

We have had approximately '?a research projects In speech and
hearing in 8 countries abroad supported through our special for-
sign, currency program, Public Law 480, during the past lo years.
Six projects continue to be active in Egypt, Tunisia:Poland, India,
and Guinep. TtVo meaningful projects are currently being complet-
ed in Tunilia and Egypt. These truly multinational endeavors focus.
on .the verbal tonal system developed in Yugoslavia under our

- special.foreign currency program by Dr. Guberina Models similar
to thpse in Tunisia and Egypt and being used in the United States
in Ohiot, Isennsylvania,Itand Tennessee.

In India, there is a high incidence of stroke among the young
populatioh of 20 to 30 year olds. These stroke victims have included
a large number left with aphasia. Our support has gone into re-
search on both the causal relationships of this phenomenon and
into rehabilitation efforts.

Our project in Guinea is one of the first projects approved by
that country involving assistance from the U.S. Government. Our
support, with special foreign currencies, has been to establish a
comprehensive retrearch, demonstration and training center for the
hearing disabled of Guinea.

In Poland, we" are woriting, on a project for the rehabilitation of
deaf. young adults working in a vocational textile school,

The impact of one of our projects in Egypt may havAsignificant
meaning for 'the rest of the Arab world as well: This project con-
cerns the development of a standard sign vocabulary with an aural
.oral base; as compared to manual The establishment of
this standard and the use of the left hand, allowing the right hand
for writing, shcruld serve as a model for duplication in, many other
countries of the area.

I have tried today to present an overview of some of the aspects
of the ,needs of deaf and hearing-impaired individuals I hope also
to have set the tone for the promising work that is ahead of us.
You may be Sure that, the institute is concerned about the well:
tieing of deaf individuals, and we are ready to do something posi-
,tive to help their needs.

Think you.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you'very, very much, Dr. Glannini. I

had the adVantageand it was an advantageof going through
your testimony prior to your speaking this morning. I belieVe that I
can best conserve the time by providing you with written questions*"
that I have ready Would that be agreeable?

.
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Dr: GIANNINI. Fine.
Senator RANDOLPH. Thank you so much.
(The questions with responses follow :] A
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Responses of Margaret J. Glannlni, M.D%,
to Questions asked by Senator Randolph

QUESTION NO.1

What is the relationsAip between the RTC on deafness and the ?OM
to establish centers to train interpreters for the deaf?

ANSWER

The program to train interpreters for the deaf is to be coordinated
and integrated into a network which may include the researih'and
training centers on deafness. An RTC on deafness could well
be designated to coordinate and manage the program network. The 16'

program itself will focus on various aspects of interpreter training
such as: candidate selection criteria, success/failure factors,
cognitive processing, psychological factors and refinement of
interketer skills. An RTC on deafness also could undertake
the research on these factors and serve to evaluate tpe effectiveness
of the total program.

QUESTION NO: 2

What are the research priorities of the Institute in the area

of deafness?

ANSWER

Research priorities for NIHR will be determined by the long range
plan, which will be submitted to Congress in May, 1980. We

expect areas of research outlined the plan to include:
communication skills, developmentillfd refinement of assistive

aids and devices, Wrovement of living conditions, health -

maintenance, recreational activities and the utilization of
telecommunicatibns systems.

-71.11.111.
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QUESTION NO. 3

What plans do youhave to disseminate inforraatidn about dednesi
in accordance with 202 (6)(2) of the Rehabilitation Act?

ANSWER

Dissemination
is a prfolity
strategies to
a part of the

of inTormatign, including information on deafness,
of the Inititute under the new Act. Details and
carry out this orfority are being developed as
HIM long_ range plan.,

:QUESTION NO. 4. S
. ,

What deaf staff members are currently employed by the Institute?
6

47
7

4 .

sf

4.'

ANSWER -. t

None:

-QUESTION NO: S

ift ,
Nava:any consultants are presently employed by the Institute*.
for what,length of tilne and' amount of time, are these petions
employed and for what purpose'? Are these persons under contract? s
What amount of funds is being spent for consultant A

ANSWER

At present, NIHR has empldyed one Apointeci consultanbtior
a period not to exceed 90 days (beginning in Ddcernher 1979) .
for $16, 380. The'lotitute has also let .4 consul ant .
service colitracts, -ranging -from 10 to 20 days, at a cost of
515,927. All of, theseconsul tants are helping with the design
and'develppment'of the national long range plan.

Jr.
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F low-op Questions for Heding Eibruarp6, 1980, Provided to the

National Igstitute of Handicagped Resegrth on April 30, 1980

ResporKlIed to on May 12,19$0: . ".

.
QUESTION NO. 1,

. .

o
You stjted in your response to question Pi that the long-range'plan
mandated by Public Law 95402would be submitte0 to Congress in Meet of .
1980. .Do you still expect to submit this. plan in May to the Congress
and can you provide a definite Oate for submission? !

F . i ,

ANSWER -
'.

I have by letter of April 2 , 1980, to Senators Harlsbn A,. Williams,
. Jr., and Jennings RanOe requested a 5-month'extensibn"for the

official submission of 04 NIHR long-range plan. I snit for the
record a copy of the April 28r 1980, correspondence. L

QUESTION NO. 2

With iespect to question #5 regarding consultants please provide the
following information.

at You state that. NIHR hisi employed one appointed consultant for a
period not toqxceed 90 days (beginning in December 1979). What
are' the actual dates of employment and whp is the individual
appoints consultant?

ANSWER

Seldon P.,Todd, Jr., 1 the appointed consultant and he bas worked
\December 20, 21, 22. 26, 27, 28, 29; January 2, 3_4 5, 7, 8, 9',
-10, 11, 12. 13, 14. 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25, 28--V9, 31;

uary 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 29;
Ma 1, 8, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24; April 5, 12, 13, 19a total of

, 55 da . There are still 35 days for which he'can be employed.

1
0-

The letter may be found in the files of the SOcommittee.
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b. You also stat N1HR had let 6 consultant
ranging from 10 20 days, at a cost
at 515,926? To whom have these contracts
lengths for each individual contract?

ANSWER
.

service
of $15,926.

gone?

RY1

20
15

15

10'

' 10
10

contracts,
Is each contract

What are the time

AmountsContracts were issued to

Leonard Perlman
Joseph LaRocca
Betty Jo Berland

4,
Phyllis Blaunstein
William Langner
Leonard Green .16,

$3,326
3,326
4,112
1.668

11:770:,

or'

Attachment

, .
$15,9276"
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Senator RANDOLPH I. am gotag to ask you, Senator Schweiker, to
proceed with your questions and, at this time, take over the chair.
You can work from this spot, or there, whatever you would like

Thank you, Dr. Giannini.
[Whereupon. Senator Schweiker assumed The chair.'

nator SCHWEIKSIL Thank you very much, Mr Chairman.
tor, let me frrst point outand you all may be aware of it

the microone that you and I are using here is connected to an
audio loot You mentioned in your testimony that new technology
would come to bear to help disabled people, and here is an example
of new technology. Later. we are going to have a demonstration of
how this audio loop system works. You may know how it works; I
do not know

My first question is, are you aware' of the audio loop and its
repercussions for the hard of hearing

Dr. GIAIIN1NI. I am not totally familiar with the technology of
many of these systems at 'the moment. and I would not be comfort-

/ able in answeting 'technical questions about it. However. I am
aware of the loop. I know thereare some problems with it, but I do
not know quite what they are

Senator SCHWEHCER. Well, it is a relatively new technology, so
being aware of it is important. The pointI wouldblike to make is
that different technologies can help different kinds bf people. We
know the laser cane helps the blind very significantly Signing. as
we have here today, helps the totally dear This audio loop helps
the hard of hearing or the hearing-impaired.

The point I would like to make is that we really have to look at
different technologies to provide different kinds of help I do not
think there is any .other single technology that can help as many

. people as this little gadget we have here this morning There are at
least 16 million hearing-impaired individuals and about 10 percent
of thera are deaf. Most deaf people would not get help from thig
device, but many who wear hearing aids can be helped substantial-
ly, their quality of listening improved, and they can be treated as
normal in many respects just by using this little gadget.

One of the points,' would like to make with the Government
witnesses this morning is that the loop represents a tremendous
technological breakthrough that we are really' not using yet It is
relatively inexpensive, re going to have a demonstration of it,
and I hope you will take a ook at the loop to see what might be
done by your institute to en ourage its use.

The other area of interest to me that you ditme,ntion is improv-
prig the qual0 of hearing aids. I am glad gau mentioned that,
because you spoke to my second point. As one vklio wears a hearing
aidand I am fortunate that I only have a moderate hearing loss,
so I can wear a kind that other people who have a more severe loss
cannot wearI-know that hearing aids leave an awful lot to be
desired. 'here is really a lack of technological growth in hearing
aid design, a lack of technological research on hearing aids that1
think is unbelievable, considering there are 1.6 million people out
there who can potentially wear them
. I would encourage you, as you said in your statement, to really
pursue this subject. I have talked with Senator Percy, vdio.also
wears a hearing aid, and he feels just as strongly as I do that there

.s
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is a tretriendeus` inabiritot inability, but just a gap here that' nobody has to improve hearing aids. Now, the audio loop is
one significant exception-t6 that, but thtlaid itself has really been

! underdeveloped 4ith all the tedhnology we have in.other areas. So
I'' hope you will pursue', gas you said you would in your statement,
the idtproved teehnolbgy of heti ig aids

One of the .0.(11)1dm that we have in this field we have to
. serve people in"different ways "I -mentioned that signing helps the

1 , deaf; the midi!) IdOlorfould 1101p the people who are not totally deaf,
' but can wear a hearing aid. I. think we have to look: at solutions to

problems Worn then different perspectives of the-different disabil
ivies. : .

on the other hand, when we come to something like basic re-
search, there vie have a very common thing, and developments that
could help both the hearing impaired and tho deaf could come from
the sarnelrese4tch I am working with- the National Institutes of

=.2" Health .to Veer up their research programs for both. hearing im-
paired and' deaf people They hate d very. lousy program in terms
of counseling, frankly, it is a very low-key program. and research
has been underfunded for both deaf and hearing impaired. Now,

.that is not, this committee's nor your responsibility, but I will,,.
; address this question ,later.

in'what ways.are fOU going to coordinate whatever.gets done in
NIH's hearing impaired and deaf research program with wheyou
are doing? That would be the Natioqal Institute of Neurological
and Communicative Disorders and Stroke, of course.

Dr GIANNINI Hopefully, since we are very well mandated within
the law that we wiH form a Fedefal interagency council, many of
these questions at least will be aired. Hopefully, we will be able to
have a reading on where the projects are being done. what agencies
are doing what, where can we cooperatively build from certain
projects, and that there will be a better stream of research activi-
ties and disseminating the information tb all the agencies.

I think that that is going to be a very challenging experience for
me, because I will have to chair that committee. But I am very
optimistic I think that since many people have the same questions
from various agencies, who is doing what, that the sharing will be
very much needed and very acceptable, so that we can have.,a
talking point from thereon.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Whet is the Institute's budget request for
fiscal year 1981?

Dr. GIANNINI. The budget is $37 million.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Do you have any rough idea of how much

will be spent on deaf or hearing impaire.d, or have you not had that
chance to break that down yet?

Dr GIANNINI Not at the moment. I have really only been pursu-
4ig this for about 10 days.

Senator SCI4WEIKER. Welt, I realize yoNire a totally new Insti.
tate, new program and new Director, so we are going to gille you
plenty of time to get oriented.

Thank you very much, doctor. We appreciate your being here.
We *mil you well in your new 'assignment I think ou are exceed
ingly well qualified for your work. and we are delighted that you
have accepted that undertaking.

Dr. Giiumniti Thank you very much, Senator.
* [The prepared statement of De Giannini follows:{
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. STATEMENT OF MARGARET J. GLAININI, M.P. ,

BEFORE THE SUPCCOPOTTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED OF,THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AMO HUNAN RESOURCES

February 6, ISM

Programs and Activities on'Sehalf of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing

MO. Chairman: I sincerely appreciated your invitation to appear

before the SOF:committee today to discuss"those program and activities

of the National Institute of Handicapped Research, which relate to the

*di and hard ortmaring.

Now under the Department of Health, Education and Velfires but soon

a part of the new Department of Education, the Institute was established

under P.L."9S-G02 to imprdve the effectiveness of services delivered to

handicapped individuals by providing for a comprehensive and coordinated,

approach to all Federal research programs involving handicapped individ.

mils from the preschool handicapped child to the working age adult

handicapped person and to the elderly disabled. A

The Institute is a centralized resource for information on the

needs of the handicapped. a mans of establishing research priorities.

a flezible.responsive resource for understanding research being done in

support of established priorities as well as a'neans for disseminating

technical knowledge and the results of research to those who oan.best be

served by it and to the general public:as welt."' .

. Our specific mission includes:

1. Identifying and eliminating the causes of disability.

21
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2. Neximdzjng the healthy physical and emotional status of WWI-
.

capped persons, their functional abilitY, self-sufficiency. self-ddvelo;ment

end Persolial autonomi.

3. Preventing or mlnimdzing personal and family.jihypcal, mental,

social, educational, vocational and economic effects of disability.

4. Reducing and eliminating ishyiical, social. educational, vocational

and environmental barriers to permit access to services and assistance for

handicapped individuals and to enable them to use their abilities in 4

activities of daily fife.

..

While much research is being done to assist handicapped individuals.

efforts are generally Cremated. The Institute will try to organtle.

expand and provide direction for research. development and demonstrationt

in support of servim for the handicapped. Our goals gust be ambitious.

lie must find the best means for organizing our ion's resources to

relieve the burdens of disability in the shortest p ssible time. . We must

del:n:11114 how the vast scientific and technological resources of this
. .

Country can'be applied more extensively and effectively and we must

introduce.oler Ad coordination into existing research efforts and assure

maxims and sore widely diffused benefits.

r The Institute will seek new authorization of categorical research.

We will use our national/regional network of special ;enters and coordinate

matching efforts with other Federal agencies alder the guidance of the

Interagency Committee on Handicapped Research and the National Council on the

Handicapped.
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Miring SMPairment Impacts on All Age Groups

As you know,, the mandate pf the Institute is extremely bivad and deals

with allhandicaps and 814 age groups from very young children to the dis-

abled elderly. Deafness affects this entire age spectrwm.'While mirking
r.

age deaf people have been considered itirly well in research in tr past,/

thvery Young and the aged have not fared. as well.

Of the deAf population. estimated at 1.8 million, approximately 500.600

became deaf at age 19 or earlier: a substantial portion were born deaf br

acquired the disability before they were able to establish language skill.

Thousindi%vf pttschool children are4deaf. On a given day over 60,000 deaf,

children attend public or private residential and day schools. We do not even

have an estimate of the numbers who are not enrolled in any formal school

setting, but who are affected by bearing disabilities.

. 'A report by Rolm and Thompson (1971 ),Orthe problems of deaf children

stated that:

"Children who are deaf p"r hard of hearing often are not

referred for audiological evaluation as early as possible.

As a consequence, medical, audiological and educational

remediation may be delayed beyond the optimum time for

prevention. Among hearing-impaired-children, one of the

most difficult to identify is the child with selective hearing

loss. Selective hearing loss implies normal heariwn for" certain

frequencies aod:a substantial loss for others. If the loss

occurs at frequencies which are hnoortant for 6earino Speech.

the deleterious effect on speech and language development

may be substantial."

1
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Ruch research needs to be done on the complex problems which f. e

rung children. Help in the early stages of life may significantly

affect their Promise for the future as well as ours.

V

The deaf population of working age may approach 400,000 individuals.

Continuing research relating to their coping abilities in Jobs, in the
4
community, in the family is essential. Near term relevance of such

study is highly significant to the deaf People and taxpayers of today.

The increasing number of deaf persons among the aging population is '

practically an unstudied phenomenon. Grave questioni repairs unanswered

In areas relating to the elderly deaf person's living conditions, health,

maintenance, Public benefits. Potential and recreational activities.

While no current precise population estimates of this group exist, it is

reasonable to assume that thousad¢s upon thousands of agirng deaf people

need the benefits arising out of teleVentresearch oil their particular

circumstances. The institute intends to address these needs, to assess

available and upcoming technology and to seek through research improved

servlce delivery systems which can aid the integration of these special

age groups and others with hearinggimpairments fully into our society.

Programs of the Research and Training Centers
A

Segue under the Rehabilitation Services Administration, but noll under

the National Institute of Handicappe k Research, two of the twenty-one

Research and Training Centers are designated specifically to deal with

deafness. One, located at New York 1.11versity, is in its sixteenth year.

This center focuses primarily on the c1 iammilnication'needs of deaf people.

' The Mew York University Center has p ro aced a number of outstanding deaf

and normally hearing professionals who re fully involved in trejning,

: .

. research, and community roles. The second center is located at the

.1'
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University of Ca liforNie Medical School in San ;maim. In o ration

only a few years, it focuses on the mental health of deaf people The

Institute recognizes the priority of the establishing additions centers

on deafness in order co survey unmet needs or tne &Of.

Our very short life as a governmental entity Preclude.

"my reporting any substantial re'searcn aCtivity-on-benair oi

deaf people. At this time we are developing specific long

range plans that will set the tone for our future efforts.

Our areas of consideration will run the gamut.of life Problems

of deaf people, and will use survey, experimental demonstrgtion,
.

evaluative and combination of techniques.. We intend over the

.years to mount studies On the relationships of deafness to:

marriage and the family, the community. the place of employment,

Public services. education (including mainstreaming), health care,

emotional Stability, the environment, transportation, architectural

design, spoken and written language interchange, as well as counselling.

training. prostheses, vision corrittion and consideration and many
7

other related components necessary for wholesome activities of daily

living.

Interpreter Training

An %portant aspect in any discussion of the needs and

situation of deaf individuals is interpreter training. The

training of interpreters for the deaf has undergone tremendous

growth over the Past decade. From a yen, few local training

effortsAht has Progressed through the establishment of a

small group of Federally- funded programi on to recognition end

inclusion in isolated Junior college curricula and up to the

present state of emerging degree level tratning,efforts. We

. she encouraged by the prom6e inherent in Section 304 (d) of

P.L. 95-602 w hich expresses official' Congressional concern ter

and recognition of the critical role that interpreters play In

the successful integretiOn of deaf people into the fabric of

2,)
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of our society.'
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Until only a few years ago the individuals serving as

interpreters for deaf people were relatively untrained. They

were children. teacheils, friend or siblings of deaf People

whoracsquired some degree of sig language skill $n an informal

manner. For the most art, they had little or no forme' training

in interpreting. y Just. did whatever they were capable of doing

to facilitate communication between deaf people ild bthtrs as best

'they could.

Traininb efforts, whet they 'emerged, mere largely limited to

. sign language instruction provided in an informal setting, such as-

churches, clubs, or continuing education classes.

From this humble beginning, more formal training efforts have

grown over the past two decodes. *These larglly successful and well-

intentioned efforts. however, have been loosely coordinated.

As a respA very little if anything exists in"the way of service

,delivery models on many critical issues. Those that need to 80

can be addreksed by the institute's Research and Training Centers

inilude., among others: candidate selectiO0,ctiterFa, success/failure

factors, cognitive Processing, physiological factors such as lighting,

position, rhythm, rate and motion factors/ eye fatigue:

TRe'Promise Of Science and Technology

Science:andtechnology offer much for the deaf and hearing impaired.

The institutes Soo Francisco Rehibilitation Eogioeertng Center has .

recently hosted a workshop on considering, new communication systems for

persons with impaired hearing or speech.

Some considerations-are;

-- The need to develop new devices which will Promote a more
06

flexible use of teletyPewritirs based on the Nome interest

26
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generated in 'hose computers.. Such devices should feature emicro-

Processbr based cai hf-direitional conversion between any telitipe .

equine+ which is presently used or will he developed avid should
° ./'

present a visual ,display with the option of making hard conies, as well -
.

as inexriensPie storage; of.meterial on jtaPe'cassettes. This technology

nuweilstilinteillielandificed to serve thh special needs of the deaf .
-- Special/along...distance rates for deaf users might yield to

a technological solution. Time - sharing networks now exist which

peewit two terminate to converse interactively, or to send electron.ic

mail. The system# are based on the fact that tyPing is quite slow,

compared to high-speed data transmission, and therefore many users

'share' the same line with corresponsing reductions in. cost.

-- Rn immediate need exists for,a number of relatively

simple devices which serve as alarms or signals. These include

visual smoke defectors and siren and doorbell indicators.

These are being developed.'

-- A phonetic typewriter is a practical possibility. This

device will receive spoken Anput,froin a microphone or telephone.

and will display the phonetic equivalent' of the speech in real-time
vie

on a visual or typed display.

Antimproved clinical 'Procedure for fittilg hearing aids is

under development. This promises greater diagnostic reliability

and greater perfor asce from a properly fitted aid. Related
. -

improvements in reliability, Impact- resistance and overall

""sithustnessa of hearing aids and the development of a nett generation

of hearing aids' using the latest' in technology are of prime importance.

ip-reading aids which Provide visual or tactile Information.

I
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about speech features, such as voicing. which cannot be perceived

through lip-reading alone are needed. Alsb useful would be the ongoing

invettgaticm of the Taikma method of deaf-blind communication.

In the long term the development of fully automatic speech

recOgnition'systems Providing a visual or printed output is

theoretically possible. The advent of a relatively inexpensive,

compact system would provide access for the deaf person to the entire

spectrum of communication options which are available to the hearing.

The technology and needs exist for: teletype devices, portable

message instruments, visual information displays at airports and other

public places, hazard warning devices. television information systems.

A educational-information systems such as signing books for the deaf.

wider avalAability of captioned movies, *nstructional media for

non - verbal deal persons. interpreter training media aid programs and

public information systems such as "Now to Comiicato witli the Dear

are ail likely targets for our attention.

The Institute is actively searching for a consortium of

4

:km

institutions which has the necessary components of enoinmertnc,

medicine and related sciences to qualify as a Rehabilitation Engineering

Center for Deifness. This effort has been underway for the past

two years without success, but we are hopeful that the right

combination of expertise wP l come together. so that the mast imptrtant

work needed in thisiarea can gerthe attention it so badly needs.

Particular NIHR Programs for the Deaf ,

have tried outline where we might go and the Challenges

. .the future offers ut. I would like now to eapsulize fdr you stye of the

projects supported by the Institute on behalf of 04 deaf and

4

jtt''

hearing impaired.,

One of our Research acrd Demonstration projects, terminated on December 31.

It dealt with vocational evaluation of severely handicapped deaf persons
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endwas conducted et Mew Tork University. It originally attempted to

develop work Samples for the deal, After a survey114-meny locations serving

the goof, it %es deterpindg that it would be beat to

concentrate on four conmeitielly aveilabls systems and

develop modifications and instructions whiih mould lake'

thme useful for the deaf. The four systems are:

An(s+, Called because it developed from the
' 4

Evaluation and Vocational Service.) ?leis is a series of work

samples using Anerian Sign LenoperenstruCtion which has

been developed, pre-tested and tried out in two locations:

This holds high promise.

Micro Tower Oiriginally developed by the Institute for the

Crippled and Disabled (1C0) as the Tower work sample system).

This is now gieatly shortened as the Micro-Tower. Instructions

for hearing client are usually given pp audfb tape. One location.

.

visited had tried video Sipe instruction. That particular

7
eeelorticas not successful and efforts meei turned to tasting

% v
with ihe cooperation of the iCo specialized instructions for

0

deaf clients. Two other sites were utilized to field test the
.
revised instructions.

Timer- the longer, "full Tower work aegis was also tested in these same

two field lotaticms using American Sign Language Instructions.
t

VALPAA:work sample - This is only being used at this time in one

center serving the deaf. Results of thfoexperience will be studied.

standard forms developed for the deaf and the sample will be

field tested to develop norms. .

Also, a menueT on work samples for the deaf is to be

developed based on our experience with theib four systems. t A

4
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One of our specifically gaikdated concerns lies with the

native Ppericans and their special needs. We are,supporting the planning

of a mfargstage project which seers to alleviate the effects of

otitis meaia, the incidence of rebid)" is ten tires higher wail Native

Marian than in the general population. This disease leads to hearing

impairment and social, educational and vocational handicaps.- Research

efforts will seek to serve the unique euTticUlturel lingual rertabiitaSion

needs of the neuro-sensory disabled. Native Aufericans by investigating

the reliability and validity of a number of therapeutic and rehabilitatlee

°approaches, by developing diagnoitic tools geared to the population's

Cultural and linguistic patterns and by including Native American

pisofessionals In rehabilitation efforer,-74:-'"

We have had approximately 25research projectsn speech and

hiaring in eight countries abroad supported though our special *Ogg

currency PrograthIP.L. 480 during the past ten yeari. Six protects

Continue to be active in Egypt, %nisi, Poland-, India and Guinea,

Two meaningful Projecti are currently befig completed

In Tunisia and Egypt. These truly multinational endeavors foci's

on the Verbal Tonal System developehn Yugoslavia under our special

foreign currency $rogrem by Or. Merin: Models similar to

those, in Tunisia and Egypt are being used in the Willed States

. ig,Ohio, Pennsylvania and Tennessee.'
- ,
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In India there is a high.incidence of stroke among t4e

young population of 20 to 30 yiar.olds. These stroke victims have

included a large weber left with aphasia. Oul!r.stipport has gone

into research on both the causal relationships of this phenomenon

and into rehabilitation efforts.

00 project in Guinea 4s one of the first projects approved

by that country involvingeasSistance from the US Government. Our
1 4

support, with special foreigncurrencies. has been to establish

comprehensive research. deconStrationsinel training center for the

hearing disabled of Guinea. '

In Poland we are workiaon a protect for.the reabilitation

of deaf young adults working in a vocational textile school.
ti

Inc impact of one of our Protects in Egypt may have .

significant meaning Mr the rest sithe Arab world as well.

This project concerns the developmeneof a standard sign vocabulary

with an auraliorat base (as co:mired to manuanigning). The

establishment of this stendard and the use if the left hand.

allowing the right hand fbr1n4ting, should serve as asiedel for

duplication in many other.countriet of thearea.

I have tried today to Present an overview of some of the

aspects of the needs of deaf and hearing impaired individuals.

I hope also to have set the tone for the promising work that is

ahead of us. You may be sure that the Institute is concerned abOut

the welf-being of delf.individuals and we are rdady to:do'sonething

positive to help their needs. Thank you
4 a
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Senator SCHWEIKER. Our next witness will be Mrt Robert'Hum-
phreys, Commissioner. of the Rehabilitation Services Administra
tion. Bob, we are glad-to have you back; this is your home ground
here, so we are delighted to' see you again.

I 'Auld .requestto make this work, y,ou do have to have the
loop microphone a little closer to you, so that our hardof-hearing
friend's will hear your voice clearly.' e probably should have a

ilittle bit higher mike, because it sits . But if you keep it up
close to your mouth, our friends -will b able to hear us. So go
ahea

STA EMEN'T OF ROBERT R. HUMPHREYS. COMMISSIONER. RE-,
H. BILITATIOS SEIWICES ADMINISTRATION. DEPARTMFNT OF
E UCATION

Mr' HUMPHREYS. Thank yoti, Senator Schweiker and members of
the committee. I appreciate very much the opportunity of being
with you this morning In the knowledge that the committee has a
very full agenda and a number of witnesses to hear who -will
present to the committee very important testimony. I will endeavor
to summarize my statement and then be available for such ques-

t L tions as you may want to ask.. I would like to provide a relatively comprehensive-71: -10 erview of
the progral.-.2 currently in progress within the Rehabilitation Serv-
ices AdministratiLln relating to both deaf people and people with
hearing' impairments, and I want to indicate how we are imple-
menting the new authorities of the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive
Services and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978.

Most recet$ data show that in 1978, just about 7,000 deaf people
were rehabilitated through the State vocational rehabilitation
system That represents about 2% percent of the total rehabilitants
during t year, and in the same year, about 10,000 people with
heari mpairrnents, those who are not totally deaf, were rehabili-
ta , and that accounts for another 3V. percent. Additionally,

.. 1,000 persons have been served through special demonstration Fora
/jects for both deaf and hard-of-hearing people. The total numbers

served but not rehabilitated are about 50,000. And I might point
out, too, that in tents of multipleirdit abilities, additional' persons
are served beyond those numbers where there are disabilities in
addition to deafness 'or bearing impairment or where that is a
secondary disability. .

These numbers and percentagtis hale remained relatively con-
. stant for a number of years. However, a number of constructive

steps are being taken to increase State agency capacity to deal
with the deaf and hard-of-hearing population. As a result, we esti-
mate that during the period 1979 through 1981, State programs
will rehabilitate somewhat greater numbers, and all States now
have hired or are actively recruiting staff who are trained as
professional counselors and are also able to communicate by sign
language with deaf clients. That has been, as,you know, oneof the
major stumbling blocks to greater rchabilitatiorl within the State
vocational rehabilitation agencies. Deaf. clients are very hard to
rehabilitate, are very long in.their rehabilitation, and it takes some
specialized training argil specialized services'which, up until recent-
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ly, State agencies for the most part have not had adequate capacity
to deal with.

We have, together with the Council of State Administrators for
Vocational Rehabilitation, engaged in a number of ways to improve
services to deaf and hard-of-hearing people. We are working also to
secure more referrals' of deaf and hearing-impaired people who
need vocational rehabilitation services. A new arrangement with
the National Hearing Aid Society and collaboration with voluntary
and profeattional organizations should produce additional rehabili-
tantt under th, rehabilitation program.

Some of the !specific areas of interest which are provided for deaf
and hard-of-hearing individuals, I would like to relate to you now.
In the Area of special projects for severely disabled individuals,
this, is you will recall, is a project grant authority that specifically
is targe to severely disabled people whose rehabilitation is diffi-
cult. One of those categories is deaf individuals who have not
reached eir maximum vocational potential. In 1980, we estimate
that the e will be four projects under that special project authority
for deaf persons. Over the past. 6 years, RSA has funded 12 projects
which have served about 1,000 deaf individuals. These projects, as Is
indicated, are very special and provide intensive and comprehen-
sivetervices to individuals who are difficult to rehabilitate.

We have also changed the level of support, in terms of the
length, to 5 years from 3, pursuant to the 4978 amendments, so
that we are now able to provide more extencied service to severely

f disabled deaf and hard-of-hearing. individuals. Experience has
shown that severely handicapped deaf people often need more than
3 years to achieve the capacity for competitive or other employ-
ment.

The provision of compr ehensive rehabilitation services for a
number of deaf people whose maximum vocational- potential has
not been reached continues to be one of our major -concerns. We
estimate the population in that category to be about .100,000, and
they are often severely limited in personal, social, and vocational
ad justment.

The establishmerioof the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf was a very important step toward reducing the underemploy-
ment of deaf people. That institute is developing vital new concepts
in training for deaf people and is opening employment opportuni-
ties in many industries heretofore closed. And I might point out
that State vocational rehabilitation agehcies are directly involved
with every student of the Institute.

Significant progress is being made in vocational training for deaf
people at existing community facilities. Demonstrationprograms in

iseveral areas successfully integrated deaf students into existing
programs using support services such as interpreting, notetaking,
tutonngand counseling. New and better emptoyment opportunities
are open to deaf people as they complete their training. This
program has stimulated a number of other colleges to devekip

. programs for this purpose, and approximately 50 community .col-
leges currently are sponsoring vocational training programs for
deaf people modeled on the success of those three demonstration
programs. These are jointly funded with our soon-tobe sister
agency, the BureaU of Education for the Handicapped,.and serve as
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vitally needed training resources for deaf clients of vocational reha-
bilitation agencies.

The communicative skills program, a long-term training project
funded by RSA and now in its 11th year, continues to increase the
niunber orrehabilitation personnel, professionals in allied fields,

. employers and coworkers of deaf people who are able to communi-
cate in sign language. Over 60 universities now offer credit courses
in manual communication due, in large part, to the greater aware-
ness and interest created by the Conimunjcative Skills Program.

The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, RID, formerly a RSA
project, is expanding and accelerating its certification program to
meet the critical needs of State rehabilitation agencies for an ade-
quate supply of certified interpreters. The interpreter tiaiping con-
sortium, another long-term training grant program, involves six .
regional training programs.

Sixteen States have developed or currently are developing
mental health programs for deaf people. New York was a pioneer
through the New York Psychiatric Institute, and provides a model
for those developing programs. Additional States are expected to .

provide these services as more mental health wortterP able to com-
municate with derif people become available.

I would like to mention also special efforts that are being made
under the developmental disabilities program for people who are
deaf or hearing-impaired and also developmentally disabled. A
project of national significance was awarded to the University of
Arizona in 1976 for about a million and a quarter, dollars, and the
purpose was to demonstrate model services and training for staff
serving hearing-impaired, developmentally disabled persons. The
project has been rather extensive; it has trained 3,000 professional
personnel and practitioners throughout that southwest region.

Another major activity for maximizing employment opportuni-
ties for deaf and hard of hearing people is underway in Seattle
through a projects-with-industry grant, another one of our project

- grant authorities, with the Seattle Speech and Hearing Center.
More than 100 placements have been made at over 25 corporations
in the Seattle area. A retention rate of over 75 percent for those
individuals in that program attests to the pei7nanencY of these
well-paying jobs for deaf people,, and it also attests to the tenacity
and capability of people who are deaf to hold down significant and
meaningful employment

Twenty-five innovation and expansion grant projects funded in
1979 provided rehabiliation services to clients who were deaf or

. hearintimpaired. You will be interested to know also that this
year the Institute on Rehabilitation Issues, an activity that is
coordinated by the Rehabilitation Services Administration and the
National Institute, is producing a manual on the subject of "Inter-

ne
ter Services for the DeafGuidelines for Rehabilitation Person-
," in tine with the-increased activity on th art of the State

rehabilitation. agencies to add to their interpr work force and
to increase the capacity of counselor's to work deaf and hear-
ing-impaired individuals.,

The year 1980 is the centennial celebration of the date of birth of
Helen 'teller. The Rehabilitation Services 'Administration hai a
contractual agreement with the Industrial Home for the Blind to

61$47 0 - 00 -
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oberate the Helen Kelle National Center. In 1979, 583 deaf-blind
individuals receivedservi at the center's national headquarters
or through one of its eight ional representatives. These services
are wide and varied, and are, ilored specifically to the individual
needs of the deaf-blind indiv duals in that program. The center
coordinates these activities th the activities'of BEH-funded re-
gional centers where approp ate.

There is no reference to a e Or 'disability in the oew independent
living authority in the 1 8' amendments. That activity is well
underway, as , and we are pleased to have been able to
move forward in deVeloping Centers for Independent Living These
projects provide within their respective communities a locus
around 'which a variety of services required by severely handl-
cipped people can be organized, coordinated and provided The
centers do not propose to provide, under one roof,. all services
needed by persons with all disabilities. These services will be tied
in with other existing programs, services such as- housing .referral
and assistance, transportation, advocacy, peer counseling,.personal
care attendants.

The Independent Living program, in my view, holds great prom-
ise for the unknown thousands of dependent deaf people who have
had very little, if any, formal training. They may tonlequently,be
without communication skills beyond the family circle They are
seriously deficient in being able to meet the demands of daily
living, such as time management, transportation, financial man-
agement, human interrelationships, personal hygiene and other
'basic activities. Quite frequently, they have little or no employ-
ment experience. . -

I want to point out to the committee that we are implementing
the centers program with ,special sensitivity to the communication
needs of deaf and hearing-'impaired persons. Reviewers of applica-
tions submitted for funding in fiscal 1979, the first year of the
centers' operation, invariably noted the presence or absence of such
basic tools or services as TTY links and availability of interpreters
The need for these elements was called to the attention of the
successful applicants who had not mentioned them in'the original
applications. The announcement of the availability of grants for
fiscal year 1980 is even more specific: It now states:

To be considered. all applications serving the full range of disabilities must state'
that the program will be operated from facilities which are free of arcgitectural and
communication barriers. or (hat barriers will be eliminated in very short order
following the award of any grant This includes assuring availability of interpreters
for.the deaf and telecommunications devices, as well as minor structural modifica
bons to premises to be occupied, as needed

This year's announcement states, as a special consideration for
funding, that:

Special consideration will be given to project applications which propose to serve
all disabilities, including individuals,whose disability may limit accer,s to knowledge
of the availability of services. such as the mentally retarded, and the sensory-

* impaired. the multiply-impaired and those which will provide outreach to severely
. handicapped individuals

The emphasis on programming to serve all ,disabilities has been
reached after careful consideration and consultation with many
people. We do have in the program announcement a propOsal to

10-
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authorize specific provisions to blind and the visually handicapped
individuals` andthe reason for this is that 27 States have a desig'-
nated State unit which serves only blind and visually handicapped

, people Even with that, these States that have those dual roles are
encouraged to develop a center program which will address the
common needs of all handicapped people. Stating that ljhe Rehabili-
tation Services Administration will fund up to 1.0 single disability
projectsin this case, projects to agencies serving only blind indi-
vidualsis not an endorsement by the Rehabilitation Services Ad-
ministration of the single disability approach, but is a recognition
of some very real strictures and constraints existing at the State
level Those blind agencies, I need not point out, are authorized to
serve only blind individuals; they are specific agencies in desig-
nated State units wicker. the Independent !Axing authorities of.title
VII, and therefore are eligible potentially to 'provide services under'
title VII in the Independent Living Centers program under part B.

Our commitment ,to the comprehensive-type center includes safe-
guards for deaf persons needing independent living training. I have
already mentioned interpreters and telecommunication devices. In-
service training in sign lahguage and lb the psychology of deafness
for many selected centers are very much in our plans.

For a number of years under its ongoing training program. RSA
has supported projects for training interpreters for the deaf. Inter-
preters trained under our projects were expected to have special
skills in working with deaf clients of State VR agencies and in
assisting deaf persons in achieving their vocational rehabilitation
objectives.

The new section 304(d) program for interpreter training is ge
neric and does not reflect any specific reference to vocational reha-
bilitation' Interpreters trained under this program will be available
to assist deaf individuals in their dealings with health, education,
social services.' vocational rehabilitation, recreation, employment,
and any other program that deaf individuals may encounter

The provision of section 304icif requires that the program be
administered under the Office of Information and Resources for the
Handicapped Since that office has rtot been established, the Reha-
bilitation Services Administration, in order to irraure prompt issu-
ance of grant awards this year, has established mechanisms to
initiate the program in 19x0 I anticipate that a notice wiJI be
published in the Federal Register announcing competition for the
$000,000 that was made available under a special earmark in the
itixo continuing' resolution by the Congress. Although the program
is being initiated by RSA, it is not being administered as a part of
our ongoing Rehabilitation Services Administration training pro-
gram It is a separate and distinct training autfairity. and its final
organizational assignment must be determined by the new Depart-
ment of Education Staff from the Office of Handicapped Individ-
uals are working closely with the Rehabilitation Services Adminis-
tration to insure that the broad'scope of the program is realized.

I think it is important to take a few moments to give special
attention to the issue of auxiliary aids related to section 504 and
the civil rights reqUirements in postsecondary institutions. Colleges
and universities are looking to rehabilitation funding for payment
of classroom interpreters for deaf students an ff State agencies
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maintain that the colleges must provide those services: They inter-
pret this civil rights requirement as a similar benefit, and there-
fore feel that the requirement is, under the law, that they look to
the colleges and State institutions to pay for those expenses rather
than the vocational rehabilitation dollar. State agencies also philo-
sophically believe that colleges should make their instruction acces-
sible without being conditioned upon the support by direct service
programs. State VR agencies.do accept responsibility for the costs
of personal aids which,are unique to the individual students.

About a year and a half ago, I 'issued an interim policy statement
which allowed the continuation of payment by rehabilitation agen-
cies for classioom interpreters serving their own clients This was
in order to allow for an orderly transition while the colleges devel-
oped means of putting into effect their own requirements for auxil-
iary services to their deaf students. We are in the grocess of
discussing this issue with the Offree of Civil Rights, and it is an
issue which will be raised and has been broughrto the attention of
the Department for a final resolution. 1 hope that can take place
very soon. _--.

I am looking forward to the opportunity for the Rehabilitation
Services Administration, in the new Department of Education, to
construct a long-range plan for providing the needed educational
and rehabilitation and other 'services to deaf, hard of hearing and
communicatively impaired individuals. The Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped and RSA have a long and fruitful record, I
believe; of cooperative projects and actitifies, and it goes without
saying that we will be cooperating very carefully, very well with
the new National Institute of Handicapped Research, particularly
on these issues relating to deafness and hard of hearing.

Recently, 1 received a task force report from a special group of 15
individuals who are, many of them, related to deaf organizations
and themselves are deaf. Their task was to review the functiorks
and the work of the Deafness and Communicative Disorders OM
That process, over the last year or so, has now been completed;
they have submitted their report to me, and I am studying their
recommendations to consider how they can be put forward a& an
integral part of the overall administrative budget and legislative

: plans which will be developed for handicapped persons in the new
department. I must say that after an initial review of that report I
am extremely impressed with the care and the thoughtfulness and
the professionalism of the members of that committee and the care
that has been taken by them in bringing together that report, and

.1 wanted to commend those individuals publicly.
Mr. Chairman, that is all I have. I have taken longer than I

expected, to, and 1 am sorry-7for-thrit, but 1 felt that it was impor-
tant to do what I could to shire with the committee those efforts
that we have underway.

Senator SCHwEIRER. Thank you, Commissioner. Do you have an
idea, offhand, of how many different Federal agencies or depart-
ments deal with the deaf and the hearing impaired?

Mr HUMPHREYS. In terms of specific attention to the needs of he
deaf and hearing-impaired individual as a, disability, I do, n I
know that there are some 300 programs that affect disabled ndi-
viduals throughout the Federal Government.
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We had , as you know, and you participated in1t, I believe, the
White Conference on Handicapped Individuals. It dealt with the
issues surrounding the need for a national policy on disability and

e for giving attention to a number of disability areas, including
people with communication impairments. ,

Senator SCHWEIKER. Is there a mechanism to coordinate these
different programs, either under you or under Dr Giannini, with
her new office? How do you see that problem being attacked?' 4 Mr. HUMPHREYS. There are several ways to approach that. One
of those that we have under development now is that within the
new Department of Health and Human Services, Secretary Harris
has authorized the establishment of a working committee on dis-
ability, which will serve as a catalyst for identifying policy issues
within that department, and ultimately will serve, I believe, as the
mechanism under section 510 of the Department of Education Or-
ganization Act for coordinating and providing liaison to disability
programs within the new Department of Education.

The Department of Education, I would anticipate, will have some
similar mechanism for coordinating its disability programs and
relating also to the Department of Health and Human Services

.,. Beyond that' I do very much believe that we need to have a
national policy on disability that will identify Specific mechanisms
for insuring that excessive duplication, overlap and conflict does
not exist among the programs that serve deaf and hearing-im-
paired individuals, as well as other disabled persons.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prom-
ises building accessibility for all disabled people. Now, in the broad-
est sense, what has been done.to enforce 504 for the hearing-
impaired, for example? In other words, how 'many Federal agencies
would have audio loop rooms in which meetingtcould be held and
the hearingimpaired really 'have access to what isgoing on?

Mr HUMPHREYS. My suspicion would be, Senator, that very little
has been done in terms of incorporating the audio loop into the
plans of Federal agen ies. As you suggested, it is new technology,
and I am most happ to be made aware of it and I will make
certain that other ag ncies are aware of it as well.

The responsibility, as you know, for enforcement under section
04 rests primarily with the Office of Civil Rights as the lead
agency Each of the other Federal agencies and departments have
responsibilities to issue regulations that are consistent with the
HEW regulations-on section 504.

Senator SCHWEIKER. They will get a letter tomorrow.
Mr. HUMPHREYS. All right. s
Senator SCHWEIKER. We are going to get them tuned in on it.

That is a good point about enforcement, s we will get them tuned
in tomorrow with a letter. .

How much of the RSA's budget goes for programs to help the
deaf and hear' -impaired?

Mr. H s. I indicated that I do not have a total dollar
figure. I ca ainly provide that for the record.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Right, and would you also break it down
between the dial- and the hearing-impaired in subcategories as
well?

c
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Mr. HUMPHREYS, I will attempt to do that, although I do not
know that man make those specific distinctions. I will try it

Senator SCHWEIKER. I think that may be part of our problem
right there.

Mr. HuMPHREYS. Yes.
(The information referred to follows:1
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Rehabilitation Services Adsinistration

Federal Expenditures for Deaf and Hearing Waited Persons

Basic Sbpport Progress - Title I

4
FY 76

Deaf $16.100A10
Hearing

impaired 15,400,000

FY 77

$19,050,000

l9,.050,000

Trust Funds

FY 78

$20,400,000

womb')

4P /
Deaf S 1.730,000 S 2,500,000 5 3,675.000
Hearing'

impaired 575,000 535,000
. 484,000

Deaf $ 2.267,000
Hearing
impaired 527,000

41.

SSI Funds

S 2.860,000

436,000

$ 3.687.000

358,000

Os.
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SenatorSckiwyncas. You note that in 1979, there were 25 innova-
tion. and expansion grant projects funded that provided rehabilita-
tion services for deaf and hearing-impaired individuals. As you
know, thl 1981 budget phases out Oinding for this program. How
do we plan to continue" serving these individuals?

I realize you do not set tfit budget, and.I realize the budget is not
something that you have a final say in, but I am still asking the
question.

Mr. tlustpHsEys. Yes, sir. The budget policy related to the incor-
Iporation of the innovation and expansion grant program into the
section 110 basic State grant program permits the contitluation of
those innovative activities-under the aegis of the basic State grant
Program.

I would certainly want to encourage States to continue to engage
, in innovative'techniques in the spirit of the innovation and expan-

sion grant. program, in conjunction with their regular dire* sery,ic#
delivery under the basic State mints. ti

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, thank you very much, Commissioner;
we appreciate your participaparticipation. We hope you will focus on some
of the new questions and new ideas that we have raised this

rning. That is really the purpose of ate-hearing, anyway, and we
a reciate your participation.

r. HUMPHREYS. Mr. Chairman, I will very carefully read the
proceedings of this hearing, and will certainly in our policy review
discuss those proceedings and comtnents that have_ been made by
the witnesses here and the members of the committee.

I appreciate the opportunity to"testifx. ,

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you. 4

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Humphrey follows]

i
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT R. HUMPHREYS

-BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE HANDICAPPED

ONPROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES IN BEHALF

OF DEAF AND HEARING IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS

FEBRUARY 6, 1980

MR. CHAIRMAN, I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE

YOU AND THE MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE TODAY TO DISCUSS

MS.-0F THE PROGRAkS AND ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN BY THE

REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION TO HELP MEET THE

NEEDS OF HANDICAPPED PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF OR HAVE I;OATRED

HEARING, AN6TO DESCRIBE HOW WE ARE MOVING WITHIN AVAILABLE

RESOURCES TO BUILD THE INFRASTRUCTURE T9 BETTER SERVE MORE

WTHIS POPULATION. MY STATEMENT IS INTENDED Ig/PINIDE A

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY IN BEHALF OF

THESE TWO GROUPS. I SHALL REPORT, ALSO, ON HOW WE ARE

IMPLEMENTING NEW AUTHORITIES IN THE REHABILITATION, COMPRE

HENSIVE.SERVICES AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AMENDMENTS '

41,00F 1978AUTHOHITJES WHICH ARE UNIQUELY DESIGNED TO IMPROVE

SERVICES TO PEOPLE WITH COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS.

.14

SERVICES FROM 'STATE AGENCY PROGRAMS

OUR MOST RECENT DATA SHOW THAT IN 1978, 6,877 DEAF PEOPLE

WERE REHABILITATED BY THE STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

e.
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AGENCIES. THEY REPRESENTED 2.4Z OF THE TOTAL. OF 294.396'

INDIVIDUALS REHABILITATED. DURING THE'SAME.YEAR AN MOP*

T1ONAL 9.982 PERSONS wtkm OTHER HEARING IMPAIRMENTS WERE

REHABILITATED. THEY AfCOUNTED FOR ANOTHER 3.41 OF THOSE

REHABILITATED. AN AD1ITIONAC 1.000 PERSONS HAVE BEEN SERVED

THROUGH SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS FOR THESE GROUPS.

THE OVERALL NUMBERS SERVED BUT NOT REHABILITATED ARE ESTI
...

, . . . ...

MATED TO BE.50.000.

THESE NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES HAVE REMAINED SUBSTANTIALLY

LEVEL FOR THE"PiST SEVERAL YEARS. HOWEVER. A NUMBER OF

CONSTRUCTIVE STEPS ARE BEING fAKEN TO IMPROVE STATE AGENCY

CAPABILITY. AS A RESULT. WE ESTIMATE THAT IN 1979 THROUGH

1981 THE STATE PROGRAMS WILL REHABILITATE SOMEWHAT GREATER

NUMBERS. ALL STAT5p NOW HAVE HIRED OR ARE ACTIVELY RECRUIT-

ING STAFF WHO ARE TRAINED AS PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS AND ARE

ALSO ABLE JO COMN4NICATE BY SIGN LANGUAGE WITH DEAF CLIENTS.

A MODEL STATE PLAIN FOR VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF DEAF

"., CLIENTS. DEVELOPED IN 1973 AND REVISED IN 1977. SERVES AS

4
A GUIDE TO STATI AGENCIES ON MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT AND TOTAL

PROGRAM DEVELOP ENT FOR DEAF AND HEARING IMPAIRED PEOPLE.

WE ARE WORKING. ALSO. TO SECURE MORE REFERRALS OF DEAF AND

HEARING IMPAIR 'PEOPLE WHO NEED VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

0 \
SERVICES. 'WE HOPE\THAT A NEW ARRANGEMENT WITH THE NATIONAL

HEARING AID SOCIETY 'AND COLLABORATION WITH VOLUNTARY AND

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WILL` PRODUCE SUBSTANTIALLY IN-

CREASED REFERRALOOF INDIVIDUALS WIR4CAN BENEFIT FROM
.

-

ts
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REHABILITATION SERVICES.

I WOULD NOW LIKE TO DESCRIBE 104 OF OUR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS.

SPECIAL SERVICE PROJECTS

UNDER 'SECTION 51.1111)(1)*0F THE 1978 AMENBMEHTS'TNE REHABILITA-

TION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION' kk MAKING GRANTS FOR SPECIAL

PROJECTS FOR SEVERELY' DISABLED INDIVIDUALS,' INCLUDING THE
.

DEAF. THESE PROJECTS. ARE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE SERVICES' TO

THOSE WHO NAVEIBEEN UNDERSERVED iNrIMiiPAST: IN A80 WE '

ESTIMATE THERE WILL BE FOUR -SUCN PROJECTS 'FOR DEAF PERSONS.

UNDER SIMILAR AUTHORITtES,I*THE PAST SIX YEARS WE Kaye !ND-
4

ED 12 PROJECTS WHICH HAVE STAVED ABOUT ONk 1N4eSAND INDIVIDUALS.

THESE PROJECTS SERVE SEYERWOHANDICAPP4 ED DEAF PERSONS WHO

HAVE BEEN UNAilLi TO ENTER OR PROOSSII- IN -RESULAR-REHABILITATION

OR OTHER SERVICE PROGRAMS.

WE HAVE CHANGED THE ALLOWABLE,PERIOD*OF FEDERAL SUPPORT RdM
° -

THREE,TO FIVE YEARS. EXPERUNCi NAS.SHOWN THAT SEVERELY
.

HANDICAPPED DEAF PEOPLE OFTEN NEED LORE THAN THREE YEARS TO

ACHIEVE THE CAPACITY F6R COMPETITIVE OR OTHER EMPleakMENT.

RECRUITMENT OF HIGHLY SPECIALIZED STAFF TO WORK wtielfliese

'CLIENTS SHOULD BE EASIER WITH TMEtPROBRWILITY OF;FIVi YEARS
. .

OF FUNDING. ' .
I

.

ImcRusam THE VOCATIONAL AN itIfikflNDENT LIyING POTENTIAL

OF DEAF AND HEARIN(' IMPAIIIED 1,41 VIDUA

THE PROVISION OF COMPREHENSIVE°RE AT1.6N SERVICES FOR

A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF DEAR.PEaFf.E kolisg MAXIMUM VOCAT:1ONAL

POTENTIAL. HAS NOT BEEN REACHED coNfrNuts TO BE ONE OF

*
41 .
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MAJOR coNceoNs. ESTIMATED AT 100,000 IN NUMBER' SUCH DEAF

PEOPLE ARE- OFTEN SEVERELY LIMITED IN PERSONAL' SOCIAL AND-
.

VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT. THEIR PROBLEMS CLUSTER AROUND EDUCA

' TIONAL AND SOCTAL'UNDERAHIEVEMENT, SEVERELY LIMITED COMMUNI**

CATION SKILLSAND PROBLEMTI40JOSTMENT TO THE BASIC REQUIRE

'Tin OF DAILY LIVING. SOME HAVE SECONDARY PHYSICAL DISABILITIES.

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE HATIDNAL.TECHNICAL,INSTITUTE FOR THE

DEAF, AUTHORIZED BY PUBLIC LAW 89 -36 IN 1968 WAS A VERY IMPORTANT

STEP,TOWARD REDUCING THE UNDEREMPLOYMENT OF DEAF PEOPLE. THE

INSTITUTE IS DEVELOPING VITAL.HEW CONCEPTS IN TRAINING FOR

DEAF PEOPLE AND IS OPENING E1PL&MENT OPPORTUNITIES IN MAY

INDUSTRIES HERETOFORE CLOSED. STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION.

'AGENCIES ARE DIRECTLY INVOLVED WITH EERY STUDENT OF THE

INSTITUTE.
.4

A .1

/

SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS IS BEING MADE IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR

DEAF PEOPLE AT EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES. DEMONSTRATION

PROGRAMS Ay DELGADO COLLEGE'' .AT SEATTLECOMMUNITYSOLLEGE,

AND AT THE ST. PAVL TECHNICAL- VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE SUCCESSFULLY

INTEGRATED DEAF STUDENTS INTO EXISTING PROGRAMS USING SUPPORT

SERVICES SUCH AS INTERPRETING' NOTETAKING, TUTORING AND COUNSEL-

ING. HEW AND BETTER'EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES OPENED TO DEAF

PEOPLE AS THEY COMPLETEDTHEIR TRAINING. THE PROGRAMS DID MUCH

TO STIMULATE INTEREST AT OTHER SCHOOLS IN PROVIDING VOCATIONAL
A

4 4 b
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'TRAINING TO DEAF INDIVIDUALS. CURRENTLY/ APPROXIMATELY FIFTY ,

COMMUNITY COLLEGES ARE SPONSORING VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

FOR DEAF PEOPLE MODELED ON THE SUCCESS OF THLTHREE DiMONSTRA:

4 TION PROGRAMS. THERE PROGRAMS ARE JOINTLY FUNDED WITH THE

BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND SERVE AS VITALLY

NEEDED TRAINING RESOURCES FOR DEAF CLIENTS OF STATE VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION AGENCIES.

41

JEW

A SMALL BUT IMPORTANT BEGINNING WAS MADE IN 1974 IN PROVIDING

SERVICES TO DEAF PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT ACHIEVED THEIR MAXIMUM

VOCATIONAL POTENTIAL. THREE SPECIAL PROJECTS FUNDED BY RSA

WERE ESTABLISHED IN INDIANA, HASHHIGTON STATE, AND SOUTIt

CAROLINA TO PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE REHABILITATION SERVICES TO

SEVERELY HANDICAPPED DEAF PEOPLE FOR WHOM NO PROGRAMS PRE-

VIOUSLY EXISTED. ONE ADDITIONAL PROJECT WAS BEGUN IN 1975

IN CALIFORNIA AND ONE EACH IN TEXAS AND MARYLAND IN 1976.

IN 1977, PROJECTS WERE,PUT INTO OPERATION IN VIRGINIA, DELAWARE,

AND FLORIDA.

THE COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS PROGRAM, A LONGTERM TRAINING PROJECT

FUNDED BY RSA AND NOW IN ITS ELEVENTH YEAR, CONTODES TO INCREASE

THE NUMBER OF REHABILITATION PERSONNEL, PROFESSIONALS iN ALLIED

FIELDS, EMPLOYERS AND tCrWORKERS OF DEAF PEOPLE WHO ARE ABLE

TO COMMUNICATE IN SIGH LANGUAGE. ,OVER SIXTY UNIVERSITIES

NOW OFFER CREDIT COURSES IN MANUAL COMMUNICATION DUE. IN LARGE

PART/ TO THE GREATER AWARENESS AND INTEREST GENERATED BY THE

COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS PROGRAM.

4

4
ti
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THE REGISTRY OF INTERPRETERS FOR THE DEAF, A FORMER REAABILI

TAT ION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION PROJECT, IS EXPANDING AND

ACCELERATING ITS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM TO MEET THE CRITICAL

NEED OF STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCIES FOR ANIADEGUATE

SUPPLY OF CERTIFIED INTERPRETERS TO WORK WITH COUNSELORS SERVING'

tYF
PEOPLE. THE NATIONAL INTERPRETER TRAINING ,CONSORTIUM, A

ONG-TERM TRAINING GRANT PROGRAM FUNDED IN FISCAL YEAR 1974

THE REH?ILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, INVOLVES SIX

REGIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS. IT IS EXPEDITING THE DEVELOPMENT

OF CERTIFIED INTERPRETERS NEEDED BY STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILI

UTION AGENCIES.

SIXTEEN STATES NAVE DEVELOPED OR ARE CURRENTLY, DEVELOPING

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS FOR-DEAF-PEOPLEr- NEW YORK) WHIG

ABSORBED THE PIONEERING RENAByATION SERVICES ADMINISTRA-

TION-SUPPORTED DEMONSTRATION MENTAL HEALTH PROJECT FOR THE

DEAF AT THE NEW YORK PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE, PROVIDES A MODEL

FOR THE DEVELOPING PROGRAMS. ADDITIONAL STATES ARE EXPECTED

TO PROIDE TI)ESE MUCH NEEDED SERVICES AS MORE MENTAL HEALTH

WORKERS#ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH DEAF PEOPLE BECOME AVAIeBLE.

I WISH TO MENTION, ALSO, THE SPECIAL' EFFORTS MADE IN BEHALF

OF HEARING IMP4IRED, INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE ALSO DEVELOPMENTALLY

P.1/94 -103,.

leW
DISABLED. UNDER r.L Zir'LVJA THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

OFFICE AWARDED A,PROJECT OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE TO THE

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA REHABILITATION CENTER, TUCSON. THE

FUNDING LEVEL FOR-THIS THREE-YEAR EFFORT WAS $1,250,000 FOR

THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1, 1976 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 1979. THE
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PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT WAS TO DEMONSTRATE MODEL SERVICES

AND TRAINING FOR STAFF SERVING HEARING IMPAIRED DEVELOPMENTALLY

DISABLED (HIBD) PERSONS. AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS THROUGHOUT'

ARIZONA WITH OUTREACH INTO NEIGHBORING STATES WORKED TO EXTEND

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES TO 368 PERSONS IN REMOTE. RURAL AREAS.

THE PROJECT ALSO HASITRAINED 3.000 PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL AND
-

PRACTITIONERS THROUGHOUT THE REGION. ,WE ANTICIPATE THAT THIS

PROJECT'WILL ENCOURAGE41FPLICATION NATIONALLY IN A VARIETY

OF FACILITIES.

ANOTHER MAJOR INITIATIVE FOR MAXIMIZING EMPLOYMENT OPPOITUNITI.ES

FOR DEAF AND HARD OF NEARING PEOPLE IS UNDERWAY IN SEATiti.

WASHINGTON. THROUGH A PROJECTIWITH INDUSTRY GRANT TO THE

SEATTLE SPEECH AND HEARING CENTER AUTHORIZED BY SECTION 621

OF THE REHABILITATION ACT. UNDER THIS SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP

PROGRAM BETWEEN THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND THE REHABILITATION

COMMUNITY. MORE THAN 100 PLACEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE AT OVER

25 COPRORATIONS IN THE,SEATTLE)AREA. INCLUDING BOEING.

WEYERHAUSER AND LEAR JET.. THE JOBS INCLUDE DRAFTSMEN. MACHINISTS.

MACHINE OPERATORS. FOOD SERVICE WORKERS. CLERICAL. AND OTHERS.

A'RETENTION RATE OF OVER 75% ATTESTS TO THE PERMANANCV OF

THESE WELL PAYING JOBS FOR DEAF PEOPLE.

IN ADDITION. TWENTYFIVE (45) INNOVATION AND EXPANSION GRIT

PROJECTS FUNDED IN FY 79 PROVIDED REHABILITATION SERVICES FOR

CLIENTS WHO WERE DEAF OR HEARING IMPAIRED. YOU 4ILL BE INTEREST-

ED TO KNOW.. ALSO.. THAT THIS YEAR THE INSTITUTE ON REHABILITATION.

'ISSUES. AN ACTIVITY COORDINATED BY THE REHABILITATION SERVICES

.*

ti
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ADMINISTRATION IN COOPERATION WITH THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE

OF HANDICAPPED RESEARCH, IS PRODUCING A MANUAL ON THE SUBJECT

OF "INTERPRETER SERVICE FOR THE DEAF - -GUIDELtNES FOR REHAB! -

IITATIoN PERSONNEL.' THE STUDY GROUP THAT IS PREPARING THIS

MATERIAL WILL MAKE A REPORT TO A NATIONAL SEMINAR IN JUNE 1980.

-THE MATERIALWILL THEN BE PUBLISHED AHD WIDELY DISTRIBUTED.

SPECIAL SERVICES FOR DEAF-BLIND PEOPLE - HELEN KE1102 NATIONAL

CENTER PA DEAF -BLIND YOUTHS AN; ADULTS

BECAUSE 1980 IS THE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION OF THE BIRTH DATE

OF HELEN KELLER, IT SEEMS'ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE TO COMMENT
4

ON CURRENT REHABILITATIOK PROGRAMS FOR DEAF-BLIND INDIVIDUALS.

IN ORDER TO ENSURE PROvIS ON OF COMPREHENSIVE REHABILITATION

SERVICES FOR DEAF-BLIND PE SONS, THE REHABILITATION SERVICES

ADMINISTRATION HAS A CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENT WITH THE INDUSTRIAL

HOME FOR THE WIND TO OPERATE THE HELEN KELLER NATIONAL CENTER

FOR DEAF-BLIND YOUTHS AND ADULTS, LOCATED AT SANDS POINT,

HEW YORK. THE NATIONAL CENTER WAS ESTABLISHED BY CONGRESS TO

PROVIDE COmPREMENSIvE EVALUATION AND TRAINING SERVICES TO

DEAF -fiLIND INDIVIDUALS IN ORDER TO INSURE THAT THESE PERSONS

MAY REACH THEIR MAXIMUM FOTENTIAL TO LIVE AND WORK INDEPENDENTLY.

SIN FISCAL YEAR 1979, 583 DEAF-BLIND INDIVIDUALS RECEIVED SERVICES

AT THE CENTER'S NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS OR THROUGH ONE OF ITS

EIGHT REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. COMMUNICATION, TRAVEL, ACTIVITIES

43
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OF DAILY LIVING. AND VOCATIONAL SKILLS ARE EXAMPLES OF TRAINING

PROVIDED THESE CLIENTS. IN ADDITION TO REHABILITATION SERVICES.

THE NATIONAL CENTER ALSO PROVIDES/TRAINING FOR PROFESSIONALS.

CARRIES OUT PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS. CONDUCTS FIELD TESTING

AND EVALUATION OF COMMUNICATION DEVICES AHD OTHER SENSORY

AIDS,FOR DEAF-BLIND PERSONS. AND PARTICIPATES IN THE COLLECTION

AND ANALYSIS OF NATIONAL DATA REGARDING THIS POPULATION. THE '

CENTER COORDINATES THESE ACTIVITIES WITH THE ACTIVITIES OF

BEN-FUNDED REGIONAL CENTERS WHERE APPROPRIATE,

114DEPEMENT LIMO FOR THE DEAF AND HiAR I NG IMPA I RER

THERE IS NO REFERENCE TO AGE OR DISABILITY IN THE NEW INDE-

PENDENT LIVING AUTHORITIES PROVIDED BY THE 1978 AMENDMENTS

OTHER THAN THAT CONTAINED IN PART C FOR OLDER BLIND INDIVIDUALS.

.THE THRUST OF THIS NEW PROGRAM IS THAT OF COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES.

10 DATE. FUNDING FOR THE NEW INDEPENDENT LIVING AUTHORITY HAS

BEEN LIMITED TO PART B CENTERS FOR INDEPENDENT IVING. FROM

THE FY 1979 APPROPRIATION OF $2 MILLION. TEN CENTERS GRANTS WERE

WARDED, THE CONTINUING RESOLUTION FOR FY 1980 HAS MADE

AVAILABLE $15 MILLION. SPECIFICALLY TARGETED TO PART B PROJECTS,

OF THIS AMOUNT. $2 MILLION WILL BE HELD IN RESERVE FOR,CON-

TINUATIONS. UP TO 65 NEW PROJECTS WILL BE FUNDED FROM THE

$13 MILLION REMAINING. WE ARE PLEASED THAT WE HAVE BEEN ABLE

TO MOVE FORWARD IN DEVELOPING CENTERS FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING;

FOR THESE PROJECTS PROVIDE WITHIN THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMUNITIES

A LOCUS AROUND WHICH A WIDE VARIETY OF SERVICES REQUIRED BY

SEVERELY HANDICAPPED INDVIDUALS CAN BE ORGANIZED. COORDINATED;

j
61547 0 - 110 - 4
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AND PROVIDED. THE CENTERS DO NOT PROPOSE TO PROVIDE, UNDER

ONE ROOF, ALL SERVICES NEEDED BY PERSONS WITH ALL DISABIL,TIES.

CENTER SERVICES WILL SUPPLEMENT AND BE INTEGRATED WITH iXISTING

PROGRAMS. SERVICES SUCH AS HOUSING REFERRAL AND ASSISTANCE*

TRANSPORTATION, ADVOCACY, PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANTS* PEER

COUNSELING* AND INFORMATION AND REFERRAL ARE EXPECTED TO 4E CORE,

SERVICES. WHEN SPECIALIZED SKILLS OR SERVICES ARE NECESSARY,

THE CENTER WOULD LOOK TO SPECIALIZED AGENCIES. CAPABILITY

BUILDING WILL BE FOCUSED ON'UNMET NEEDS.

I CONTRAST THE CENTER OPERATION AND ITS COMBINATION OF
#

SERVICES WITH THE PART A FORMULA AUTHORITY IN THAT UNDER THE

FORMULA PROGRAM, SPECIFIC SERVICES CAN BE AUTHORIZED FOR

SINGLE INDIVIDUALS* AND THAT, FURTHER, UNDER THE MANDATORY

SUBGRANTING OF FUNDS* SPECIFIC SKILLS TRAINING PROGRAMS CAN

BE SUPPORTED. THE INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAM MOLDS GREAT

PROMISE FOR THE UNKNOWN THOUSANDS OF DEPENDENT DEAF PEOPLE

WHO HAVE HAD VERY LITTLE OR NO FORMAL TRAINING. THEY MAY

CONSEQUENTLY BE WITHOUT COMMUNICATION SKILLS BEYOND THE

FAMILY CIRCLE. THEY ARE SERIOUSLY DEFICIENT IN MEETING

THE DEMANDS OF DAILY LIVING SUCH AS TIME MANAGEMENT, TRANS

PORTATION* FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, HUMAN INTERRELATIONSHIPS*

PERSONAL HYGIENE, AND OTHER BASIC ACTIVITIES. THEY HAVE

LITTLE OR NO EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE.

oPI
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i////1I WAN TO POINT OUT THAT WE ARE IMPLEMENTING THE CENTERS PROGRAM

WITH SENSITIVITY TO T4E COMMUNICATION NEEDS OF DEAF AND HEARING

IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS. REVIEWERS OF APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED

FOR FUNDING IN FY 1979 INVARIABLY NOTED THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE

OF SUCH BASIC TOOLS OF SERVICES AS ITV LINKS AND AVAILABILITY

OF INTERPRETERS. THE NEED FOR THESE ELEMENTS WAS CALLED TO'

THE ATTENTION Of THE SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS WHO HAD NOT MENTIONED

THEM IN THE ORIGINAL APPLICATIONS. THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE

AVAILABILITY OF GRANTS FOR FY 1980 IS EVEN MORE SPECIFIC. IT

NOW STATES "TO BE CONSIDERED, ALL APPLICATIONS SERVING THE

FULL RANGE OF DISABILITIES MUST STATE THAT THE PROGRAM WILL BE

OPERATED FROM FACILITIES WHICH ARE FREE OF ARCHITECTURAL AND

COMMUNICATION BARRIERS, -OR THAT BARRIERS WiLk-BE ELIMINATED

IN VERY SHORT ORDER FOLLOWING AWARD OF ANY GRANT. THIS INCLUDES,
,

ASSURING AVAILABILITY OF INTERPRETERS FOR THE DEAF AND TELE-

COMMUNICATIONS DEVICES, AS WELL AS MINOR STRUCTURAL MODIFICA-

TIONS TO PREMISES TO BE OCCUPIED, AS NEEDED."

IA

THIS YEAR'S ANNOUNCEMENT STATES, AS A SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

FOR FUNDING, THAT "SPECIAL CONSIDERATION WILL BE GIVENTO

PROJECT APPLICATIONS WHICH PROPOSE TO SERVE ALL DISABILITIES,

INCLUDING INDIVIDUALS WHOSE DISABILITY MAY LIMIT ACCESS TO

KNOWLEDGE OF THE AVAILABILITY OF SERVICES, SUCH AS THE MENTALLY

RETARDED AND THE SENSORY IMPAIRED, THE MULTIPLY IMPAIRED AND

THOSE WHICH WILL PROVIDE OUTREACH TO SEVERELY HANDICAPPED

INDIVIDUALS."

11)
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THEE EMPHASIS ON PROGRAMMING TO SERVE AU, DISABILITIES WAS

REACHED 'AFTER CAREFUL CONSIDERATION AMP CONSULTATION WITH

MANY PEOPLE.' I FEEL THAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED A iiNRAL,AGREEr

d MEMT THAT THE COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH'IS TO BE PREFERRED. OUR
.

ANNOUNCEMENT DOES NOTE, HOWEVER, THAT APPROXIMATELY 27 STATES

HAVE A DESIG411/.0 STATE UNIT WHICH SERVES ONLY BLIND AND

VISUALLY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALgi AND ANOTHER DESIGNATED

STATE UNIT WHICH SERVES ALL OTHER DISABILITIES. EVEN SO,'THESE

STATES ARE ENCOURAGED TO DEVELOPA CENTER'S PROGRAII WHICH WILL

ADDRESS THE COMMON NEEDS OF ALL HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS TO

THE EXTENT THAT.SUCH JOINT PROGRAMMING IS PERMITTED BY STATE

LAW AND OTHER STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS. OUR ANNOUNCEMENT

ACKNOWLEDGES THAT-BECAUSE OF THIS TRAbITIONAI. DELINEATION

OF RESPONSIBILITIES, AS 6ITERMINED BY THE RESPECTIVE STATES,

THE REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION MAY FUND UP TO TEN

APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED SOLELY BY STATE REHABILITATION AGENCIES

SERVING BLIND AND VISUALLY HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS.

STATING THAT THE REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION MAY

FUND UP TO 10 SINGLE DISABILITY PROJECTS (IN THIS CASE, PROJECTS

TO AGENCIES SERVING ONLY 'LIND INDIVIDUALS) IS NOT AN ENDORSE-

MENT BY THE REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION OF THE

SINGLE DISABILITY APPROACH, BUT IS A RECOGNITION OF SOME VERY

REAL STRUCTURES AND CONSTRAINTS EXISTING ON THE STATE LEVEL.

5 t)
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I HASTEN TO EMPHASIZE THAT OUR COMMITMENT TO THE COMPREHEN-

SIVE TYPE CENTER INCLUDES SAFEGUARDS FOR DEAF PERSONS NEEDING

INDEPENDENT LIVING TRAINING. .1 HAVE ALREADY MENTIONED IN-

TERPRETERS AND TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICES. IN-SERVICE TRAINING

IN SIGN LANGUAGE AND IN THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DEAFNESS FOR MANY

SELECTED CENTERS.ARE VERY MO-CH IN OUR PLANS.

IPAIWNA OF INTERPRETERS FOR fHt DEAF

FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS UNDER ITS ONGOING TRAINING PROGRAM THE

REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION HAS SUPPORTED PROJECTS

FOOL TRAINING INTERPRETERS FOR THE DEAF. INTERPRETERS TRAINED

UNDER OUR PROJECTS WERE EXPECTED TO HAVE SPECIAL SKILLS' IN

,* WORKING WITH DEAF CLIENTS OF STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION!

AGENCIES AND IN ASSISTING DEAF PERSONS, IN ACHIEVING THEIR
Et

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OBJECTIVES.

THE NEWLXAUTHORIZED PROGRAM FOR INTERPRETER TRAINING UNDER

SECTION 304(D) IS MORE GENERIC IN NATURE AND DOES NOT REFLECT

ANY SPECIAL REFERENCE TO VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION. INTERPRE-

TERS TRAINED UNDER THE NEW PROGRAM WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ASSIST

DEAF INDIVIDUALS IN THEIR DEALINGS WITH HEALTH.IEDUCATION.

IAL SERVICES. VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION, RECREATION,

EMPLOYM D SIMILAR PROGRAMS WHICH ARE IMPORTANT TO DEAF

PEOPLE.

J
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SECTION 301t<D) PIOVIDES THAT THE NEW PROGRAM BE STERED

THROUGH THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION AND RESOURCES FOR THE
4

HANDICAPPED; SINCE THAT,OFFICE HAS NOT BEEN ESTABLISHED,'

THE REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, IN ORDER,TO

ENSURE PROMPF ISSUANCE OF GRANT AWARDS THIS YEARS. HAS ESTALISW

ED MECHANISMS TO INITIATE THE PROGRAM IN 1980.- A NOTICE WILL

SOON BE PUBLISHED IN THE fFbERALIENIsTER ANNOUNCING COMPETI-
A

.

TIONFOR T4E $900,000 AVAILABLE THIS-YEAR. ALTHOUGH THE PRO-
.

GAM IS BEING INITIATED BY THE REHABILITATION SERVICES AD41H-
....

44. ISTRATION, IT IS NOT BEINPADMINISTERED AS AWART OF THE
. -.

REwAilLITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION TRAINING PROGRAM.

IT IS CONSIDERED A ,SEPARATE AND DTINgTTRAINING AUTHORITY

AND ITS FINAL ORGANUATIONAL ASSIGNMENT MUST BE DETERMINED.'

likBY THE NEW DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. STAFF 10M.THE'OFRCE OF % °

11PHANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS ARE WORKING CLOSELY WITH,RENABILITATION.

SERVICES ADMINISTRATION TO ENSURE THAT THE. BROAD SCOPE THE:'

PROGRAM IS REALIZED. Ir"

4

- AFXiLIARY AIDS FOR DEAF STUDENTS INSOLLEGES . ...,

:.?

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,ARE LOOKING TO, VOCATIONAL R ILI-

A

TATION FUNDING FOR PAYMENT FOR CLASSR000 INTERPRETED 1FOR

. '''XwAE_BZUDEATS AibtSTAFF. STATE1OCATIONAL,REHA A ATION

ASENCIMMA;NTAIN THAT COLLEGES NOVI:TO/I ESSARYAUxILIARY .

, . . .

EDUCATIONAL AIDS UNDER SECTION 504. TERPRET TH1$,CIYIL,
.

''RIONTS" REQUIREMENT AS A "SIMI IT," AND THEREFORE FEEL
, .

LEGALLY BOUND TO LOOK OLLEGES RATAEOPTHAN PAY WITH
I . ".

VOCATIONAL REHABIL T1ONVOLLARS WHAT THEY SEE AS AN EDUCA-

TIONAL EXPENSE. STATE AGENCIES ARE ALSO PHILOSOPHICALLY
.

. 4
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OPPOSED TO MAKING SUCIPAYMENTS. THEY BELIEVE THAT COLLEGES

SHOULD MAKE THEIR INSTRUCTION ACCESSIBLE WITHOUT BEING COW'

DIMMED UPON FINANCIAL SUPPORT'FROM SERVICE PROGRAMS. STAVE

4 VOCATIONAL OEHABILITATION AGENCIES, HOWEVER, DO.ACCEPT RESPON-

SIBILITY FOR COSTSOF PERSONAL AIDS WHICH ARE UNIQUE70 THE

INDIVIDUAL.SIUDENT.

(IF ORDER TO MINIMIZE DISRUPTION IN THE REHABILITATION PROGRAMS

OF STATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CLIENTS, THE REHABL.IT ION

SERVICES ADMINISTRATION ISSUED AN INTERIM POLICY STAT

ALLOWING THE CONTINUATION OF PAYMENT ay VOCATIONAL REH

4
TATION POR CLASSROOM ,INTERPRETERS SERVING STATE CLIENTS.

THIS WA; TO ALLPI.00R AN ORDERLY PHASE,OUT.WHILECOLLEGES

DEVELOPED ALTERNATIVE MEANS AND PROCEDURES. STATE AGENCIES

ARE REQUESTING AN END TO THIS INTERIM POLICY, PUTTING FULL

REiPONSIBILITYAN,THE COLLEGES. CONCURREWTLY THE COLLEGES.

AND THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,

EDUCATION, AND WELFARE ME REQUESTING THAT WE LIBERALIZE THE

POLICY SO THAT ILTATE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION AGENCIES CAN

COVE? BOTH TYPES OF COSTS.

THE EXPECTATION .OF COLLEGES WAS INITIATED BY A STATEMENT IN

THE APPENDIX OF THE DEPARTMENT'S SECTION.504 REGULATIONS TO

^4-THE EF)ECT THAT COLLEGES MAY LOOK TO CHARITIES AND VOCATIONAL

REHABILITATION TO COVER MOST OF THE COSTS. THE REHABILITATION

SERVICES ADMINISTRATION AND THE OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS HAVE
A .

R411Firve ISSUE TO THE DEPARTMENTA LEVEL FOR DISCUSSION AND

RESOLNTION.

.

.
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1 AM LOOKING FORWARD TO THE OPPORTUNITY WHICH THE REHABILI-

TATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION WILL HAVE-IN THE NEW DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATION TO CONSTJRUCT A LONG RANGE PLAN FOR IMPROVING EDU-

CATIONAL AND REHABILITATION PROGSAMS FOR PEOPLE WHO HAVE COMMUNI-

CATIVE DISORDERS. As STATED EARLIER; THE REHABILITATION SERVICES

ADMINISTRATION AND THE BUREAU of EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED

HAVE AN EXCELL#NT RECORD OF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES ON BEHALF

OF THEIR RESPECTIVE CLIENT POPULATIDNS.

RECENTLY I HAVE RECEIVED A TASK FORCE REPORT FROM A SPECIAL

GROUP OF FIFTEEN INDIVIDUALS. EXPERIENCED IN THE PLANNING AND IP,

PROVISION OF SERVICES TO THIS UNDERSERVED GROUP OF HANDICAPPED

'INDIVIDUALS. THEY REVIEWED THE WORK OF OUR OFFICE OF DEAFNESS

AND COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND MADE CERTAIN ADMINISTRATIVE

RECOMMENDATIONS TO FACILITATE THE WORK OF THIS SMALL UNIT. THEY

ALSO SET FORTH A LONG RANGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OF ADMINISTRATIVE

ACTIVITIES THAT SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN TO IMPROVE LINKAGES BE-

TWEEN EXISTING SERVICES. i'AH NOW STUDYING THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

AND COJISIDERING HOW THEY CAN BE PUT FORWARD AS AN INTEGRAL

PART OF OVERALL ADMINISTRATIVE, BUDGET AND LEGISLATIVE PLANS

WHICH WILL BE DEVELOPE;)3R HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS WITHIN

THE NEW DEPARTMENT.

THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT THIS REPORT OF OUR

STEWARDSHIP TO THE SuRcOmRterTEE. I SHALL BE GLAD TO ANSWER

.,QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
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Senator ScHwEinit ,,Our next witnessr is br. Murray Goldstein,
Deputy Director, Nali4nal Institute of Neurological and Carrimuni-

.

cative pisorders anW'Slikke from the NIH, accompaniid by Dr.
Elkins, Audiologist.

We will -take a 2-minute break before' vie hear from Dr. Gold-
stein.

[Whereupon, a brief eecess*was taken.]
Senator SCHWEIKER We will reconvene the hearing. I want to

thank oh signer ibr doing such a stalwart and perserveringjob. I
apologize for her long period of service, because we normally do
give a break sooner, but. we have another signer now who will take

'over so we can proceed. Again I do want' to thank our signer for all
her yeorrianigork in this area,

Doctor, if rou would proceed.

STATEMENTOF. MURRAY GOLDSTEIN: M.D., DEPUTY DIRECTOR.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NECAOLOGIC(AL AND COMMUNICA-
TIVE DISORDERS AND STROKE. NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES;
ACCOMPANIED BY gARLEES ELKINS, AUDIOLOGIST. NATION-
AL' INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

Dr GOLDSTEIN. Mr Chairman, gra teful for the opportunity
of appearing before this subcommittee to discuss the problems and
status of research on hearing loss and deafness.

Dr Donald Tower, Director of the National Institute of Neuro-
logical and communicative Disorders and Stroke has asked pato
transmit his-1-Ifitere regrets for not being able'to be present today
He is testifying this morning before the Senate Committee on
Appropriations en the Institute's bOdget foi fiscal year 1981.

With your permission, I will present brief summary of the
thrust of our program's efforts.

Senator gCHWEIKER. Go right ahead.
Dr GOLDSTEIN. The NINCDS is acutely aware that hearing loss

and deafness are among the most common and Lb* mo4 insidiously
devastating afflictions of modern man. ApproxiMateli 10 percent of
our population, or over 20 million individuals in the United States,
have been identified as being hearingimpaired. .

While a large segment of this group have difficulty corhprehend.-
mg only faint speech. over 2 million Americans ha ye difficulty
hearing normal speech, and an additional 1.5 million cannot under-.
stand normal or even amplified speech: 4 .

The profound sense of isolation and the resultant 'withdrawal
have devastating effects on both their personal lives and on our
society. Without correction, in the child, learning flisabilities, diffi--
culty with speech, and problems of behavior ate the most 'common-
ly recognized manifestations of hearing impairment, while in the
adult, impaired performance, social withdrawal, and even isolation
too ofted result.

The economic and social impact of hearing loss nd deafness on
our society and its citizens are indeed profound, but yet unrecog-
nized. These subcommittee sessions will undoubtedly serve as a
milestone in our national effort to find meaningful solutions to
these problems. .

t 1
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The National Inbtitute of Neurological and CommunAtive Dis-
orders and Stroke, the NiNCDS. of the National Institutes of
Health is the focal point in the Department of Health and Human 1/0
Services 'for biomedical research on the problems of hearing loss
and deafness..

Mr. Chairman, we are very proud of.the terin. "communicative"
in our name, for 4 symbolizes our responsibilities and our dedica-
tion in research areas relevaitt to the probleins of hearing, Ian-
guage, and speech.

Our research endeavors are conducted in our laboratories and
clinics in Bethesda. Md., and by means of our research grant and
contract programs throughout the Nation. Our activities focus on
improving the understanding of how the ear and brain translate
sound ino information, how this process can be damaged both
peupherally and centraily, how we might better intervene both to
prArent damage and to compensate for as yet irreversible types of
.hearing lOSS, and finally, how thb results of this research can be

; disseminated to medical and rehabilitative pr4ctitioners
Our approach includes research from the most basic physical and

chemical understanding of the hearing system, through medical
research-directed at *dlinical problems or disease prevention and
therapy, and more recently-on the utilization of the most advanced 4

technology, to 4Ssist the hearingimpaired in the activities of daily
..

s Recognizing. the need for cooperative endeavors, these programs
are-often carried- out in collaboration with our sister institutes 4
the NIE14,such as the National Institute of Aging and the National
Institute-16f Cheld,Health and Human Development, and with other
agencies having related responsibilities, such as the National Sc.,-
dice Foundation and the Rehabilitation Services Administration

We ;look forward to working with the recently established Na,-.
tonal Institute oillandicapned Research as its programs are initi-
ated.%Through these staff interactions, we are able to assure the
highest quality of research and maintain momentum on targeted
initiatives.bf high priority.

Mr. Chairman. I wish I could report that the Institute is on the
threshold of a breakthrough for preventing hearing loss or deaf
ness, or that we have the technology at hand to restore hearing to
those who hive lost it Quite frankly, we are not However, I assure
you *that our scientists and grantees are hard at work exploring
every lead that has promise

Both goalsprevention and restitution of functionare the goals
of our blomedicaLresearch program. rogress is steady. but stow
The problems are, enormous. We, still knovi so little about how the
ear and brain work. However,we. hiv,g. learned 'More abourhearing
and more about ,h4ririgu.loss- in the past -15 yearS -than we did in
the.prevjous 50 years. , ,

ifowbver. I can esdure wcaii not resting' on the couch of our
past, rccoMplishmentsi FT'or the rdiord. 1 will submit two recent
-documents describingithe details of our efforts and plans The fipt
is a "Report of the Panel on CommunicativDisorders." one seg-
ment of our Institute's 1,ong-range .strategy presented to the Cob-,
gress at its appropriations hearings laseyear

". 5 .
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his report has brought together the most innovative scientists

in the united States to examine and to propose what opportunities
mist for further research.

. The other is a report on "Activities to Assist Hearing-Impaired
Americans," prepared by a key member of our research staff, Dr.
Ear leen Elkins, who is with me .here today. Dr Elkins' report
focuses on opportunities utilizing modern, technology.to assist those

- .with hearing problems. , k

We believe these reports may bet/1(00u' lo the subcommittee in
its analysis of the research oppor nities avalable for developing

. improved programs for prevention, therapy, and \rehabilitation.
Sir, Dr Elkins and I will be pleased to try *respond to your

questions and to sharisWith you what information we have availa-
ble Thank you

Senator SCHWEIKER Thank you very mpch. Furst,- appreciate
your Wort statement, it givcs me a few More' minutes t ask some
questions \I realize that Dr Tower is at my other committee this mbrning,
the Appropriations Committee, so I have to say ha. has a\100-
percent valid excuse for not being .here I am just sorry thatwe
could not schedule the two hearings on different mornings. . f

I did 'have a good session in my office with you and Dr Tower
just recently on this subject, so I kqow that, he has gone over the ...
issues, as well as yourself.

In the last 2 years, the Senate Labor-HEW Appropriations Sub-
.. conlmities report has Expressed odt disappointmeith the Insti-

tute's program and stressed the, need to place a vellP3, high priority
on hearing research,I want to make it clear that my disappoint-
ment applies primarily to the funding level, my remarks earliest
were directed to the funding level.

I happen to think thac$20 million for 20 ,million hearing-im-
parreirilid dear *pie- is a pittance in terms Of any investment
that we are making to solve the problems of our society, and I find
it exceedingly disappointing. So that is my concern.

It is not surprising tome that you say in your statement, which
is very adcurate and unfortunately quite true, that we are not
making any significant breakthroughs and, cannot point to new
things that we can really get excited about. I think that with this
level of funding and with your point that we know so little about
the ear, it. is not surprising that we are snot making major break-
throughs.

When you do not invest in basic research to know more about
the ear if significant gains are not made I am not surprised.'
Again, I am not holding you folks accountable for the level of
spending, and I want to be fair about that.

Since the language I had written into the Senate committee
report last year we have only increased the hearing's share of
funds by $2 million, which seems like an alkful small increase, in
view of our report language on the lack of funding. I wonder if you
would comment on that.

These are your figures We went from $18 I million for hearing
and equilibriuni research in 1979 to $20.3 million

Dr. GOLDSTEIN. That is right, sir. .
S

.
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enator SCHWEIKER. Can you shed any insight on why we only
went up $2 million?

Dr. N. Yes, sir. When the appropriation was received,
the Director of the Institute and his advisory group, the National
Advisory Council, looked at the very many competing priorities for
funds. 1 call to your attention, sir, that our increase was barely
keeping up with inflation, and so our increase permitted us to
maintain essentially. our program effort at what we considered "a
floor level, rather than to expand our effort in any of the four
major disorder areas of our concern.

To be perfectly honest, sip, to increase our-funding for additional
research in the communicative disorders, including hearing, would
have meant taking funds from research on multiple sclerosis, on
stroke, on paraplegia,. and several other areas.

So, even though I am not particularly proudl of my response,
what 1 am saying is we tried to utilize the funds across the board,
to maintain our research floor, rather thari,to puRish one program
in the name ofanother one.
^ Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, there is no question that in any insti.
tute, you are vying for funds for different areas. But it seems to me
that the Institute increase from $212 million in 1979 to $242 mil-
lion in 1980 is about a 15-percent increase.

Now, we end up giving hearing-impaired and deaf people a 10-
percent increase; yet, the Institute had a 15-percent increase Level
funding, does not account fOr this difference here; it looks like

." hearing 4res:archgot short-chilli:id, frankly We did not even. get
our pro rata share for the hearing-hnpaired and deaf people within
the Institute, and that has been my criticism over the years. The
Institute got a 15-percent boost, and hearing and equilibrium, by
your figures, got a 10-percent boost. A pro rata share would have
been at least M million.

bi. GOLDSTEIN. Yes, sir. Federal bookkeeping is a very interest-
ing phenomenon. Over the .last 5 years, the programs of the
NINCDS across the board as a total institute have not kept up with
inflation. In fact, our purchasing power has been decreasing in
terms of the purchasing for research.

Three areas were singled out about 5 years ago to be protected
against decreases in purchasing power. Two of these areas, inter-
estingly enough, sir, are of concern to the overall responsibilities of
the committee One is paraplegia and the other is the hearing:
impaired.

So, over this period of time, we have been very cautious not to
permit our decrease in purchasing power to affect three areas,
hearing-impaired being one. This was done, quite honestly. it the
price of the other research areasstroke, multiplesclerosis, Hunt-
in n's disease, and others.

erefore, sir, it was the opinion and advice of our Alational
Advisory Council that the time had come to bring everyone up to
par with those funds. You are absolutely correct that in the year
that we are in at the Moment, the proportion of funds distributed
to the communicative disorders program would appear to be less
than a proportion across the board.

However, in the 5 years, 1 think that if you will look, you will see
that, in fact, the communicative disorders -and hearing program

Ate
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have maintained clear parity with all of our other increases across
the board.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Does anybody on that advisory committee
have expertise in hearing-impaired research?

Dr. GOLDSTEIN. Yes, sir. We have 20 experts on that committee,
'one is ii)r Bobby Ray Alford, professor and chairman of the Depart-
ment of Otolaryngology at Baylor University School of Medicine.
The second is Dr David Limm, professor of otolaryngology at.Ohio
State University; also Dr. Sidney 'Peerless, an otolaryngologist in
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Dr. Franklin Cooper of Yale University. All
'four are experts either in the clinical disorder area or in research.

Senator SCHwEIKER. In your jadgment, whatido we need to do for
hearing research- programs within the Institute to get .it off the
dime and to get something moving to get some basic work done.
Would you say we should di) more either in terms of finding out
about the ear mechanism or in terms of training more researchers?
What is it that we need tigdo to get this program moving?

Dr GoLosTris. In my. order of priorities, I would frankly urge
that we to give consideration to the recruitment and training
of the next generation bf the brightest young scientists, because the
problems we are facing will require new methodology and the
incorporation of evolving methodology into research.

It is imperative that we prepare this new generation of scientists
for these problems The reason I give great stress to this is because
young scientists go where they think they will have stability and
Where they think they will be able..to move ahead with their
careers Unfortunately, in, the area of hearing the probability of a
breakthrough anytime in the near future is fairly small, so these
young people must invest their lives in an area where they do not
see a remarkable breakthrough occurring.

Therefore, we must train them a ive them stability so .that.
they can move ahead with co -in these areas and not find
themselves in a fluctuating budget situation, so our first priority is
training. Our second priority is stability.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Is what?
Dr GOLDSTEIN Stability, the opportunity to know that if they are

doing good research, that next yeai- their funds will not be cut off.
s Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, I think they are both very valid
points, doctor. Unfortunately. as I am sure you are well aware
from other hearings that I have been sitting in on, the administra-
tion's 1981 Federal budget prqvides for no new training funds and
no funds even for renewal training grants. You are absolutely right
but as much as I agree with you, the tragedy is that the adminis-
tration has dude no recommendation for any funding. So we are
sort of in a "Catch 22" here; we cannot get 4i-13;v/here because we
have no recommendation.

Again, it is not your prerogative to make that recommendation,
but I think .it.is important' for the record to show that this is the
problem and that we have pot done anything to improve the situa-
tion. forliscal year 1981.

How many More dollars or effort are really needed to find out
how a human being hears in terms of the basic mechanism? How
far away are we from understanding that basic mechanism, which
certainly has to' be fundamental to any real breakthroughs in
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hearing researchR.1 years, 3 years, 10 years? How far away are we
from understanding something so basic and fundamental as one of
our senses? We seem to understand a lot more about our eyes; why
not our eats') '-

Dr. GOLDSTEIN. All right, sir. Let me-take the easier q.. Lion of
why we do not understand more about the ear The phe. on of
hearing, not only in terms of the transmission or sou but the,
translation of sound into understanding so that it is not just noise
or static,-is probably tine of the most complex mechanisms that the
ear and human brain has to contend with.

There are inntimerable way stations along the way; it is a multi-
faceted problem, as w4 call it, with three loci in the ear and
probably up to seven loci of activity in the brain This is why I was
so hesitant to respond to how close this understanding is, because
we have multiple mechanisms to work with.

Interestingly enough, we probably know more about the periph-
eral mechanism, with one exception, than we do about the central
mechanism. We now have a good 'Understanding of how sound is
transmitte4 to the nerve cell, but we are at a loss of understanding
as to how a pressure stimulus is converted biochemically into an
electrical sumulus in the inner ear. .

At the other end, we do not yet to Alerstand how an electricil
stimulus is converted track into a chemical stimulus, because that
chemical stimulus crosses from the neurone and tells another neu-
rone what the first neurone did, this.occurs through four different .
way stations .

So. even though it would 'seem a disconnected effort, there are
scientists looking at each one of these aspects to look for the key
Vision, which an important national problem and an exciting
research program, is a much lesser problem. We know the key
there of how the retina transforins light into electrical energy We
do not know how sound converts into electrical energy

If you ask me, will 3 years tellus that answer. I must say I doubt
it s )

Senator ScHwEixEa My guess would be that if I asked somebody
in eye research the .same question about It) or 15 years ago. they
would have come up with almost the same answer I realize you
had nothing to do with this, but I think 'therecord ought to show
that the Eye Institute fur many years Was part of another Institute

. and had a lot of trouble getting funding and getting enough focus
and attention Then the Lions Club decided to make it a national
project. and somebody introduced a.bill Now we have a National
Eve Institute. and it is spending $113 million a year for eye re- .01
search. compared to $20 million for ear research

I think that is the key as to why we know so much about eyes *
and know so little about ears Here we are we are bottom man on
the totem pole with .?-20 million out 9f a $250 milliori budget We
get a 16-percent increase. and\ everybody else gets a 15-percent
increaite .

I realize that that is a little out of your' province, but I think that
is really at the root of why we know so little about the ear. and I
concur that we do know very little about the ear

Weil, thank you very much, doctor, we appreciate sour participa-
ion today Thank you for being here .
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. Dr Goi.nrreiN. Thank you for -the opportunity of providing you

Senator SCHWEIKER. I wanted to thank Dr. Elkins as well.
[The prepared statement of Dr. 'Goldstein follows:)
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I an grateful for the opportunity of appearing before this Subcommittee

on the Handicapped to discuss the grobleas of hearing loss and deafness.

Hearing loss and deafness are among the most common and the most °

insidiously devastating afflictions of modern man. Approximately ten

percent of our population or over 20 million OdividuaLs in the United

States have bean identified as being hearing impaired. While a large

segment of this group have difficulty comprehending only faint speech,

' over two million Anericans have difficulty hearing normal speech and an

additional 1.5 million cannot understand normal or even amplified speech.

The profound sense of isolation end the resultant withdrawal have devastating

effects on both their personal lives and on our society. Without correction:

In the child, learning disabilities, difficulty with speech and problems

of behavior are the nose commonly recognized manifestations ofbearing.

Impairment; while in the adult. impaired performance, social withdrawal

and even isolation too often result. The economic and social impact of

hearing loss and deafness on our society and its citireas are indeed,6

profound but yet unrecognized. These Subcommittee sessions will undoubtedly'
;

serve as a milestone in our national effort to find meaningful solutions

-a

to these problems.

Dr. Donald Tower, Director of the NINCD;, has asked me to anSnit

his sincere regrets for not being able to be present today. Hell

testifying before the Senate to=mitnee on AppropriatiaDD, on th4 institute's

budget for (ilea' year 1901.
.

n: Th, Institute'a Neurological and Coimunicative Disorders
o p. mai 4'

and Stroke (VINC6S) oethe ftetoimil Institutes of Wealth (HTH) is the4p0a1
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point in the Departs= o Health and Human Services OMOIS) for biomedical

'research on .the ptob of hearing loss and deafness. We are proud of

the sere "Communicarive" in our mane jot it symbolizes our responsibilities

end dedication in the research areas relevanr to the problems of tearing,

language and speech.

Our reseatch endeavors are conducted in our laboratories and clinics

in Bethesda, Maryland, and by aeans'of our research grant add contract

programs rbroughour the nation. Our activities focus on toproving the

understanding of how the ear and brain translate sound into information,

how this ptocess can be damaged both peripherally and centtelly, how we

might barter intervene both ro prevent damage and to coapensace for as

yet irreversible rypes of hearing loss and how the results of this

research can be disseminated to medical and rehabilitative practitioners.

Our approach includes research from the most basic physical and Chemical

understanding of the hearing system, through medical research directed

at clinical problems'of disease prevention and rherapy, and more recently

on the utilization of the most advanced technology ro easiet the hearing

Impaired in the activities of daily living.

Recognizing the need for cooperative endeavors, riiese programs are

often carried out in collaboration with our sister Institu'reear the

NTH, and with other agencies having related responsibilities such as the

National Science Foundation and. the Rehabilitation Services Administrarion.

We look forward to.working wirh the recently established National Ineritute

of HandftapPed.Rmsearth as irs programs are initiated. Through these

staff interactions, we are able to assure the highest quality of research

and maintain mometlptim on 4rgered initiatives of high priority.
, '
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o
Mr. Chairman I wish L could report we are on the threshold of a

breakthrough for preventing bearing loss ors deafness, or that we have

the technology at hand to restore hearing ro those who have lost it. Quite

frankly. we are not. .However, I C44 assure you we are hard at work,

exploring every lead that has proniSe. Both goals --preventioo.and

restoration of functidn are the goals of our biomedical researchl016.a.

Progress le steady. but slow. The problems are enormous --we still know

so little about how the ear and brain w'rk.

Por the record, I will submit two recent documents deacribing the

'details of our efforts and plans. The first is a "Report of the Panel

on Romunicative Disorders," one segment of teelmIRCDS Long Range Strategy

prigented to the Congreas ar its, appropriation hearings last year. The

other is a report on "Activities To Assist Hearing-Impaired Americans"

Prepared by a key member of our research staff. Dr. !Arleen Elkins. who

is with me here today: We believe these reports nay be helpful to the

Subeemmittee in its analysis of the research opportunities available to

.as for developing improved progress of prevention, therapy and rehabilitation.,

Dr: Elkins and LieVi be pleased to try to respond to your questions

and to share with yciu the laforegion we Dave available to us.

Thank you.

.r
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0 V' Senator SCHWEIKER Our next panel is Mr. Howard E, Stone of
°.

Bethesda, Md.,,and Mr Desmorid-Carron of Betliesdai if they will
come forward, please. .

* ,Mr. Stone was wi$h tie CIA for 25 years. I might say it is Of(..to
mention that no; it seed's like they are back in vogue again.
RoCicy, so wEivviftsnut that in. akan adjunct.

Mr. Helms; the former CIA Director, s&id4hat Mr. Stone was one
: of the best intelligence operatives the Un ed States has ever pro-. duced. When he left the CIA, he received e Distinguished IntelT

gence Medal, the agency's higliest.caree ward. ..
Rocky is accompanied by Desmond ron, the parent of a se-

verdlihearing-impaired child. Mr. Carron has done a lot of private
inventing to make up for the gaps on the market for the hearing- '

. ' impaired.
I might say that I would lik,e to submit in the record an artieje

. from the Wa I Street Journal, dated October 19, 19794 capt1gried;
,i`A Former ter Spy Spine Intriguing Yarns on is' Past In-

. Ntrigues. In A's Oime, RockriStoneorchestrated Iran coup and
walked into Syrian trap. He is now or

,

organizing for SHHH".
(The material referred to follows:} ii. '
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Senator SCHWEIKKR So, with that background, will you tell us
about SHHH and what you are trying to do, Rocky?

-
STATEMENT OF HOWARD E. STONE. BETHESDA. MD.. AND

DESMOND CARRON. BETHESDA. MD.. A PANEL

Mr STONE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman You' have aleady.told
mover ne my name is Rocky, so I do not have to repeat that For
more 30 years. I was severely deaf. In contrast to our first
three speakers. I have the prdbtem In the past 2 years. it has
gotten worse. Now; I am profoundly deaf, with a hearing loss in
excess of 110 decibels. I have severe tinnitus, for me. that is a high-
pitched, shrill, constant ringing in my ears. Nevertheless, I am
functionally hard of hearing.

For 23 of those 30 years to which I teferred. I was with the CIA.
I rose to senior officer status in operations where the emphasis is
on dealing with people rather than with paper It is to the great
credit of CIA personnel and management that they related to me
on the basis of my abilities rather than on the basis of my disabil-
ities. That was very fortunate for me.

But there are millions of people much less fortunate than I

Every day, 5000 more eeople reach the age of 65. With advanced
age come many problems, predominant amon them is loss of
hearing. Deafness hinders communication wi ple It ,impairs
our ability to be productive and to engage in social intercourse. It
restricts our constructive use of leisure time In fact, deafness
impairs' anything which can be manifest only in terms of our
relationship with others, which, in turndepends,on our communi-
cation with them.' Deafness, particularly among the elderly, often
leads to poor self-image.. isolation and despair It can affect our
mental and physical health and. ultimately. our will to live. And
for those who may not be affected so drastically. it profoundly
diminisheelie quality of life.

Statistics vary, but we are told that there are 16.2 million people
ip America who suffer from hearing 1pss Somewhere along the
line, people who are deaf and people who,are hard of hearing came
to be included in a term called hearing-impaired..Today. when`we
use that term, keep in n$nd that of those-16 2 million. some 3
million are deaf and the rest. more than 13 million, are hard of
heiring. This is no Minor distinction, in fact. it is the focal point 9f
this hearing. a ?-

Deaf people are well organized. aggressive in pursuit of their
tights, and more visible. Some use an alternatiye languagesign-

'angand function in community Hard of hearing people frequent-
ly refusb to admit they cannot. hear well They are not organized,

vothey- are usually ,unaware of their rights. they desire to remain
invisible and have no alternate form of communication.

Senator ScHWEIKER. might say. Rocky, that about three or four
of my Senate colleagtes will look of my hearing aid' and say they
ought to wear, one. but do not So you are exactly right in that
respect.

Pleas% go ahead.
Mr STONE. That is' one of the problems. I think w,e have some

ideas.about how to combat that .
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Rather than function in community, they tend to withdraw, to
become isolated, to live in fear and in frustration. Deaf people get
most of the attention being given4o the problem of deafness, and

, they receive most of the resources avallabje to combat the problem
They should, they need it, they deserve it. Yet, there remains that
silent majority of some 13 million who desperately need help and

it have not yet discovered, in sufficient numbers, Plow t help them- -
selves. .

People who Wave not identified themselves as "hearing-i aired"
have prob'ably had normal or near normal hearing mosto their
lives before acquiring a hearing loss. They are less likely to k
help as -hearing-impaired persons" Denial of the problem4 deeply.rooted and widespread. and as you have indicated. it e
Ewes even into the Senate. Such denial foregoes remedy A vicio
circle develops If no problem exists, society need do nothing abo
it. Myths persist and hearing-impaired persons continued to
denied full access to community services, religious services, medi I

and legal counseling, and common leisure time activate". It is n t
diffiCult to see h isolation develops.

For a variety f reasons for wh rch I cannottake cred*4 p
with my di better than most. 'Nevertheless, let me d- ribe
some aspects of my problem, which t hope will be covered i more
detail 1)) other witnesses before this committee .

I 'retired from the CIA at age 50 because I wanted to involve
myself in other activities I am now 54. and if I were still working,
I would probably be under consideration for involuntary retire-

. ment. Why? Because I can no longer use the telephone for substan-
, tive converiation and I can barely use it for interpersonal relation-

ships. I now have a TFY, a teletypewriter, but its utility for me is
' limited because so few others have one and little is being done to

insure that essential public services--
Senator SCHWEIKER.'How much does a TTY cost?

. - Mr STONE. Somebody else in the room could probably answer
that question. The Veterans Administration paid for mine I think
It is around $750. DesmOnd, do you know?

." Mr.' CARRON. You are talking' about the new solid state LED
.

type ?, .

I., Senator SCHWEIKER. Yes
Mr.CArixoN. I think it is in the neighborhood of $700. It might

be-much more.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Excuse me. Go ;head.. -.. Mt. STONE. OK. Very, little is being done to insure that essential

public. services are made accessible in conlunication with sve hard
of hearing people. _Nor can r communicain many hotels, trans-

., portation centers or public building because the phone itself is
incompatible with my hearing aid. I hope we will hear more about
this today, along with indications of how the Congress can help.

I have conducted many eNperiments with the audio loop. Des-
mond Carron, the designer ofthe one I use is here with us today I
should dote that the, audio loo is controversial. One reason is that
many people think a ware is a ire and you can throw it around a
certain area and everybody hear. That is not the case. There
ie many loops that have en installed in various buildings
around the cotintry that do work. One of the reasons they do

*
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not work is that the specifications are not of the type that will
actually provide relief for people like myself who call benefit from
the loop. Mr. Carron can elaborate on that later.

Several of us hefb--in fact, many, I thinkcould not participate.
in this hearing without it, and yet it is not inwidetpread use. I
believe it should be used iri public meeting places, courthouses,
schools, theaters, churches, and`so forth. Legislation by Congress is
very appropriate in this area.

I never used to watch television. Now, I watch the news and a
few other shows because I have had my TV equipped with an audio
loop. Closed captionirig will also help, but all of these technical aids
are expensive, and the expense is borne by the impaired person,

, unless you happen totsbe a/veteran, as in my case, and the Govern-
ment pays, for it. Congre&ional Action in this area could permit
more use of available remedial aids and relieve the financial
burden from those now using such aids:

You can see that I wear a hearing aid, a very powerful one. If I
had bought this hearing aid this morning, it would be no better
qualitatively than if I ha ir bought it 10 years ago.

Senator SOMMER. I think that is a very important point to
make. That is exactlfright, exactly right.

Mr STONE. Some hearing aid manufacturers protest that the 3.5
million market is too small to afford high quality research and
development. Others say the industry has reached its outer limits
in technology, and that only a switch comparable to that of from
wood to plastic will permit new developments of quality. Consum-
ers' perceive a dated instrument, inexpensively produced and sold
at considerable profit as the real problem. But 4f he main point is,
for whatever reason, there is little movement toward improved
quality in hearing aids in the most technological country in the
world. We are at an impasse and, apparently, only the Government
can change the situation.

But even it hearing aids were what they should be, many persons
could .tot afford them. The least effective are very ex f nsive. The
largest group of potential hearing aid users are the klerly, they
are also our largest group of poor people. For them, there is no
assistance available from anyoneyet. .-

I cannot hear the phone ring, nor the doorbell, moke alarm or
alarm clock. I have invented and have a protot pe with me of a
device which. lets me feel all of those things. verybne in my
.circumstances thinks it is great, but cost and 'mark factors again
will probably prevent it.from being used by those whf need it t
It seems we must once more turn to the Governmen for pr. _

Dr Giannini mentioned that a number of visual aid were neces-
sary for the hard-of hearing and the deaf for use as hi rm systems.
I suggest that this is probably much more practical, ause you
can put it on your body, walk around the house, sleep wi on,
do anything with it, and be alerted to any kind of danger sign

elephone call, or alarm clock.
Senator $CHWEIKER. And how does it work, simply, Rocky?

- Mr. STONE. It is geared to the frequencies that the telephone
rinks on. The doorbell is a little more complex. If it is a chime, it
does not work too well. It works very' well for alarm clocks and
smoke detectors. I simply put it on my bodp. and when the phone

1
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rings, this'vibrates, there is no sound ,at all If, for example, I am
watching television, I would never her the phone 'ring. but this
vibrates and then I know the photfits ringing Even then I do not
watch television, I might not -hear the phone ring, but I can be
anywhere in the house and hear it with this; I feel it.

But'there is an area of mach greater importance. Use of techno-
logical advances is of little %alue unless people's. attitudes and
perceptIpns can be developed to a point of acceptance of the human
worth and_clignity_olindividitals who happen to suffer from hear
ing loss. This development of attitude is necessary among both
hearing-impaired and hearing people. Too many continue to view
hearing loss as signs of mental and.'or physical incompetence. Igno-
rance about what hearing loss is. and is not. is profound

I have recently organized an educational organization called Self
Help for Hard of Hearing People, Inc.. SHHH. WP do riot antici-
pate Government support for oifr organization, but we do expect

'Government participation in the massive war on ignorance in, this
field which affects more Americans than, any major disease. Gov-

- ernment's performance in this area is spotty. It needs to be deep-
ened SHHH will be educating those it can about the nature. cause.
complications and remedial aids to hearing loss. We will instruct
our members on detectio9, management and possible prevention of
hearing loss, but we can only reach a small audience compared to
Government. If Congress embarked upon a wide dissemination pro-
gram of educational materials in hose categories, it could pay for
itself in reduced costs in the medical health field. This information
has got to get to the people concerned. Wolter Lipptriann used to
say that providing individuals with information on a given. subject
enlarges his or her environment and usually the individual reacts
favorably to that expanded environment. Only the Government can

- .do thisson a large scale.
Finally, the need for research is great. The ear mold I am wear- _

mg is imperfect enough to diminish the utility of my hearing aid
and to cause me discomfort. Listen to what happens when I have
this hearing aid on microphone and I turn it up to its full volume.
You can hear the feedback, the distortion, the noise that I an
getting, and it is unusable. I beliePe that we have sufficient ingenu-
ity. to produce an ear mold which fills all the cavities of the ear,
but is probably will not be done commercially.

Senator SCHWEIKER. This is one of the things that hearing a)d
users complain the most about. If I hear any one complaint that is!
it; you put your finger right on it.

lilr STO:4E The National Institute of Neurological and Communi-
cative Disorders and Stroke. from whom we have just heard, does
an excellent job. but it has an extremely broad mission. Unless

,
special attention isgiven to communicative disorder problems in
basic research, there is little hope of significant breakthrough in
the prevention and alleviation of deafness. And if such research as
NINCDS now carries out on the organ of hearing and the auditory
nerve is not continued and developed further, hereditary deafness
is unlikely to be understood and prevented'. But budget, space, andbother problems persist.
I might inject here that when nost my hearing, the cause was :

tidetetmined although presumed to be concussion and noise. At .
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that time, there wat, no hereditary suspicion I now have a on who
has a hearing impairment exactly like mine, but not as great It is
clear to me that in my family. there is a latent tendency toward
this kind of nerve deafness. This can skip two or three generations
before it shows up again, but the important thing is that the
aspects of hereditary deafness which the neurological and commu-
nicative disorders and stroke organization is investigating is some-
thing that is very, very important to a great many of us

Within the Rehabilitation Services Administration, the Deafness
and Communicative Disorders Office has responsibility for working
on behalf of the hearing-impaired Almost 1'6.. years ago, I' visited
DCDO and volunteered to work, free, as an intern to learn what
that office was doing for the hard-Of-hearing. I was told that DCDO
does nothing for the hard-of-hearing _

I then volunteered to work, free, as an intern to devise programs
that DCDO should have for the hard-of-hearing They did not want
any That experience was a prime mover in. my founding Self Help
for Hard-of-Hearing People, Inc..

Senator SCHWEIKER You are saying that the Government was
not listening ,

Mr ST NE. Pardon?
Senato SCHWEIKER The Government was not listening? r

` Mr. ST . E Somebody was not listening. I felt that if I coulddo
ii as well as I did in the CIA, I ought to be able to do something.
- when all they needed *as to provide a desk or some space for me

to work in I think that I could have made some contribution. but
there was no interest cone of the complaints of DCDO is that they c,

are understaffed, I do not think that is accurate
Senator SCHWEIKER. Why do I not write a letter to the commis-

sioner and make the offer- again? Are you still willing to serve on a
volunteer basis? ,

Mr °SrosE. I would not offer now, Senator. because I am in the
middle of something which .is very, very, exciting, and. I think.
ustful I have set up an organization which it a national organiza-
tion, and from the mall that ,I am getting. it looks like it is
something whose time has come. 4,

Senator SCHWEIKER You think you *ill get more help from that
than from the Government. and I am inclined to_agree with you 9

. Please go ahead . .

Mr STONE. I think I can do better working with the people
rather than with the Government

I want to fihdt our people who have hearing loss. I want to
involve them in activities which will help bring them alive. again.
particularly the older ones I want to help develop public and
professional acceptance of their needs and values Then I am con-
vinced that they will seek alternative communication skills...com-
fortable and suitable to their needs .

We hearing - impaired have allowed our adverse image to endure
It is time that that changed. Now. Mr Ch4irmarit we wish to plead
our own cause Too atecy have others spoken for us. and for too
long. We will help each other and ourselves. What we seek from
hearing people is their understanding that our similarities to them
are far greater than our differences. that we need relationships on

( the normal human level. neither above it as superhuman

S
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achievers, nor below it as ones who cannot cope, that the need is to
go beyond the disability to the person, and accept people as they
are, for indeed we all have problems.

So, while we try to help ourselves, we look to the Government to
rectify existinelhequities of access, cost. and inadequate public
information in the field of hearing toss, for although we cannot
overcome our disabilities, together we attn overcome their handl-

. capping effects.
Mr. Chairman, when you were talking to Dr. Goldstein, the

dialog just reinforced my conviction that what really has to take
place goes beyond emphasis from the professionals, or even from
the legislators. In order to really get the kind of specialized focus
that we need on the problem of hearing loss, we have to develop
our own constituency.

We have to build. a community of the hard-of-hearing so that we
can join forces with the existing, effective community of the deaf,
and speak with one voice to the Government in areas which affect
us all. Thank you very much.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, I concur with that statement, I am
glad to see you take the leadership in it, Rocky.

Does your colleague have a statement?
Mr CARRON. NO, sir.
Senator ScHwEixEg. AU right Would you like to demonstrate

this system now?
Mr STONE I would just like to say something. This gentleman is

the designer of the loop that permits many 9f us to participate here
today and alleviates our plight in a lot of different ways It came
about in a way that can only be described as a love story, because
Desmond and his wife have devoted the major part of their exist-
ence to providing g means% for their deaN daughter to hear sound
and to ultimately speak. ,

With that background. I would like Desmond to just indicate
what the loop is and what it is not.

Mr CARBON. I am sorry, Senator, that I was not prepared. I did
not think that I was going to get in the limelight, as it were. If I
might make a couple of comments, when Seater Randolph asked
for a show of hands to count %trig number of hearing-impaired
present. by my observation he did not reach many of the people
who are 'low operating on the loop, because he was not close
enough to the microphone

Most or the people using the loop and not using the interpreter
were not aware of his request. I just thought I would clarify that.
He was correct, there were more impaired than he observed.

Mr STONE. Let me interrupt for 1,minute. The reason I want to
interruptDesmond, is that the way the Senator asked the question
was. "How many are dear.' It may well be that some people who
are hearing on the loop do not consider themselves deaf, and that
is a point of distinction.

I know that I started to raise my hand, and then I put it down
The reason that I started to raise it is that I am technically deaf,
but I am f ctionally hard-of-hearing. I do not perceive myself to
be deaf, a I think there might be that mixup too.

Mr. gitori. Yes.
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When addressing the Director of NIH, you made a 'reference to
the loop as ,far as it being of benefit to those with moderate to
severe losses, as opposed to the profoundly deaf; I believe that was
the distinction you made.

I should like to observe that the lobp has surprised me as well as
others in the benefits it offers twofoundly deaf individuals. such

. as at schools for the deaf. AityplYee that we have tried it out, it has
been very successful, and it has proved to be much easier to pro-
vide a loop system for the more seriously impaired than for the less
seriously impaired

For you, it would be difficult to make a loop that would improve
your response: It is much easier to benefit somebody with a more
severe loss. That is just the Way it works out.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Could you explain briefly how it works'
Mr. CARRON. The loop system is not a new approach, it has been

around for a great many years.
Senator SCHWEIKER. The Government just has not knowti about

it.
Mr CARRON. Pardon?
Senator SCHWEIKER. The Government just has not known about

it

Mr. CARRON. Well, the various school administrations throughout
the country are avwe of it. and they have spent huge quantities of
money installing corrAiercial systems in their clossrooms

Senator SCHWEIKER.Well, then, I will say that the Federal Gov-
ernment has not knowti about it.

Mr. CARRON That may be.
Senator SCHWEIKER. OK. We state the problem as it is.
Mr. CARRON. However, the commercial systems do not perform

adequately, and as a result, have fallen into disrepute They are
regarded as having problems, I do agree with that But there are
very few things that do not have problems, and if the merits
outweigh the problems, they should be pursued.

Senator SCHWEIKER. One out of three microphones that I use
back in my State do not work when I go up and make my speech
for the first time The PA systems are the worst offenders; they
have about a 33percent failure rate, right off. Go ahead

Mr CARRON The loop system, in effect, is very simply an ampli-
fier that takes a sound sourceif I had had an opportunity to
speak to the technicians ahead of time, we could have eliminated
the microphones by simply tapping into your sound system here

Senator SCHWEIKER. So you could have tapped right into this
system?

Mr CARRON. I could have tapped into your system if I had had
an opportunity to speak to your technicians, and everything that is
picked up by any of your miites would then be in the loop system
The amplifier simply gene?ates a signal and pumps it into this
loop

Senator SCHWEIKER The wire loop that is on the floor?
Mr. CARRON On, the floor It is a current cycling over and back

in the wire which generates a magnetic field Now, the majority br
hearing aidsnot all, but the great majority of hearing aids have
telecoils installed for use with the telephone The magnetic field
intersects, the windings of the coilsI lam trying to remain non-
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technical hereand generate minute electrical pulses inside the
windings. When the bearing aid is switched to the telecoil, the
mike is bypassed, and these pulses are then transmitted into the
amplifier and the 'result is the reproduction of the sound that
originally entered the microphone.

The only thing that is unique about this system is that it is
successful with a law majority of the people that use it, because it
takes into consideration the great disparities between the sensitis-
ities of one brand of hearing aid and another, or one model and
another of the same manufacturer. There are no standards as to
the sensitivity of the telecoil in the current hearing aids, so that
works for one will not work for another

This is simply an attempt to get around that problem.by generat,
ing an extremely powerful signal that wit! accommodate all of
them Some people will have to turn the volume down. others may
have to turn it up a little bit.

Senator SCHWEIKER. So you are saying that your audio loop
system will work for anyone who has the capability to use a
telephone with their hearing aid?

Mr CARRON. It should certainly be quite successful if they are
successful on the telephone. Some of those *pie who are not
successful on the telephone will be quite successful on this also, it
goes beyond that A great many people are not able to use the
hearing aid on the telephone

Senator SCHWEIKER What does somethinilike this cost? I realize
Iris probably a prototype and not a production model. but what
does it cost'

Mr. CARRON. It can be very inexpensive. I do act as a consultant
for some groups, they have technicians of their own, and it is
simply the cost of the material and a few hours of labor For a
typical room, at woulsl run $400 to $800 or $900. less than $1.000 for
almost any room that you .care to loop

The question is. do you need to loop an entire room, or, as we
have done here, loop an area. I prefer to think of a designated
area, because then I can provide a very strong, uniform signal with
a wide bandwidth, without having an entire room full of amplika-

.tion.
Senator SCHWEIKER. What are some of the groups that you work

for that do this kind of thing?
Mr CARRON. I am sorry. I do not quite understand your qUestion

Do you mean the groups I work with that use the system'
.*riator SCHWEIKER. Yes.
Mr Canon. Well, there is the Washington Area Group for the

Hard-of-Hearing They are the individuals who got me invoked to
begin with. I have been making loops for many years for hearing-

. impaired individuals who are profoundly deaf. such as my own
daughter. I have been providing `systems of this type to school
systems.

But the first time I encountered the adult communal) was wIgen
the Washington Area Group for the Hard-of-Hearigg 40proached
me about repairing a system that had been designed and provided
less than satisfactory performance It was at that point that I
brought my experience with loops to bear and built a single unit
for them, and that was.the prototype for what we has here today
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They proved to be very excited about it, and veri, successful
Prid? to that. I had not eiteh considered' the possibility that it
would be of benefit l'.waa addressuw myself 0 the-very severe,'
profoundly deaf prior 'to that. We noW have it installed ,in ome
churches in the immedNte area. The civil service has one, which4,
they purchased for an erriployee.

In*cidentally, the Office of Esersonnel Management is scheduled to
talk to me on Saturday coming about loOping some of their hearing

. rdoms. So there is some progress being made in the Federal Gov-
ernment in regard minstallation of,audifloops .

Senator ScH'wEntEn. Good.
Mr. CAR,Roti. That is scheduled fOr this coming Saturday and it

was just-arranged. .
Senator HWEIKER ROCky, you mentioned that some hearing,

aid* are ipped with a telephone attachment so chat they can, be

a
used, on t Elle one, bq without that attachment, you cannot''
use hearing aid n tip telephone because the telephone equip-'

5

mentis not compati e with it. .
'Now, maybe you r Mr. Carron could respond as toWhy the

telephone equipment is not compatible and what we can dp about
. .it. .

Mr. STONE. 'Web. actually,. a hat is being done. There is a goo d
organization called the Organization for the trse of the Telephone
which has done a considerable amount of work in this field They
have been working both' with the Government and with the tele-
phoneesnipanies in an ,effort to get agreement to replace as many

..ncompatible phones aspossible and to make sure that new phones
coming out are compatible.

However, the technical aspect of that is something that is beyond.
me, and perhaps Desmond can go further than I did But there is
one organization, at least. that works veer, very hard on this
subject. and has bein effective in that field

Senator SCHWEIKER: Do you have something to add?
Mr OINRRON. Not unless you want to get into the basic reasons

why it was installed and removed.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, Congressman Long-has a bill to do this

in the House, and I do not believe there is one in the Senate So I
will put a bill in the Senate to do exactly the same thing, to make
new telephones compatible with the present hearing aid systems

Mr CARRON They just very simply do not have a need for the
induction cod: so for economy reasons. they eliminated therri and
thereby eliminated the source of the magnetic field, Originally, the
induction coil was installed as an economy measure to separate the
local power supply from the longdistance power supply in the
original telephones It was not' installed to benefit anybody in
particular, other than the telephone company

Senator SCHWEIKER. Did you have anything further to demon-
strate on the system here

Mr CARRON No. sir, unless there were some questions you would
care to have an answer to

Senator SCHWEIKER. All right.
Mr CARRON I can demonstrate the system if you or anybody else

would be interested in it.
Senator SCHWEIKER Can you do it in a couple of minutes"

4
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. Mr CARRON yes, of coarse. .

Senator-SdimEix.m. Go ahead.
Mr. CARRON. This is simply a little telephone listener that I

picked up at Radio Shack yesterday. It has, a rubber suction cup
which you attach to the telephone, and when somebody is talking
on the. telephone, you can turn this on and the entire family can,sit
Wound and listen to the conversation, that is all it is.

It also operates on the magnetic field that I am using for the
loop, and so hearing people who do not have hearing aids can see
that there is a signal in the loop and that it is functioning It will
not produce the quility that is provided in the loop, because this is
geared to the telephone and its bandwidth is very limited But it is
definite evidence that there is a signal and demonstrates what is
being heard within the loop.

Anything that I am saying now is being picked up by this ;indi-
cating), and it is responding to the same signal that the hearing
aids.are responding to, it simply .is not giving the quality of output

I do not know what else there is that you can demonstrate about
the loop, other than the fact that people say they hear when they
use it.

You can use it, if you will care to come down and step inside the
perimeter of the loop, provided you have a telephone coil in your
hearing aid. _

Senator SCHWEIKER. I do not.
Mr CARRON. You do not'
Senator SCHWEIKER. No.
Is anybody sitting within the circle of the wire system" Can they

hear us here? .
Mr CARRON. Provided they have a hearing aid with a telecoil
Senator SCHWEIKER. Within the loop?
Mr CARRON. Yes
Senator SCHWEIKER. All right. Well, I want to thank you both,

Rocky and ond, for coming here today and presenting what

rahave done your own in the volunteer effort that I hope is
oing to stimulate the Government to do something in this area
ht is why we are having the hearings. So thank you very much
tThe p're'pated statement of Mr. Stone follows:l

..../ . 1

.
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leroparod ..sty:rant of Howard E. Steno. BeNtresda. Md.

,MR. CHAIRMAN, LAD/ES AND GENTLEMEN:

HY NAME IS HOWARD STONE. MoST PEOPLE CALL ME "ROCKYTM. FOR

mote THAN THIRTY ITAWS I WAS SEVERELY DEAF. IN THE PAST FEW

YEARS IT'S GOTTEN WORSE. 30w, I AI PROFOUNDLY DeAF.WITH A

HEARING LOSS IN EXCESS OF 110 DECIBELS. I HAVE SEVERE TINNITUS.

FOR ME, THAT IS A HIGH PITCHED, SHRILL, CONSTANT RINGING IN

mY EARS,

FOR 25 OF THOSE 30 YEARS TO WHICH I REFERRED, I WAS WITH

THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, I ROSE TO SENIOR OFFICER

STATUS IN OPERATIONS WHERE THE EMPHASIS IS ON DEALING WITH

PEOPLE,RATHER THAN WITH PAPER. IT IS TO THE GREAT CREDIT OF

CIA PERSONNEL AND MANAGEMENT THAT THEY RELATED TO ME ON THE

BASIS OAF MY ABILITIES RATHER THAN ON THE BASIS OF MY DISABILITIES.'

THAT WAS FORTUNATE FOR ME.

BUT, THERE ARE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE MUCH LESS FORTUNATE

THAN I. EVERY DAY, 5,011 MORE PEOPLE REACH THE AGE OF 65.

KITH ADVANCED 'AGE COME MANY PROBLEMS, PREDOMINANT AMONG THEM

IS LOSS OF HEARING. DEAFNESS HINDERS COMMUNICATION WITH

PEqLE. IT ..IMPAIRS OUR ABILITY TO BE PRODUCTIVE AND TO ENGAGE

IN SOCIAL INTERCOURSE. IT RESTRICTS OUB000NSTROCTIVE USE OF ,

LEISURE TIME. IN FAcT, DEAFNESS IMPAIRS ANYTHING WHICH CAN BE

MANIFESTED OILY IN TERMS OF OUP RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS, WHICH

IN TORN, DEPENDS ON OUR COMMUNICATION WITH THEM.' DEAFNESS/

PARTICULARLY AMONG THE ELDERLY, OFTEN LEADS TO POOR SELF IMAGE,

ISOLATION AND DESPAIR. IT AFPECTS OUR MENTAL AND DarCAL

HEALTH AND, uLTIXATELY, OUR WILL TO LIVE.

ALTHOUGH STATISTICS VARY, wEARE TOLD THERE ARE AT LEAST

15.2 MILLION PEOPLE 1'4 AMEQIOA WHO SUFFER FROM HEAPING LOSS.
. .

Ir
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CIMEWHERE ALONG THE LINE, PEOPLE WHO ARE DEAF AND PEOPLE WHO ARE

HARDIK4ARING CfME TO BE INCLUDED IN A TERM CALLED "HEARING
So.

IMPA/REDN.006X, WHEN WE USE THAT TERM, KEEP !N MIND THAT OF

THOSE 16.2 MILLION, SOME THREE MILLION ARE DEAF AND THE REST,

MORE THAN 13 MILLION, ARE HARD OF HEARING. THIS IS NO MINOR

DISTINCTION. IN FACT, IT IS TOE FOCAL POINT OF THIS HEARING.

DEAF PEOPLE ARE WELL ORGANIZED, AGRESSIVE IN PURSUIT OF THEIR

RIGHTS, AND MORE VISIBLE. igYUSE AN ALTERNATE LANGUAGE (SIGN),

AND FUNCTION IN COMMUNITY. HARD OF HEARING PEOPLE FREQUENTLY

REFUSE TO ADMIT THEY CAN'T HEAR WELL. THEY ARE NOT ORGANIZED,

THEY ARE .USUALLY UNAWARE OF THEIR RIGHTS, THEY DESIRE TO REMAIN

INVISIBLE AND HAVE NO ALTERNATE FORM OF COMMUNICATION. RATHER

THAN FUNCTION IN COMMUNITY, THEY TEND TO WITHDRAW, TO BECOME

RAISOLATED, TO LIVE IN FEAR AND FRUSTTION. DEAF PEOPLE GET

MOST OF THE ATTENTION BEING GIVEN TO THE PROBLEM OF DEAFNESS

AND THEY RECEIVE MOST OF THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO COMBAT THE

FROWN. THEY SHOULD. THEY dip IT AND DESERVE IT. YET.

THERE REMAINS THAT SILENT MAJORITY OF SOME.13 MILLION WHO

DESPERATELY NEED HELP/ AND HAVE NOT YET DISCOVERED, IN

SUFFICIENT NUMBERS, HOW TO HELP THEMSELVES,

PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT IDENTIFIED THEMSELVES AS "HEARING

IMPAIRED" HAVE PROBABLY HAD NORMAL OR NEAR NORMAL HEARING PAST

OF THEIR LIVES BEFORE ACOUIRING A HEARING LOSS. THEY ARE US$

LIKELY TO SEEK HELP AS "HEARING IMPAIRED PERSONS". DENIAL ,OF

THE PROBLEM IS DEEPLY ROOTED AND WIDESPREAD. SUCH DENIAL

FOREGOES REMEDY, A VICIOUS CIRCLE DEVELOPS.loy NO PROBLEM

EXISTS, SOCIETY NEED DO NOTHING ABOUT IT. WriS PERSIST AND

HEARING AIRED PERSONS CONTINUE TO BE DENIED FULL ACCESS TO

COMMUNITY SE ES, RELIGIOUS SERVICES, MEDICAL AND LEGAL

t.

,j I
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COUNSECING, .t NeCOMMON LEIIURE TIME ACTIVITIES. PT IS NOT

D I ff ICULTAID SEE HOW !Up-AT IOVDEVELOPS.
. .

FOR A VARIETY OF REA NS FOR WHICH I CANNOT TAKEIPtREDIT,

I COP1 WITH MY D MIT', BETTER THAN MOST. NEVER4LiSS, LE

DEscetat,sbmE WTS Of MY PROBLEM WHICH I HOPE WILL BE-
COVERED IN MORE DETAIL BY OTHER WITNESSES BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE.

tpla
.. I RETIRED FROM THE CIA AT 4GE 5i) BECAUSE I WANTED TO

INVOLVE IlYSEce IN OTHER ACTIVITIES. I *AM NOW 54 AND If I WEREr f -w
STILL WINECINaV I WOULD PROBABLY BE UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR. I . ..
ISVMAILTARY RETIREMENT. WHY? BECAUSE I CAN NO LONGER USE

THE 'TELEPHONE 'NOR SUBSTANTIVE CONVERSATrON AND I CAN BADLY

USE IT FOR INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHI PSI I NCO:1 DAVE A TTY
i .., ... ..

(TrikETYPEWRItER), BUT ITS UTILITY FOR ME IS ,LIMITED BECAUSE

SD FEW °THEO-HAVE PRE, AND LITTLE IS BEING DONE TO ENSURE
. *

THAT ESSEKTIAL PUBLIC SERVICES, AitE MADE ACCESSIBLE IN ...

COMMUNICATION WITH WE HARD OF HEARING PEOPLE.. NOR CAN I

.,,sopimyHicATE IN MANY HOTELS, TRANSPORTATION CENTtRS OR PUBLIC
. . .. ..

BUll.DINOS BECAUSE OE 'PHONE IligELF IS INCOMPAMLE WITH MY
t

.HEARING, AIR. I HOPE WE VI LC HEAR MORE ABOUT THIS TOW fir

ALONG WI TH' INDICAT IONS OFHOW THE CONGRESS CAN HELP.
di

"... I I4VE ANDUCTED MAU Y EXPER MENU WITH T.H E -tAUD I 0 LOOP". ..

(THE DES,IVER OF THE LOOP I, We IS WITH US TODAY.) 'SEVERAL' ,
'ay a v_sr.' .

OF US COULIZ fir PARTICIPATE IN THIS HEAR IROIWl TROUT IT. MD
S . I

YET, 111* IS AT IN WI DEGpIlEAD USt .' I BELIEVE IT SHOULD pE
I . 8

GEt0 IN PUBLIC mesiiNG PLACES, couRTI:x4Es, SCHOOLS, THEATRES, '
6kIURCHES, ATC,

t.
LEGISLATION BY CONGRESS IS VERY APPROff IATE . .
. . . ,-

IN THIS AREA 9 '
. \ ." 4 t

4 4I
I NEV USED TO= WAT.CH TELEVISION. *WOW, I WATCKTME0I1EnS .. v

. , AND A F4,ATHER SHOWS, BECAUSE I 'AVE HAD W TV :MI PPED WITH '^
.

o. ..
,. ^ % .l

A tj. 16
1 A ...

A N

.

O 4 4, t

I
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11A% Autolo LOOP. CLOSED CAPTIONING WILL ALSO HELP, BUT ALL THESE
.

_ __JITECAICAL-AIDS ARE- EXPENSIVE --ANDIRE EXPENSE IS BORNk BY THE

IMPAIRED PERSON& CONGRESSONAL ACTION IN THIS AREA COULD
4

1 PERMIT MORE USE OF AVALLABLOPREMEDIAt AIDS AND RELIEVE THE-

'FINANCIAL BURDEN FROM THOSE NOW USING SUCH AIDS. '

I YOU CAN SEE:I WEAR A HEARING ASD8 IF I HAD BOUGHT THIS
. *

1 *HEARING AIDJHIS MORNING, IT WOULD BE NO BETTER QUALITATIVELY
I

0 THAN LF I HAD SOUGHT IT TEN YEARS AGO. SOME HEARING AID

hiANUFACTURERS PROTEST THAT THE 3.5.441100N MARKET LS TOO SMALL ,

1 TO AFFORD HIGH QUALITY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. OTHERS SAY,

114. INDUSTRY HAS REtCHE5 ITS OUTER LIMITS IN TECHNOLOGY AND

THAT OREN. A SWITCH COMPARABLE TO THAT OF WOOD TO PLASTIC WILL'

PERMIT NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF QUALITY. CONSUMERS PERCEIVE A

DATED INSTRUMENT,
l

INEXPENSIVELY PRODUCED AND SOLD AT CONSIDERABLE
4 -

0
PROFITA,AS THE; REAL PROBLEM." BUT THE MAIN POINT IS, FOR ,WHATEVER
.

REASON, THERE IS'LITXLE MOVEMENT TOWARD' IMPROVED QyALITY'IN 1
*

, HEARING AIDS IN TIE MOST TEcONOLOGiCAL COUNTRY IN THE WORLD.

WE ARE AT AN imdsse Aft APPARENTLY ONLY

.

OALY THE GOVERNMENT CAN
ft

-» . ,

- .

CHANGE HE SITUATION.
11

.

EVEN IF HEaLNG AIDS WERE WHAT THEY BE, WYi

. .
PERSONS COULD NOT AFFORD THEM, TOE LEAST EFFECTIVE ARE VERY

t

i
r

1 qvP
; EXPENSIVE. THE LARGEST GROUP OFPOTENTIAL HEARING AID USERS

m

I .1,

V ARE THE EARLY. THEY. ARE A60 OUk'LARGEST GROUP OF POOR
.

1

.

PEOPLE. FOR THEM, THERE ISE0 ASiISTANCE PAILAilE4ROM., .

*

I iff g, . - .

! Plifilt6E.- YET. - , rt " N,..
k 'S, . P . 4 i . ' .P : 4 ir WeI.. , C f 10.

4,,,, i' " t CANNOT,HEJA THE17HONE TUNG, NOR THE DOORBELL, SAOKE i
, .

:* .'-; ALARM OR ALAROICLOCK.. I HAVE INVENTED AND *MANZ A PROTOTAA .

. .
illIOA DEVICE WHIPH4MS ME FEEL ALL THESE THINGS. EVERYONE

*
to

11; IN MY CIRCUMSTANCES PRINKS ITS GREAT., BUT CdST AND MARKET

d
Ou

114 . .

. .r
, . . ±

-40 r f. , .

. "
. .

.;.. 4
#4:11K o

1

fit.
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V FACTORS. AGAINWILL PROBABkY PREVENT IT FROM BEING USED BY THOSE- _
_ .

WHO NEED IT MOST. IT'SEEM94E MUST ONCE MORE TURN TO THE ..'

14tNERNMENT FOR RAOGRESS4,

BUT, THERE IS AN AREA OF EVEN GREATER IMPORTANCE. USE OF

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IS OF LITT.E VALUE UNLESS PEOPLES

ATTITUDES.AND PERCEPTIONS CAN BE DEVELOPED TO A POINT OF

ACCEPTANCE OF THE HUMAN WORTH AND DIGNITY OF INDIVIDUALS WHb

HAPPEN 'PO SUFFER FROM HEARING LOSS. THIS DEVELOPMENT OF

ATTiTIODE,IS NECESSARYAMONG BOTWHEARING IMPALED AND HEARING

PEOPLE. TOO .MANY CONTINUE.4 VIEW HEARING LOSS AS SIGNS OF

MENTAL AND/OR PHYSICAL INCOMPETENCE. IGNORANCE ABOUT'WHAr

HEARING LOSS IS AND IS NOT, IS PROFOUND, I HAVE RECENTLY '

ORGANIZED AN EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION CALLED SELF HELP FOR

HARD OF HEARING PEOPLE, INCORPORATED, (SHHII). WE DO NOT

ANTICIPATE GOVERNMEN SUPPORT FOR OUR ORGANIZATION, BUT WE

DO EXPECT GOVERNMENT p TICIPATION IN THE MASSIVE WAR ON
-

IGNORANCE IN THIS FIELD HiCH AFFECTa MORE AMERICANS DIAN

7.
'HY MAJOR DISEASE. GOVERNMENT'S PERFORMANCE IN THIS AREA IS

SPOTTY. IT NEEDS TO BE DEEPENED. SHHH WILL BE EDUCATING

THOSE IT CAN ABOUT THE NATURE, CACISOCOMPLICATIONS AND
O .

REMEDIAL'AIDS TO HEARING LOSER WE WILL INSTRUCT OUR MEMBERS

OWN meetiom, MANAGEMENT AND POSSIBLE PiEVENiON OF HeARING
.

LOSS. BUT We CANOONLY PEACH A SMALL AUDIENIE COMPARED TO

GOVERNMENT. IF. CONGRESS EMBARKED UPON A wipe DISSEMINATION

PROGRAM OFEDUCAS4OKI.MATERIALS IN. THOSE CATEGORIES IT COULD

' ' PAY LTSELF I! REDUCED' COSTS IN. THE MEDICAL HEALTHIALD.

'

THIS 14F6 HAS TO G£T1.THE PEOPLE CONCERNED. WALTER

LlOPMANN USED TO SAY.THAT PROVIDING INDIVIDUALS WITH INFORMATION

el ON A GIVEN SUBS CT ENLARGES HIS OR HER ENVIRONMENT AND USILY

.

ins
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THE IiDIviDuAL REACTS FAVoRA31.y TO Dug EXPANDED ENVIRONMENT,

I ONLY TI=E GOVERNMENT CAN DO THIS ON A LARGE SCOP.E.

FINAL-L.,' THE NEED FOR RESEARCH IS DR.EAT,-.T146EAR MOLD

11 1 AM WEARING IS IMPERFEyi, ENOUGH TO DpitHisti THE UTILITY, OF

.
.,. 1.
1imY HEAR(NG AID AtiyTO.CAUSE PPDISCVFORT. 1.11Titt...,,OtaIi,

If
a I

AID.TO FULL VOk.y4E WITH RESULTAHT FEEDBACK,) 1.WL!EVEINE.'
:

HAVE SUFFICIENT INGENUITY TO PRODUCE AN EAR.tittp W410,1 ;ILI.S..
ALL THE CAVITIES OF THE E4R, BUT IT PROBABLY HILL Pip; BE %-

4

I DONE COMMERCIALLY.
I

sr-,
I

.4
THE NATIONAL 'INVTITUTE OF NEUROLOGICAL AND COMMUNICATIVE

IiI

DISORDERS
...s'.

AND STROKE (MINCES) HAS AN EXTREMELY krOAD, MI.SSI.ON.
. 1.- t-

UNLESS SPECIAL ATTENTION IS Gtr TO COMMUNI.CAT111 DISORDER
. . -

b

to

a.

;PROBLEMS 41 BASIC RESEACH THERE IS LITTLE' HOPE OF SIGNIFICANT.
,,BREAKTmROUGHSIN THE pREvapTION AND ALLEVIATION OF DEAFNESS.

AND IF SUCH RESEARCH AS NINCDS NOW CARRIES" OUT 'Ote*THE 041444i

: OF HARING ANDTHE AUDITORY NERVE IS NOT CONTINUED AP.

I IIEVELOPED.FURTHER, HatEDITARY DEAFNESSWUNLIKELY TO DE
,. .

UNDERSTOOD AND PREVENTED. BUT ItUDGET, tgictAND OTHER ?naafis
; .

, PEOSIST1 HI T,HIN THE .REH167 I4fON SERVICES ADolvISTRATIora,
..,.

THE DEAFNESS AND COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS,OFFIeE HAS -et. ,

I RESPONSIBILITY FOR WORKING thi BEHALF OF THE HEAR= PAIRED,

1 AtmetT A YEAR AND A HALF AGO I VISITEt-DeD0 AND vOLu,!, .

TO WORK FREE AS AN ITERN TO LEARN WHAT THAT OFFICE OAS DOING.

1 FOR THE HARD OF HEARING, I WAS TOO DCDO DOES NOTHINOFOR

THE tINID OF 'HEARING,. 'I' THEN VOLUNTEERED - TO WOPK FREE AS An :,
1

INJENN TO DEVISE PROGRAMS DCDO SHOULD HAVE FOR THE HARD OF

kEARING. THEY DIDN'T WANT ANY. THAT EXPERIENCE ;MS #PRIPE

(MOVER 1:11 MY FOONDInC SELF HELP FOR HARD OF HEAlunG 169 E4

I ltiCOWRATED. I WANT 11.10 FIND OUR PEOPLE WHO HAvE'HEARING.1,
A

1 % .
0. ..

cE

I
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LOSS. I WANT TO INVOLVE THEM IN ACi/vITIS WHICH HELP BRING

0
'THEN ALIVE ASA:n. I WANT TO HELP DEVELOP PUBLIC AND PROcESSITAL

,,,AcicEPTANCE OF THEIRAEDS AND VALUES. THEN, I AM CONVINCED,
it
,THEY WILL SEEK ALTERNATE COMMUNICATION SKILLS COMFORTABLE

;imp0SulTABLE TO THEIR NEEDS. 4bfr
II //40.41 , 4)
C, WE.HAVE ALLOWED OUR ADVERSh, IMAGE YO ENDURE.' IT IS TIME.'

THAT IS CHANGED.

ik6 1R. CHAIRMAN, WE WISH TO PLEAD OUR OWN CAUSE. TOO

OFTEN HAVE OTHERS SPOKEN FOR US AND FOR TOO Loye. WE WILL

HELP EACH OTHER AND OuRSELV4. WHIST WE SEEK FROM 4EARTNG

PEOPLE IS THEIR UNDERSTANDING OUR SIMILARITIES TO THEM

1,.;

; ARErAR OREATIR TM N OUR DIFFERENCES; THAT WE NEED RELATIONSWS

ON THE NORMAL EAL NEITHER ABOVE IT AS SuPER4CHIEVERS

NOR BELOW IT AS ONES WHO CANN0COPE; THAT THE HEED IS 10 GO

q BEYOND T'$E DISABILIT/ TO THE PERSON AND ACCEPT PEOPLE AS THEY

ARE - FoR INDEED, HE ALL HAVE PROBLEMS.

AND SO, w4ILE WATT( TO HELP OURSELVES, WE LOOK 'TO THE

sovERtinni TO RECTIcY'ExISTINS iNEluPTIES OF ACCESS, ::OST AND

so INADMATEMLIC INFO0mATICN IN TIE FIELD.00 HEARING LOSS.

FOR, ALTuOUGH WE cFNNOT 0/E000ME 6UP DISABILITIES, Tc511714E0

. dE CAN ovERC0mE THEIR HAN,ISAPPINr, EFrECTs.

-
:
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Senator ScAzikkat Mr Carl Kirchner associate director,
}Waal' Demonstration Elementary Schtio.1.. is testifying op behalf
of the-Co of American Instructors of the Deaf. CAM IA
dudes nioTethan 344500 professionals involved in-the education of
hearatrig-impaired students

Let me say that: unfortunately, we are _really running way ,
behind schedule so would you put your K-hole"biuternent in the
record,' and then.rnaybe'surnmarize. in 4 or minutes. your testi-
mony' Otherwise. we just will not get through all the witnesses. I
apologize for that. but,that is what we will have to do

Could you summarize your statemeny
Mr KIRCHNER I would be happy, to So

e

Senator SCHWEIKER QKs,

-$STATEMEN't OF CARL KIRWINER. DIRFCTOR INSTRI
KENDALL DILMONSTRATIOg ELEMENT-MI SCHOOL. REPRE'
SENTING THE CONS ELATION OF AMERICAN INSTR( CTORS Of'
THE DEAF. WASHINGTON. D.C.

46.
Mr KiRCHNER, The Convention of American Instructors of the

.Deafias very grateful ,to have the opportunity to present both
Written and oral testimony to the subcommittee

,t, Our focusof course, is on the education Of hearing mpaired
children Wt. are licit proposing that Congress should attempt to
resolve profession'al Issues However. we do. believe that clarifica-
tion of a number of matters relating to the hearing impaired could
reasonably be achieved through administrative policy stetementt,

_,modificatipn in language of regulatiohs.-or, should it be viewed as
necessary. changes;in language requirements of the lava ,

We understand the fundamental precepts of the law. Publ._ aw
94-112, to be the assurance of appropriate education Of air handi-
capped students, including the hearing-impaired Thus assupance is
addressed by each LEA through the SEA plait The l'sw also ad-
dresses the need for Suites to maintain a.conti9uum of*ducational
ser.ietsmatz4s..presumabes. as 41Means of assuring the availability .,
of a deliver). system which can respond to the needs of the indkic
ual child

The law assumes that unless there is a compelling requirement'
re, the contrary. each htridicapped hild'%4ill be educated with his
nonhandicapped peers a ,

Mr Chairman, there is currently developing an interplay/ of ,

vela' education philosophy and itise-rpretaL6ri of the law' .which,
for many hearing-impaired children, can and -will frustrate the ,

intent. .of thi, appropriats education description %cabin the law
This can rec-ult from the interpretIttion of the'16starebfrictive

placement proistjn indicating that mainstreaming is bah a moral
and legal imperatis.0 which superskles the right to an appropriate
edu'ratioo Our concern is that we addrt4,,s The issue of approlgriate
education fon hearing-impaired children

Historically. in too many Lases, the educational requirements of
hard of hearing students and profoundly deaf students have not
been 4sufficientky. differentiated Proper implementation of the
intent' pf Public Caw 92-112 would appetr to adequat v resolve
this problem . . I

.

r
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To do this, qualified personnehare critical to the implementation
of the inten,t of the law At/present, the question of qualificagon of
personnel ,involved in programing for handicapped children is a
matter left to the States.

If antappropriate education is.to be assured to all hearing-im-
paired_ students, we believe it essential that personnel qualified
through experience. and training should be involved' throughout the
process of diagnosis, assessment of educational needs, planning of
the individual programs, and implementation of those programs,

-including support and mlated services, and, in addition, in the dye .
process procedures.

Unsolicited communication and unstructured contacts, in the
field of education of the hearing-impaired suggests to us that there.are numerous instances in which critical decisions are being made
by inappropriately qualified personnel. To some extent, this prob-

. lem is amplified by the perceived imperative to provide educational
servicesat the local lev,e1,, irrespective of the capability to provide'
-.an adequate program.

Since the precise -nature and extent of this problem are not
defined to the literature or through specific data gathering tech/
Fugues, we urge;, the expansion kof the monitoring and evaluation
role of the Bureau of Education for the handicapped to insure
quality of programing as reflected in the qualifications of personnel
.involved in decisionmaking and, service delivery to the hearing
impaired. We,suggest. this. as one means of factfinding which could
lead to *definition of requirements for .policy guidelines and for

-7:---- '.funding-of-persorrnel-development efforts. -

. Our concern is educational NO programing decisiohs involvin g
. the hearing- impaired students, and thit these be made on the basis

'of the child's needs as determined by such qualified personnel, not
on the basis of preconceived philosophies of educational service
delivery or the specific range of resources which are inimediately
'available. .

' Since there are a variety- of factors which are inhibiting provi- ,
sion of.appiropriate services to the hearing impaired, both the hard-

. of- hearing and the deaf, the area of qualified personnel is of critical
. cern By developing programsto provide supplementary train-.

ang for school psychologists so that they could effectively evaluate,
heatingonpaired students is a definite need.

propriate supplementary training for social workers and other-- I
in tat health personnel could make existing manpower resources
ae essible to thi hearing-impaired populatibn Models for providing,
s 'ch supplementary training. and, eiedissemination, might well

svpportticl.by Congress.
in the instruction area, there is also an apparentanetd for modelif programs kr-Ale, training and retraining of teachers and sup rt

personnel to pork effectively with special gioups of hearing-i
paired studeieUt In particular, we are concerned here for person el
who can work with multiple handicapped students and with h art
ing-impaired students from homes,which use other languages aril
represent other cultures. There is a rapid expansion *the number
of students fr-pn$panish-speaking'horoes in our educational pro-

. f
'grams.

*
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The pr,orptse .01jducational technology as a means of improgiring
instruction for hearing-thiPaired students has not been fully real-.
tzed. Results in this area may have been enhanced by more.
thoughtful; long-range planning and assessment of the feasibility of
various options Continuing effort and dollars may be required for
realizing results in the area of educational and communication

', technology.
The 4ong -range efforts of the Bureau foi Edtcation of the 1iartdi-

capped in the area of caPtioued films for the deaf and'the develop
m nt of closed caption vision "technology are good exampleof
the persistence which c nerd thousands of hearingimpaired
per ns.

icrocomputer technology holds promise for enhancing bOth the
educational and communication environment for hearing-impaired
peons The Bureau ofEducation for the Handicapped has explo-
ration and development activities underway in most of these areas
We believe these efforts should be continued and eXipanded, with
the assurance that their efforts will be of a seistitined nature,
focused on, persistent problems of cqmmunication 'and. instruction
for hearingimpaired students These technologies Can biting togeth-
er education and (raining within nwell as beyond the structured
learning environment. .

ebrigress has been very helpful in establishing the legislative
framework for delivery of appropriate services to hearing-impaired
studentg The multiple and severely handicapped, hearing-impaired
students are a group of special interest. Not only is there a need
for tot aim _of personnel- to worttsrith these-individuals, bit there
May also be a need for special approaches in the delivery of serv-
ices. especially for individuals'wbo, due to age or other factors. can
no longer he appropriately served by progradis in their home area.

For' such students, it may well be that the most critical handicap
is not hearing impairment, but a physical, menta or emotional
disability Such students will not only need servx representing a
broad interdisciplinary orientation, but will also n occupational-

. vocational training, geared to help them live productive lives.
Continuity and continuance of existing federally supported pro-

%
.grams' for both secondary education and vocational ig-aining should
be assured Theie Orogrims should'be encouraged through addi-
tional funding to deVelop'and export service delivery models which
are designed to meet the needs of ar; ever-increasing population of
multiple-handicapped students.

While many multiple handidapped individuals can, be4erved in
existing programs, there may well be a need for programs of a
halfvjay house nature which could be implemented in many metro-'
politan areas

In general, our major focus is to look al, what i happening now
with Public Law 94 -1-t2, `and to seek assurance th'fit quality educe-..
tional programin r all children be assured.

Senator SCHW titER Well, let one say first that yog have a very
good &semen and I think you summarized it well, wie. I want to
assure you t t I share your concert, over, the mainstrgaming of i.
d af or mho hearing-impaltred children without proper teacher

aining
'

4
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Are there any particular States which you see that are readers in
providing adequate Vainink,..in this area thatiyou would cite as
prototypes.that other States'ought to,be emulating?

Mr KIRCHNER. In terms of teacher preparation programs, or in
terms of 'just modeling different types pf prqgrams for heanng-
impaired students at 'various levels? -. ..

Senator StHWEIK-ER. Welt, let. us say both I do mean teacher
training programs, but I also would like to know the othei answer
tOCi.

Mr. KIRCHNER Our main concern at7.thi point is to further the
development of tnodel teacher training programs that consideg the
broad range of the multiple handi apped student, from birth to
beyond the school age- level as 11 as instruttional prototype
models .which should be continiie41 yond 21 years of age due to
the coMplemty of heartng loss and linguistic developments

. We are concerned about programs that begin to address the
whole child from infancy through adulthood . .

4. . Senator SCHWEAER. We have a few more question& but because .,i
of time, I will put them in the record. Thank you very much fol. .
being here

{The prepared statement of Mr Kirchner.follows
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=MGM CO BMW OP
THC CCWOCaTICel Ot AK:WM INSMOCTOAS Or TES par

OX:ICKAL CmCi
9234 Wisconsin Avenue. in
Washington, CC 2001#

343-132-

Mr .1hairsiso. : se Carl Xi: saner representing the Convention of Auericao

:SW61M0C4 *f =re Deaf. Our orgseiration includes mote tha0.3.500 professional*

directly involeed in the Aucation'of hearing-lapaired Students He understand

that is is the antereSt of :he Subciitet on the Handicapped io bees et:cents

46 the efficacy of progress and,:echnology for ..t4 hearing impaired and %9 Li**cf

gape -* service hirh Sight be addressed in sera appropriate manner by Z114 Coo-
.

mitts, and the :ong:eSs. Our oommenit and recomendations are addressed mote to

isprovessents.vith:h areas o$4existing legislative and psogran autherley then to

e
awe &pertures. jurthernore. comenis are generally focused On matters of

toss ',merest to as as educeuirs. in tut **lief :hat aer ad4ocases vii: address

tritical Lapses ouSsde of :his fr ck.

Our om0Onti address the follow areas.

's$ P.L. 34-142

b$ :sprovenent of 2astruction for Hearing-Lopstred Siodents

c: esotal ,s1 :: rezvioes

it moitt-mmil:****4 44**f**-:=pairti Students

,* *****4;.*.lp.,

. e.
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rho &Swanton for et: %Mt:mimed thildren Arc is e oommendable leg:slat:Toe

"ark which *rings u.urine. of *MOO 20 414004:2.0n41 OfVi20! to Unittopipod

students. ihntoling deef students. oho .n the Past would have been shsinted from

and agency to on0LhOr /: prootses epproprzete education. infividuntsed planning

for students named on :heir needs, end deltvery of ducattonal services in an

emir:roans "vhicro tenni:9 06 :fight of the :h114 to education with his peers.

only to the extent necessary. govever, we would like to share vtth you e nothar

of concerns indzmercemendeciens

The fano-amen:al precept oi the law is the deilvery of :inland ePPro-

priete education for handicapped thildren.

The iiMPac of feeenZsiseverehearing is caueily pervasive in

in* Me of a thild so dIsedvenceged.

'tenement of a severely hearidorimpured rhIld in a classroom .1sh e

teacher trained in the methods of anmmMt...st.on on which the child is

dependent to circumstances Awe social ifteranton is severely inhibited

my ammmunttetion barriers. and nery there is only ainsuslnCess to

pro:44,14;nel support services such es consultant teachers end 4wholOlk-

tole supervisors. :OA hardly he eXpeet04 to LAMS: in en approprtate

eduadlOn.

Placement of a deaf or severely hearing-inc./red Chtld in en OdUcotiOna:
r

setting .1 which 0-mon1:411.00 nnOrlfrg effectIvol7 inane the child

Irmo the sociA and culture: of tt.0 of significant assocletion vitro 4
ht. peers and role models. tan effectively divorie the healing-lopetred

child fit= essential aspects of an appropriete educetion.

a
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Placement 2! s f.t't-grads aged serereI/ leacAng-Ampatred student An a

regu*.ar ttasstwoL .Lth An Int:a:nod teacher,* rIth speech AheraPy provided
SP

tut** s *ask for treaty miAUtOS an.AIAne:aftt :ewer:a special:et. As

.nd&ZOCLet of tnappropffste *Coca:Loft tet are 4DO. "het these handl:ions

east.: :hat As. to move extent, An .nforInnate sLee,effect of P L. 94 -142

.nloh nopefulli should be el.atnated.

.s surely oot to. Latent of the :au to ,*soled an Ar.dArAdual adloapped

e,...14 frAD sspectssf an 'mop:Late education. fit thAs LA 4

pzt4ntibl, already tit4L24.2 tumeroms .AS:Sh4fi. taegs.y as s :ear:: of

sIslmerpreAstlon of another precept of the tar, 'least rest-A. -tore

OV.V:ZOMetsl

oelgere. therefore, :bat As essentAal for the sake of
e.rous sere:e:y hear:Ad-Laps:red students and other hand:-
:apped students, that Afton:suet:re pp:try quAdettnes. the
reomlstIons :or P.L. 9aIs2, and posstb:y the languagi of toe
.4. :10,:sty that :.he fundament*: totem: of far
.8 to sseura 121 sppropsAate educptuon, and that :hos .deal
suet lot ne sec:A:toed fos the sae* of phAfosophloal tnter-
pretetLon of the !Ora ':east testrActIrl.enrttonment"

2 The..er regol:es tnst .gyfirsdua:Ated educe:Lona: plans be tereloped for

seen tandlospoed ohtIC
1/4.

gelthet tn* :ar 50f the rev:at:one regoAre Ma: .18 AndArLduallsod plane

be seet0.011.4 mt..bo,t 'Allard to the *ducat:a:41 se :tee *net the edce-

%Apo agency :2 104014 of promo to{ 2QCS 4 LI:toe,: should exist

The .4. .2 ne&X .A :station to,444Vtit. 2 for qualAfAtat.os of
7

Vzs Plif,21114: .'solved In the edwatsa al p.annAno 4nd vorvtze 2....ery

.eertog the ovest.on of Iva ,.-attonito the states. :wen the.: she:.

.8 1 .srge ta:Ast.on to standard* !roe state to state. and some states

So COo :aye stAndards for tome Latevor.es of pet song. ossent.s: to

V
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planning and delivery of sershin for she den tents nesherst.tchis say

.ell operate sa ehtheducastona: tnedwarmege of may hearing-impond
gp

la gennal. a speech therapist or audiologist is cos qualified

ay koperiann 2i training :0 7:0A or neliser educational services to s'

snnaly !.nrinvispaired student.

Se belies ;. ihenton, tan the mon:toting ffs04;as If ;ha
anon 2: hdonsion en tale sand*: relative to
p.;ansa oh tequinnentso: 1 L. 4-142, should be supple-
.natad .ith efforts to ncarteir extant to which the

19".1 Lftva:vad to P:nnaing U:.very of inditIduslizact
nionl plane age Aualifi la tome of dixpsAgeste

-toning. and that depend -.g on tae :rue Inure. and
t of :his problem. policLguidalimes. oc if rACipaSity.

113Ta0fte. Shoyl$ De estabI hed to enure :has quail-
ed personnel are .nvo:Aed Aunly Inn is a critical /

ft:anent in the lelistry of oppropriot. education for

er.:.

hentroimpored n.sleats. s,d other handicapped students

fne .ew regZins eduntionl planning based on the ;omits o! assess-

ment ails .411.1 instruments. \

2$4,L. of In art en SaSafallein is questionable to terms of the Lacs).

.

of :4111.A7 ed.-est:0ns: programming en, valid &nommen; of l:arning needs

of den thi.x..'en Pa. Wear:ma; taatilleaLa ralevaaC to curricular

AftrIelloa of 64iveta:Y ing-inpaintlflanguna-Anpored students

Ill
. .are of Simonet:1nd wsl.di . in any ono of the cdtastry. °bowmen;

$C0f0St=1:8 are 0; Oval:able eho,can selbably admiaieter and .nnr.

prat acole70 SsBeSiamnr inazrvaeat 'Mrs applied to severely hearing-
l'

.....

r .- 1 , ,.. ,
inpeitad/laaguage-impitred students.

144 ...

. .."

.. 4 .
Se sel.ne. therefore. that a specific &Nara* is needed

0
of the manpower mu/scoots implied in raInton to *duct- -

Liana: 4SSISSIMInt of hening-inaised hudens. And that %
sppropriate *avower developmegftprograns should he fielded

...

ias snit:and by :hat analysis. N.

lr
4.) . *ea

'L
,,

'14 DV114.e thee prterii7 should DO plaGe$ an funding 14114a .114 4,

:19a studies 1$ selectid educational sent Intssmens 4 . r

lAnich ere avatlabia. sad apon a determination of those &tee!. ' . ..
re 'Arch Saw ..0chatImerilaszrmenr1 0r. 1004ed.. .

"
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a. The lee plovipts that states should assure the 7141311LOWCO Of O continumo '

Of placement 'option*.

This is a prudent contain. Only vith this psovision can a handicapped
4 4/

child and his patents be shored of placement in s learning environment

vhich is responsive to the Individually defined needs of the child. he

understand the lee to teCirly recogni that segregated classes to

public sesnois and special schools. including residential schools. have

an appropriate role' in the system for deitivery of educational serviess

for handicenott students. and tiat they may b requited in order to pan

the needs of some handiceiled student*.

realous'advocacy of hac vs perceive to be misinterpretation of the con-

t

cepts of 'hest restrictive environment' can eOsily lead to a weakening

' of existing syStans for delivery of appropriate education. io ease states

oonventional philosophy. if not actual polity. exists vhich operues to

'Prevent the placement of severely hesrutg impaired in the so-celled

'lpore restrictive' setting.

the protection for the indiv mil child in (Pah cases should reside to

the due process provisions of he law and the due process membinsY vhich

4 each scats is required to establish. Yet these gems protective systems

can be canned by iMmadent hiss. it is reported that to WOO states

(Pennsylvania. for eso0Plei no parent of aolesechii411 who has sought

Placemeht on she so-called 'more restrictive' pheasant options (rssidan.

tial schools) through the anablished hearing Proces. his been succeeful.

there is no mechanism for a qualified teacher of the desf to exercise
a

an advocacy *the tbtld. Once OlplICOMOAt decision hae been sad

4

do.
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whith ho believed inappropriate. If datisign, .z ported by well-
.

meaning, but ill-advised parents, and strUCtured by committee of well-

moaning but-ungual *led professiestaley is not In the b.st interests of

th child, who also Si the'advOcate for the child -- and what

recourse is vailabl .

The law has language providing for the improvement of instruction in

residential school', but the regulations for the law are silent on this

issue. tab funds undor the ;Audtion for 1 Banditpped Children Act

ate.ellocated to this concern.

Ift believe, therefore. that administrative policy. the
languor*, o( the regulations, and poanibly tha.language
Of tie Law, as well Si funding. if necessary, be strength.
aned to realize the **Kpt and reality of a continue&
of adutelional serrice options, naking it possible for
each op to play cintinuing important role to this
delivery of appropriate educational services to those
handicapped students whose educational needs cannot be
met appropriately in less restr iettve AVIIOTOWati.'

Dilatational *gentles should not be 'Inadvertently*'r-
tautened by the law, regulations, or federal poling to
p1.400 SOVlreli hearing-impaired thild in an educational
program which Ilona not moot hi needs. ?hey *mold not
bs ourqd to plan kproqva* for child within the
conatralmts of the service' whith ate available, rather
than developing or.pelating Orogyas whidh meat the
needs that are defiksd. independent of those tout:obits.

Tinnily, the successful partnrl pursuit of appropriate
plagelent and etheation should not be limited only to
parents with the aqua to employ profeetional advocacy,
including ligel counsel. It la suggested that if the
educational agency were holdresponsiblfor the cOsts
of patent pursuit of th rights of their Child. than
would be rapid diminution in the 'neat of litigation
regarding placement and programming iiMAS.

S. rhir lack of clarity of apectstioft for ICPs nay inadvertently treat'

unnecessary adainistrative*OrklOad in certain programs. A

s

/
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The lev requires the development of written uultviduaitred educations:

plan. rOr the acidly handicapitl student in.' local district, this may :

approprtecely wan the specification of the fhort-tars and long-term goals.

aod related documentation soguirements. in selition to s rostricted sot

Of service needs such es speech therapy, physical chum/. or othar

service related so tips defined swcial,mbacation needa of the individual.

2A.14. In loch LAM:4a: mesa the student otots successfully be involved

in this genital tummies established for all students, tiers Is OrgsusWsLY,

no heed to develop &wiled documintetion :A such ins:antes, this docu-

mentation of the individual spotlit: educetion.plan reitasents a ressonabla

and :s!4rtant function.

1:tee above situation can be contreatad with that of spacial school in

With the entire educational pearls is considered a special 'donation

:service. ;f it such a situation it is Limn-prated that Om whiten

:ndiv:tualized elunAlonal 'plan must teflon; all aspects of the stodont's

education li4C1.41Aq LOW and short-ramm Wale for son only thou art:a

&colt.' the student made, but the full :mole of curriculum). then the

Leval of effort and the COMMUfliCatiOA taquirecents. and this sheer ties

itguirod for paperwork. Ara multiplied groetfy. This multiplication of

ttme and effort is,ciwisd'by zany taachers as not only todboug, but often 4

counterproductive. .

tee baileys, thorafoes. that clarificotlon of the incept of .

the law in slab situatione.wesibly in the Wool of admini
strative policy Stetemints by the lin, would be
hopefully, that ratan would be in the level of clapse special
services above and beyond those services which era routinely
provided so ovary student within that partieular school
*acting. hopefully, sons Copproolso understanding could
axist which would not result ip thirty page tres. such
is are reported in mow schools.

,

. .
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nennVfxrdr Or neSIWCflte ran KCAPSVG-ImpaIREP =Call

*stately hearing-impairs0 plutons have Dean educated in sods organised MAW

for aote than 1$0 years. 3174A that'll:Uttary and our ap=14thAllAh to hearing -ixpeired

students. it is p4info2 to admit that the product of the educational cysts for

severely hiering.impairod.stsdana, leaves ouch be dasirod. :Co boable to

say that our Awaits are ae good or better 4Isn in velar nations. or that increas-

ing ptoporsionn of stulants..are more severely handicapped tot aultipirlhandicepped)

than in se pet. la tittle consolation so the hearing-unplt cad scudnt.. ame

ars zany yho cannot oompotictly communicate LA WW1h00 or ors: inglish. or who

lace the requisite life sktlls for effoCtivs'indepandent living-in our society

, . . as would Ilk* to shays the following *anaemia and Suggestions.

4

I- There is lack of ptiotiry within the educational system on the typo

of educational tesearch which CM result in Isproverent in learning and

instruction. Ruch of the *search in stelareaof dgefnase/hearing Ltpaic.

tent appears to be focused 041 pSychophysical variables. tittl,

and almost no prograssatic tebearch, which irpaCts en loarning/inetrnat

has befit supported. 24tOrthhatiAlthaq th. wilily paretived padeguaciet

. of educational researth in *donation. sons priority should be established

.

tot programmatic tesearph on inetruntional/laarniSg variables with the

hops that etudes say build on one anothot so that altimetaly as of

educational issues can be caseload and all heiring.impaited studonta
1

can he et:one/v.4 educated. r .

Th: now 6eparmant of Mutation and.the inetItise for _

rvearch on the handicapped stets well ha charged, wand
broad Input film t4e nonsinuty of education of 'the hearing
ispaisod amd.the hearing ialpeited theaseltee, to devise
a long-tars prograssatiietearth pta1 wetted to critical
instructional and learning issues which could guide tho' 7

:MAMA./ of federally sopportWencouraged research ins
,04tAIKLAA of she heating *salted

T

; BE'- -4.

"41'2`312 NCO ?,
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a

a
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2. toa coneiderWoie sstent. the promise of educational technology es a assns

of I.Vaavatly education Of the hearing impaired has net been reclined.

Poetics in this arse say well have been enhanced by nor* thoughtful lonf-

nog* Planning. NIKO careful asses ant of fesaibi/lty of various options.

end note sustained focus of effort and dollars an strategies which relete

to solution of Persistent educational problems of the hearing imPeifed.

Sustained ettentioo and support in the deveicpment of technology. reapon-

. sive tp e few critical problems. is likely to have mom peyeff Nun diffused

and scettered efforts to respond to e broad variety of tikoology needs.

The long-twi. efforts of the !tureen of education for the handicapped in

the arse of Captioned Tilos for the Pea:. and the development of closed

taption television technology are good examples of the persistencetand

rOCUS of effort which can benefit clousafais of hearing-impaired persons.

Compucer-managed instruction ter tallariatanpaired students
May well be an arse which deserves focused and sustained
attention, by the federal goverment. the theoretics/

benefits of she marriage of coeputar -managed lanniCida
with videodisc technology could. (given demonstrated feasi-
bility. a tong -range plan. and sustained support and en -
cousegesent). be a seams of radlZallg anhoorlhg the results
of inettnCilaft in language and reeding for severely hearing -

impaired student'. A blending of these telloologiae with
the technology for closed captioning sight well permit the
development of software useful with other special popu%stions
of 'talent'. thereby establishing the broad market require-
oenta needed to assure the doconosic viability of the product.

).

6.

It is generally accepted in the 418 of 'Audition of the deaf chat early

education end supportive services for hearing- impaired students can be

critics! to the liter educational and calsuftication whirminsaa or the

student. P.L. 94-142 snoArages early educational intervention through

.44

113Ec7 AVAll ABLE COPY
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its Snemitive program, but does not roguing eductional servimes below

age *lee. rev state: requite services rotsthifdrfn tiler age three.

5

TrsdititmailY, scot eductionaily relevant services PrevidlegeesverY

young hearing-Lmpaired chiLdreis have been fuoded through chericapAt

sources such as united yued. the Caster $.141 programs. and similar mans.

We recognise that in establishing 14.9101cl* mil tooling- ..
requitement*: the Congress eusrsmetcls. high sows .

og priority. Mot everything that iv drOraele can be
dont. we suggest. however. that cemaittees may well
consf4st calling for export testimony or the erricacy
or early educstion programs rot hindictObed students.
with vise to dteraining those tyres orthandicapped
students. for which the states,should be required to
develop and provide etteicerOfrom the ties of earliest

...

itlentiricstemi-- tree birth upward. .. ...
.

.

4. duality of periftriai involved in phe edvcstional program for hearing-
.

.impaired ' ti

.
.1n *Ur opinion are several areal df pettonnel
drelopert vhiCh s receive special velocity.

vada t, is critical variable.

(a) Fitton:tool retraining is qualify already competent

e educational raparresoty personnel with the *Dov-
ledor and shills required to Supervise lAitrUC
girl for hearing-Impaired scadaaca

ml
. ,

personnel rectliting to qualify ane4114e/ Porfta-

P 0 nil such as School psychologists. to week vith
severely herisonimpairea students ,

(c) psrsonnel retraining po prepare bilingual Spanish/
anglish toashers to work directly with btar$ng-

liPtired students

id) personnel retraining to quelify,Certiried tatchets
of the hearing -bmpaireitcrmeet the instrue.
tionaliisuning needs of multi-handicapped hear-

ierifptired stuehts

a

,

13:Ei A
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The prevalence of 4OSAAAVAi and behlviorel problem among deaf stexants is

three to five tines as such as that within the nornslIT heart*, population Of.

students. Ls ordinary classrooms for the del!. it can be expected. op the

WOWS. that OAS Or sore students w411 have eiSntf:.cant red for bental health

services. These enk.nanal and behavioral probleas can be significant iihLbi-

cson to effeettve learning. Ln addition. teachers who work with severely and
A.

bultipIT-hamitcapped students and CO experience considerable stress. which can

diainish their own effectiveness and 'Aka this candidates for mental health services

so well. puithec, parents of newly diagnosed handicapped eiblidents suet resolve

undue guilt feelings and grow into all acceptance of their child as he really ie.

'genial health services. and knowledgeable Professional asntal beelth per**

sonftel who tan eaglet it:Wants. teachers. and plants, as not broadly available.

yrogantly. a competent rental hesith Pr00,10senal can etfectirely ASAAAt deaf

students with only a se:last level of orimitatlon. training. and development of

. communicatson skills. There are'few,progrmas in the united States which concern

themselves with training mental health professtonsIs to serve des! Persons.

se believe that additional effort Le needed to
provide supplementary training to tnterested
psychologists. psyegistriste, couneelots. And
social workers, to enable then to handla banchl

health problaa of deaf and hearing-lapaired
students, and to provide supportivp services to
teacherr and parents of these students.

se believe that in addition to additional support
AA the educatIOnal OAAAaNA. :be Compose should
consider calling for expek casaba:ay which could
establish the future and extent of need for specific
euthenist:An and approprtetion for. progreme which
Could deltver rental :welch services to tbe hearing-
LAeireol population as whole, incloling both
children and adults.

-,ttreen
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oggitatmeimpazarp ymp1vinum,5 wie, ARE infirl-maXplCappCD

SIMI the 1940's the characteristics Of the hearing-ispeirsd student population

A

.have changed drsesticelly. Today's tudents tend to be more severely bearing-

impaired. and there is # target incidence of cults-handicaPPed severely hearing-
.

impaired,studente. at the same time there are numbers of lees severity hearing-

Waited students with additional handicaps for whose the combined tilet of two

or ante handicapping conditions Preent particular problem. The point here is

that there ere sulti.handicapped individuals who can successfully particlinte

in POetseconenrY education and treinipg opportunities. and others whine academic

potential and voctions.1 training paconclal is severelY hated.

1il2c1'hondlooPPce hiring -Laird students often hew difficulty in findang

spropriet; educational Placement due to she fact that mem educational and

training ;commis are not yet prepared in terms of program and staff to accommo-

date the natal nand of the individual. There is teemn to think that without

the appropriate level of preparation. there is it tendency to haws a *band -aid*

pproatb Zn which early crittfting and services are not sufficiently reined to

subsequent cfaining and services.

The isgtslative structure appears to be in place to support aahor;ric program-
.

ming for such students which can :cleric in accompliehment of life skill, and

vocetionei and educational goals. Conceptually. the problem is Nw to sacs the

pieces, at the level of PrOprmmatno. Jst gicher for aa,Idrium bea4tr*

Me believe. theref 0.4,hat OOntlnuity for currently
*supported pone0ondacy programs should be sured.
and that these programs should also have the resources

, :Of program developdent ,to meet the needs of increased
numbers and proportion, of aulti-handicepped students
which will reach chase proviso, mow and in the hear
!Uteri.

riEtr; AVAJLA Biz LOr'S
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dilln believe that there is 4 specific need for develOpaent
of program models which can develop and demonstrate an
integration of services within the context Of a prone
Of education and'trdinind. actual all student *de levels,
which is directed toward accomplianneut of independent
Living skulls. economic self-sufficiency. and achievement
of individual (personal) aducetional doels. Such 'spiels
should be replicable-in. at Yeast. any metropolitan arm

Me believe there is a specific mid to increase the
quality and extent of teacher education programs pre-
paring teachers to work with multi-handicapped students.
This might be accomplished by identifying these peepers-
tion programs which represent excellence in this area and
faCiliesting the diffusion of exemplary practices to ethic
Desperation programs. .

Ie believe that severely multi - handicapped hearing-scpsired
individuals nay veil needs 'half-way house' service
approach. apnially if such facilities wore located in
proximity to voutiodel.tratnine and sheltered vortandp
programa.

we believe there is a specific need to train paraprofessional
personnel to provide supportive services for multi-handicapped

clivccelY hearing -MMPa/red

I
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ACCESSIDILITY

Sections SOS jud 504 of thellie;hatolttation At h.no. epteed the potential

for barrier-free environments for hen.licePPed Persons- This concept has been

extended to consideration of commi..ation Wetter,. which represent a eig-

nificant problem ftw-emerely hearind ...patted indIvidual., 0.w technology

is and Wilj bmame.available to assist hearing-inpaired persons overcome the

ommunicatIgn barriers. Closed-caption 04codeis. increased avatlability of

of telmoomunicationi7ievices (ry's). and ?CC consideration of special channels

for radio-based signalling devices Umeal.,10 by the deaf and the blind represent

Fewegiont in a good dirvtion. videodisc technology aril microcomputer tech-

nology may well rePregeskt, in the not too distant future. feasible means through

which ecumunications accesibility.for the hearing tmpalred can be enhanced.

Although the developing technologY'reforesents new opportunity for the

hearing impaired. it will iso result in added costs frequently. costs width
. .

the average citizen wouid not incur. There are several areas in which thee.

costs it and

i
uld be ameliorated for Marine-impaired persons.

believe, therefore, there sbould be a nationally -
coordinated policy of telephone rate eduction for
long-distant* telephone rates for hearing -Mpaired
Person! to compensate for the higher costs of slower
communication.

we believe that reasonable tax policy would be one
in which bearing-Impaired persons would receive
id*: tax deductions or tax credits for any device
process which primarily assists them in communication.

X . /

Kr. Cheirman. ve thank You for the attention of the Subeoemattee to the

concerns we ilaVe expressed and trust that you will also glve thoughtful con-

sideration to the suggestions and recommendations which we have made. At

your request. we would be happy to'suppli additional information supportive

of recommendations which you may find of particular interest.
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Senator SetiWEIKER. Our next witness is a 'panel Dr Gene Del
. Polito. director of the audiology program, American Speech-Lan- 7

guage-Hearing Association, Rotkville, Md Dr Morgan. Downey,
chrectbr of governmental affairs. American Speech- Language- Hear -
mg Associatioti, Rockville, Md ; and Dr. Sara Conlon, executive
director of the Alexander Graham Bell 'Association of the Deaf,.
Washington, D.C.

We welcome you all this morning. We are sorry about our time,.
and would ask you to .put your complete statements,in the record'
Then each of you may have 3 or 5 minutes to summarize whatever
main points that ypu would like to emphasize here this morning

Dr. Del Polito, J. guess we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF GENE A. DEL POLITO. PH. D.. DIRECTOR.
,DIOLOG PROGRAM. AMERICAN SPEECII-LANGUAGEHEAR-

ASSOC/ATION. ROCKVILLE, MD.; MORGAN DOWNEY, IM";
RECTOR OF GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, AMERICAN SPEECH-
LANGUAGEHEAR/\'G ASSOCIATION, ROCKVILLE, MD.: AND.
SARA CONIA)N, EXECUTIVE, DIRECTpR, ALEX4NDER GRAHAM'
BELL ASSOCIATION OF -THE DEAF. WASHINGTON. D.C.. ,A
PANEL
Dr. DEL POLITO. Thank you. I am the director of the audiology

-program of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association,
and on behalf of my organization, I , want to thank you for the
opportunity to address you on behalf of our members and the
millions of hearingimpaired persons that our members serve.

In the written comments we submitted to the subcommittee, we
discussed several areas of concern we had relative to the needs of
hard-of-heiring persons. such as the communication barriers that
prevent access to essential public services, the lack of emergency
preparedness plans that address the special needs of the hearing-
impaired, the stillexisting communication barriers that prevent
full participation in public life, the need for greater support for
public information programs regarding hearing and hearing prob-
lems, the need for effective regulation to prevent needless hearing
Ipss, the need for public support for hearing rehabilitatiori re
search, and problems related to hearing aid purchases for older
Americans and those:who must live onAublic assistance.

Unfortunately, time will not'allow us to explore in detail all of
tlie issues raised in our written comments. There is one matter on
which I would like to focus my comments, and it pertains to the -
Rehabilitation Service Administration's activities relative to the
needs of hard hearingfmericabs.

When it comes to adults, the Rehabilitation ServicesiAdministra-
tion is the agency that is primarily responsible to attend to the
rehabilitative needs of handicapped Americans, including the hard
of hearing. RSA traditiOnally has been expected to provide leader
ship in planning. developing, implementing and evaluating the
nation's rehabilitation programs for all hearing-impaired persons
thrdugh its deafness arid communicative disorders program.

The Deaffiess and Communicative Disorders Office traditionally
has been charged with responsibility within this area, but the
resources allocated by the administration to this office have been
very limited. The Deafness and Communicative Disorders Office, or

IlitI
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'DC150 or short, has been severely under taffed for a number of
years.

For instance. 'there currently is no one'onpie De.130 staff who
possesses. professional expertise in the areas of speech language
impairment or hearing impairment-other than deafness. The limit-
ed resources this office has been given have been allocated to
programs for the deaf will make up only.10 percent of the-entire
population who are hearing-impaired.'

While deafness is certainly one of the most profound of all com-
municative handicaps, and while the deaf have long been among
the most upderserved of all Eiandicapped persons, the comprehen-
sive rehabilitative needs of hard -of - hearing Americans so far' have
been left unaddressed.

In part, this dilemma is caused by administrative and political
circumstances that have left the deafness and communicative disor-
,ders prograrh with only meager support. For instance, unlike the
programs for the blind and the developmentally disabled, the pro-
gram for the communicatively handicapped is without a legislative
base So the progr ?eeeives no funds dedicated by Congress to
address the rehabilitative needs of its constituents.

The office exists only by administrative apthority. It has no
program budget and no discretionary funds. In fact, of all of the
programs dedicated to pdrsons with specific disabilities, the pro-
gram for communicatively-handicapped is the most susceptible to
the precariously changing currents in the American political
stream.

It gets all too little funding when economic and political condi-
tions are good, but it gets even less when times the bad. It is denied
staff, as are other programs during hiring 'freezes, but it remains
woefully understaffed even when the.freezes are lifted.

As the Commissioner of RSA already has said, late last year he
received a report from a task force that was charged to examine
and evaluate the current RSA communicative disottlers program
and .to recommend suggestions for change.

In its report. the task, force recommended the adoption and im-
plementation of a profkled program development plan designed to
improve significantly the scope and quality of programs and serv-
ices provided to all' communicatively' handicapped persons, includ-
ing the hard ehearitig.

While the program development' plan can implemented at
least in part through the Commissioner's administrative authority,
its ultimate success requires congressional support.' Without the
necessary legislative and fiscal support, the - leadership we hope. to
sed.RSA provide in coordinating the planning, develioping. imple-
menting and evaluating of the Nation's rehabilitation programs for
the hearing-impaired will continue not to be forthcoming.

For many hearing-impaired 1:1e-rsons, thv prohlems they face seem
almost insurmountable Our association stands ready to helps you
altd your'staff to explore whatever means are possible for, making
these problems less formidable. Thank you.
.{The, prepared statement ofDr:Del Polito followil ,

I
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The American Spaschlingumpritearing Association (ASIA)VTOtedites

tbs opportunity to addrais this Subtommlitas on behalf of its embers and

the over 22 williemoemmuniestilwilY handicapped parsons ASIA members drum.

The American Speach-Linguage-Rsarini Association it a seleocific and PTO.

faesionil socisty Sounded is 1923 spd cullintly coasiscsof more than 33.000

far audiologists, spssch..lbnguage pathologists. and 'peach and bearing scientists.

Association mashers ars health and oducitionsl rehabilitation profassioads

concerusdwith.the prevention of blaring. sposch, end Isasuage disorders.

end tbs identiiiestion. evaluation. and rehabilitation of individuals

afflicted by such disorders. Asioliation members render chair 'artless in

such sittings is hospital speech and hearing clinics and departments, free-

atomics outpatient 'poach 'ad bearing clinics. outPetiont robabilitstioa

!sedition such is Choi' administared,by She National roust Sod Society

%and tbp belted Cordon! Play Assoditios, privets practice. Vitereas

Administration bosPilds, 1444 Start programs, DiPartsent of Defense

bosPitals and clinics. end the public schools. The profsesional sctivirlas

of ASIA nombare, especially audiologists, bring ibex in daily contact with

hailing impaired poop's throughout Cha oatioi, and jive afforded Chem

knowlsdits of the many communicative. educational. sociil. vols-

.,
tiousi, sod emotional difficultiae suPeriliced by the heating impaired.

,1 A PAMIR ON MAIM AND 'REARING LOSS

Language is chat imams use Co carry on the affairs of thait society,

and speech is the primary loins by which humans coumunicars with language.

Theitility Co develop and use speech for communication is one aspect That

a

a

a

I
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diffeteatiages humans from lower forme of animal life. limas ace

emagenticallY and Physiologically PudiePOsedco develop and use speech.

la face, divan normal ciecumstencee, youtog-ehildge, develoP.ogal language

skills without any formal eireit4ag. Speech helps people.formuiate their

tbolletcs and Provides demtvich * vehicle to =Sums their thought* to

oghere. in e physical *sue, speech is wain mote than eound -- sound

which when hard is interpreted by.gbe 'Jaguar es having some meaning.
oft

the ability to heat sound, thee, is the Weems* forhermel comemicegivf

development, and the ability to commutate* fuss tbs hasifog normal

educational. social, and emotional development.

People who suffec the loss of 'VIM a Part of tbsit beating *Alley

also lose a pert of date ability co tailrace easily with *thee* in their

$04144. gOG .11 Warta' innalrmangs are hosting handicaps. but chose

that are can axed a Powerful influence over the degree to phich one can

enjoy cbs full butanes of social life. Children who suffer from bearing

loss often experieeme delays in chair educeciand and social growth with
.

a tesulgant viaduct** in the alternative educational and vaudoise'

opporguaitiaa available to ghildgets with mud bearing. Eves when

hearingleOairung only begins in liter life. Lc sell/ can reduce one's

ability to 411,07 the full scope of normal human social interaction. Over

16 million Americans have sum degree of hearths infairm10eat.

Male *imply knowing nose about hearing drains will not solve

*the social. educational, end vocational probl experleaced by the

bearing haedicapped. splicer knowledge *bout hearing problems can enhance

c.
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society' oensicivicy co,cbe needs of cbpse who tiara to live +rich America's

'moor pervasive and b1444* physiceljhandVap.

The Scruecu'e sod Punctlos of the tag .

The sr is a tomplokaeaSorfeynCes.7i one crier provide' people rich

soar of the information chore:pinata eticdoy. The auditory syommtegjes

vich rho 'aurae set suctecure callod,the ousiZlo. +/bleb procrudee from the
.4

aids of the head. sod cbo tetsinal sudici4.canal. The, outer ear teceivea

A
talft collects sound and conduct' is coward the trapaiii4 umbras* for eardrum).

Ths fropaalt membrane is coasseted;to.o chat, of three smell tones (es ,

oeeiclem) in the middle ear. As the 4mo/e'en/anima vibteces to response

'to incoming wound, ic.tooverto unissued snow/ into m444144414 seam;

vhieb le transmitted by che pastel.' to in .pv4014'10 the lunar eoc:'

Slt Inner ear is fluid filtod.bony seregclge that contains I 81.141

filled sesbxenouspeac in a division of the inner ea! wiled the cochlea.

The endrgy conducted by cho oeslcloa of the saddle ear is crasseitceh to .

the fluid in the loner eau vhich exert' mschealcol presouro on the nontionous

sec Wilde ch. cochlea. Whoa the cochlear etc rehponds to this stimulation.

is surto pressure op the Moos organ contained within the Ott. Thin oenso

organ. called the Organ of Corti. rsdpondo to this seebealcal prompts/ by

4h, triggering neural *lima' that travels along chp some fibers that connect

the inner Ott to cba central auditory nervous contort. flees aorta flbnro,

colleeclvely celled the auditory nerve or the atghtb cranial nerve, respeg4

to oceordencevich the frequency. AttneAti, sod temporal charsctoilacieS

of the scimuloclng sound.

r.
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Thu 'ports signal, fte0oXba asslicoty nerve at7eprianusecced to auditory

. , . t'.
.

-

'/
'

soros Meta vichin cba cenEral'audiory syscag." Begs 'auditory signals '

. r
are cOmPalbd, corrolacsdonOuralt inslYtod to Istovids a conplex flat

e aI $.0

of 'testa' Informatios to cbs auditont,tacapcion ayes* of be btatn. Once /.

.,
t

/

tbabysin tscsives tba auditory mural Ulric,. is fuAbet ex$racts infonai-
/

i . N 4

toe and ocimulatso caber test& cenigta to give xise to cba pstcoPtios' end o

tacagaicios co cba signal vs call *pooch,
. t

.,

TYPO of Eaetinalnnairnanc
,

BoosIni istairsent.cas magic fres disruption of aerial funccioniag

a;syvbets cbs audicory system. %on Problems affect after ot anal*

.

ear funccionisg, they produce vbac fa capod a ;seductive bearieg tspalrues .

That it, tba beating problem is cbe tsaulc of a diaruPtion of the usual
'

nitalo* of sound by the ear nechanisus chat Zooduct sound matt! to the

*surd sensory conc.'s. If cbe function of cbe sensory conceits lipids

the cochIsat sae es the neural acruccutsa +flags cbs sightb nerve ace

." VN
itsroPtod cbe reaulcanuld.be oessarineurs1 bossing imoirsanc. If

' 0

diaroPtioa coccus *loot cbs comp' auditor/ pathways chat, lead co cbe

broil or to tba audiery ennui yield's cbs beat*, cba Problen la ealIat

a control auclicaTv iuntiraescos cebcral audiSorY dlaiunccion.

Castles's besting lapairssat. Condictive Matted ispairnanca uavallY

acs cbe resale of ArcOadis1011 of cbs ear clue often can be medically corT.

toccsf.lbs heaving Ines Oat vaults Ptaitseas an overall accsmacito of

sound *ems part ex all ofcba Maras inns: Whoa an lodIvidual has
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conductive Miring lose. speech *evade useless because sound le ant loud

enough to molds all theinformatiort aoaded forvuicrimudlut. MIti this

kinslof bearing loss. stwe seam organ of bearioi and It( ssiocisrad neural
vr

st ructures ars not ?footed. Cossequeotly. Alen she causse.of easy caodue-

dye hearing losses ere treated mod 'Attracted. it is not coccemoo for the

listener again to exietismcs normal hearing. Anymo: in any age group can

acquire a conducelVe hearing Impairment lot any of a variety of Fltasoos,

(11-11., imketed isrugo4rs raptured or dtgessedfestdrun. disextieulsliom

of tbl csaitlaS, fixation of the **steles, sterile or infected fluid in

the middle est. and others?.

Ccoductrvehearing loss can be peramnent,uch as *so dt souks

Irma chronic.spc.disemso on It can Cs teapot/my. such *sleben it results

Iron s trealgisald or ellefilio Sesides often requiting medical atteo

tied. conductive oesring loses* mere Impediments to normal human

commumiation. Tor inssaacs, youag children 04 especially susceptible

to *mettles:1of the middle ear that result in.condoctive hesriag iepair-

the

moo. 41 Ices fa the precipitating spdleal conditions ate pie000t (and

sometime. west when they dieePPesr)..rhe affectod child any retsIn

elgolfdant bearing impairment. As long as'the hearing loss tapeless.

child's ability to lc* .peach se a ways of communication can be

drastically reduced. In verytyoung child, Prolonged conductive

loss can severely delay **roil speech and language development In pre-

school it'd school age children, conductive bearing loss also caz'affect

Ohroal educational and *octal dsysloptoest and may result in icedenic

V

f
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sad balesviorsl probisoe Sc scbsel sad home.

%ale disco ere qv; conclusive figures on chs iocidence of co;ductive

bilsrird loss. cbs laciAeoca of chi, hied of hosting Problee is much gr

La children shoo inodulcs. Abouc ass- fourth of all heariog IMPairmoots

soy be. in viola or La Part. cooduccive,i0 =cure. for cbtldreu three pears

of age and below. chs incidsoce of transient condicions aifecting the 41.441e

ssr vich cooconftsot conductiva heaciat loss may be Lehigh as 302. Among

Downs gyodrome.ead cleft Waite yourigscets. cbs incideace may be as high

ss $01-7b2. Tbe incidence of condbctize heasing Probltas is also such
.

/ hfghsr for Aosricast 'situ and Ishii* childrso rhea for vbice 704cagacere.

Ssosorineutal heating impairment. Unlike conduccive heating loss.

ssosotioeucal hearing loss usually is ooc medically cotteotable.

saves) hearing Ions etch.? stays cam sane or gets verso, but is usually

acres secs hector. people vicb aensnrinevral besriog ivainent also

ameeciancs Mucci** in hearing te!i.sicivity across all or part of the

hooting range. Io addicion, since chs sensory organ sod its associsLed

ileuml arra:costa. ere effeccbd4io sensortsoutal beating impairmenc, cbs

liltanet's ability r..2 hear speech clearly usually is permanefttlysfiected

(i.0., sfoach.temaino unclear even when it is nada loudar). Seneorioeural

haecing impairmeoi also &fleec the listenar's perceptionoi loudness and

pitch. lc caducei chs llsceost's ability tb tol loud souod, sod is

can sake listening co 'patch La cbs pcasenca of backstenod compecing sounds

4

much apes difficulc chin it wall be forforbel bearing liscsosrs in

computable slcuscions. seesoelneueel bearing toss can cesulc icon

a
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beridicaryliacocsedisrupclosdtw4evast development because of a:cidenc.
g ($

. trauma, mscsrnal illaeetWovtameript of drug ',Ouse. birth trauma,
_

OarlY attildhood idloase,Isgestiou of *cadmic eubecaaces. *cased; gramma,

.° Prolooi*d erPosuripto Iig ,ievela of 'fund. sodotbec factors.

A

:Central audibrm_IPPairmanc. Fersoas vich ceLcral auditory impairment,

pharacterisricellf'd, aoc show say los' of boarlog sensitivity Xualees. of

course. chair coodicloA ',dace eitsulcaneouslY with conducclve or sensorineural

:sitarist' lat)afileoc).Alince the mars! pact...ars vichla the cencral auditory

ayacdh are affected with this coudicioo. cartaio.liecening behivlora usually

are parmaasoclY iffected Cencral auditory dvsfunctioa can rastqc in al

Infairmenc of the ability to locals' ajaid oc the ability co perceive *ad

attend to speech in difficult listening sicuscions. Ievouctg chiltireo,

comma eudicorY dysfunctios may ficer appear as a problem in :Meech and

language development, or it may sucface as a learalog or behavioral Pcobtai

in school. Central auditory dyefusccion is a lesdiag cause of learaing

disorders to chlitirea. Children may acquire Cancral auditory pcobtems

duriag preostal dr:11'901@c. ac birth. or 80040811 rhereafrar for a varlet)

of reasons. such es ascatopi'lltaava. **carnal alcoholism or drug abuse,

heredity. 4isruptioas to Aoraal lat aaaaa rine davelopneact.esrly childhood

Hines" or simply due to delayed oeurologicht oar IOU. Same recenc

anlaal ravearch even 'aspics disc prolonged conductive haarlag lose in

early 'sage may OrbciPicace a dererlocacioa of cercala cenccaI ludicory

serve fibers baceusa of reduced scinulatioo during critical devotlapmencal

period'.

A
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Is to assanrial To understand than any of these conditions (conductive.
7

0240rinelnal, of central auditoty imisairasiess)oan occur singly Geis 4'

combined= mit* one another. lot instance, many oidet Possess experienta

a kind of'hearing coeditioa called Iseeb,cusis (or bearing loss is the

eldetly)% Pregge isftb itesbyeusis ahoy auditory dysfunction vtthigt cothlear,j,

s eighth nerve, -std onto]. auditory castrato. They antics not only Eton
. .

ftdusvi hisatift sensitivity. bus also from reductions in Chair ability to

. distsininate and Orstariesad ayesci, their ability to telasata loud sound,

thsitrability to aiPteciase and enjoy mugs, and 4 variety of other asullso4
,

P
exParitticait

.
Treatment for Roaring Imisairmset

No nexus vhas type of heating lose -ore dencnsttateer 1; is 314
asseatial td dosaspine *hasher she Witted impairment ie the result of a

Patboloils condition that ragas*. radical rraatneat. in sows instances,

shit conditions that mcipisass impaired bearing actually wry ba life

threesening. Consequently. Waft medical attention night be spteseary

to assort the heating impiirsd parson's well -ba1mg. le some.casse. 4

*Macian often can slimly the ciusa of beating issairment and ttstota

.normal !searing. to the lealexIt7 of IsultaisCa, hoWeval, melicalcOtracTIou

of the hearing Problem is sot possible and often settles' ttaatnenc Is not

alma alffeasarY. IN:* instant*, in she tete of aansoriseural hearing loss.

visb fro amcaPsiona.oace tba hearing seilea,manud ralatad smuts'

itructuraa have boon damagad, they *La isratairabla: even *hop tufts'

treats's= of sine underlying osologic vthology ie uarrsated. is is mat
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mused co find tmidual hearing dmfunotim after eadital treatment.
4 6

lftani burins impairmsaF caaaor Ds corrected by medical trsatmat:

the Maria; imPeited individual must still materid4ultb a tommunicatively

bandlcaPPlog condition. Ia times &satinet'. nonneditai rehabilitative

treatment often la beneficial. Many of tits tommunlcative Ptoblams the

bearing inpa4red impart:at' can ba reduced sktougb bearing aid use and

through rababilitaties training is the use of maidual auditory and slimly'

emmunicatioa information PestbrMdiag loStructiaa and auditory

training). Adult. ultb Parameot Marla' ptobims may %equive commanitsave.

vocational. and psychological counseling. Children also may requite special

educational actsption laeluding .peach and language treatment service/ so

sell as 'metal curricular lastructloa. to Enema inat****$, nudinlongintn

are ininnonolnal in providing tbn kind of Profamional help that can ano$16

bearing repaired Parsons to deal with the Problems caused by thole hearing

loaasa. ear

ADDIOLOGES7S; TEM TRAIttrie AND ROLE EN TIE DELIVERY
07 SERVICES NO THE REARIRC IMPAIRED

nudiarnianns ere minors 7- trailed acomadics1 'Pectinate vbo are

coacarnsd with tba.identlfica Loa. evaluation. and Pravantioa of bearing

'optimum 'ad tba$mhibilltstiou of %boas ladividuais with bearing problem.

In order to quinty as audlolnaism. individuals mot complats'a comrshaO-
.

tivo plan of .study in in aetredited inmitutiou of higher education

culnlating 'etch etcher %be outer', or doctoral Mgrm in audiology. Thin

educational plan tacladea courts vork Information regarding the identifica-

tion. maaurmont and p too of hearing impairment and the tshabilitation

fa
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of individuals with ImPaired hearing, including considerable information

Warding hearing aid tot/molt* and the application of this technology

in the telabilitetion of the hearing impaited. It also includes informa-

tion in *Pesch, language, and heating sciences (e.g., *tutor., and physiology

of the. speech, hearing, and languagd mechanisms, acoustics, psychoacoustics.

bioacoustics, physiological and acoustic phonetics; auditory, speech. and

telatsd aennory-psreeptuel Ptocesees; Ungulates; Psycholinguisticst

PsYehology of language: language and speech aclulsition# vstbal learning

and verbal behav1o0; psychologys child development: educational protonic'

end methods.; the basic sciences; mathenfics; the liberal attar and sdnieistra-

tive management. In addition to course yolk, every student is Provided with

at least 300 clock hem* of supervised practicun experiences in the ditect

A provision of clinical services to communicatively iMPairsd Piteous.
.

"-..

.

AP

Audiologists who seek the Certificate Di Clinical Competence (CCC)y'
from the American Speech-Language-Heating Association also must complete

at least a nine-nonch ps lod of supervised clinical exPetionee end oust

Ppass the National EXemi cion in Audiology admInisteted by the EducstionalI

. Testing Service. This smandnatiOn AS ****** the candidate's aft:fettle

knowledge relative to the identificerioe sod prevention of hes.r4s impairment

and the. tebsbilitative management of the hearing'impairad. The 9SSAT1ce of

speech-language pub.:11087.'4d audiology cutrently is licensed In 31 states.

tt
add, to virtually every Instance. state,Iltessing requirement, areas

rigorous as those for the Certificate of' Clinies.1 Coalmen.' from AMA.

ig AUdiologiars provide and cnordleate serviess to the auditotily impaired

whieb include the evaluation of any hearing and eommunicative handicap end e
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the vendettas of rehabilitative services to Communicatively impaired petsons.

:Mile the audiologist's services often myna information concerning the

sitatot sits. of auditory impairment which is useful to physicians in
o . .

° establishing a *idles' diagnosis. the Primary Ifocud of the audiological

assessment is to determine the impact of impacted bearing on an Individual's

total cdimmnicacion abilities. through tba nal of
at
electtomic Instruments -

ton, the audiologist can obtain not only the Ilvdtmentary information about

beating thteshold sensitivity and speech undetitanding ability, but also

to
can determine more detailed Information about esidual peripbetal and

.

..

is

canttal auditory function and its telatiOnshipeto communication ability.

The.audiologise, sole involves web mote than just besting measure-
.

Seet.'sftes-undetetanding she nature of any isdividual's hearing handicap

fmTuitas web mote than data pertaining to the audiometric patemetete of

the beetfog Impairment. the audiologist also suet obtain a compre4onsive

bietoTY.of tba'onaet and development of the coemonicative impairmeiat, its

teiationehip to physical and educational development. so social and

emotional well -being, ind to.tbe individual's vocational and interpetsonal

cOlimalcative competence. It is n.cessaskto determine the amount and

success of rehabilitative treatment al.Meady teceived, the individuel.'s
N.

communication needs in telation to btOot her Communication envitonment,

telationship of she beating impairment to othe1 possible sensory of

perceptual dist:factions. and the effect of the heating impairment on the

individual's expressive coemunicstion skill's. The end-product of

andfoIogital evaluation is not simply a peg* of numbers summarising the

!smolt' of a variety of audiometric tests, but is Instead so expett opinion

t:

-

I. 4,
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form( by a qualified professional concerning theqindividual's total communicative
A-t

funottouing. The.eudiolotical evaluation Provides the information necessary co

Utarmlost

the nature mid extent of the hea0114 and commudfcation
impairment;

:ceadidacy for amplification booed on communicative mmurT--.

poteatfsl benefit to be derived by appropriate hearing aid
usa; and

the need for any'addittoual audiological rehabilitative services.

Part of the audiologist's responsibility is to advise bearing -fmPairad

Persons ratording the amid for, the seloatiorAl, and tha.Purcbase of basting

aid devices. Through auditory testing, the audiologist can assist the indidivual

in determining 64 type of baaring aid to be fit (I.e., all-fa-threat, behind -'

the -ear, or body-type busting aid), Miethat cha fitting should be monaural or

binaural, tba aar to ba fit, and the inscrumat's IPProPriatimool to the

individual's coseunicatfos **ads in a variety of communication environments.

The audiologist also orients the um bearing aid nearer, to bearing aid usa.

Part of this process piy inelude instruction in the *potation and etre of cha

hearing aid and igstruction,in bow to use a bearing aid to maximica tha bene-

fits it can Dravida end on bow to guildse the difficulties axPerienced fn

carrain situations, such as noisy flattop. is SO instances, the orienta-

tion process may mint!. SuideA Instruction on cbs gradual usa of amPlifieetion

to assist tba hearing aid nearer in adapting to a new patrern of sound

reproduction:

IG
The audiologist can also &carmine the aced for additional rababilitariva

assfateoce. Amplification often solvfl'only some of rha eommunicative diffi -

eulties expialenced'by eks %spring -InPaired. Often. eves after beating aid

titan., an individual will continua to experienca communication problems. Lo
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those 111044144441, the oudiologisc can plan and inplemenc program of visual

coommnicacion training (iacludia411Pceading instruction and inairanciaa in

cbs use of ocher noovorbol communicasion inforiscioo, 1.4., facial expression,

bast 'oscura', body poecuco) cosThilf(/cemenr,audicory information. the audiologisr

also can plan tut isle sac an auditory graining program designed co hc1Pcho
. .

listens; mixisiro cie use of reaidual auditory function for coamunicacion
. .

purposes.

The audiologi.c is creinad co Prosido conouIcelcive ossiscenco not only co

hearing Imialced parsons, but alio co P ca oc spouses of bearing impaired
1 . .

people, an physicians, school ours... came to. school adadnieccacora a'nd

ocbers mbo contact booting impaired people /11 4 vacia, of life settings.

Audiologisce can assist chesobrofestional and lay pecsons co mien/cud the

nacuco of bearing lnliairmsnc and chi imPacc is has on cOmmunicacion. oduca -

cional. accial, and vocational porformanca. $

' In parc, chin is shy audiologiera' involvsmanc la an.ossencial conPonanc

in Gbe bearing sorvices dalivsry system in chollany publicly suPpocciag

Iltriusgcpre Programs, ouch as chose supported by cho:

Vocorans Adainisciacioo;

.f.,11. S. Deparrmar of the Army;

Socal Security Adminiecrsiiou'a disability docorminacion

Progrp;

Nacoraal. and Child Basica and Crippled Chil4ceres Program;

fadocal and .cats rehabilicociou services prograas;

cage Medicaid programs;

= Indian gaalch Servicost

scaco and county halch deParcneoca;

!ascot Seal cceactons cancers,

.mantis funded by rho voiced Kays

voiced Cerebral folay cancers; and

public sod private aducocional facilities and =AY ocher
inscicuclons and progress.
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minus imatium BY rige OAP OF BLARING
,4

Reacted' impaired people differ nor only in the type of hearing Problems

4..
047 demeestrece buc:015? If rha degree co which chair apdicorY &billeted'

aXaffecced. CoesaeUemily. cha.poPulacioa retgcred co es the bearing

fix:mired consticteces s wry berfrogeneaus group: IO'bea balm sect:aced ghee
._.--

Olo

4

then are over 16 option people in the Valved Scacel today vich impaired

besting. and ec lease *elf o5 chose parsons have aignificaac imptibitenc in

both sees. .ApproximacarY -501 of cImmoktiarsons +deb bilacecal hosting impair

menc siever 65 Years of age. iad *a* foupcb of all persons 65 or older have

impaired hearing. S

Nearing impairmear cream an invisibla.hendicatf. Nesting imPaired people

dost'c de:teacake be veryaociceabla problems visually hiadicepped people

Tieeboheviors hearing impaired people demons ccccc Ofcen are tele:

inrerPreced by verse°. vich Donal hearing. Nearing impaired Individuals may

sae, 6 be inacceacive.oltdaly dia$nceresrad. or alaPI, unincelligenc. Ileartit$

impaired childrea's behaviors may makp rhea appear ee'lf they are disobedient

of 'enable to grasp and learn clew centime. Anolder hearing impaired Pei-poet's
Arewt47. "t./ coaXtalcacive dliliculcy may be aiSiaterPreced se.s sign of sealliry. Behaviors

a'4 rhac ors easily adeundarecood or misiaXMrpceibed sake lc easy for others cetignore

cho spacial needs and Problems of she hearlae laPalcad.

This Subeommiccee had heard cescimony on the developteacai end advcacionel

Problem haerlaS Impaired children experience in conjvaCcion vich your

P. L. 44-16L syereighe hearings. ASIA has submitted ceecimony on chi& going

over the pear severoi eubaiseione will be Offered during

I980. In the pear, chi. S commiccea also has received coact:oaf conceralog

chespeciel oeeda of char portion of the bearing impaired pormlacioa celled

"deaf." The lumbago of4bio Subcommiccee are.noc gristly utdemiliar vich
ala

f
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score! the problem* henries inmaired peoPle exPeriente. gather than delve

intitto* mar Problems all bearing InpAlze4 Poona arm/once. we would prefer

z0 focus on some SPetific ptoblems'zbat affect tbe well-being of adult

bard of hoorlioldtmoric**o. (Yo this rePort, the term bard of bearing

' refers zo those persona whose bearing impairment Is sufficient co affect

Chair Communicative funetioane during activities of daily living. The

hard of hearing, as opposed to et* deaf. depend on auditory rathat than

visual information for their primary mode of cormunicazions.)

1
Problems Concerning TalePhoga_gsa

The primary problem rimed by topeirad hearing Is a breakdown in

Communicative abilltyt This breakdown not only sffecra Communicative

affetriveuaes duftWip.S.p.pezSca 400VOT0azlOnal slzilattotta bur also effects

the begrime impaired person's ability to use relephoattottmooleation. 110.1

well one bears on a telephoto* is deterieined by a number of factor', hot the

least of which is the individual's bearing sensitivity and acuity. If

sound'ia not loud enough the hearing impaired person will !Ind using the

relellhoue virtually impossible.

The telephone has become 00 layettel pert of Americas life. It's

used for maintaining InterParsoaal relationiblPs. It's used to secure the

services of others to mainzain a functioning household. e.g., calling zhe

plumbet, electrician, and sPpliance repairman. Er's used often by elderly

or pbyeically handicapped People to order groceries and otbir ousehold gouda.

In an are of ascalatieg transportation costs, the telefithone u121 become

Increasingly Impeetanz Pot transacting routine Personal and businase acrivitier

roar PtevrouslY wets done with an motortobile. The telephone Also illte become

Important as an emergency alerting device. People nor only usrtha za1aphoos

to amid out s cell for help fOr fire, polite, rescue, ambulance, and medical
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strvicas, but also it is said as a means fot alerting *chars of laPeadlaS

. . t .

civil emergencies Or stacutalyasters. . .

Telocypeuritars(Tri) ilium severally hard of haaring parse°. Cana also

deaf parsons) to use rho telaphons for visual, tmaiead of matte,' camidnica-

iitips. t many hard of heating parsonsN, vrt prbvidat the only means to saints's

talaphome cottact %rich ocher hearing impaftad and nornal hawing parsons. Prbst

4

hard of hasritol ludividuAls can commuo4stabY volt. on the thaPhont if shay

use ;allophone =Plantes bandana. Soma indiridusla find tba daft.. of

amplification chest devices psovida emEISILpi on bast and understand sptsch.

Pox °chats, galephon. handset cePlifittstio not provide appropriate amPliflca'

tied and, consequently, vitas Litt'. communicative assistant. Pot man?, hard

of beating person., it is such suits tows. Oa colophon. in con5gtionvith

chair parsonallmaring aids. !lacy bmitug sads haft built-in induction coil

mechanisms chat tan'Oich up telethon. alatttonagnatic radiation and transform

'
kr Into uplifted soundilignale.

170fortpnatal7, tow public and community service alkamigai hove TTY

fact:Isis* fart tommninicatiou With that basting ;paired ccoatitumets. While

souse federal have installed vrt equipment, many havr not, and as of

-yat, chats is no executive or lagialsriva sandefa to do so. 'Uhl]. Section SO2

of thAahabilicatio. Act of 1973 anus.. care secassibilitY of federally

fundad building. to diaallad patio.., it does not address sufficiantlY tha

need to snout. Antra by may of cocnonicactoa. Undat In. 197$ aneamento co
A

the **habilitation Act. rho Architectural and ltanspottation Battiest Compliant

eat (A1143) vas $1*** auchacicY co k loco chi communication borstals Palen.

but co data 'WI. has been don. ; remove the communication bassists chat impada
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access co fedora *arnica. tiallarly. obe r* Ls aching co compel scat*

'

ad local governments. Utilittee. banks, hospitals. sad variety of ocher

..

inscitutiossthat piovits essential pubilt-eavica to ammo temmualcsolv

ask** for bard of bracing cities:N.

,

Tolephoulo *cogs* co tarries* Ls no lees difficult for tba million* of

bard of haring parsons oboe* bearing Is sufficient to anon than to dopead

on veto* tonnuniceclos Dui poor mouth co nabs tolepOn use difficult vithouc

saliticacion Is moms inscsoces. amplifying c*lePhont 4004"" are being

iaecillipin pay booths it various location. As sista.* caritas, amplifying
,

had**te ray 'mac chs **ads of some bind of heating pasoCS bac see others.

Th. calaboose* In pa booths cypicslly ftcpeld oo chsnJO dB of mantic* -

tics. This atlessounc of salifircion Le of bonefleprinirily no possess

ultb rolscival mild bearing inpoirsati. Fdr chose ulch mot* sonic* bearing

probiens. poz booth amplifying bandsca wi prov-to of licol vain*.

Ov*: the loon. the design ofthi calf/pion* hs,changd Modificactoss

co coutemOorsiy tslahos Imitate issil,riduse tii *trstgih of the *lectro-

istgmcic leak's* pcoducad by the halter. Consquatly. sodra.tlephon

handsets no longer .prodnc sn *lecttenegnocic signal scstell (sough for use
de

ulch hsarleg *id induction coil amps. 14T410110 trick madam* co 'war*
A .

haring icptratate *icon roll a boozing *id telophOnt toductioa citcuitry
0

;11 recitv*, .Quad *41111 that has bean oppropriAily mallaseco eaabl*
." i ,

.

tbelso h**rsat undraiand spoch on ch tolafibn*. Obviously. vichout
,41014

.tutoring.sid -sedate:4 cosiickbilicy, obeli
fr
hacd oehiscing individuals find

Orisnisocion for oh* Us* of ch. I*1*pben4 (00t)

has *stimscod-thecchor:srAver 3$ million colophon* handsets that et*

i lacconetibl slick hooring *id gig. In many lat'saces, chs lacoastible
4

o

. ' 4
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handsets ara found precisall whore heating =Paired persons vou14,stami

cOuPacibIs handsets she soac.,i.e., La PaY booths, rim. Testootoms'

thutebs s. schools and 211.0$ federal. scars and lOcal public buildings.

The barriers Co cocoa:Amami ind access chat tailottsS hearing crascas

eta made mossa when hard of hearing people tumor communicate by calaaPhona.

Without %ha Wolohan., is often booties inpossibla fot may Manias impaired

Persoas to caLl for pollee, fits. or rescue services. to son oodles'

aisisupta, cecostact federal. acacias touNtY or agaid041 SUOlarttlee* %0

cormunicam with bias. aciIicies. labscospaalas, aihines. or a varisty2of

* . *

oche: business concerns that Provide essaatial sarvicas. Without chetlelePhone,

the bearing i:Paired ars dented telephonic *cease to choir somMors,,congres-
. A .

(slOaal raPrasenucives. of ocher elected officials. tn'shotc. without she
:

telephone. the hard of hearing eta dot:sty:a of rho AtadY *crass normal hearing

people oadoy O :he public s.rvices supported through iodate'. state dad

local taxes.

Perhaps sou of chase problem: caa..be correccad by adninistrativa

.ap:1411, but sone of 'chola con be haadled aora,effectivalg by cougrestioral

action. Tor gastanca, the Congress cats emu.: legislation chat:you'd require

all federal avulse. tad all statepand local agancies Chet retell:a federal
.

support, to install ITY %amitosis to provide access to savirelY Searing

inpatted ITT users. (Such a bill alreadY has beta introduced to the Sawa.)
. , .

Parakeet:lg.:1Y equipaera can work t stiftilicaac fifitncial,hardshiifo:

Perr6ov of limited 20asus. Perhaps some of this floancial bwrdan.could ba

alleviated by enacting legislation that would Provide a cox credit for the

prAvata purchase of TTY devices. (:egroletroo addrasaing shim matter also has '

' beta iacroduced to :he Roos: Pod' Seoara.) While PersoO.;/ tax rredire may provide

the osane by which mai hard of hearlogioeoPle would hp Ole to Purchase 11/ ceraioale.
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rhos. tax creditt would do litila to provide to incentive to busInMssas to

LI:stall 111 facilities. gustness dacistoss Pet:trill artiaconomically based.

In many tosnamccut. the Prospects of increased business olaie hard of bcsring

A may not ba sufftclemn to Justify s TTY installetion. A businsps tax credit.

I .

however, would Provide sufficient incative to.serchanna.'insursoca coupe:lies.

banks, bona,. and others to provide.. means for toady calaphosic scisss by

hard of basting T1! awns. Parsooal or business tlocredits do licrls,

however. to .11.4Lata the commuatnative bueden exp.:ries...4 by sevatly hard

oy,bearing adults or children s4rve4 through federally fut.1.4 finsncial

!seance programs. Is may Casio. Waal, rscatving financial assistant. -

Pot provided the addirional sid.to purchase or lass. TTY csheinals for

Pere sal use. le Chi.. instants., Os telephonic commenicsriva difficulties

these perbous exptrtenca could be lassnad if the Congress provids{fdr the

Perches. or laasa of 117 Limit:ca. for savataly baring ImPsired federal

boaltb, yalfsrt. or rshabiliration.program

In addict** to providing sllowescas,.iocantives'and assist's.. in

scquIrtmg TTY. Son:Cress a o era provide AS affective repady to the unfsir

inc.:scar. colophon. toll structure that discriminecos shainst TTY v<sers.

TTY. bets relariva slots cr.aseis.ioa speed -- much &lover this that mf

normal vol.. Inakton. 1st this factor has been given /Ltd. considsta-

';:ion in the 4evelOpmeot of the iater ccccc telophona roll atracturs. tight

stares sirslidy, have provided for reduced hicraatate long distance tolls for

ITY users. Gengros./ottal leglalattm; could effect s fiatlar remedy for thus

dlacritiastorT. and ofttn.prohiblrIve. ineeronate TTY toll races.

is lewilr !tonic to not. Char Alexander Graham 1411 otIgisalIP assiipted

the telephone as S device for taaching the hearing in.sired co'lcsra speech.

r.

r.
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and that today the colspboma Ls eve* more imaccassible to the hearing

impaired than it yea 10 Years ago. Ehtla oo ens vents to tescrict the further

de4alopment of calePbonalechnology to advance the co000e good. tochw"lical

advances that eta btougbc to tba oarketplate should be done so %rift soft

considarstion,of the paid* of she bearing inpsired. .?.shags until she

cachnology devalope to rb* point mhere it tau readily accommodate th*

needs of the'hasd of beartos and tba corset bearing alike, Constass should

Prohibit the solo of colophons haodsats that are not coupatibla vith tfib

:mods of hearing *paired beartog aid waters. At clvvveryleast, tba

Coal:gas should ragnira telaPhoua bearing aid compatibilitY In all public

buildings odd telephone psi bootbq.

' aMar. tlyTalevised COmmunicati64

The imitations the bard of heating expecleace 'etch telephone ust are.

not zba only barria:2 CO note cemplara participation to Ame5tgas

flimsy People *spend cm television as Omit primary mourt. of nous and War:s-

ilo*. Television Ls used to broodeapt tba'ables of the day, prealdancial

addresses, political dabaces.veschet advisories, adocationit'Programming,

public Information, and emergency announcemots of impending civil

*urgencies Or natotal disastata. Even though television ttansaission

results in a visual !sets, television btoadcaatiog PreS224$ vieuirs kayo

bearing that ie good enough to enable tbam to obtain informstio ptimattly

by auditory seen*. Vithoot the thovLsion of supplemental visual informatioa,

television vieuiog is out of sbequseettoo for many ievaralY hard of boa:14$

people,

41
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r\The Vassal Cmcribnimatioma Cosmissiosreetarly approved *cams for

the captioning of tlvislos broadcasts for the heating impaired. Alf

television broadcasters ere net required to Provide captioning lot their

program:lag, sad, in tact. only ram of the :brae major slevislou merwRykS

have agreed to participr in the captioning program.. Those who hove agreed

to Pf:rieiper vill bi.mapsiaming sbair derv:ark programmlog. and heating

fr
impairmi viewers will he hl to receive she captioned hreadceste 00 their

.

television aera at how. The espcioding will be "closed" is tha sense that

11it will be encoded it the brodeaar signal at the point of *rigid and

demda by a devit attached ho the viewer's set at the point oi.retePtioa.

* .

- ,

'Waugh closed tap:toll:6g, the bearing twat:ea us have stasis so tb: seilm

sources of pews, imformatioa. and ensertsimmeat sajoYd by normal hearing

Persons.

To boo, this tas'', however. she bearing imikeirod must be able Co

pay 5210 los slia,capsioning decoding device. Vniossumerly, the cost of +v

the decoder la.sonsidrablY maze than she most of a'tlevision se:, and,

*tali+, the hearing /Mitred are 'spec:ed:* shodlder the coat foriremoviall

tbepberriess which they have done litsla to 'sett. Hers, again, is an

saes congressional action could gratlY embucs hessing impaired

consumers' efforts CO arrnd so their ova seeds. If bearing imPaired

Perseus were able to take a credit ma thair PrseLl intone tax for the

Purchase of caption dcodCag devices, the cost of removing hstriare to

their ability to Inseracs vitb the rest 01 socitY.eovre he made'le;a

butdaisom. Again. legislation Co attend to this matter already has

beelistruduced 14 :ha Senate.

61-3s7 0 - 90 -
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Problems Concerning Emergency Preparedness

After eh, inCideat se Three idle island. People becalm scuccly aware

of cha reed co be proposed ro alert and evecuSeeche Populace from en

area chesecesed by impending disaster such as nuclear Plane accidence,

conic chealcil spills, buceicaies, cornadoes, floods. or any ocher kind of

civil emergedey. Mbar mechods used ro alert PeoPle about impending civil

e mergencies, bovevor, presume chile people have heating sufficienely soma -

el,' to beet and respond co chs emergency elm. For example, special alerts

aces are broadcast on celevisioo or radio, but aevecely hearing lepeired

people rarely limn co etches. Similarly. sloes, issued vie chc telephone

Pces* chile hearing impaired PeoPle have acccss to telephoefe communicacion,

vhich :fees they doo'c. Darning* given by police or fire-cescue loudspeaker

is che sense, obviously also Ocesume that listeners have heating good snout

no ellov cues ro cespond.

lecemeIy, vs ieedited ac the Federal Di Assfecaece Administrecion

(FDAA4 co decennia. vhat'Plans PIMA lard reedy CO address che emergency electing

needs of severely basting /Waived Persons. In 'tie ceSPOnee co dui inquiry,

Mr. John R. Gibson, Diteccot of che FDAA Office ofoPtcPstedness, soced chat

nose of che armee emergency preparedness plena subuicced co FDAA add

che needs of the hearing impaired. According co Hr. Gibson:

The Scare irmegelloY Plane ere mainly directives and
essimsmare of tuner!** ro che Drees agencies and
with feu rscopcioas are carboy siesta'. Ali of
ekes include annexes on evacuation . . . end in
boar char: sre references co che special needs
of the sick. elderly and handicapped. Sue apparently
noes of these piano deal specifically vich che 'tab-
lets of vrning Om.
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According to Ws. frank boutgin fro* ch. Office of ftePredsess. chore also

it no 160111ti011 by cchiCk federal 4thOtit10 could camel stat p/atinIng

genci cc...address chic emetwency letAng nee of hooting impitad

?list**.

/his is am area that sorely weeds COOgteeclional atttliti011, siac theta

sass* littler kiwi that state suchoricis viii ccnd to this mower

sricusiy wic60sc truclY votdediefdstl diceccive, As Sttlpeatlit.

0 44444 t 'legislation does not pcovid, apP 4 17. Lot thi P01PtS1 tA4t1450,

Management Aelso07 TO 00410 state planning to assure it &dis/as these

initial meads.

Bair/its no Pub lto c0=uedAti
em

traPica of the tapid vivanc in lctronfc connunic;tion ccheoloa,

ttditional fac-to-fac human communication still provides the ptlr-tir mets

by which popl transact the bmeims of society. caleviilon coverage

gf,town meetings, court heting, congressional sssfons, and candidati

db Intrastate leach pear, candidates for lctd off lea and lcted

officials sod rePrentstinime still d$nd on lima. direct, person-to-parson

to-conication to coma theft thoughts to their constituents. Usually thieve

transactions take plat in lingo seating halls. grmasiums, school Cafeterias,

and such cohere the room coustic do not etaike idea' communication

enyttonments.

gwarbrant walls, 4C0114tit "Witt pots," ambient' room noisa(e.g.,

atoll talk vichit clue audience. Lest shuffling, cougInt, etc.), poor

spekat pronouncicion. and infeclot room sound systems dgra4 the gulit7

of the acoustic signal that tchs liscenrs. Undo: thse.conditions,
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many normal hassles lista:pore experience !Icele difficulty undareesedini

cbs speaker. .Sverydsy speech to filled etch acoustic sod ayetaecie

tedwodautf; thee is, everyday aplomb euPPlisa the lisrauere witb sore

information than is 4o Y foe understanding. Rossini tepairs;ni

ail:tastes fuoh of the tubertile rodundaueY aortal heartuell eeeee rs eQOY

because of Meat morsel auditory systef. So !VOA midst ideal listentelt

totalities's, beatifs Waited listeners Coven with heating aid use) still ,

so
say be srperisAcing some eommemiestive diffieutcY. leder lesa chat ideal

'Dimming citcumattces. heating Impaired listeners' tesidual hearing,

fuoetion *Lean le toe sufficient to Provids'esouib information for eUY

spescb uedersesedieg. Is rhos& citeffq.ances.'berdof bearing people *item

funceloe as if chaffers deaf sachet' cbsq as parsoas vitt lessee daps,.

of Martell imPairmAc.

As stacel earlier. many !waste, aids tom equipped wAsh built -ie

celeceil eirtuitry. Is tools rue are "looped. (i.e.. Teem equipped wink

herd wire 'Isere that trafaduess acidified speech iaco.an elactroeasfecie

af0 s1)t besrtai aid wearers as use &lit celaeoll devices to pick UP and

bear eh* elftaket"o voice wichoue baste' to comet:I with the delocorious

castrations crescei by lees that favorable aeollerie conditions. In leoPed

nose. lard of hassle% people:haver the opPortueley co participate as

r .comptecatf and as eorsally as ch4y poesibly'eau. 'colitis a roof

doss me ill:Luce all 'a sties tai'aired petson's commuoteativa

difliculcy. is doss iiiatalao eh* additional diffiCuleY by

earisoneaucel evedieloos. fertccocolY. Lev Public seeeloll roofs are

equipped to enable heed efibeerieg people to do* delude' wt' of dolts

E5,13 T AVAILABLE C6PY
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Personal amplification. Coosequently, many hard of hearing PuoPle are

Precluded from participating fully in America's social and politick

system.

federal legislation could require federal builditgs. offices. and

.genie. to lasms11 systems that vould allow bard of heoring.Teoplo ro

Pgraicip.te tore complstelY in Public Proceedings. In come instance..

the greeter 'wets. might be Provided by installing hard wire loop sYsteta

to **able hseriug aid wearer. to Pick up speech without bothersome back-

ground noise through hearing .14 gametic* eiteuiery. in other instances,

group amplification fecilities in ePecifie /tress sat amide for the bearing
v.

IsPeired might suffice.
4

Prebieme Related to gearing Aid Purchase

As stated earlier. any hearing IsPoirod People ozPotionno comonacetivo

benefit through beating aid use. Per thosa,Persone with medically Utter-

rectable hearing loss (the owerwhelning saJoritY). hearing aid use constitute.

an essential Part of their rababilitatios. gearing aids still Sr. expensive

devices. Katy PepPle forego bearing aid use not !rictus they ars mot

beteficial, but sieply habause they cot afford than. Consaquint111#

..
many older tufted Perseus. otbars em fixed incomes. and many Public

...istance ieciPiasts have to do without the only devi:e that could sub-

stantially 'reduce the commumicativs

Ane

spedimentlirb.y oust deal with daily.

APPtollmtgell one-fourrh of all teat. °vie 6$ have impaired hetriog.

It Tact. approximately half of all who have bilateral hearing iftPairaiat

are elderly. This is net surprising coatidering that the deleterious

effects of disa and other ototoxit influences accumulate over time...along

0

r7

r.
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d with the normal physiologica.1 deteriorstion that arcompanies aging. In

a society dominated by a fouthaorlented culture, older Persons find it

increasingly escsaaarY to maintain contact with *theta is society to

,-forestall their bafng cast aside or ignored is cantankerous and senile.
't

It is treats that egad Person.' ability to maintain an oftlmel tone:mica-
.

clog link with society is versant** it is n4ead the host.

Intents sad young children who** parents are without euffielent financial

tesourcas can be Provi#ed hearing aids through **viral ledoral and hate

health and education progress.. pOrorans'have hearing alAs provided for

then through -the Catarina Administration hesitag aid Program. Some persons.

especially thoas with ;aware to profound hearing lOsioa. can total.*

eselatanto Procuring hearintaida through loderally evPPortod *tats vocational

rehabilitation program* (Provided beating aid use Is nocessarl for ellloymeot).

for the eldtvly. however. no aseistanco is avallableitt all. Curtontlf.

%saris; aids are not provided through Medicare. The Irony. again. is that -

Medicare Provides no assistants fot those who 'Idiot' with one of It moat

Predostinaot tooditiona oast the elderly:

Similar circumstances fate youegst adult* who slams must live on flxtd

Incomes or recall* public fInsecial support. Currently. only mat*,

provide for hearing aid poach*** Oudot chair Medicaid plans. As lay is

fOdoral colligation* are concernod, the pirates* ofhoaring aldb and tslated

f ',rata*, is optional and unless an individual is'sctively Aids empininent

(mitt *sauna* they are employable) and mule** heiring lose is *over*

soough, ha or abs might nor6bewabla to receive any financial assistance for

tOhabilitative daro.tlfor ernePlo. in Pennsylvania. hearing aids are not

covered by the stets nadicalaeoleranea program. Capasquantly. hundred*

4
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bearing impaired public eaalsesnce recipienes are denied appropriate core

for their bend/capping conditions. the same is also grog in 21 aches agates.

While reiM'sgege vOcationel rebibilicacion (YR) Programs provide for

,o hearing aid perch:48e and refaced services. seaces.ofeen requite ghee hearing

aid 444 must be direcelY related go 80 individual's employebalel. When

e sseass cut budgegary hflocacions, lc is no unusual go see cutbacks in the

provision of bearing aid and related rebsbillestiOe services through stage

YR programs. Tor iosesnce. no long ago in she deice of Nev York.'fiscal

ri"relott PeoMiced stags Vi officials go seduce the provision of hearing

aid refaced services only to persons with Profound hearing loss -- be8T10S

lose so profound that hearing old use Dorsally vould have been contraindicated

snyvay. Consequenely. man) hard of hearing Nee Yorkers vest denied rehetalica
.

siva assistance even though is vould have cabana/4 their eaploYltilicY.

«I;h very feu exceptions hearing aid purchases and bearing aid related

, services also ara.mog govailid prkvacs insurers' health sod medical care

PU.4. Private insurers of tea look,to chi fideral SOvernmant as a model for

rbeir ova insurance offerings. Federal ?alum:set god psovide hearted

rehsbilicaelve coverage acts as 8 disincentive to Private insurers.

the heirieg aid delivery 'Wilda bein controversial. On 1

occasion' Rouse sad Seneca co-mimeos have beard seacioony rerrr410$ sates

abuses suffered by hearing impaired consumers. In fact. until mac recently.

the lederal trade Cammission (FTC) use Prepared to Psomulga4 a hearing sid

industry trade segulacloo ruts co attempt to effect a reeed7 foe this nectar.

The hearing aid delivery systaal also has been the focus of disharmony 'tong

the various provides' of ssrvicas to heating impaired consumers. In recent

708ra. these Providers have been struggling to prevent Any one group free

0
seeepolfring the provision of service/ ro heating laPelkd persona by

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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coactollieg the poinc of early taro *ha pearing.alt sarvicas delivery

spoor. This laceroccupecionsl disharellsy has dose liccly co encourage

consumers co sash help rich choir hearing problems.

Fa 1977,ucha 0. S. food and Drug Administrant* (FDA) pcomulgned a

.ndWygoiernisg the *al. of hosting aids. The regeliiioe '*and that @Very-

ocia shield ba archaised by a phypicias within six mouths inn co ceniviog

an aid, beg a loophole was winces allowing anyadelc co waive the medical

silt:info* roc tat *Olson whomsoever" %dog *he %Wien Device Ansodmencs,

scan lave *ha* ass non scringeoc (i.a.. Ow provide a pangs season of

7peser procaccioe) as pceempted, Several if dna aaaaa laws - nonbly

q.t. of Now rock. New Janet'. Konschuncrs, MInneson, aid cht.Diacrin

. s
of Col la_ - nonce s ten of human bestial; prior co stela of as std.

rasa a cam have pecinoon for amtenices from pnempcion and.che FDA has

nonacid nos *ha* *bey incited co deny chin pennons.

a

%
(War *be FDA's regnant*, hassles aids can sad ace baton sold co-

d

Pillads000 without etcher a medical axamipacion or a cesciof choir heating.

This is leaving Oa hard of basting, 'signally the elderly, vulautrabla

ro.rhm Pcenerie of hearing aid salami: WichOW toning. ic to impossible

co know chs type, *acute and degree of lose oc swan whecher.a hearing aid

is necessary or will 4a-beneficial. Wichoec rationing a healing gaga,

'scan consumes procaccion.officials or prima ponies lock cimo*fundamsecal

condoms co prdva whachsr or eoc a hosting aid vas spproprinely sold.

Furchermire. che 10A's replants has novas bass followed by (attars%

agencies which every yaar dispeaia I:hoisted, of haeringtaidi. ,The. FDA has

bcoUgDc praselmm *gained/6a Kealch Cacti Financing Adminianacion'e

.
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tisdicaid &Wait to leave a retahurseissat rule that would be triugh; vith

the sue dafilieacies as Ira ova.

The MA's vsgularloa. Its Preenptioa of state isms Providing greater

protection to ovadtgglad its Pressure on other &Kula, to follow its

cult has been a giattpatbAck in providing quality taro Co the bearing

esPectallY CM *fairly. Ir is necessary for Congress to f6viev

this aituatioa sad allow the eraees and federal agencies to Provide

dilproPrIlis'aarvicas and to protect their eitiseaa Or beneficiaries (roe

fraud or abuse.

the Needfor Public Idormsclon 4.

'Many 461mo:seri fiiII bettor rim aLsbelfai Char bearing InPeirimat

.1
and Marini aid use signings vestal or Physical' iattoPetancs. ben nogt

trostod gy a retoemandstiou for hearing aid usa. it is sot salcossooftpear

eve* a 70 year o14 petson remark *I's son that tar goes that I need to Veer a

hearing aid.* Seattle's& veil-meaning her misinformed physicians du litrla

to help diaPail tga aiaconcePtIon people haw concerning Maria. aids. Some

physicians stiI4 cling to the Ulla. even though it is in error, that

Persons wIrb sensorinevral Marlin loss cannot Ungar Eros hearing aid use.

Tovifograst degree. conaumere aleconceptions will be corrected only by

providing them vith appropriate lvIeivntion *bout hearing. Roaring Probleas,

and hearing albs.

la the Pear. governasat has playad a role in developing PubliC

iaforsatiol materials in a number of erase including hearing and hearing

,

t

O

)
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Problems. The Nationl Eutaw; of Standards ("fans About tout Nearing

and Nearing Aide) and the National InaGitute of Neurological and Consunita-

civet Oilordeta and Strolls ("Beating Loss: Bops Through Research") have ,

Produced excellent booklets om this topic. Wile the materials sr* good,

the dissemination of these nantiala baa ben limited. Public information

to essential if people ant co kneed what Causes betatiat Ptobless, bow they

cal be dettettedand,manaied. where they can seek Ptofesaional assistisca,

and bar hearing problem, can be prevented. This last ilea ptcventing

0

basing Problems thtobgh Public information - is probably the most cost
. 4

effective Deans for seducing beating health ear* and tehabilitation costs.
te'

Tor !:stance, pueloppd os tapeace4 exPoSute Is tonne sound too

permanently douse the sensory sttuttuxs inside the Ana! eat. Virtually

all of the tots*, people ate expesed to each day are created by themselves

or other people. People use excessively loud lava movers to cut chair glass,

loud PoNfc :cols to do thelebork, loud aPpilances to assist smith hausevork.

loud recreational vehicles for their play. People often frequent loud

disco. ot listen to waste et hone at excessively loud levels. in each of

these instances. these Pets.** choose to expose themselves urla aaaaa &city to

ve

hagaful noise levels. Thb problem, however, is char @any of these persons r

nay not have had the !atomic/oft they needed on the telationshiP of noise

expo:tete to heating loss co amble them to make an informed choice. Once

Wormed, people of:en choose to purchase and Ws quieter appliances. Pont

toots, and rettilgional vehicles. In most instances, intelligsnt, informed

individuals use care in lb. osnoec in vhtch they expose themselves co blgh
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levels of sound in ocher avocacional Puttains

The twironnencal ?reef/onion Agersy,(EPA)t pisclatgid vichebe

tesionsibilley for controlling the publid's exposure to uneecesaary and

unhealthful environmental pollutants includibg polio: nue far. EPA hse

tad. ohm/Oilcan; oda/neat in controlling ervaromnencal mist chroulh

regulation a.g., controlling noise snisoloo'fqqa aufenobiIcs. Araeka. cfree,

nocorcycles, and product noieelabiling requite:meats. Iteoughlb, Quiet

Coma/Might Program, EPA also has sough; to dqvalop iviemegive eppioaches

to boomonirr salt -help effpits to conerol noise vithin ihe coriicy.

Unforconagdy, EPA has noe pursued eonsisceitely its efforts to control

environmental noise through a yell -desigoef,and coordinated public'inforta4

lion ciipaign, even though such a program ingild veil beigeo.che

of elm Agency's noise conerol and pbacepent ;Gels. Mbile EPA has sone

well developed public informational btnehiFes gad 14344;116. dielealaeilea

has not been widespread, An informed public could =erg i positive force

on the aerloggplace to eliminate noisy products and to create a deibend for

quiecor ones. An Informed public night also choose op alter petsonel and

rocreacional 1;festyles toshun chose co bOlgioosthat,ereate a neterd tdi

noraelhearing.

No publicinformegion cettpatignAlle euccessf41; boveva:. unlesa,\.
.

4

che,iefornation reaches cone/mete, Ro campaign otitis successful unle014
.

.

Congreas ptovidea the funding to =he thedissenination of penpblets, booklets,
, .

television end radio aanouneemengs as tridespreid as possible. . 4

. teeulegione to Ptevent Reerina Lois I. . '

1 .

5 l hen been eselmated that theta erg comer Villiet. Amerttace uh6 are
. r

exposed unnecessarily to high Igirell of 14ekplece fidise h tier. By :

. . ,' .

ita enactment of the Occepetiorml and SafeT ty Ace. the ton g

^ ...: t 1. 0. '
A .0'

:,

" V .
%

3 . *

. 4 ..,

a
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this sreb/ea'and ected alfirmecively to eadic. The O.cupuioeal Safec7 and

Rules Afttaisstattom (OSHA) bas reduced* Dumber of uanscessarY workplace

hazarda through Ara regulation and tuners/3a program. OSHA has been

criticised, perhaps deservedly so, for developing regulstioas to an excess:

The repeated criticises:lave heightened congressional suspicion of

regulatory overkill. ea OSHA has been,tien Guth glut sane describe

as its regulatory abuse. Otanscunecely, however. Chia Pressure co de.

regulate. of tc2regulste less, baa votked co the disadvantage of ;merit=

Laborers as far as oecuPational noise is concerned.

Indusuy bat done little oa Its own in reduce she WIS. harards

miiiione of yokes, ars exposed to dalln and it seems obviate that this

problem viii cab, be dealt isgsb offectivelp,ibrough well-defined and

rigorously enforced vorkplace anise sego:scions. Wish the repeared

criticisms :o garb it has been subjected. OSHA seta* a bit gun -shy. Since

l923, OSHA has been talkill about the developmentlregulattone to

control :ha health hararAa of vorkpl*a *Ora. Po regulation hai yet been

produced. ',Titbit's an effective workpjece poise le, little will be dole

co admits the conservaziop of hearing of AneritFa votkets. It's indeed

isoule that the lasidioLs lfsers of occOPstioaal'aolse eecumulate,to

be their gores ffilss when workers Peed gohd bearing tite.mokt -- is their

retiretent yeast. Unlesetefeetiva aeries. oceurslioa, Au:ice's health

care system v114 have to be prepared co assum4 tbp burden co ptovide

satiabilitecive AISSIStlACA to the sany oho .411,have permanent hearing foss

by retirement age.

The 4444 for Hearin& ,Research

47hile Public information and replatial ars important components of
A

any prevention or laring!eonservacion program, basde aelenrific and applied

4/
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research say pramida the maw by which WILDS Waist's/I is adults.

children. *whom., and the yet to be bora can be prevented. Rsaeittsb also

can provide tha scientific and clisical breakthroughs seeded to s4vante the

state of the stigma and du art of bearing rehabilitation. Rehabilitative

research is alveys the hatdest to conduct. Sy its tutus., it oftem mat be

conducted over a psried of years rather than mocha. Sraektbroughs, %dun

they occur. eta* slowly and *all beoLsa of invastigatot persistence. Paopla

who sr* responsible fot authorising funds for researth often are /tastiest

Ofth rehabilitative research because the information yield produced by this,

research often is law vben viewed over a lhort taxa. protracted research

is often difficult for resiarchars to Instif7 ro their institutions. ragasd-

'

Asa of ii,Inpffealca. utrhour'substastial federal 1/nancial support.

Establish/0e appropriate research priorities is essastisl to sty

PurPosaft4 research plan. It may be naneasarY to tonvana tartanl coufarausaa

ro deternisa tba current state of rha art and SCLIttea and to clarify

priorities for resaarch. Such conferences could focus on (1) trisicallY

raviettsg the wide-act:eh of bestiorsid tetbsologY with the hard of heating.

(2) exanining the stars of the err of aural tahabilitative !testator aralk

establishing ditactions for future raaaarch. and (3) ideutifyitg tha tale

communication and other concoui t ve technological naads of rho beerng

icpaiisd and assassins the degrea TO shith these nods art being net. On

previous occasit4s. ASIA has subuitted suggested h areas that ars

fundamental co-fieeriag rebabilitatioli. Sone df Orr araaa vete tht need to:

davalop auditory seagurea that vete ratiably predict listenet
co-unicstion perfornsuca with vestable heating aids.

investigate reduced central auditory function on hearing aid
usar cosemcicative efficiency and satisfaction,

BEST AVALAB1E COrl
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e develop suitable psychonstrip instrummate designed to
the audiologic rehabilative needs of bearing lampalted persons
sad to evaluate the effective:meg of rehabilitative procedures.

e develop Innovative aural rehabilitative training streregies
for use wirb hearing impaired persons.

s Investigate the effect of various decrees on Impaired sensory
inaction on listener's performance of basic audtrory perbeptual

/Cash. .. .0

determine the relationship between Parlous parameters of residual
auditory Jumada* in congenitally hearing J.:paired children and
their ro develop.epesch and language vttb empliiiestion.

s develop measures for dererninieg appropriate educational
.stratesies or usining prelingulerfcally hearing handicapped
children.

s develop digital signal pracasslagliardvers for use In vearable
hearing aid devices and auditory trainers.

s develop technology for multisensavy albs for mseAby severely
bearing Lapatred persons. and

Investlaate auditory and visual perceptual skills associated vith
speech pereiption through speschreadine.

Obviously. this listing is by no amine all luelve. but it dots represent

some of the mote critical begrime rehabilitative research needs.

The Seed to Plan and Provide Effective Rehabilitation Programs and Services
for the Bard of Rearba

The RehaWitetion Services Administration (ISA) is the agency primarily

responsible for arter06:: to the rehabilltarlev needs of handicapped Americans.

OlthIn RSA. tb Dealeess and Communicative Disorders Office (DCDO) his been

responsible for addressing the von:scions' rehabilitative.omede of the hearing

Impaired (including the deaf end hard of hearing). DCDO traditionally has

been expected ro provide lesdeesh4 is planning. deveeloping. im;lenenting

and` evaluating the aerion'srehabillrarion progress for Avartne impaired

persons.

.
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LA eta peas. DODO has been lavolved la a wide nage of sari/4141as is

an *cravat co iultill'its orgsaisstional ideals. OCNO routinsIl has worked

with ocher BSA Causal Office Staff on prolscts pertaining ts.11.m.e rshabilits

a cive teals of che deaf. It alio ban vorkod with regional tirressotstives;

a

a

state vocational tsbabilitstIou asuclase other rarticenc state and local

private, public and vuluotarY Institutions and serviceep national. stare,

local and totscustioaal voluntary and proiassional orsaatatious crowned

vita coneualoativi tiaordsra, locludiameliglous denoninacions char have

claw for rho deaf' college and university. ocher Post.ascooderY end

rsettnical.mocatimal education progranso and rohamilitscloa resources such

IS research and crsinlag 'tapas', eamprebeasive rehabilitation tatters.

special cascara for coordiastiag, tsfsrrsl, and supportive counseling.

aheclal amotata or diagnosis, wvaluatiou, odlustnent, end/or vocational

cralniag. end selmated snits and local affiliates of astiosal orgsniratioos,

Daml his trial to Involve itssif ss MateusivelY as Possible In stiammlatinS,

developing. directing. and evaluerlog programs and esrrioss designed to

moat cam meds of its cooacitueots. tad perhaps that has 'mien on* of ire

Woblane.. Cameral,. esrricee and Programs srepdirectod Primal!), to tbe

PrslinguellY bearing laPeired lo#ividOel.who Is generally a Product of

cradicional spacial class or special school and abo currently depeode on

the 041440,s7stene at local, stags sad national levels.

OCOO's fiscal resources fame beam very lialtsd. end the Office has boat

severelY uodersoatied folhfoonber of Pests. Curreutly, there is no one am

cam.00DO &raffia° amasses* professional emperties In the areas of sPsech-

lalgumuipairomorbwingivalmotocborrims4.armag.luilatt.d
4

resources the Office has boon given have beat allocated co programs for the
I
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dasf (vbo sake up only 102 of the entice poplsrift who are hearing Ismeired).

Ubile deafest, certainly is one of tbs most profound of all commtnicative

headiest*. and while tbs deaf bias loot been among the noes usderserved

all all haselicaPPed potions, the comPrehessive/ertabilicative needs of bard

of beeringuarltans have been ignored by ISA.

In pert, chturtent dilesmer is caused by sdnisietrative coodicious and

legislative-political resliciss that have left the deafsue.ind tom:um/cativo

dieotders program with only stager support. Por lotuses. unlike the ;noire=

for the blind and therdevelopoutelly disabled, the Program for the comics -

Wooly handicapped (including the bard of beeting4 the deef. And the speech-

language isPeired) le without e legislative base. ,Consequently. POO does sot

receive funde.dedlosted by Congress co address the rehabllicarive needs of its

constituents. The Office exists only by adminittrecive authority. It has no

Prost= budget sad no discretionary funds. Of ell the PO/trans dedicated to

persons with specific 414'6%411c/se. the ',cepa* for the communicetiveli handi-

capped is the most busceptible to the PreceriouslY changing currents in the

taut= Political stress. It &freedy gets all coo.little funding when ecouomit

and political unditiou ars good, but it gets eves less when rises ere bad.

tt is denied stuff, as 'teethes programs during hiring freezes. but it

resaits4woefolly usderefeffed even when trouts, are lifted.

Lora los; your. a report vas issued to cbs COUMLWOOOt of SSA by a

Task Torte chat wee chatged to evanirii and 'valuers the current ISA tom-

./ emoleativn disorders Preitun and to veto:mend suggestions for change. In

1/14:rPort. the Task ?ores recouesded the adoption and laplesentetioo of

proposed progras development PI,* designed to inprirve sigoificently the

'cope sad quality of programs and services Provided to ell cossanicatively

O Ati-Aol.
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tand/esPPed Orem' including the hard of bearing. To a delis,. the

Program developmete plan can be loplesented solely oft the beau of tba

CoiniSsionaes adniniitraelva authOritt. gealleilcally, howeveg, the

long -tern core for DCD3's currant 111.1.tan be affected' only through

Coneraselemal eceloo 4/1 at:ion that provides not only a legislative .

base, but also co:mists:a fiscal support through Pe:loqt Coograselooal

budgetary aPP:torlicions. Without Congressional suppose. the !oofteheosive

longt:ern plenotug tmeded for davaloplog mad ispleaeoting Programs for the

bard of bearing viii be dora:ted.

.
COOCLOSION.

most ammo:idly. this report dose not encompass ell of the p:oblems

esperieocad by hard of bearing petsoos. gagke:, St represents an Must:a -

tion of only a feysof !ha problems that Ye believe are ooze significant.

Others who will be ptovidzol this Sub:wand:gee vich their views Probably

wili'diseusa different Problems or they will dieeuse chase Problems further.

her f:cm a different parsPortivs. Obviously, the view, the ambers of thin

duke:endtgea viii bear from the hard of haaringl:benoalvea should be coo-

s/di:rad ails /finny. da

For Ire Part, :be-American Spat:1344:4os', -See:ing association

greatlygreatly he opportunity to speak our on behalf of the over

16 million bearing inpaired oarsoos who live to the gutted Staten :040.

and we slotemly hope you flog our cannons helpful. The Aneacao

STiowebLangudge-misriog aseocia:ton ia willing to do all it sea :o help

you to York to find solutions to the everyday problem* exPerienced,b7

goegica's co mime/veil handicapped cigkene.

41.547 0 40 . 10
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Guideles for the Preparation
Of Oral Interpreters:
Support Specialists for
Hearing-impaired Individuals

. Introduction

Winifred H. Northcott, president, Alexander Graham BeU Association for
the Deaf

The current educational and social environment is one of respect for
individual differences among deaf and hard-of-hearing people regarding
their expressed mode of communication preference in daily living. Re-
cently, there has been a groundswell -of interest and action directed to-
ward the formal preparation and eventual certification by the Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc. (RiD) of a new, additional support
specialistthe Oral I nrpreter (as distinct from the Manual Interpreter).
The Oral interpreter is to be,available on request for those demand
hard-of-hearing individuals who rely upon speechreading. with or without
auditory input, as their preferred means of interpersonal communication.

In irn.strons regulations were written to implement Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which provides thtt:

No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States shall. solely by
the reason of his handicap. be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefit of. or be subjected-to discnmination under any program oractivity receiving
federal financial assistance

This small section of the law is administered by the Office,of Civil Rights.
Violation of the rights of a handicapped person (deaf or,hard of hearing,
in this instance) carves the threat of sanctions, including the withholding
of federal funds for demonstrated discrimination. The missing link has
been the Oral Interpreter. ' .,..

Definition of Terms.

An Oral Interpreter is usually a hearing person. He or she will proceed
at a normal rate of speed and enunciation and will generally be a few

pod 11711 US_
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words behind the speaker in the smooth repetition of statements, A skilled
Oral Interpreter will sometimes rephrase or add a word orphrase to give
higher visibility on the lips for added comprehension. Natural body lan-
guage and gestures give added flavor. . ...,-

ORAL INTERPRETING: the incidental or substantial rewirsaing of the
speaker's remarks, presented with or without voice and always witkpatu-
ralJip movements. . ..

ORAL TRANSLATING: verbatim presentation of the speaker's re-
marks by means of natural lip movements, with or without voice.

REVERSE-ORAL INTERPRETING. verbal rephrasing of the message
of a hearing-impaired (deaf or hard-of-hearing) person who may or may
not use voiced speech, standard inflectional patterns. and grammatical
construction.

REVERSE ORAL TRANSLATING: vocal expkession of he exact
words of 4 hearingimpaired-Neal or hard-ofhearing) speaker vAto may or
may not use voiced speech. standard inflectional patterns, and grammati-
cal construction. .

Earlier Activity
=111..4.,

,

--.. .
At the biennial National Convention of the Alexander Graham, Bell

Association for the Deaf] held in Boston, June 1976, one section presenta-
tion was titled: "Oral Interpreters: A Missing Link Among Support Spe-
cialists for the Hearing Impaired." In response to deaf and hard-of-
hearing panelists at the convention who presented "The Case for Oral
Interpreters," Carl Kirchner. then president of the Registry of Interpret-
ers for the Deaf, concluded his Corral paper with the statement:

The RID. Inc. expresses.its willingness to work with the Alexander Ciraham Bell
Association and its hearing - unpaired members to establish a certificate for oral inter-
preting. Hopefully. with your help and guidance, such a certificate could be estab
lobed. The RID stand ready and willing to serve.

The next clove was up to the A.G. Bell Association. It took the form of
a published article in The Volta Review (Noghcott, 1977) identifying the
various dimensions of professional training And specialization that must
be consjdered in exploratory discussions prior to implementation of train-
ing programs and eventual certification of graduates as Oral Interpreters
by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf.

Subsequently, RID invited the A.G. Bell Association and the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) to share the respensibility of
defining certification requirements for Oral Interpreters's'',

In parallel action in 1978, the Council of Directors of Federally Funded
Post-Secondary Programs for the Deaf convened to develop "Policies,
Procedures, and Guidelines for the Implementation of the National Inter-
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preters for the Deaf Training Act of 1978," which were submitted to the
U.S. Office" for Handicapped Individuals. Named in the guidelines are
four deaf -parent/consumer groups: International Parents' Organization
(AGB). International Association of Parents of the Deaf, National Asso-
ciation of the Deaf, and Oral Deaf Adults Section (AGB).

Dr. William Castle, chairperson. convened a meeting of representatives
of the four groups listed above in St. Louis on June 23. 1978 during the
biennial National Convention of the A.G. Bell Association. The purpose
was to include reference to Oral. Integarentrf at different points through-
out the document relating to implementation of the National Interpreters
for the Deaf Training Act of 1978. Howeveerseparate section on Oral
Interpreters was neither developed norkappeared in the final document.

Thus. on October 27-28. 1978. in Washington, D.C., fe A.G. Bell
Association held a workshop, Focus on the Oral Interpreter,".to rev&
a first draft of these guidelines, originally written by Winifred H. North-
cOtt. Following formal' presentations. 25 deaf and hearing participants
worked in small groups throUgh discussion and consensus votes to mod-.
ify, expand. and shape the list of competencies (knowledge, skills, and
attitudes) required for efficient performance as an Oral Interpreter. Deaf
and hearing individuals from,inside and outside the A.G. Bell Association.
oral affil manual interpreters. public school administrators of programs for
hearing-impaired persons, and representatives from NTID and the Na-
tional Association of the Deaf (MAD) comprised the group. ODAS

*member Beth Powell took the leadership role of workshop coordinator
and deaf individuals were the formal discussion, chairpersons. These
guidelines are the product of this endeavor. d' .

The A.G. Bell Alsociation enthusiastically endorses the assurance of
separate but equal specialiststhe Oral Interpreter and the Manual or
Simultaneous InterpreteKin order that the rights of every deaf and
hardof-hearing individual to full participation in society be preserved.

0 Each person, is' entitled to receive support when needed, both during
school years and ahadults. in the mode of communication of his or her.
o)hoice (Oral or Simultaneous method). This may be by means of speeoh-

,
reading atone (with amplification as apprb 'ate), supplied by an Orate
Interpreter on request, or a combination echreading and sign lan-
guage as presented by a Manual Interprets , on request.

On June j3. 1978 the CounCil on Education of the Deaf (CED)* formally
resolved urn action of the Board of Directors of each of its constituent
organizations that:

111411h CED views the role ofOral Interpreter as a necessary adjunct to equal opportunitY for 3
alt hearipornpaired individuals (deaf and hard of hearing) and recommends that

'the constituent members of the Council on Eclucabon of the Deaf are the Alexander Graham Bell
Association for ,the Deaf, the Conference of Executives of Amerkan Schools for the Deaf: and the
Convention of American humidors of the Deal
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.

agocies involved with the provision of or training or certification ot Simultaneous or
Manual Interpreters for the Deaf consider the establishment of guidelines. competen-
cies and critena for certification of Orallnterpreters as soon as practicable. . .

_ ..
Thus, we leave the era of rigidiWrelatedto methods of comniunication,
yoth its defense's and accusations reflected in value judgments, and take
advantage,of the current process by which alternatives to individualiied

4 services re,quiied by a single deaf or hard-of-hearing person are assured .
under Sletion 504 of the Rehabilitation Aci of 19'73. In this hospitable
environment, the fredgling Oral interpreter is recognized is a valbable
member of the support team.

REFERENCE
I
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1Northcon. W H The Onit interpreter A Necessary support specialist for the,hearing\ impaired The Volta Review 1977, 79. 136 -144. '
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I+ Stangarone, president, Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
....

Since the Registry .of Interpreters for the Deaf. inc. pioneered the cat& ,
cation of over zoop sogrr langtage interpreters. it is again most'appropriate

for this organization to certify Oral Interpreters for the deaf. At present. .-1.,

AIDhos...over 3509 members of whom 2100 are certified. These mem rs ' -

. re located within 60rhapters in 42 states. This vast network of intg .ret- -/-14
ers has ,been providing services to deaf indWiduals in medical; duca-
tional, legal, cultural. religious, and mental health settings.

We are now w rking with the National Technical institute he Deaf
. to dev escreenigg program'and' actual certificati bcedures.

When this Area is completed, a workshop will be ned to bring
. . -together meinbers of variou,s. organizations who p erect or indirect

. % services to deaf iricliViduals The certificat ed u re s ..., ill bepre-
sented at tins workshop and, if appro be given to the RID for
implemdniation.

.
, .

The Registry of interpre or the Deaf ha4 alsol oevtlopcd its own4

Pnnciples, Guidelines and Standards for RID, Inc -Accreditation of In
:14. terpreter Training Programs The training and certifying of oral inter-

preteis has been included within this process. , 4 ...
We would like to take this,opportunity to thank th Rational T hnical I.

(O the Deaf and the Alexander Gratuilh Be
Deaf for the outstanding Amtribution they have ma'd

ntio 6 the
iireparin e*

'.. guidelines for this project. ,
, .'

. . .
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The. Oral In erpreter or Translator

a
:

The services of ansOral Interpreter may be required in a variety of situa-
.

dons depending upon the modality preference of individuals with-varying
degrees' of hearing loss. Among the more common instances are: group
discussionl in a claspioom orlecture.hall, public speeches and programs,
conversation tinterviews, person to person), professional settings (court-
rooms, consultations, conferences)', and media (television, radio, tele-

.phont% co
or

Rn interpreter shah not espouse any particular mode of communic
simultaneous, or 'manual) as superier to another, but s

aided by the expressed wishes of the consumer(s) as to the m
'communicator:10 be employed.

A PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS The follokving characteristics
are conducive to spelchrending without twain:

i. Facial characteristics conducive to speechreading:
. a. mobile lips,

. b. no deformation-of teeth, lips. jaws,
c. precise enunciation and diction,
d. expressive face and eyes,
e. well-triramed beard and mustache. if any;
Experience in sommuniation with a variety of deaf and hard-of-
tearing tndividikals:

3 Clear speech,.
4. Appropriate regional or ethnic accent;
5 Clothing suitably for occasion including lack of distracting jewelry

and.or sunglasses

BINOWLIIDGE The Oral Interpreter should have working knowl-

4

dge of the following: , .

I Thole and function of an Oral Interpreter and translator.
Hornophenes (low visibility words) and how to rephrase them for

crsased comprehension,
3, ric speaking techniques.
4 Ptur pies of communicative and interperonal dynamics:
5 Variabilityof the responsise behavior of hearing-impaired (deaf

and hard of hearing individuals.
6 Procedure' and protocol for special situations si a.. telephone):
7 Current ti-ends in education of the hearing imicaired (deaf and

hard of hearing).
8. Hearing aidstheir uses and limitations,

ow' 1970



9. TheoriesInd practices of mainstreaming hearing-impaired chil-
dren in the regular classroomintegration and assimilation as
processes;

10: Telecommunication system s and other devices and their use ;'
11. Formal systems of speechreading/speechreading instruction;
12. Psycho-social aspects of deafness;
11, Professional organizational activities, certificat es, publications,

and educational/work environments related to hearing-impaired
individuals of school and post-school age;

14. FaciaYbody languageclient/interpreter feedback;
1$. Various etiologies of deafness.

t

C. SKILLS The oral interpreter shall demonstrate the ability to:
1. Transmit effectively the style. mood. and intent of the speaker(s);
2. Adapt the environment to meet the needs of clients in one-to-one

or group situations;
3. Apply appropriate auditory and 'visual memory techniques in the

process of interpreting and translating;
4...Identify a client's primary channels for receptiin and expressive

communication;
_r

5. Identify in an unobtrusive manner a change in speakers as we ll as
a change in subject;

6. Rephrase sentences for maximum visibility when necessary while
retaining their original meaning;

7. Demonstrate ability to use.the variety of telecommunication sys-
tems and devices;

;8. Demonstrate appropriate public speaking techniques' as they
apply to oral interpreting and translating;

9. Be able to interpret verbally the statement of hearing-impaired
individuals having varying deRees of speech intelligibility (re-
verse interpretation of transjaW:

10. Exhibit precise speech production;
11. Give evidence-of smooth. not choppy. interpreting style;
12. (Optional) Use conversational sign language and finger-spelling

for the puiposes of reverse interpreting and translating.

D. ArtiTuDEs The Oral. Interpreter is one who;
1. Is sensitivs to the dignity of each hearing-impaired individual;
2. Recognizes the purposes of the various organizations of and for

hearing-impaired individuals and communicates them withotit
bias;

3Supports professional organizations reldted to the promotion of
speech.,§peechre'ading, and use of residual hearing;

4. Is willing to continue to develop and upgrade' professional compe-
tence;

41.
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S. Performs in accorda national, state, and local guidelines .
and regulations. and t ecode of ethics;

t. Relates positively to all hearing-impaired consumers ofinterpret-
ing serviced

7. Demonstrates willingness and patience, toork with hearing-
impaired individuals with varying degrees' ordechreading
ciency; '

8. Recognizes personal performance strengths, Weaknesses, and lim-
itations and invites constructive suggestions for improvement as

I an Oral,lriterpreter:
9. Demonstratetba sensitivity to clients' preferences in the interpret-

ing situation.

a

. °

E. ENVIRONMENT' It is the responsibility of the Oral Interpreter to
consult with the client and facilitate the following:

I. Lighting and seating arrangements for maximum efficiency on
speechreading (individual or group);

2. Optimum auditory environment when'the client uses hearing, with
or without an aid.

F. CURRICULUM Any program desigried for the tratning,of Oral In-
, terpreters shall meet the requisites belo)u.

I. The curriculum shall contain:
a. Formal study of speechreading systems;
b. Social interaction with hearing-impaired (deaf and hard-of-

healing) individuals outside the,training site.,
c. Educational management systems: *4

d. Psycho-social aspects of deafness;
e. Dramatio/theatrical techniques;
f. Articulation/distinction; and
g. Practicum (group discussions, role playing, mock:eCialuations,

supervised practice of of1d interpreting and translating. and re-
verseverse oral interpreting and translating).

2. The program shall demonstrate that its Oral Interpreter graduates"
meet the requirements outlined in these guidelines..-

3 The prbgram shall include a job placement component and m'ain-
lain. along with AGBAD and RID, a referral list oft certified Oral '

Interpreters.
4 The curriculum shall demonstrate that it is designed to prepare the

trainees to meet the knowledge, skills, and attitude requ1rernents-
of the oral specialist certification that will be ayardW by Rib in
compliance with Oral interpreter guidelines and subsequent.

1- standards to be developed.
S. The admissions policy shall be consistent with that "Vihhe host

institution. yet flexible enough to accommodate various levels of
,competence at or above the minimal requirements for entry.

'4
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6. Availability of oral deaf individuals within the host institutions for
use as subjects in practicum is essential.

G. TRAINING SITES The A.G. Bell Association for the Deaf will as-
sume a leadership role in the identification and establishment of pro-
grams for training Oral Interpreters leading to certification by .RID
Training sites will be selected in accordance with need and resources
available and have as a minimum the following characteristics:

I. Accreditation by its respective regional accrediting body:
2 Compliance with Sections 503-504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

1973 rn providing education and employment opportunities to
handicapped persons whohave the capability of carrying out their
erneloyment responsibilities;

3. Prbgram content cOnsistint with the goals and objectives of the
'program for training Oral Interpreters:

4 Climate of openness. acceptance, and flexibility forthe challenges
presented by the program for training Oral Interpreters.

5 Derriorgtratibn of financial commitment to continuation of an Oral
lnierpreter gaining program,

6. Resources to sport the prograrii including support courses to
related fields, and library capability for providing professional

Nbooks.'penodicals, journals; and materials on topics such as deaf-
nets. use of resit/pal hearing, and the range of dchievement among
deaf and'" lard-of.heanng

7. Demonstration of a hiitory of sustained effort in recruitment of
, itftlividuals who can benefit from the services of an Oral Interpre-

. ter !,,

Registry ofinterpreters for the Deaf, inc.
Code of Ethics*

Preamblet`

RID. Irk. refers to individuals who may perform one or, more of the
following services: . - -.* 0.,- .

_f from; .... .

Spoken nglish to Americia,SiatLanittiai
, kmeriearl Sign Langdage to Spoken English

.

'Revised holy. 1978
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2. Interpreters shall render the message taithfiilly, always conveying the,
content and spirit of the speaker, using language most readily understood

3by the persons whom they serve.

tyi

Transliwrate from. .

Spoken English to Manua* Coded Englisli
Manually Coded English to Spoken English
Spoken English to Paraphrased Nonaudible Spoken Engliih
Spoken English to Spoken English

GesticulatelMime. etc. from:
Spoken English to Gesture. Mime, etc.
Gesture, Mime. etc. to Spoken English

The RID, Inc has set forth the follow mil principles of ethical behavior
rotect and guide the interpreter, the consumers lheanng and hearing-
'red). and the profession, as"well as to insure for all the right to
unicate.

Code of Efhlos:'

I. Interpreters shall keep all assignment-related information strictly coat-
dential.

410.

Guidelines.
interpreters shall no reveal information about any assignment, in-

,c fact tharthe.sers ice is beincperformed.' Even temingly
innocuous information could be damaging in the wrong hand's. There-
fore, to avoid this possibility. interprete'rs must not say anything about
any assignment.
'.If a problem arises between the interpreter and either person in-
volved in an interpreting assignident, the interpreter should first dis-
cuss it with the person involved. if no solution can be reached, both
should agree pn a third person who can advise them.

When training new interpreters by the method of sharing actual ex-
periences, interpreter trainers shall not reveal any of the following
information: name. sex. age, etc. of. the deaf or hearing person(s), day
of the week. time of the day or time of year.the situation took place; the
location, including the city, state, or agency, other people involved;
unnecessary specifics about the situation. It only takes a minimum
amount of information to identify the parties involved.

albGuidelines:
Interpreters are not editors and must transmit everything that is said.

in- exactly the same way it was intended. This is especially difficult
when the interpreter disagrees with what is being said or feels uncom.

' fortable, when profanity is being used. Interpreters should remember

apd '143
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that they are not at all responsible fo'r what is said, only for conveyffig
it accurately. If the interpreter's own feelings interfere with rendering
the message accurately, he or she shall withdraw from the situation.

While working from Spoken English to Sign or nonaudible Spoken -
English, the interpreter must communicate in the manner most easily
understood by the deaf person(s), bp it Amejican Sign Language, man-
ually coded English, fingerspelling. paraphrasing in nonaudibie Spoken
English. gesturing, drawing, or writing, etc. It is important for the
interpreter and deaf person to spend some time adjUsting to each
other's way of communicating prior to the actual assignment. Whin
working from Sign or nonaudibre Spoken English. the interpreter shall
speak the language used by the hearing person in the spoken fo4t, be it
English. Spanish. French. etc.

.1-
3. Interprgters shall not counsel, advise, or interject personal opinions.

Guidelines:
Just as interpreters may not omit anything that is said they may not

add anything to the situation, even wheh they are asked to do so by
other parties involved., .

Art interptetet is only present in a given situation because two or
more people have difficult-5r communicatid thus the interpreter's
only function is to facihtate communication. He/she shall not become
personally involved because in so doing he/she accepts some responsi-
bility for the outcome, which does not rightly belong to the interpreter,

4. Interpreters shall accept assignments using discretion with regard to
skill, setting, and the consumers involved.

Guidelines:
Interpreters shall only accept assignments for which they are qual-

ified. However. when an interpreter shortage exists and the only avail-
able interpreter does not possess the necessary skill for a particular
assignment. this situation should be explained to the consumers of the
interpreting service. If the consumers agree that services are needed
regardless of skill level. The available interpreter will have to use his/
her best judgment about accepting or rejecting the 'assignment.

Certain situations %lay prove uncomfortable for some interpreters.
Religious. political. racial. or sexual differences, etc. can adversely
affect the facilitating task. Therefore, an interpreter shall not accept
assighments which he/she knows will involve such situations.

Interpreters shall generally refrain from providing services in situa-
tions where family members, or close personal or professional rela-
tionships may affect impartiality, since it is difficult to mask inner
feelings. Especially iniegal settings? the ability to prove oneself un
biased when challenged is lessened. In emergency situations, it is

. -
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realized that the interpreter may have to provide services for family
members, friends, or close business associates. However, all panies
should be informed that the interpreter may not become personally

, involved in the proceedings.

5. Interpreters shall request compensation for ser vices a professional and
judidoug manner:
Guidelines:

Interpreters be knowledgeable spout fees which are appropn-
ate to the profession, andbe informed about the current suggested fee
schedule of the national organization. A sliding scale of hourly and
daily rates has been established for interpreters in many areas. To
determine the appropriate fee. the interpreter should know litsiher own
level of skill..level of certificatiqiolength of experience. the nature of
the assignmeht, and the local cast of living-index.

There are circumstances when it is appropriate for interpreters to
provide servib4s without charge. This should be done with discretion.
taking care to preserve the self-respect of 'the consumers. Consumers
should not feel That they are- recipients of charity. When providing
gratis services, care should be taken so that the livelihood of other
interpreters will be protected. A free -lance interpreter may depend on
this work for a living and therefore Must charge while persons with
other full-time work can perform the service as a favor without.' feeling
a loss of income.

. .

6. Interpreters shall strive to further knowledge and skills birough partici-
pation in workshops, professional meetings, Interaction with professional
colleagues and reading of current literature in the field-

cuidelines:
Interpreters working as officers and committee members in the na

tional RID and local RID Chapters shall require hightstandards among'.
intenveters an set up a mechanism to achieve compliance with the
Code of Ethics.

7. Interpreters shall function in a manner appropriate to the situation.

Guidelines:
interpreters shall conduct themselves in a manner that brings re-

spect to thernselvesthe consumers. and the natiopal orgamation. The
term. 'appropriate manner' refers to:
I. The use of clothing that is in contrast to the slun.and is not distract

ing or suggestive:
2. Avoiding the use of drugs or alcohol that would in any way impair

performance and/or embarrass consumers. and
3 Conducting oneself in all phases of an assignment in a manner befit-

ting a professional.

opef 497, 445
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., Thral Interpreter:
A Necessary Support Specialistsfor the

. Hearing Impaired.

Winifred H.I.siorthcatt

. This article reviews the various situations in which orardearpersons can
benefit from the services of an Oral Interpreter and urges the training and
certification of^Oral Interpreters. Guidelines are given for their interac-
tion with "listiners" and for their professional and personal Characteris-
tics.

...

.

F or years, hearing-impaired persons who use speech and speechreading
as their preferred means of communications have turned upon occasion to
a friend at hand and.conveyed the message, "Clue me in," through a

N. voiced request or puzzled facial expression. The friend then acts as an
informal-oral interpreter to convey the precise statements or condensa-
tion of remarks made by a speaker under circumstances which make
third-party intervention necessary. One necessary person on the list of
suPport, specialists available to oral deaf youth and adults is the Indi-
vidual, duly trained and certified, who is formally identified and labeled
an Oral Interpreter (capital O'and capital I). This individual silently re-
peats the remarks of a speaker, either literally or in slightly paraphrased
ford' to ensure greater clarity and comprehension, pacing himselkat a
comparable rate of speed and remaining one or two words bend the
spoken message at all times. -

The Oral Interpreter must be recognized formally as a separate but
equal specialist by the National Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf, Inc.
iR I D ). which is the certifying and training agency for the development
of interpreters who currently use the simultaneous method of communica-
tion. i.e. conveying meaning by the use of the language of signs.
fingerspellina, and mouthing of what anothen individual says for the bene-
fit of a hearing-impaired person. In the past year, headlines from a New
Yolk newspaper addressed attention to "Those Who Hear for the City's
Deaf' and described mo tojerts for the training of sign language

Dr Vora:coil is Special Education Consul:ow for the Minnesota Department of
Education. St Paul. Minnesota.
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Inter Pr funded partially by the state Office of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion. In alifornia, a S108,590 grant to California State University. Nofth;
ridgeto "traitand employ more sign language interpreters" was an-
nounced by a member of the President's Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped.

different strokes for different folks
. .

This is the decade of focus on the uniqueness of each hearing - impaired
individual in the 'United States and attempts are being made to provide
individualized special services that will assure his or her entitlements as a
fully participating member of society. It is a decade in which changing
educational practices have shattered mAll and stereotypes about "the
deaf and made it impossible to offer a elear. definitive set of characteris-
pcs in response to the rhetolical question, "Will the REAL deaf child/
youth/adult please stand?"

It is a decade in which the tow incidence'of (Harness among the
school-age population (.075% or 3 in 4,000 children) is reduced even
further in terms bf functional behavior as a result of early identification of
hearing loss, maximum use of binaural amplification when prescribed:
and enrollment in a family-oriented early education program that includes
placement in a regular nursery school for the majority of children. As a
result. increased numbers , of "graduates" are integrated into regular
Classrooms in subsequent years. English is the "mother tongue" and has
been acquired to a primarily auditory or visual rhythmic oral way. Their
auralioral functioning testifies to the wide range of lingUistic ability among
"the deaf" id the school-age poptilation alone.

Many state legislatures have interpreter laws that provide that all deaf
persons appeanng in state courts will have the legal right to a qualified
interpret the current focus on the simultaneous or manual interpreter
for all deaf and hard-of-hearing individuals focuses attention on the in-

, complete use of federal (taxpayers) dollars and denies an "appropriate"
service to certain individuals with equal rightsthe oral child, youth. and
adult. An encouraging note is that in a recent amendment to the Maryland
law. as reported by the National Center folLaw and the Deaf in its
Newsletter. Spnng. 1976. all references to "deaf mutes" were deleted.
and Oral Interpreters were authorized as a separate classification.

research evidence: modailty preference)
The research studies of Gates (1 0). Goetzinger (1974), and Carson

and Goetzinger (1975) furnish cl rOvidence of an, oral modality prefer-
ence amckg healing-impaired youth and post-secondary students:.

Data from two studies conducted at the National Technical Institute for
sot tan 137
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the Deaf (NT1D) provide clear evidence of the need for Oral Interpreters
by certain undergraduate students.

Subtelny (1975LcAnducted a study to determine how well the 248 stu-
dents who entered NT1D,in the summer of 1974 could receive information
under optimal'conditions when audition was the only mode of information
reception. She reported that 25% of the students studied were able to
understand most or all of the message given 'them by means of audition
alone. using the CID Everyday Sentence Lists and selected spondee
words_ Another 49% of the entering students indicated by test data that
they could understand most. if not all. the complete message by speech-.
reading and listening.

In a separate study of the same population. Caccamise (19751. chairper-
son of the Manual Language Department of NTID. reported that 417c of
the students lacked skills in receiving information through the manual
code of expression. This information. coupled with the fact that "approx.

.iniate)y 35% of entering students have elected to take the introductory
course in simultaneous communication (under its old title of hyrudtic non
to Vanua! Communication) over the past two summers" indicates to the
author that for a certain population within this and. indeed. any other
educatiohal setting at the post-secondary level. the need for a new sup-
port specialist, the Oral Interpreter. is evident.

Dr Ross Stuckless. in response to a question about the availability of
Oral Interpreters at NT1D (during the Convention of American instruc-
tors of the Deaf. Greensboro.North Carolina. July 1975). ufdicit thit a
number of oral students had requested provision of an oral in erpr,eter
until their proficiency in the new language of signs was acceleri ed. This
was done. '

. '
_. _..--legltImatp-questionsstralght answers . .

- . , 1 :
_ , . , I.

Parents of oral deaf and lard-ofleannipchildren and youth have said. . .
. .

My sonidaughtcr can `speak, for himsel0herselk and can 'read nearly
eveho'ne's lips 4ith eaSe'..Why: if a person has eneellent oral skills. are
you suggesting a 'middlil, man"r ''. ., .'.: .

The 'reasons will vary' according to the setting. The scene may be a
doctor's office. a large lectuie hall at a university. a parent conference at ,,
school: job interviews, religious services, court cases {domestic"/
criminal). lisspital. ort certain modules of academic work in a highschoOl
or coniinuikeducation program. In any or all of 'these settings. s'peech-
reading, with c(r wahout aided hearing, may tHidifficutt or impossible due
to poor lightilig: distaltedieem the speaker. iuultiplespersun,,conversation.

1--1' or perional charaaarstics of ahe speaker ranging from 'profusion of
facial fuzz to an immO.btle.uRrfer lip. .

Dr George Fellendorf. executive dircktor of the iiexander Graham
Bell Association for the Deaf. wrote in sirripon of a`Sinate WI (S. 1607)
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that related to the employment of interpreters for deaf employees_ He
drew attention to the fact that inlieu of or in addition to manual interpre-
tation, many individuals need or interpretation in order to function ef-
fectively in their jobs. Bell Association, for example, adult deaf
persons are members o the Board of Directors and the Committees
Despite outstanding capabilities in speechrepding and the use of residual
hearing, they may need assistance in a group discussion or sometimes in
highly technical discussions on a oneto-one basis. "We find this is best
accomplished through the use of an oral interpreter," Dr. Fellendorf con-
cluded. "We would like to suggest. therefore. . . . it be made clear that
both oral interpreters and assistants. as well as those proficient in the use

........4a.f.4o igns. be employed to assist hearing- impaired individuals working in
ederal agencies, '" t . "

Individuals who may request an Oral Interpreter fall into two sub-
classifications:

Auditory/oral: any individual who receives his or her linguistic infor-
mation pnmanly through the auditory channel. with or without amplifica-
tion. This type of person will generally settle back. turn his or her hearing
aid (if worn) to the desired volume, and listen to the speaker. while
occasionally glancing at the Oral Interpreter If the speaker turns away
from the audience or someone asks a question out of hearing range. the
Interpreter is useful temporarily. Here. the specialist's role is one of
watchful waiting to supply cues when necessary (e.g. "A woman in the
back of the room asked if the same play would be given again tomorrow
night") in 'a checks-and-balance kind of supportive role.

r

Visual/oral: the person who relies on speechreading plus amplified
hearing or speechreading alone is apt to turn off his or her hearing aid to
circumvent the problem of a dual or garbled message (due to delayed
feedback, if the hearing aid is timed on). Such a person needs the Oral
Interpreter for group discussion...situations and for audience situations
where he or she is too far froin the speaker to speech read easily

THE ORAL INTERPRETER'. . 4.

An Oral Interpreter.is always a hearing person. At times he or she may
function as a translator, presenting without voice (voiceless speech or
mouthing) the exact language of the speaker and using a normal rate of

, speed and enunciation. At other times. the:'middle man" will function as
an interpreor. to paraphrase or explain what the speaker is saying, select-

'
'Lena to the Honorable Jennings Randolph, U 5 Saute, on reference to 5 1607. Employment of
Reading Assistants for Blind Employees and Interpreters for Deaf Employees. January 6.
1916

"This porno° of this article is ()Med in past on a pr.esentation by Joseph Rosenstein. education prosf4
specialist. HEW Dcrarbrient of Education. on the section mectiag.on oraljterpretmg arthe.A G Dell
Aleoplitionlisenntai Convention. ltine.1976r Boston. Massachusetts -
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ing phrases with higher visibility on the lips or synonyms that are more
nearly a match to the communication ability of the person to whom the
support is being given. The ability to act as a reverse interpreter. or
translator. understanding the speech arict,'or mouthed or signed language
of a hearing-impaired person and repeating it exactly or in essence for the
benefit of another is a third dimension of competency that is essential for
one who seeks formal recognition as an Oral Interpreter.

juxta (one to one)

.24)
A prelimin. ry conversation with the hearing-impaired person is desir-.,

able to determine his or her general level of receptive and expressive
language ability. The Interpreter may or may not use voice, according to
the particular situation (e.g.. in a social situation versus a lecture hall).
During a "warm up session" the Oral Interpreter can ascertain a person's
preference for unobtrusive or preferential seating and his planned use or
disuse of a hearing aid. Ideally, an Oral Interpreter would have become
familiar with the content of the topic at hand in advance, but this is not
always possible If the relationship between Interpreter and client is a
sustained one. in the instance of a court case or high school/college class.
an effective Interpreter will be fully aware of the particular interests of the
student and his or her knowledge of the subject area. and will make
adjustments accordingly. In all instances, the Interpreter must respect the
authonty of his or her position and the responsibility it carries to be
Ltiendly. yet not personal.

the group situation

In certain settings. a spotlight may be desirable. if the audience expres-
ses Such preference. The position of the Interpreter in reference to the
group and the opportunity fore light exchange of conversation relating to
the event at hand permits their onentation to the style.and accompanying
gestures of the specialists,

Dunng the event. the audience may "tune out" the Oral Interpreter in a
variety oT,Ways An overly heated room. lack of sleep the night before, or
"Itp-hypno\s" may lead some people to doze off. particularly if the feel-
ing of wearinss is reinforced by the dullness of the subject matter The
material may be delightful, yet some may "wool-gather" and actively
turn their minds to matters of more relevance in their immediate environ-
ment Dunng intermission, a brisk walk or a few breaths of fresh air helps
to gef the body and attitudes back into shape so that the mind of Interpre-
ter and recipient can function more effectively.
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In` any situation, thee, relationship bet *een the hearing-impalted per-
sons) and the Interpreter is highly confidential and personal, rewiring
antegily and restraint. This: meanslhat an Interpreter, whether an oral or
sign language specialisyfhoula not function as a pseudo-authority on
deafness 'or a self-oponeted"crusadej for a particular methbd of com-
munication (oral or simultaneous) for all de,af and hard-of-hearing per-

, 'sons. . .

personal characteristics
,

On any given occasion, the rule of "sweet reasonableness' ,.should
govern an Oral Interpreter's dress: that' is, different clothes and jewelry
wouW be worn for fibanquet than a barbecue. However, the' style...one '
color (preferably MAO should always proide.a.suitable backdrop for an
animated face and the natural btdy language that accompanies the voice-
less translation or interpretation. Since ora4 individuals read the entire
face for meaning of the spoken message. not just the lips! a beard' and
Moustache can obscure some of the stikfle cues furnished by the cheeks,

anklimples. In any cage, thologbould be well trimmed to expose the
lips genepirsly* and shaven, if the applicant egtpects preferrential treal-
raent as a full-time Oral Interprel,eir. Lipstick in moderate amounts (some
male interpreters wear brown tones) and occasional natural gestures to
reinforce the meanings of w ords or phrases also ada to coMprehension on
the part of the "listener." It it assumed Mk a perssig with an immobile'
upper lip or very thin bps would not be a choice candiJate 4as an Oral '
interpreter. Glasses liould be removed at lAe re4uest of the audience.

, whose wishes are paramount. .0P
3

. ø s

.

,professional characteristics

A"
The subtlety of phrasing and the literary style of thSheAker are con

veyed to the hearing-impaired person by more the voiceless speech. The
Oral Interpreter i&akes full but natural use offacial expressions and body
language to add alpOntantous animation that is desirable and very valu-
able to the "listener." For, example. translation of the statement. "I
couldn't care less," might be repeated With a toss of the head and lift of

. one shoulder, .

In tty smooth repetition of thoughts,2 speaker's "er's" a d "al's" are
usit.431,Igninated; A certain kind of mad-training seems to cat among"
'Oral "OteTpreters. whi4h reSult1 in their a'utoniatically phrasing a
thought or seriterke for higher visibility. For example, "He thinks.
the king" would be interpreted, :11e thinIrNio important.justlike...,

# ,
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king." Neval gestures mighqbe used to accompany the translated sen-
tebte. "I will never give in,"Aith a sweep of the hand to the left, palm
down, for added emphasis.

Since tile speechreader's mind searches for the gestalt or essence of a
thought conveyed in the more visible, contentive words of a sentence, the
Oral Interpreter offers a synonym when a homophene (look alike) appears
and needs translation. "He grabbed a bat and ran': would be paraphrased
as "He grabbed baseball bat and ran." Occasionally, a speaker pauses
to reshuffle his papers or revise a statement. In this awkward Moment of
silence, the Oral ,Igterpreter might say to, the audience, "He's trying to

4
find his placeln the outline" or The speaker is thinking ;'. . but-not out
loud." This offers a momentary oasis for the Prat Interpreter, who cannot
retain much of another's spoken message when focusing on careful repeti-
tion of every word, phrase, and subtlety of meaning conveyed by the
speaker. The process of listening to the spoken word (translating it im-
mediately into voiceless speech while continuing the normal rate, flow,
and rh ythm of speech) does not permit the brain to absorb much of what is
'heard. The Interpreter will routinely direct thp audience's attention to a
change in speakers through a casual glance or gesture in the appfopriate
direction. Similarly. an interpreter will be relieved by a "fresh replace-
ment" during a lull in the event or after a prolonged period of time.

professional training and epeclalliatiori

To date. there is nowritten set of standards for qualification as an Oral
Interpreter. no available certification or accreditation ands therefore, no
"Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" that can be earned by individu-
als with eertain personal and professional competencies who seek formal
recognition as a generalist or specialist in the field of education, law,
medithie, or industry or religious work.

A pr9gram of proservice and professional growth training spould be
'based on as t unidentified personal. professional. and concepfti com-
petencies (sk ls. knowledge. techniques) agreed. upon by a certifying
body. In the j dgment of the author, these would include clear, natural
enunciation an fluency in the timing andostyle oc transmission of a

' speaker's message: The ability to function as an intirpretec, translator,
and reverse interpreterltranslator is central to the eifolution of a profes-
sional Oral Interpreter. Ili addition, the InterpreterqAust be able to con-
vey to the client a clear sense of trust and respect for his or her wishes.
Services should be tailored to theclient:s particular level of oral com-
munication skills.

Preserride training and coin-se content wOuld include the following
4

1 4 )
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items in an open;ended list. 1) the principles of lipreading and their appli-
cation, 2) field experiencet with oral deaf persons with a wide range of
receptive and expressive communication skills; 3) role playing and simu-
lated interviews in educational, business, legal, and social settings:. 4)
microteaching (audiovideotapes for self-improvement), 5) reverse infer
preting7ipeacue. 6) student antique and evaluation by'oral deaf youth
and adults.. .

the Registry of Interpreters of the Deaf, Inc.

The vehicle for the training, certification. and advertisement of
availability of Oral interpreters in public schools: colleges and univer-

« slues. and the adult world doesexist. It is the Registry of Interpreters of
the Deaf. Inc. (RID.), founded in 1964 with support from the Vocational
Rehabilitation Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Education.

d Welfare. A grant from- the Social Rehabilitation Services, submitted
y the National Association cifilaepeaf, provided a variety services to

the budding organization uhul 1972. R.1 13.has a current bership of
over 2,300 in 57 Chapters, operating in 43 states and th s i trict of Co-
lurribia
1 The identified roles and functions of R.I.D. can be expanded to ac-

cora modatt ro the added dimension of the support needed by ort deaf
individuals, in the following ways:

give formal identification and position description of the additional
specialist labeled an Oral Interpreter role and funotion: .

2. identify the competencies (knowledge, skills, techniques) to be ac-
glared in successive levels of formal training and certification;

3. provide quality control of preservice and professional development
training by delineation of the content of lectbres, discussions. role
playing, and observation;practicum experience at each level of
professional/technical ceruficatin; and

4 give publicity to this new dimension of services to be available for oralak
youth and adults, as appropriate.

the present climate for exploratory tiiscussion with representatives of
RID. is hospitable. At. the 1976 Convention of the Alexander Graham

4.ssoci"ation for the Deaf, held in Boston, the author was priviligecho
appear as a Wiens' addressing the topic. "Oral Interpreters: A Missing

In'response to her presentation entitled. "The Case for Oral In-
$terpreters. the president of R.I.D.. Carl Kirchnerconcluded his formal
, paper with the statement, "TheR.I.D., Inc., expresses its willingness to
work with the Alexander Graham gel! Association and its" hearing-
impaired mebers tO establish a certificate for oral interpreting Hope-

.
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fully, with your help and guidance. such a certificate could be established.
The R.I D. stands ready and willing to servsz."

The next move is up to us. as advocates for eq opportunities for all
hpanng-impaired children, youth. and adults who use speech and speech-
..reading.as their preferred means of communication.
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'Senator SCHWEIKER. Well, let me say I think that is a very

constructive suggestion. 'and I assure you that we will do exactly
that. I think we do need' a broader legislative base anernore'
specific legislative focus, awl I will be introducing a bill to do that

orcourse, funding is something that I battle for in thie Appropri-
ations Committee, and I am going,to continue that battle But I
think yiou are right, w need' a more specific and tangible
legislative base within A. I assure you that I am going to put a
bill in to do that.

Go ahead, Mr. Downey
Mr. DOWNEY. Senator, 3 dppreciate this opportunity to testify,

and I will try to make what has been a complex issue very brief,
but I do want to bring it to plat attention.

Everyone in this room and a lot of people around Avis country
are extremely concerned about improving the quality of care to the
heanng-impaired, but one Federal agency has retarded that im-
p4ovement.

We also know that the hearing aid delivery system is an evolving
one, with new relationships diteloping among physicians, among
audiologists, and among hearing aid dispensers But one agency
has acted in a way to retard that evolution.

We also kriow that you do not go out and buy a 3460 to $1,200
product without knowing whether you need it or not. But one
Federal agency assumes that in the case of hearing aids, that is
exactly appropriate.

We do know tharin investigation after investigation that have
been done 'over the last several years, and some that have been
done-- a

Senator SCHWEIKER. Which agency was that?
Mr DOWNEY. It is the Food and Drug Administration, Senator
Senator SCHWEIKER. And what i4 the problem here again?
Mr. DOWNEY. You will recall the medical device amendments for

which you were a cosponsor.
Senator SCIWEIKER. Right. " a

Mr. DOWNEY. They were designed to address the probleni of
making medical devices safe and effective. The FDA issued a regu-
lation concerning hearing aids which went beyond making the . -
device itself safe' and effective, and has set up the..pattern of
delivery That pattern has said that people should be referred to a

.physician for a medicaLexamination, but that anyone 18 year's of .

age or older can waive the medical examihation for any reason
whatsoever. 41.1In addition. their regulation did not require that persons who are
candidates for a hearing, aid have their hearing tested. now, many
States have their own laws which were passed by concerned par-
ents and legislative and consumer protection officials. Thosl. State
laws. in some cases, require medical evaluation, but restrict the
waiver to only religious reasons, es opposed to any 'reason whatso-
ever. 0

Several of those laws also require that the candidates for a
hearing aid have their hearing tested. In some States, it is by an
,otolaryngologist, the medical specialist, or by an audiologist, or, in,
some States, by whoever sells the heating aid, suckas New Jersey

1
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which says/whoever sells it, whether it is a dealer, audiologist, or
physician, must test hearing.

Now, the FDA has informed those. Stiles that their laws have
been preempted. Those States have-applied for an exemption from
preemption, but the FDA,.after hearing the evidence, has not made
a final declaion; they have indlEaled their intent not to grant those
exemptionafrom preemptions.

I do not be'lieve, and I do not think you would believe, examining
tice evidence, that the_EDA's reasons for this hold any water. They
have said that tlierdo not know if hearing tests are really of
benefit, and there is tremendous documentation of the benefit of
these tests.

They have said that they do not know if there are enough
audiologists in some Sta\tes for it, aid 'States have demonstrated
that there are. )

Senator SCHWEIKER. I understand what you are saying, and I will
have my staff look into this. It is very valid point.

Mr. DOWNEY. Fine; we would appreciate that; Senator.
Senator SCHWEIKER. Is that all you have?
Mr, DOWNEY. Yes; I really just wanted to bring that problem to

your attention,
Senator SCHWEIKER. OK. Dr.sConion?
Dr CONLON Thank you. The members of the Alexander Graham

Bell Association of the Deaf appreciate this opportunity also.
Since 1890, when Alexander Graham Bell organized this associ-

ation, its members have been concerned about. and dedicated to
acquiring, supporting, and advancing services for the hearing-im-
paired; both the deaf and the hard-of-hearing.

I, too, will take the liberty of selecting those items which perhaps
give a little different twist to some of the things you have heard to
this date.

For example, when considering programs for the hearing im-
paired, the major ingredient seems to be to have well-trained pro-.. fessionals available to identify, evaluate, and set forth individual-
ized programs for rehabilitation for ,the persons with hearing
impairment.

Included in this array of welltrained professionals is the audiolo-
gist, the speech language pathologist, the psychologist, the voca-
tional rehabilitation acounselor, the clasFoorn teacher, and the
social worker, to mention only a few.

Again, 'because of the complexity of. hearing impairment, the
physician may need to be the pediatrician or the physician special
izing in the aged, the family physician, or the otolaryngologist, The
audiologist may need to be the one in the veterans hospital, the
community clinic, a public school, or at the university medical

,,school neonatal clinic.
The speech language pathologist may need to be the one who has

speizt many hours in clinical' practicum, studying and developing
skills with the preschool hearing-inwaired and their families. The
classroOm teacher may need to be at the 'high school leyel and -

know some of the quandaries which face adolescents in general and
the hearinimpaired in particular.
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The selective factor here is that there is need to have skilled
professional; at every level of a citizen's life and in each corner of
the United States.

Personnel preparation programs must be supported where model
programs can be developed in training the many diverse profession-
als required to help persons with hearing handicaps Model prepa-
ration programs would emphasize roles of physicians, audiologists,
speech language pathologists,' and classroom teachers working to-
gether.

Practicum sites would be made available where each individual
scene would receive comprehensive evaluation and thorough reha-"
bilitative services appropriate to that person's needs Intercity pop-
ulations, American Indians, and non-English-speaking citizens
would be among those receiving assistance through those model
training programs. r

Without the developinent of knowledgeable professionals who are
then employedin pivot places throughout the country to provide
these services, irfseems futile to speakpf individual use of technol-
ogy for or habilitation of the hearing-impaired in any great num-
bers.

If one of the ectives of programs for the hearing-impaired is to
help them devel skills and knowledges normally, then several
programs for t identification of children with hearing loss should
be expanded. .

One of these programs is the high-risk registry for new-borns
These high-risk registries are developed based on a child's birth
and prenatal history. One or.more characteristics determined by
professionals indicate whether the child may have difficulty in
developing normally.

To facilitate the development of appropriate programs for hear-
ing-mipaired .children and youth in our schools, there is need to
have consistent, wellthought-thrmigh programs which emphasize
the identification, assessment, and habilitation of children with
hearing h'indicaps.

Through the support of Public Law .94-142, tTiese types of pro-
grams for the hearing-impaired are being developed throughout the
country. Several modifications of procedures Should. speed the ac-
quisition of these programs, hpwever. .

First., becadse of the stipulation within' the law itself, children
with several handicaps are lilted only as having one handicap-'
usually, the handicap 1,vhich seems the primary one for the child.

: Yet, it is not unusual to find children with such primary handicaps:
as mental retardation, emotional disturbance, and specific learning
disabilities. having accompanying hearing loss.

Because these children are not counted as needing or receiving
assistance for their hearing handicap, however, the child count for
hearing handicaps can be lower than what nne might expect
throughout the country. This miscount., irt turn, affects the finan-
cial support for the training and employment of well-walified pro-
fessionals to assist these children, and once again thie hearing-
impaired-are minimally served.

Second, and in conjunction with the above, each State seems 'to
employ a different system for tracking and tabulating which chil-
dren are hard o hearing and 'which children are deaf For exam-.
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pie, there are some States in their child count for Public Law 94-
1 f which do not list hard-ofhearing children at all, while other
States imply through their child count that there is a minimum of
children who are deaf being served within the State.

It would seem benefieral if State education agencies could set up
a system of reporting a hearing-impaired count of children The
report to the Federal Government, then, wouittitconvey a similar
population from State to State Because of the dissimilar profiles of
the hearing-impaired child population, it is difficult .to develop
support appropriate for the programs for these children.

Third, and perhaps the major procedure to assist in solving the
above disparities between States and even within given States,
would be to suggest that a consultant for the hearing-impaired
population. ages 0 through 21 be employed in each State education
agency.

To pick up on one of the things in technology which lido not
believe I have heard highlighted. we, too, are a firm believer in the
loop system, the TN s, and the vibratory and warning signals. I
thought you should be alerted to one thing that Federal moneys
have been assisting Another support system for public settings is
the oral interpreter

For some years. interpreters for the hearing impaired have been
certificated in manual interpreting for the deaf Recently, to help
provide compliance with Public Law 95-602, the Bureau of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped, the St Paul Technical and Vocational
Institute, rhe Registry of Interpreters fOr the Deaf, the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf. andlhe A G Bell Association
supported. sponsored. and 'or hosted tRefirst workshop to certifi-
cate oral interpreters via the Registry for Interpreters of the Deaf
procedures

As the majority of hearing - impaired persons who require inter-
preters require oral interpreters, it is obvious that v:herever inter
,preters are provided for public audiences. oral interpreters should
also be available.

Senator SCHWEIKER WhAt does an oral interpreter do'
'Dr CostoN An oral interpreter mouths to the listemer what the

speaker is saying and does not ,use signs. 4f I .might be Oe bold, we
have an outstanding ural interpreter with vs at this moment, Dr
Rosenstein He handles both forms of interpreting. as you can see,
beautifully

Senator SCHWEIKER Well. I thank the panel very much for coop-
erating with their concise statements We appreciate your .testi-
mony, and we wilEfollow it up

[The prepared statement of Dr. Conlon follows

'1
A
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.TESTIMONY BEFORE THE SUBC0PIIIITEE OM THE HANDICAPPED. Wednesday, February 6, 1980

SUBJECT: PROGRN4S AND TECHNOLOGY 'FOR THE NEARIk IMPAIRED

PRESENTER' Sara E Conlon. Ph.D., Executive Director, Alexander Graham Bell Association
for the Deaf. Inc.

Iniroduc t I

The Alexander Geaham Bell Association for the Deaf wishes to express its appreciation

for this opportunity to address the Subcommittee on the Handicapped concerning programs

and technology for the hearing impaired (hard-of.hearing and deaf). The members

of the A. G. Bell Association include adult hearing impaired. parents and grand-

parents of the hearing impaired, teachers. professors and other professionals.

Since 1890. sten Alexander Graham Belt organized tM Association. its me:kers have

been concerned about and dedicated to accluirin9. supporting, and advancing services

for the hearing impaired. s

Programs for the hearing. imaired
.

Studying che 6.40y dimensions of hearing impairments. their effects on human behavior,

and how to design programs to modify these effects is to pursue one of the most

&wen subjects in habilitative sciences. Hearing is the Primary way humans

unwire their language. My disruption in the normal process of hearing can have

adverse effects on one'cormnicatfon. These disruptions can occur at any time

in a person's life. can be described as to severity. and be caused by many dif-

ferent factors. such as allergies. noise. disease. traUma. heredity. When the

hearing loss occurs it can have different effects on an individual's life; stet

type of hearing loss aperson sustains maT determine the prognosis for recovery,

stabilization. or deterioration of the hearing impairment. Because of the diverse

Components which one must consider when discussing programs for che hearing impaired,

selected factors of successful PrO9rmmin9 .should be emphasized.

6
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Ftest, .hen tonsiderlAg progros for the hearing towed, the -ajor ingrodiunt .

i.. '

js to have ProfeSsionals 4V table to identify: evaluate, and set.

. . 'forth an individoaltzed program for nnbilit/ ion for *..he person wtth the hearing
1 1

..

11104trnent. :40.444 in tnAs array of well.)repirefl urofessiorals is tne ohy.
.

.

sician. the alidiologist, toe soveCh/language Dathologist, the psychologistv.the

. .1
,ocationlrehatulitation couselor. t4e tiassrrn teacher. the *csal worker, to

t
-entpin only a Pew. Again, Decause of the complexity of hearing Impairments. the

physician 'say be tneR.4trIcian, the phyiician spectuliting in the aged. the

loni'ly phystcfon, or trig pt laryngologist, the audiologist 'ay need to he the

Pi

I

one at the Vete`ran''s roso al. tit community Elinic: a public school, or at the .

' . ' . , 4 i X
, .niversity '+edical school neonatal c inic.jthe speech/larguage ootho1OgiSt -ay need
.

to ze the one,whohas sognt,-any hour 14 clinical oracticum.studying and deve300-

ing.5..11s with the pre,:hoot hparins impaired,and the1)r families; the'Classroom" . .
. .

. 4eacher nay need to he at tne high school Ieiel and know some of the quandary

t 4,114 rate sdoletcents in general and,tfte nearing %mowed in particular.,
. .

.

The selected factor nere is that there isneed to have skilled professionals at

every ieve.l of a Citizen's life and in eath corner of 01 United...States. Personnel

lortoaration orograns must he suPOOrted where model programs can be developed in

training the many diverse professional) required to help De7ons 'with hearing

handicaps. mole/ preparation programs would emPhasize roles of PhYslclans+

logi6tS. soeeth/langoage pathologiStS. claSsroom teachers working together.

Practrcunptes woulAlabe wade available wnere each individual seen would receive

comorenensive evaluations and thOroughhabsiltetive service a0ProOriate_to the

4
arson's needs.

Inner City populations. American Fndians, non.triglish speaking citizens would be

a-onq those receiving assistance through these model training prOgrams. Without the

in
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!lOelooment of knowlmdgeable areessinnhis who arethen employed in pivot places

thro4hout the country to provide these serviceS, it seems futile to sneak of

inditudal'useof technology for or habilitation of the hiaring impaired in any

area: nukber.

Closely akin to the Preparation of well-trained profeSSionalS, is the need to

research,furtheeSuch Subjects an the effects of age en hearing, ways to prevent

nearing loss vit the very young. the effects of heredity on the incidence of

nearing loSS, the effects of drugs on hearing. Through research perhats there

are .rays not Only to Prevent the majority of hearing impairments but also better

ways to Circumvent the negative effects the losses have on education. social

and economic welfare of hearing handicapped persons.

If one of the obJectlas of Programs for the hearing impaired is to help them

develop Skills and knowlege normally, then Several programs for the identification

of children with hearing loss should be expanded. One of these Programs is the high

risk regiStry for new-borns. These high risk registries are based on a child's

birth and prenatal history. "the or more characteristics determined Dy ProfeSSionals

indicate thiS the child may have difficulty developing normally. The child is

.ftearing monitored closely and if there are signs of hearing impairment, Interventions

may WW1 while the child is still below the age of sii months. ;then assisting

a child with a hearing loss. each day is of importance in capitalizing on the

period i fcn the child lbw learn language and speech. Alit Is at this

time ton the family needs encouragement. direction. and Positive assistance. The

maintenance of a high risk registry in olir hospitals should be supPorted

1

To facilitate the leve:oPment of aPproPriate Programs for hearing iroaired children

and youth in our schools. there is need to have consistent. well-thought through

Programs wmich emphasize the identification, assessment and habilitation of

children with hearing handicaps. Through the Support of P.L. 9S142, these types

Coby
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I't

of pr,egrams for the hearing impaired are teing developed throughoixt.the country.
.

Several modificatibns of Procedures should speed the.acQuisition of these

Programs. however.

First, because of a stipulation within the law itself, children with several

nandiceOs are tilted Only as having one handicap. uSuaily the handicap which

seems the primary one for the child. Yet is is not unusual to find children

with Primary handicaps of mental retardation, emotional dIsturtance, specific

learning disabilities having accompanying hearing loss Because these children

are not coutned as needing or receiving assistance For their hearvng handicap.

newever, the child count for hearing handicaPS,can be lower than ohat one might

expect throughout the country. This mis4punt, in ltirn. affectl the financial

succort for the training and e-ployment of well-qualified professionals to

assist these children and. once again. the hearing impaired are minimally served.

Second. and In cONLIRCtIOn with the abOve. each state appears to emote, different

Systems from its fellow states to tabulate which chnldren are hard.of.hearing

and which children are deaf. For examole, there are some states In their child

:ount for P L 95 -la2 which do not list hard.of.nearing children at all, while

other states mot, through their chi)d count that there vs a minir4m of children

who are deaf being served within the states. it would seem beneficial if state

educational agencies could set up a system for reporting hearing- unpaired count

of cnitdren. The report to the hderal government then would convey a similar

mutation from state to state. Because of the dissimilar Profile frOM state to

stet; of the hearing impaired child Peculation it is difficult to develop and

suppOrt apProDriate Programs for these children.

11151- AVAILABLE
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Third. and perhapS a Laior procidure to assist in solving the above disparity

between states and even within a gi'en state, mould be to Suggest that a con-

sultant for MI, hearing impaired Population. ages 0-21, be enioloyed in each

Stee education agency The rationale here would be for the consultant to

provide diroctiOn and leadership to Programs for oinding the hearing impaired

coildren Within the schools so that they are not overlooked or mislabelled.

T"Pugh state leaderShiP each child would be given an opportunity to develop

trirough aftropriate intervention. Also. the statipconsultant Could design in-

service education programs for teachers, administrators on the subJectof hearing

handicaPS and their effects on the educational process, and the consultant Could

assist universtoes with providing appropriate Programs for preparing skilled

professionals. '

A discusSion of, Programs for the hearing Moored, 0-21 fears of age. would not

be comolete without alerting vocational educators, career and guidance counselors

and t!her'analyte the individual talents and skills of each hear.Ing impaired

person and to caution against stereotyping people with hearing losses. Also. there

is still the acoustical and lighting Properties of facilities to inspect. and safety

" signal* to maintain, and to provide appropriate tienology which can assist the

individual hearing impaired person throughout his or her life.

Technology for the gearing Impaired

As Nit' programs of the hearing impaired, technology should be available to help the

odividual based on that indivici need.

One of Ihe major links with the world is the telephone. Depending uPOn the Severity'
I

of hearing-lOss which an individual may eAhibit, there are several modifications for

the telephone which Public offices should consider. First, is the amlification

if
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COPY
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of sound as controlled by a dial on the tpleuhvue recesver and manioplafed by
.

`theInitirldua). Also, irovirting telephones which allows. the user of a /jeering

aid ith a telechode ';witch on it to ,,eve a` direct connection with the.Aeleph6we
-..

.

4itRout any lutevle Rota interference. .

4, .....0
, The teletypewriter.' TTY) nos become much 'Ore popular in public offices.moThe r

e,Vstem altaws the hearing impel rson to,telephone typing to the receiving

Party .ho receives She mes sage a sponds in kind. Of importance here,4 that
.1

the costs for'this transebigion is higher than regularAelephone Use because the

message takes longer to send, federal and State consideration should be given

to reduced fatesruit Oh1y or the messages sent and received tut for the cott of

the equipment. y '

For nublIcgathedgpqs and dernding,upok the particular carrumstance, and requirement
e . 42.

Of the hearing-impaired sndividlial,several SyStemS are 00 assistance. First, the

4
,

loop system coksitts of milting at least part of ,the listepih area with an electric

system that trinscues amp ;fied speech into anpleCtromagnettc.signal." Peridns
.

with hearino aides which have a telephone switch can pick up the speaker's voice .
ft

. -

without the ambient noise around them,

?

.

Another suPPOrt-System in public settings is.the oral interpreter, (For some years.

4 interpreters fdr the hearing imoiared have been certificated inmanbal interpreting

for-the deaf Retest. to hell) providecompli&ncewith 10.t. 45-602 the Bbreau of
. .0"

Education for the Handicapped. the St. Pat.') Vocitional and Teffinical. Institute.
A .

' the Registry o/ !nterketersior the Wet .(R10), ihee!ratocuial Techniial Institute

for the Deaf. and the PG..Sell: Association s'iniported, sponsored end/or hosted.I.4",,

!

o .,

the First workshop btr'sert;ficate 04a) rnterpreters via RIO procedures As the

. .

majority of bearing impaired persons who tvquirt inte?pfeers. require oralohterpre-
....N

$ uir

tars, 11 is obvious that whIrevertinterepreters.oare proviffd,Tor public audiences.

t'

oral 'interp.eters are to be available. 4' -

- ,, 4
R.

a
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.Muo we: 0,14 ..e stated about tne Cr,hnulPgy .rich is or should b4 available 4
t . . . , ,
'to the-hearing ivaired. for.e.,mple..the appli,ation of tPqnolowy toward

loOtrig noise pollaton and tpe ..eq ng vigilance necked to protect the

public 'from 1P4 50-LSrdment of dar4ging noise. the review and maincenance.of.

standards !pc aoulescai 4.operties in lathering nixes that optimum oral

/ cc.mmuNcat)bn can mils; nOt onlffur the'nearing i'npaired but for those whodepend

-upon the spoken word such as thevisuall4ohandtgopped. to further develop and .

dIsSel4inate standards and guidelines for warning signals in public places for

the nearing impaired.. to provide tax relief of corouniCati sistes designed for

V the hearing f4aired such as the special teletision equipeont to be used by the

observer ghin viewing closed Optioning televisicin, to provide .-edicare assistance

or hearing aids and batteries of the most coq.plex hearing add.
M

.Suffice to say. perions with hearuig impairenps constitute our largest handicapped

' Potiolation .iitout care and knowleegeable assistance. hearing iepaired individuals

cantoithdrtio, 'be less productive, be less'happy than our skills and techno109Y

should let them tom. in .he decade of the '80's there is reason to believe that the

service Programsand teOnolOgies.avala4le to us will be available to the hearing,
4

Iimpaired.

r. Senator SCHWEI*ER. We are going to combine o ur third and
,

fourth panels because of our time-Iproblem, so I am golpg to ask
both our third and fourtlf pant% to. come lip here together.

Before I do, f want to thank Dr. Giarillini for being so patient

very higki mgriffor being interested in becoming better educated
this morning for sittingAhrough all these hearings. I give het

this morning. W# appreciate your interest. I. know you are busy
a like all of us are. I am sure you had other things to do, and we do ....4.,

approbiate your skim through the hearing. We are almost done,
so stick with us. Thffhk you , k, .. . . i

Our next panel is two that we are combining. Mr Albsrt Pimen- .

.
, tel, clirecomiof the National Associationolfib,p,Deaf., Sliver Spring, .

Md., Dr. Ord Cornett, cued speec4. program,' Oallaudet College, Ps
'Was' ingtoite DC., Mr, Ralph 4343rto, ecarfoinic`consultant, Arnett'-, er. .....

. "tan .Association of Rered . Persons, and the ,National Retired
Teac*s Association,' Washington, and Dr. Geofge Felleitdorf. .
presiff4ift of the ConsurpevOrganization for the Hearing-Impaired. .

. .

and director of' the National,. Information Center for Quiet, Wash-
. . ington, D.C. .

. , ,.
I am probely gtSing to have to limit you to about 3 minutes this

time -We will call on you in the orders that I just read, so, Al, if you
will staretout. / 1. ' .

, .

te
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76
STATEMENT OF ALBERT T. PIMENTEL, DIRECTOR. NATIONAL

.SSQCIATION OF THE DEAF. SILVER SPRING. MD.:' R. ORIN
CORN'ETT, PH. D., ,JIESEARCII: PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR.
CUED SPEECH PROGRAMS, GALLAUDET COLLEGE, WASHING-
TON, D.C.: RALPH W. B9RSODI, CONSULTING ECONOMIST.

It AMERICAN ASSOCIATION 401 RETIRED PERSONS. AND. NA-
TIONAL RETIRED TEACHEIIS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON. ,
D.C.. ACCOMPANIED BY aitONALD D. HAGEN. LEGISLATIVE
RKRESENTATIVE: 'AND CEORGE W. FELLENDORF. ED. IX ,1-
F`RESIDENT, CONSUMERS ORGANIZATION FOI THE HEARING.
IMPAIRED. INC.. AND DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INFORMATION
CENTER FOR QUIET.VASHINGTON. D.C., A PANEL
Mr PIMENTEL TIlank you, Mr. Chairman I am the executive

director of.the National Association of the Deaf, and I Am a totally
deaf.person With your permission, I will submit my.testimony for
the record. '

Senator SCaWEIKER. That will, be put in its entirety into the ,

record.
Mr Fimemet I will Just highlight six recommendations I have

which are very:brief, and hopefully I will stay within the 3minate
limit

Mr Chairman, the National Association of the Deaf would like
to make the following recommendations. No. 1, that funds be ear-
marked in selected social service programs to assure services to the
hearingimpaired populate___

No. 2. that legislation amendedPublic Law 95-602, the Re-
,habilitation Act,-- is- an.. era lei to assure -that- an- appropriately_

staffed office in the Federal Government attends specifically to the
d needs otthe hearing impaired.

Senafbr SCHWEIKER. May I interrupt? I just wa tit to say that I
will introduce that legislation that you have just recornmended.
That is part of the bill that I will put' irt to improve the Govern-
ment's services for the hearing impaired.

Mr. PimENTEL Thank you.
No 3, that he Environniental Pkotection Agenfy launch a more

vigorousicampaign'to control noise pollution. e

No 4, that buildingeand transportation systems be designed to
include visual information systems to assure that directional and
other information is accurately available to hehring-impaired per-

- sons The Architectural _ale Transportation Barriers Cwliance
Board should include this need in their program.

r Educe
r

r the Harifircapped and the Public Broad-
No 5, that Medavices and Captioned Films Division in the

P Bureau o
casting System expand their efforts to cover the needs of the bard
of hearing.

Na 6, that a'rehabilitation engineering.center be established to
'focus specifically on' the- development of inexpensive devices and
Roceeses, including loop systems for hearing aid users, emeNncy
warjng.devices for .automobiles, and. various alerting systems for-
private homes and apartments. It is our understanding that such a
center has been a priority in HEW for seutral Years, but no such

, Ater has yet materialized. Thisis diffichlt for as to understand or
acctpt, given the magnitude of the problem.

. .
4
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Finally. tie .Nat Association of the Deaf ,wpuld like to as,-

A - k clam itself wi
Speech- Language- Hearing

presentation made by Dr, Gene- Del Polito of
theAinerican Speech-L:anguage-Hearing Association, ancrespecially

v. witfrr Rocky Stone of Self-Help for' the Hard of Hearing. We :
want.tq associa+ ourselves with.their,preseptations.. Thank you.

. Senator SCH*IKER Thank yoti. I will forlow up -Yogr No 6.
recommendation too. I think that is a very good restAnmendation.

t. Since I conduct hearings on appropriations for HEW, I wilLPIInd out
why tbe'priority -has .not been higher on establishing 'a tehabilita-.

i tion engineering center It seemstto me that ,that is exactly -what
we do, need. and [twill take hat to mjVAppropriations Committee

' and ask them why and why& -
. -. . . 1

Mr. PIMENTEL. Thank you very much. . r ,. ,!The prepared statement of Mr Pimentel follows:1...c , , .

l
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Mr. Miasma ay name is /Abort T. Piscine/, S a* the Executive Director

. of tbe MatiOnal'Aspg046400 of thees!, which Is a rearm= orlaratraticat as'

tablisbed in MO. the mt0 has a membership of 18,000. with 47 steta.Sifiliated

orgarilmations. neemiefitsere is noels= denarcAtioTwherthardof hearing
,

ends and deafness begins, naking the probleos of both groups common in =any

areas of Ws. this national Asscoistion of the Deaf very ouch appreciates this

opportunity .o tbstify before this tccoittee on behalf of hearing affolred

of

persoaasim this country. 1
Hearing loss Ls an invisible affliction that affects ads 'stinted IS to

20 million Americans. ;t is thelargest grols disability in the United State.

=days All rsfulmice indicates that the numbers of hearing impaired citizens are .

' growing and in the dpcadee ahead they will increase et a more alarming rate. The

primary reasons boithie are age and noise Pollution.

the /tmrican population continues to live longer, more and more ofus

iii 4!Parterace heart:4'1M as s result of the aging process. or importantly..

however. is the facetgat se oesr environment becomes noisier each, day, the hear.

tog literally thousands of.indiwidualels being irreparably imaged. .

Gradual loss of hearing 3s a very eitteive problem. Often it begins so

slowly-Irvin go unnoticed. ...r.iver, as ths pogrom inteasIti5, it Ap4

lives and causw serious enotionalproblems. Left untreated, gradual loss of
s 1,

hearing can ruin careers and destroy Unities. As person stated, -ignored

and unattended, it grows progressively worse and can eventuallyione its victims

to liwes of deprsesion ;id isolation.' t

Despite the terrible damage whith hearing Lents can cause to the iidividual

sad his family, wet individuals who experlenc; this problem ars unwilling to

admit 1.4,-4 to themselves and others. The LOAM'S. for this ears norplexj.brw .

ever, a molar 4usa.is that we live in a youth-oriented seCisyy. VeoOle 'till

A
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rand to .gnats use ,Z s hearing 44d with obi age.

fle".

eP

tadivirbsals who axporiesice hsaring'Ims are not allays ewers that

-their hearing that is dote:Us:at/id. They smotims perseive the problem) 4.
.

me of Losiag aiohnoss. Psyabologically is is difficult for may people to

Mat yith s chiming physicil moditiou. including the loss Of bearing. Aside

from those individuals who have difficulty confreating thoirproblm, there

*re many who believe that there is littae that Ma be done about their decrease

to olortnies and therefor. do not seek smietancs.to rearilly their ptableg.

ThoM parsons have difficulty Maim with the fact that they have a legitimate

PATeitalslisabilLty: **their solutlors is Oftei toLmore it, and that it

will 90 aw0. The failure of.all head of bearing indivldmis to to and

capitalise oa thoir.colleactrvomis has resulted ii a ampler.* of serviem

to thou. may misting program mould very easily poet the semis of'haerim

P
impaired seisms by asking only minor od)ustamto is their service*. This is

not 90Curring bemuse there is no ppecifIc,mmaitnent in any area or level of

t today to encourage greater mareams.of thoproblem with delivery of

**rata" to those individuals.
Ak

Ns. thairam. ;be "Lima; Association.of the beef fold asks the folloylag

recommdithms1

.2114t iundsbe ea:parked im selected axial service programs ta.assure

541! to the heathy Inpaird pegulsdim.

That lagisiarlibm be Mended. PL. 95-102 4Tbe lohabilltation Act) ;a

=?Ils. to assme-therl ars apprepriately staffed office in Cm federal

4 ApsdiflUalln/ to the medsof the hearing Impaired.
. .

the lisrirtoresoneal Pr4tection1Agetcy 1103Act; a save

4
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4. Tbit.baildings and transportatioci systems be designed to include

visual informition systems to assure that directional and other information is

acutely available to bearing impaired persons. The architectaral+nd Trans-.

portstion Bailers Complianc Board should they this Aped to their program. '

6. That Media Services and Captioned fans Division in the Bureau of

a
Pupation for the Handicapped and the atralc &readout/sag Service expand Orbs

efforts to cover the needs of the hard of hearing.

. ' 6. 'Mat Rehabillition MginsariforCentes be astablIshedto focus

specifically on the developmen; Of inexpensive *Watts and processes, incloding

loop systems for beating abamerm, energenoyiparningdevleas tor automobiles

and various alerting systems See private homes and apartments. (It is OUX
4

andOrStanding that sod) a center has been a priority to 12* for several years,

but AO Saab cantor has yet tenaterialize. This is ditflibult for us to under-

stand or acespi., given the magnitrade of the problem.)

The 'Acids:IC*0f hearing loss in ourpopulation'aiI1 continue to become

greater es ahaf4Cial haNds older. The premature withdrew:I of persona from

pertiolpetion-for-sortertydeezo hearffig Ilia Is onfiecvesary an* a IOU O C NSW,

0,4u:bat:on ro aUr nation. Because the problestrisknot one that thrums

Life, it has laroply been Ignored by Our government. its more pervasive effect

*
Can only,be more clearly ondarstood and appreciated when the problem strikes

cIosea to home -- edam a member *tone's tautly is effected. Then the

deonstating.effec: on Chelensonallty ot the individoel and the depression thA

.

oftenvocompanIss towing Imes beglies.to sfteat the entire family. That clearly

describe* the severity of the problem that VO ars deelinektath here today. t

"SeenSown, handicapping condition, have long recopizedss being especlelly

-difficult to serve. Seedless emptiest:0ns Occur in vot;Ltiramil. esploynent,

tl
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mental beals.b. marital, and cobs; family-Waited problems. which create an

additional bukden on the loWare rolls. Thls is an area of mead wbore govern-

ment Ieesemeni mill ,cult lisg.eitiee return on deltitim expended. it ss

time to eive this prehies attention. MO ere requesting impropfiste sod

timely *ottani.

Thank vas.

C- Senator SOMMER. Will the next witness4o ahead?
. Dr. ConNyrr . Mr Chairman, my name is Orin Cornett from
Gallaudet "Coilege. I want to call to your attention, briefly, three
t4chnological applicationi that I believe to be of great potential

- importance to hearing-impaired persqns.
Q. - The first is the short-range wireless system;of ;odic hearing aid

that utilizes localized induction field transmission. This is a new
development, developed in Australia, described in the February-
March 1979 issue of the Volta Review It was demonstrated in my
laboratory during the Summer of 1979

The important aspect of this is that the 19'79 World Admintstra-
c, tive Radio Conference, recognizing the advantages of this system.

has accepted Australia'vproposal for a worldwide channel for FM
.induction field wireless hearing aids. So it is urgently important
that Federal support be generAted for extensise S pakicipation
irs, the testing and evaludtion of this SYsterTiand inaiur.g arrange-
ments fdr its broad availability

The second tecicnological application I wish to. discuss .s in the
area of speech-reeding aids. Sirke 1969. I hase been working on the

". idea' of a tvearahle speech analyzing-lip reading aid, based on the
. principles of cued speech In 1971, I was joined in this effort by Mr

pnbet -Beadles. a senior engineer at, the Research Triangle Insti-
tutein Durham. N.C.: and we have been collaborating since ,that'
time.

Currently. that organization haila 3-year contract with the NA-
tiondi Aeronautics and Space AgenIA, with, Gallaudet as a subcon-

' -fractor for testing and evaluatiop atiokint 9f 3. ,000 The
tohttrect calls. for the miniaturization of the device and its field
testing en 30 or moretsubjects ire one year.

It is important that the National Aeronautics and Space Agency-,
with whom ktiisiFontract- was closed. is providing support The
Prosthetics Engineering /of the Veterans- Administration is
haring in -this support. 'Iliel/atipnal Institutes of Health, the
atingle! Science Foundation, and ,the ureau of Education of the
ncrkep .are'participating inen ad ry capacity.

is de e is desigfied to provide tote deaf wearer the equiva-
t of the es of manual! yy cued speech, operating automatically

rom .the sound Of 'the speaker's voice. I call this to your attention
signV,because when,..the fled test is..complefed: it will be impor-
tant 'to arrange, if -the' field test is "successfill enough, for the
widespread'availlhility of this. or prey 'further testing that is
needed, The pro) t is on course and. is succeeding atvthis time

?
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The third technological application I wish to mention has to do
with hearing aid design' If eyeglasses were made as hearing aids
are" designed today, they would correct only for myopia and hyper-
metrna, not fop astigmatism

Herring aids are designed to amplify and correct to some degree
for frequency distortions, but not for amplitude distortion, also
called harmonic distortion or nonlinear distortion It is this factor.
I am sure, that is responsible for the failure of many children to
make good use of.their hearing, when anotherhild with the same
audiogram performs beautifUlly

Two years ago. I developed a conceptualidesign for a hearing aid
which can.compensate for this nonlinear diptortion As conceived,
it wittVork only if the nonlinearity is independent of frequency If
it depends on frequency, it will require a tiny digital computer, a
single chip, to correct the nonlidearity

I co cur in your statement that hearing aid design is far behind
the tikes, and this is one of the advances that needs to be made,
because there are many hatd-of-hearing or deaf persons with mud-
died auditory sensations caused by nonlinear distortion.

May I make ohe comment on the induction loop because of the
importance that has been given to it today' There are many van-

. ations, of this, from a very small loop to a loop that encloses a
whole home I have helped people design a loop to enclose their
entire home, so that if the other people in the family wear a radio
microphone, they may communicate to the hearing-impaired
person anywhere in the house.

Over 150 famines with hearing-impaired children have made
themselves a small induction loop, 13 inches in diameter andRialf
an inch thick,,to plug into the back Of the TV set so that the
hearing-impaired child can pick up a clear signal. They have done
this themselves, with only the cost of the materials, from a' design I
made 1r years ago There are many variations of this.

These small induction loops- have been available in Australia for
15 years, where hearing aids are furnished by the Government, and

O maintained Ten years ago when I was in Australia. those hearing
aids cost the Government V? 30 each, and they were good hearing.
aids -

We need, in this country, to have some impact upon the problem.
that keeps so many potential devices froth coming to fruition,
because the population they.can serve is not large en ugh to consti-
tute a market that will entice industry. In my writte testimony, I
have given examples of devices, that are feasible but re just not
attractivejo industrY*Lnless the cost of research and eve opment
get there% a level at which they can be manufactured and sold
profitably, they are not -going to benefit the hearing-impaired.
Thank you, Mr Chairman

Senator SCHwEIKER Let me just ask a question Have any of the
hearing aid companies expressed any interest in your third techno-
logical application"

Dr CORNETr I have not cdmmuniCaied with them about it, be-
cause at this point basicoresearch is needed to prove the feasibility.
.so i said. this is a conceptual design, it has never been produced.
Therefore, what is needed is research on this concept which will
establish the feasibility of it and settlethe question of whether it

I'.'
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can be a simple desiKn or whether it must have a digital computer
as part of the instrument.

At this stage, it is just a concept. It is an example, though, of an
area in which there is promise, and the promise should be investi-
gated. It would better be attacked by specific proposals to a Gov-
ernment agency for funds to do research on this, rather than with
the hearing aid companiei at this time, judging by the experience
of the past.

Senator SCHWEIKER. Would a rehabilitation engineering center,
such as proposed by Mr. Pimentel, be helpful? o.

Dr. Comerr. That would be an ideal place for this to be investi-
gated.

Senator SCHWEIKER. It seems like you have some very construc-
tive suggestions here that have some technological potential and
possibilities.
. I gather you are proving out yourself on No. 2 now Is that right? (--

Dr. CoRNErr Yes. That project is underway and fully funded, so
there is no immediate need, except to be alert to the probability
that at the end of the 3 yeat'S, there,,will be a device that may be of
great importance

Senator SCHWEIKER. I am not sure I understand the first one, the
VHF-FM radio hearing aid. How does that work?

Dr CORNETT. It uses the unique roperties of a radio spectrum in
the, neighborhood of three megahe z, in which the, induction com-
ponent of the field of the radio tra emitter drops off very rapidly
M 'Burgess and his associates, by using a small ferrite core anten-

a, have kept the radiation field to a minimum The radiation field
4 is the one thai goes' a long distance, it drops off with the square of ,

the distance. The induction field drops off with the cube of the
. distance. ,i

In the demonstration, Mi. Burgess and his wife were at opposite
sides of the three-room suite that we occupy at Gallaudet, and I

. was in the room in between. If 4 moved towardthe doorway of the
room in which he was, Icould hear Him clearly; If I moved toward
the other door, I. heard her, and yet they were on the same chan-
nel.

The trouble with the radio frequency hearing aids that .we -have
today is that there is a lot of interference, produced both by the
radio haring aids and picked up by them Also, there is cross-
interference between them, so that several induction field channels
ma 'be necessary in a school, for example.

The induction-field approach makes it possible to have a single
channel. For example, in a given family, a deaf child could hear
the father and the mother separately on the same channel It is an
established fact that the work has been done; now it needs wide-
spread evaluation.

The exciting thing is that if we can get this worldwide channel
set up for radio hearing aids, then a lot of the problems of interfer-
ence and the problems of cost will be solved Also. With the single

-channel: radio hearing aids can be much less expensive and more
useful.' J .

Senator SCHWEIKER. You tiave been a leader in the cued speech
field; I realize that. 'How many teachers have you trained in cued

h?speec . I .

MI

.
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jD Consen I really do not know, any hundreds, maybe a few
tho nd4 Surprisingly, I can give you ta. more accurate figure on
fore countries than I can here. There are about 1,000 people
cuing in England; there are a couple of hundred in France. The
method is used in about 150 places in the United States that we
know about. .

But, cow, you understand that my reference was to aft electronic
device based on the principles of manually cued speech. It was not

A. the cued speech itself that I was referring to
[The prepared statement of Dr. Cornea followsd
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Testleony of R. grilt Cornett. Ph.D.

'Iry 6. 1980

-

nr. Chairman, nembert of the Senate Subcommittee on the handicaPPed, Led.0 and. -2

Gentlemen;

by name is Orin Cornett. I ale Research Professor and Oirecter of Cs;ed Speech

Progreei< gallaudet College. From 1965 through i9Z5 I served as Vice President

for Planning at the

Today I will ca tar attention three technological applications believe

to .be of great Potent le.porten,TTO nearing-40001,0d persons. One is n

CcoPlete, resulting tn a specific device already widely tested and evadable

The second is wall along, scheduled for field testing in 1981 -82. The fbrai is

o/y at the <accentual stage. awaiting extended Is and clerk:Pant.

The February-march I979 issue of the Volta Review contained en article entitled

"Radio FrecZeney Wearing Aids: The Need for Complementary and Compatible Channel

AlledmtiOn." by Burgess. Christen, Donald, and Lowe.

This article Points out that conventional hearing aids fall to achieve adedvate

signal-to-noise ratios in non' situations..-) also points out that VHFFg radio

!searing aim systems randy the gnsblee, bu encounter and,creste serious interference

Problems. . ,

pueing tita tantiseriof.lgyg. hr. Burgess and his Whs, in.ery laboratory. 41ronscrated ,

short-range wiretess-system utilizing localiZed induction-fieldPansmisslon. it,:
.t.

overtones the problem of interference and makes possible single-Channel oPerpflon

under almost all conditions. 1 nee particularly intsTted in the technical details "...

. 1,..

Of this sTsCono because 10 1935 I was doing research on the egeelffe proparalas"of
..
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/the Induction and radiation com00nents of the electromagnetic field In radii)

transmisslon.that make it Possible. ,Nr. burgess and his associates have made use

of the rapid decay (with the cube of the distance) of the induction field and the
* %

reduction of the radiation field when a snail fetrltecore antdouts !spited.
.

Not the least advantage of use of this Pail of the spectrumignear 3 megahertz}

for FN radio hearing aids is the fact that it is one of the least desirable parts

of the spectrum for conventional radio communication.

The 1979 wor14.4dflnistrative Radio Conference, recognizing the advantages

mentioned, has accepted Australia's proposal for a world-wide channel for nt

Induction-field wireless hearing aids. it Is mow urgently important that , al

suPPort, be generated ;r extensive United States participation In Ile testing end

'evaluation of this system and in making arraaliaments.for Its brood Availability.

Technical and other information. including arrangements foricensing for manufacture.

C44 be obtained Eros hr. Victor Burgess. CIRO Division of Applied Physics, P. 0.

Box 218, Lledfleld. NSW 2070 Australia.

The second teehnologleat imm011eAtion I wish to discuss is In the area of

tosechreadlog aids. Since 969 i have been working on the idea of a wearable sPeech

kabe

analyzing lipreading aid ba en the principles of Cued SPeech. In 1971 1 was

Joined In this effort by Kr. rt Readies, a senior engineer at the Research

Triangle Institute, Durham, North Carolina. Since 1911 Oal,laudet College and the

Researeh'Triangle Institute have collaborated In research and development activities

aimed at Production and field testing o/'a wearable device: lotallaudet contract with

the National institutes of Neurological and Communication Disorders and Stroke for a

Project carried out in 1973, 1974 and 1975 malmied the feasibilitY of such a device.

with the Resach Triangle insetute serving as subcoetraebor for the electronic el.

development. CurrentlY ATI Ms three-year contract with the Nation./ Aeronautics

V

;
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4

and Space Agency. with Gallaudet as subcontractor for testkng and evaluation. in '

the isC0.1.1.t 5550.000..vo. Co calls for the miniaturization of the device

and Its fieldtelsting on 30 or more subjects for one year.. the Prosthetics Engineering

Unite! she Veterans haul istrationis sharing 14 the support of this project': while

the National Institutes of eaith. Motional Science roundatan and durum of

Education of the Handicap are acting in an advisory capacity.

The Au . as the devipe Is tailed. is designed to provide to the deaf wearer

4
the equivalent of the cues of manually Cued 7pteeh. operating automatically from

a 8 t
a the sOund of the speaker's voice. The eues are seen as a virtual 'Wage in the &if./

V

'''\---.

a0ProxioetelY four 'hit In front of the wearer. oho can.by POsition7ng his had gloat

.

the cues on.the face of the speaker, near ins lips. it is anticipated that the
_ .

Acid -test model ..;01 be.between thO'SIZO of package of clg ttttt es and the size

'of a small look. and that the production model Produced subsequently (microcomputer

and all) will be ire the bows of the wearer's 91 The Autocue, utilizes a
1

microptons -generated signai which is filtered. Preshaped and delivered'to a computer.

which samples five parameters 12.500 tines per second and suinuthom each ten miiii-

seconds. It uses the resulting data to segment the 'gado etrin4 Into phonemes,

assign thee to cue groupanl-ffrive the display 14 real time. approximately 150

milliseconds behind the sound pattern. over a period of five years 1:q college

students and 7 middle-aged to elderly Persons have been trained end tested. The

group of 15 students trained clueing the'current school rear required an overage of

only 13 1/3 hours to become able to decode consonant-vowel syllables as accurately

through vision alone. as normal hearingPersons can through audition.

If only sc4nreta.ty successful (In terms of accuracy. reliability. etc.) the

Autocuer will wake life a lot stagier and easier ;Or the 'Peaking deaf person Who

a

6
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wishes to function in the blaring world for an appreciable part of his time. If

it Is completely successful. it will essentially liberate those deaf Persons who

hive nothing wrong with them except deafness. from their severe limitations in

communication with hearing people.

It should be emchasized that many prolems to be solved, but that the

results obtained thus far in the development of this instrument are extremely

encouraging. When the field test Is compkyted in 1982, and it Is apparent that

One Autocuer can substantially improve'tho lot of the gearing - impaired. 014

Subcommittee on the handicapped will certainty be asked to give attention to ways

a
and means of making it widely available.

The third technological application 0 wish to discuss has to do with hearing -

aid design. If eyeglasses mere made es'hearieg aids are designed today, they would

correct only for myopia and hypermetropia, not for astigmatism. Wearing aids are

designed to amplify and to correct to some degree for frequency distortion, but not

for amplitude distortion, called also harmonic distortion (because it introduces

spurious harmonics into the auditory sensation), or nonlinear distortion.
46

tThoge who work with hearlinimpairekchIldren are continually puzzled by the

great differences In use of hearing among children with essentially Identical

eudlogramo. Some' children sake good use Of a minimal meount of hearing: others

make poor use'Of a subytantlit ampont of hearing. Nonlinear distortioe is respon-.
,

sible.for the masking of high- frequency sounds by lowefeequency sounds. Present to

some extent in the normal eer, but much more Prevalent In the haring-impaired,

Two years ago T developed conceptual design for hearing aid which Can

compensate for nonlinear dietortioa. As conceived. it will work only if the non -

linearity of the ear Is largely independent of frequency. If the nonlinearity varies

with'frequency, It world be neeeisary to change the design to utilize tiny ,

Digital computer (a single chip) to correct the nonlIneerity.

'S
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The State of technology todby is such that Marine aids capable Of Cleating
.

a
,up the hearing of many hard-of-hearing or deaf persons with Irudple auditory

aenSationS is not only possible, but could be achieved with only modest effort

and investment.

I wish.to close with a few general ob ions on thi,relationship of

technology to the needs Of the hearing - impaired A good many devices have bech

developed to improve the euality'of life of the hooting-impaired. most notable,

of course, is the heatIng aid. Others rncllide the mydem %Old* lide it possible

for the hearing - impaired. even the totally deaf, to comounicate via telephonci.

the radio warning device which enables hearing-impaired parents tCrespond to a

crying baby, the simple "44r-tight" wOieh replaces a conventional doorbell;

the i ;yet.? popular induction loop; and the strobe-light fire alarm used in

...the dormitories at Callaudet College and the Motional Technical Institute for the

Deaf. All of these protect Or enhance the safaty;of the hearing -smpalrett person, serve

his convenience, et even basically improve his quality of life.' Unfortunately, such

devices represent all too small a fraction of those needed and possible. .T e reason

is that devices for the heisingimoeired rarely provide market Opportunitiet obvious

*hough or forge enough to. liiduce Industry to Shyest the requititc amounts In their

4r development. The market is not large and its members average well below the general

pops/tallow In Income.

hey I give or: example. Savors or 'eight pars, ago 1 conceived the idea of a

wrist witch size device which would provide a vibrator stimulus to a hearingimpaitea

child when his masher sounded an inaudible supersonic whIS e. This would oalwellt,

possible to mail the ePtild at a distance of several hundr yards, qr warn him not

to wander too-far awe?. A local engineering Ilea did scot preliminary work on the,

Wen, Judged It feasible, but dropped it on the basis of probable development costs

versus estimated markee potaat!al.
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A step down from th preceding in probability of deyeloPment is 'e similar

.

device for enabling a' htaring-imoaiied player to feel the referee's whistle at
..%

basketball game.

in scat eases. such devices could be marketed profitably. 'though not on a

grand scale, If de4eloPmemt andstooliog -40 costs were subsidized. Thls Is the

only ray the needs of the bearing - Impaired will be served affequately. They do

not constitute a sufficlentlynarge and affluent market to attret the efforts

of industry and business to many of their needs.

A careful study of all possible devices of aPParept Promise'should be made

and airogrem planned to provide stimulus and support for the research h and develop-

event costs Achtired to make them marketable Oh a basis reasonably attractive to

industry:

Senator SCNWEIIICER. Thank you very much. Mr. Borsodi?
Mr. Bolisom. I am Ralph W.tBorsodi, consulting economist for

the 12.5 million member National Retired Teachers Association
and Arrierican Association of Retired Persotis. I am a resident of
Greencastle, Pa. I am accompanied today by Ronald D. Hagen, one
of our legislative'reprevritlitives.

Wi appreciate this opportunity" to present our views on the sub-
ject of progiams and technology for the hearing impaired, and
especially the elderly hearing impaired. We will submit a lenghth.
ier statement for the record.
' Clearly. hearing Impairments are a major community health
probleth affecting persons'of all ages. In fact, hearing problems are
the most frequent basis of physical impairment in the country.
Age-associated hearing impairments are particularly noteworthy
due to their relatively greater incidence among the rapidly growing
elderly segment of our pop6lation.

Yet, appropriate attention has not been given to tate health care
needs of the hearing-impaired elderly, most likely because hearing
loss is not a direct cause of death or deemed a serious illness.
However. this.ignores the magnitude and socioeconomic impact of
heiring disorders on the quality of life of the aged and th'e fact
that the primary goal of the Congress in i ; ing, and subsequent-
ly improving, medicare. as well as othe publi health and insur-
ance programs, has been to make n :ed iint.-ovements in this
regard.

Health interviews and audio etric surveys dearly indicate a
significantly greater prevalent of hearing impairments in older

_persons, and particularly in les. Prevalence rises generally with
age and increases steeply over the age of 60.

While only 7.6 percent of the population had hearing impair-
ments in 1977, a fuft 29.3, or 6.5 million peop e age 65 and over
suffer such impairment.

Older persons commonly have multiple pit sical, psychological
and social problems, the interaction of which can complicate the
management and treatment of such conditions as hearing loss
Moreover, an elderly person beset by economic difficulties or the

ri«i Ad ii.AaLt
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loss ora spouse may have little motivation *to seek out auditory
testing and rehabilitation. Even worse, an older person fighting
chronic illness may adopt the attitude that efforts to improve his
or her hea)inkare not important. . t

Surveys of elderly families show that in ranking various health
problems, hearing loss is more objectionable than such problems as
incontinence or mental impairment. .

In -the past, there has been too little attention given to the
rehabilitative needs of the elderly. This has been a 'reflection, of an
attitude that such conditions as a hearing frripairmentare,irrevers-,

ible.and part of the normal aging process.
Fdr the hearing-impaired elderly; it can be very -difficult to gain'

access to important health and social. services. It is even more
difficult where the individual is reticent in admitting that he or
she has a hearing problem; Iniaddition, an older person's hearing-
difficulties may be misinterpreted as a sign

For those persons with medically. incorrectabte hearing loss,
bearing aids are an essential' part of their rehabilitation. Yet.
many, elderly people forego hearing aid use because they cannot
afford them, despite the fact that roughly half of all people who
have bilateral hearing Mapairment are elderly.

A large share of the estimated 650,000 hearing aids sold annually
are purchased by the elderly. Total expenditures in 1978- were
approximately $250 nriltion. The elderly not,only peed aids with
good plkformance characteristics, but devices that can be easily
inserted and controlled by individuals with multiple disabilities; for
example, arthritis.

For older Americans who are most often on fixed incomes, and
facing high health care costs, no assistance is available for this
highly predominant affliction. Medicare does not cover the cost of
hearing aids,. riot, in most instances, the services of a physician or
audiologist. With the average price of a hearing aid being about
3350, this' can be a significant expense for many older persons.

Our associations believe that the proposed.trade regulation rule
and staff repott of the Federal Trade Commission for the sale of
hearing aids is a significant and positive development. We strongl=y
endorse the FTC staff recommendations concerning the buyers
right to cancel within ,ao- days. Such a 20day trial period should
allow the ,purchaser enough time to wear the aid in a representa-
tive variety of ctual use-situations-and determine whetber,signifi-
cant new or additional benefits are beingreceived.

Senator ScHwffitss. Mr. Borsosli,1 'have to chair another hear-
ing; so we will hive' to Move on to another witness.1 am sorry.

Mr. Boasbif. Parden? o-
Senator SCHWEIKER. I have to gokhair a National Institutes Of

Health-appropriations hearing this afternoon, and I do not want to
cuebur last;*ituess short. 1-e eue.your whole statement in the
record, and We will goon to our 'witness: a

The prepared statement of Mr. Brsodi followsl
, ,
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Mr. Chairban;

I am Ralph W. Borsodi, Consulting Economist for the 12.5

itillIonimember National Retired Teachers Association/American

Association of Reared Persons.

11,

I Am.acgompanied today by ROnald

D: Hagen, one of our Legislati e Representatives. We.aPpreciate

having this oPPortftity tp Pres nt our vtews.on the subject of ti

Programs and technology for the gearing impaired, especially the

elderly hearing impaired.wrecgmm nd the Subcommittee on the

Handicapped for cooddctinq this he ring and addressina an area of

areat bonceris to our nation's elderly citizens.

.While,other witnesses appearing efore this subcommittee will

undoubtedly discuss in detailed and hi ly technical terms various

Programs and activities which assist heA ing iiPaired Americans,

we woad like to narrow the focus of our comments to the specific

. problems of elde.rlY hearing impaired individuals and at the same

time discuss current reseIrch in this, area as well as a.numbor of

other public policy concerns.

4
'Overview And Background

Clearly, hearing impairments are a major community health

problem affecting persons of all ages. In fact, hearing problems

are the most frequent cause of physical impairment in this country.

In this regard, age associated'hearina impairments are Particularly

noteworthy due to their relatively greater incidence and more

profound repercussions among this raPidly growing segment of our

population. Yet, appropriate attention. hlp not been aiv6 to the
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health care needs,of the hearing impaired elderly -- most likely

because hearing lbws is'not a'direct cause of death or serious
.

illness. However, this ignores the magnitude and socio9conomic

impact of hearing disorders on the quality of life of the aged and

the fact that the primary goal of the Conaress in enacting (and

subsequently improving) Medicare as well as other public health and

insuranceprograml has been to make needed improvements in.this regard.

16.
Experts define hearing impairment-through audiometric surveys

of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population -es the presenCe al'

elevated hearing levels for speech in the better ear. The vast

majority of persons with hearing problems are not deaf but hav e

varying degrees of difficelty in understanding speech. Health inter _

views and audiometric surveys clearly indicate a significantly greater,

prevalence of hearing impairments in older persons and in males. -

Prevalence rises gradually with age and increases steeply over the

.age of 60. This is especially noteworthy given present demographic

trends. Whereas in 1977 there were only 23 million (10.010 Americans

over the age of 65, by the year 2025 this age group will number 51

million and constitute between 11 and 21t of our total population.

While only 7.6% of the population have hearing impairment:B(1977),

a full 29-31,of 6.5 million people age 65 and over suffer such4

impairment. In addition, nearly half of those 75 and over have idqnti-

fiable hearing impairments. As high as .these'numbers may seem, Amen

these are most likely understated due to the general-reluc)ance on

4
the part of older persons to admit to having a hearing problem or by,

a genuine lack of awareness of the existence of a hearing proElem

r-e
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on the part of the elderly individual.. Indeed, such problems of

attitude and awareness make it most difficult to accurately survey
.

or interview this target population and will likely continue to

' result a the tinder reporting of this,impairment among the aged.

There is very little in the way of epidemiologic data on the

hearing impaired elderly. Most studies have obtained information

only on the number.of elderly persons with hearing impairments and

Slave not yielded useful information on the etiology or severity

of tfie problem. The majority of hearing disorders among the elderly
/

are,'however, chronic conditions and the exact date of onset is

often difficult to ascertain. PresbYcusis, a term with numerous de-

finitions, geerally refers to hearing loss that is attributable to
. .

aging aline. s.a condition, it includes at least four different types

of auditory defects and is broadly the result of a relatively slow

and general deterioration-of the hearing Process. Presbtcusis.is

often a 'diagnosis of last resort ", and while the causal factors

are largely *unknown, manY experts believe it to be the product of
1

an intergration of ihsultsto the ear -- noise, drugs, infectious

diseases, certain genetic characteristics and time.

While the onset is .usually gradual, it is an affliction
, .

which is above all else common, Frustrating, incomprehensible and

unpredictable.' Together with other chronic physical ailments and

impairments that older Americans suffer, this condition seems to

Make on a synergistic mnmentun all its own with one problem contri-

buting to or feedihg on another, e.g. arthritis, diabetics, sight
..

2 ijz
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impairment, strokes. etc. without doubt, there is a

need for much greater distinction among the disorders

included within presbycusis and lurther studiof.the

mechanisms associated with each. A typology of

'hearing Losvin old age needs to be'deve/oped.

Social and PsychologiCal Problems Associated

With Hearing Impairment

Older persons commonly have multiple physical,

psychological and social problems, the interaction of

which con comPlicate'the management and treatment of

such conditions as hearing loss. "PsYchologically, an

older person who has been very active and vigorous may

well react to the discovery that he or she is not

hearing well by becoming uncertain of themselfts and

pulling away from people. Moreover, an elderly perwm

beset by economic difficulties or the loss of a spouse

may have little motivationto seek out auditory testing

anti rehabilitation. Also, victims of such debilitating

conditions as strokes or arthritis may find the simple

,placaent'and adjustment of a hearing aid or earmold

diEficuIt iE not impossible. Even worse an older person

fighting serious illness (e.g.'concer, heirt disease) may

adopt the attitude thatefforts to improve his or her

hearing are relatively unimportant.

Undoubtedly, the 104eliness, depression and isolation

:associated with defective hearing in' an eIderIY individual

2
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can leave an older person very vulnerable to crime and
.

-fraud. It e'en* alsd severely effect.the guality.of

an older person's life, specifically by reducing his

employment prospects. Ail, it is difficult far such

11 an iced individual to secure suitable ervplbyment in the

first pipe, once a job is obtained, a'hearing impaired'

older persoh may refuse to wear a hearing aid or

prostheses out of fear of losing his or her job,1

Surveys of ellierly families show that in ranking

various health problems hearing loss is more objectionable

than such problemeas incontinence os mental impairment.

Furthermore, hearing loss place's the elderly in greater .

risk of in %titutionali2ation. In this respect, a

measurement of the extent of hearing impairment among

nursing harm residents is contained in the most recent

national Nursing Home Survey (1977). According to this

survey, 32 ;28 of the nursing home population is hearing

impaired and 1% haim complete hearing loss. An esti-

mated 75,900 lor 541.4.of nursing home residents use .

a hearing aid. Still, 'Leh of this reported useale is

inconsiseent and there is a need to educate nursing

. }Nome attendants as to the, to encourage use,of

these aids.

As we have noted, thd hearing impaired older'

person is both handicapped andiat the same timescopinc

4 2,1
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with numerous other changes in his life. There often-
.

is a general lack of assertiveness on tOe part of the

hearing impaired agedas well as a feeling that break-

downs In communication arp their fttht. 'Yet we still

lack data, oft the effect of hearing impairment on the

general health of the elderly li well as the impact of
. 4.

this impairment on self-image, Psychological status,
.1

family relations., economic well-being, esip.ence to

/
loss and respcipas to stress,

Rehabilition
In the,past there has been too little attention

given to the rehabilitttive needs of the elderly.

This has been .a reflectionof an attitude that such
. .

conditions as a hearing impairment are irreversible and-
..

'part of the normal aging process. Through a heightened

interest in geriatrics and certain public policy

Initiatives we are only now starting to counter this

attitudi4ind effetctively deliver rehabilitative'services

to.our elderly.,

Before we discuss re4habiLitation of the hearing-:

impaired elderly we need to generally summarize the
1

causes,of this condition. Ptesbycusis, or hearing

disorders that characteristically occur in ad age,,can

be the reixili of:- the cumulativeeffcct of m edication;

noise (occupational or recreational'exposures):-the

onesC1.4 any number of chronic conditions (e.g.

dardiovasculai disease or diabetes); or merely time.

I-

, A
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More common in elderly men than women, indiiriduals

with this condition suffe r not only reduced hearing

sensitivity but.also a reduction in their ability to _

discriminate and interpret speech, tolerate loud sounds

and apprpciate music 'or ,a variety of other plealant audij

tory experiences. our elderly citizens should especially

be aware of the cumulative effect of medications they are

,taking for other conditions on their hearing. Aspirin,

some antibiotics, certain diuretics anti-cancer agents

and other medications are known to have potentially
WI
obblogical effects. This is particularly significant

Eor the,aged since those over the age of 65, while

representing only 111 of our popplation, consume 151-

. of all prescription drugs that are sold.

The deaf comprise only 108 of all hearing impaired
,..

persons, yet those people who suffer the Liss of even

part of their hearing lose part of Wit

with

to

interact and communicate with those around thee. For

the elderly especially, it can be very difAcult to

access important health and social services. This is

even more difficult where the individualis reticent

in admitting that he or she has a heirring problem. In

addition, An older nersrns's hearing eifficulaus

111 may be misinterpreted as a sign of senility and

oro
place them at risk of institutionalization. Generally

r.

2ut;
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misunderstood or misinterpreted behavior on the part

of the hearing impaired elderly make it easier for others.

to ignore or discOunt their special needs and problems.

In testing and evaluating the hearing problems of

older persons it is necessary to realize that not all .

normal testing procedures are appropriate for this group.
-

Acoustic reflex testing, for example, may be useful

for yOunger persons but not yield accurate results when

used on 'the elderly. .special measures often need to be

taken to distinguish between hearing loss and Cognitive

impairment in elderly iddividuals wpo are .severely disabled.
0

Also, 1.n interpreting the results of peering tests,

evaluators need to be aware of the tendency of older

Persons to be more cautious in test situations. than

younger persons. Just as the abiiity to perform coord-

inated, movement declines faster with age than do.os

muscular strength, so too the ability to understa speech

often diminishes more rapidly than does the per ption

of sound.

For thoso persons with medically incorrectable hearing

loss (a large majority of dithearing impairedl, hearing
L.

aids are antsselltial part of their rehabilitation. Yet
.

many elderly ?cople forego hearing aid use because they

cannot afford them - dcspiii the fact that roughly half

*a all People who havc bilatoral.hearing impairment are

21'1
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elderly. .Thks'is indeed unforhnate since at is

4 , 'precisely at this stage Oflife that it is most

4.1

necessary for the eldeply.to maintain ontimaCcommuni-
.

f' 4
cation rinkswith iosaety.--

Alarge Aare ofet4,estimate0 650,000 hearing";

aids seld annually are pnl-ctiaied"-by the elderly. Total0 .01*

expenditures in 1976 were approX:mately S250-300A. T

rdmain, however. a,number-o4 serious problems in hea; ng

aid useage among the elderly. The dptimal model cad'

at the very least be: (1) simple - with a

few-switct4s that ate easy to move; (2) theye

battery whach is easy to remove and replace (3) be
`

properly.fittpd, so ii not to irritate thi skin: (4)

'have a noise suppressor switch; end (5) have an
1

!I altOmatie volume control. Therefore, the elderly

o
need not gnly aids with good performance cbaracteris-

.

tics but.devices-that can be easily inserted-and'con-
, -

trolled by individuals with multiple disabilities, for

examplA,arthritis In sonle instances', :R- the -ear

....,:

models may be. preferable for cosmetic reaeons.since the

elderly are sOmetim9s embarrassed about their hearing

: .
loss and,the fac"-tph#1t mays be symptomnkic of Innerally.

failing thiaISh. Wftrea/price and cosilketiO tipPe
. _ 0- ' .

may be tegtliating factors in, the selectionlaf n aid,
1, . .

among tNeleaiing impaired elderly a tradeoff sometimes .

., of

needs to be made between the "best" Neafing'aiii and

O

I
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one that will.aekually Be worn. A 4'
. I

For the heiriag impaired eiderIV.,4ho are most

often on fixed income's anck facing nigh health care costs.

no assistance is.avairable.for this highly predominant

affliction. Medicare does net cover the cost pf ilearing

aids nor in most inmtahces eke services of .a physicien

or audiologist. Private insurers Wiooften loc0: to the

federal government asp& model for their benefit structure

also fort:R*150st Part do not cover heAring aid purchases
.

1 .

and related hearing aid services. The average price of

a'hearing aid is about PAO with batteries costing an

average S12-IS a year.,
$

Our Associatioas believe that the proposed Trade

Regulation Rule and staff.report ofthe Federal Trade

Commission (FTC) for the sale,of hear4g aids is a signifi-

cant and Positive development. Oxr only regret is that

it has 4411four and one-half years since the'actioripwas

, first proposed arat we hate notaet seen a final rule

promulgated. Specifically, we strongly endorse the FTC

staff's recommendations concerning the buyers right to

k cancel within 30 days and the requisite for an oral

.explanation of this right. The propoied 30ay trial

period should allow the purchaier enough time to weak

the aid in a representative variety of actual use situations

and determine whether significant new or addition4i

benefiteare beinireceived. While the Commissioners have

4

2,
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yet to complete final action on this proposed rule, we

would also favor those provisions in'the staff recommenda-

tions that would require all sellers of aids Co identifi '

themselves as such. An the very least, all written .

advertising should be regulated so as to preveLlt false or

misleading'hlaims regarding the performance of a hearino

aid.' And imPortantly,'this ritle should only supersede

tOosmState.elaws and regulations that do not provide

consumers with equal or greater.ptotection. We beAeve

that the acquisition of a hearing aid should.be-handled

in mucliaki,same fashion as eyeglasses. By requiring 'I/

consultation prior to the purchase of a hearing aid, a

great number of complaints from customers would be

eliminaW Ind much df the sting in high pressure sales

tactics practicedby door-to-door salesmen.vould be
ei

eliminated. Proner teatina.im wieder, Po datermil4 tie
Type; nature and degree of hearing loss and to decide

if ih'fact the patient actually needs a hearing aid.

We,ikge the FTC to adopt tqf.s'Trade Regulation gale

as S004 as
a
its rule-Making authority. is restored and we

.'"
cat the Congress to expedite this'process,

This subcommittee is familiar with some of the problems

of hearing impaired Americana. To assist the hard of

ye 4
hearing in restoring their communicative abilities themery

. alAumbor of devilps. For the aged, perhaps foremost,among

these are devices that permit the hearing impaired to

e

a
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communicate by telephone, an especially important considere-
d,

tion for the mady dlderly ppesons who live alone, are

homebound, or who have.telephone handsets that are incom-
e

patible with hearing aid use. Devices such aS the 'tone-

ringer" and "signalman' ate also available at modest

cost from local telephone companies and Provide special

auditory, or visual signals to the hard of hearing so as

to'allow for telephone cOexersation.. There also may be

some potentialan these devices for warning the hearing

impaired of pending emergencies or natural disasters.

These and other deviCes, such as the telecoil, directional

microphone, glasses aid and audio loop system are most

appropriately watched to the individual needs of the

hearing impaired.

Of direct interest to the hearing impaired elderly

is an-agreement between the National institute on Aging

(NIA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
OD

(NASA) providing for collaboration in apPlying technology,

Ito,help oidei people with sensory, communicative and

motor disabilities.' Part of the effort is,.focusingon '-

a major concern of geriatric medicine - the, development
of

of appropriate prostheses, e.g. .a special earmold.

We are also aware that the Rehabilitation Services

Administration (RSA) within HEW, and specifically RSA's

Peyness and Communicative Disorders office 10CDO) have been

"I
less than successful in addressing the vocational rehahili-

tative needs ot,the hearine impaired. This iv esoeciallv true
a

2
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; concerni4Ithe eldeflY4hieriamgImiraired who are commonly

ignored When it tbMis441i'vot'ationt rehabilitative services.
' 1

Cur Assockatibep pique it xs.,iel-t the RSA address thee

' c omprehensive iAhrlbilitative needs of the hearing impired.
a ;

We cal). on thfil:fongrOiss- to adequately and consistently

fumi.RSA's cozen uniciltive disorders program.s

Research Needs -.
Thep- iss`ateneral lack of information and data

concerninq'the hearing impaired elderly . Consequently, there

are a number of areas where new and continuing research

is needed. Basic research is needed on the biology of

aging so as to clarify the fundamental mechanisms of the

forms of presbycusis. Pharmacological research is

needed on aged subjects (which is seldom done) to help

£dentify ototoxic drugs and develop ltugs that help prevent

or alleviate presbycusis. It is also important a

typology of hearing loss in old age be established so

greater distinction can be made within the broad category ,:

of presbycusis. Additional biomediCal research'is also

needed on the causes of presbycusis and the possible

association'Of illnesses such as diabetes and cardiovascular

d$,sease with hearing loss in old age. Furthermore,

research efforts should focus on those hearing impairments

*that are basic to the aging process hs opposed to thefts,

that are a result of many years of environmental stress.
0..

''
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The federal government should continue to sponsor

longitudinal studies on the epidemiology of hearing

loss, focusing on the correlation between hearing

lOss and occupation, geographic region, diet and other

factors, Socio-behavioral research efforts should

focus specifically on the interaction of hearing loss

with other psoblems, for example the onset of paranoid

illness and depression. Primary sponsors of these

research efforts should logibally continue to be the

National Institute of Health /NIA and the National

Institute of. Neurological and Communicative Disorders

and Strokes (NINeDS), The NIA shOuld also be allowed to

expand its Curriculum Developments grants in geriatrics

to facilitate the training of such health Professionals

4 as pbYppians, nurses and audiologists in the age

associated problems related to hearing.

Conclusion

Hearing impairment, especially among the aged, may

not be as traumatic a condition as deafness but it is

'far more prevalent and common a characteristic of growing

older. Our Associations strongly AuPport the work of NIA

and NINCDS in order to further our understanding of the

interrelationships between heaZiAg impairment and age.

However, because aging is a field few profehsionals and

the general public know little about, it is particularly

important that information be disseminated on this topic

.
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and that the public be well.informed. The NIA has already

sPonsored a valuable seminar on the topic of "Hearing d

the Aged". The NINCDS and National Bureau f Standards have

also published excellent booklets on hearing loss and the .use

of hearing aids. Unfortunately, thcs kind of information

has not been widely disseminated to date. Many elderly

.individuals still believe that hearing impairment and hearing
.4

aids signify a general failing of mental and physical health.,

And unwlttingiy, many health Professionals reinforce this

perception. well' coordinated information efforts can be the

most effective means orpreventing hearing impairment.

Clearly, many elderly people require some sort of

financial assistance'id order to have their bearing medically c'

eValuated,, and iffigtedid, be Properly fitted with a hearing

aid. Medicare provides no assistance in this regard and

not even the federal/state Medicaid program uniformly pibvides

needed hearinraids to the hearing impaired. In the absence of

Medicare reimbursement or Private insurance coverage, the

federalgoveinment should Se actively expanding.what isi

at present a very good technical- base. Research efforts should

be Orgeted on developing and then Promoting an inexpensive,

simple and standard hearing aid. At the same tire, the

Congress should anew the FTC to immediately consider its

proposed Trade Regulation Rule'. Older Americans often

leek knowledge abo'ut hearing health and/or hearing aids

and are GUI' being taken advantage of - a practice t

41-547 go
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can be Avoided if the FTC promulgates its'30-day 'buyers

right to cancel rule'. '

We also believe that this Administration as well as

the Congress should closely examine the advisability of

allowing the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to-

issue a rule Preempting state laws which require that

hearing aid candidates have their hearing tested prior

to purchasing an aid. In order to eliminate a vist number

of complaints from consumers over the purchase of hearing

aids, we recommend prior medical consultation and oppose
, .

anyeffort on the part of FDA to allow persons over the

age of 18 to unconditionally waive state medical requirements.

We commend the subcommittee for convening this forum

and appreciate having had this opportunity to express

the views of our Association4 on this important and timely

subject.

Senator Scn EIKER. I am sorry, but I just have to get to the
other hearing; we are an hour late now. Go ahead, Dr. Fillendort

Dr. FELLENDORF. Mr. Chairman, being the last speaker at this
time and knowing you are pressed for time, I will do what you
have asked all of the speakers to do and keep my remarks to 5
minutes or less,

I do appreciate the opportunity to testify, from, two standpoints;
one, on behalf of the Consumers Organization for the Hearing-
Impaired, which was founded in 1977, and represents both individ-
uals and groups. if we were to include the memberships of all of
our affiliated groups, which include the National Association of the
Deaf, our membership would be in excess of-probably 20,000:.

Also, I am speaking as Director of the National Information
Center for Quiet, which is federally supported by the Environment:
tal Protection Agency and which is concerned about environmental
noise. Certainty, when we are talking about hearing loss and envi-
ronmental noise, the two are intimately related. I am delighted to
be identified at this time as representing those two activities.

I am glad we have the loop, because some of our members who
are here today would not have come if I could not have assured
them that a loop-system would be installed. Otherwise, they would
have not'had access to my remarks or yours or the other spea%rs
today. So I think that we are striving, as an organization, for' equal
access, and this demonstration today is certainly a credit to you
and your committee and staff for having provided that opportunity.

. 4.0
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I will make a pert of the record the informational brochures on
the Consumers Organization for the Hearing-Impaired and the Na-
tional Information Center for Quiet, so I will not relate the back-
ground associated with those two organizations.

I would say that I was delighted to hear, Senator, that you will
cosponsor 'or sponsor in the mate House Resolution 5022. We
have been seeking a Senate supporter. and I am delightedito hear
tpday that we'have found him. I can assure you that that news will
be passed along to our members.

Senator SCHWEIKER. 'That was worth the trip here, Was .it not?
Dr. FELLENDORF. Absolutely. We should have made it a lot

sooner. I am sorry; that is our mistake, not yovrs.
Mould also like to mention a bill that Congresswoman Mikulski

has kntroduced which would provide for tax benefits to those in-
stalling TV closed caption devices. I am not sure of the status of
that bill in the Senate, but perhaps your staff could--

Senator SCHWEIKER. We will look into that, too. -

Dr FELLENDORF. That is something else that would have distinct
advantages in providing access to television as well.

I would like to close by stating that the idea of excessive environ- -
mental noise is impacting upon ail of us. including those with
hearing losses and those with potential hearing losses. I would like
to read just briefly from my statement a statement by Dr. Luther
Terrys former Surgeon General of the United States and President
of the HEAR Foundation, which operates the Natrona' Information
Center for Quiet. -

With respect to noise, he says, 'The insidious character of high.
level noise exposure is such that it may be weeks. months, years or
decades before the total influence and reaction is felt by persons so
exposed."

So, in summary, our Message to this subcommittee is as follows:
Help reduce the incidence of noise-induced hearing loss by support-
ing efforts to inform the general public, as well as business leaders,
of the potentially harmful effects of noise and how to minimize
them.

Second, recognize the vast army of hard-of-bearing persons in
this Nation by including their special interests and well-being in
legislation and in public awareness programs of the Federal, State,
and local governments.

In cpnclusion, may I express my gratitude to the chairman, the
members of the subcommittee. and the committee staff for this
opportunity to carry out this morning the slogan of the Consumers
Organization for the I-fearing-Impaired, which is "Every human
being has the right to hear and be heard." Thank you..

Senator SCHWEIKER. Thank you for your testimony. AS you said,
will be pleased to introduce this bill in the Senate very soon, and

work with your organization and the other groups here in getting
it passed.

['Me prepared statement of-Dr. Fellendorf follows:)
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In many respects the interests and needs of bard of hearing children

and adults have escaped the attention of legislators, administrators, and

employers. This is understandable since even the definition of the bean

"hard of tiearing" has been difficult to tie down because such factors as

,degree of hearing loss, age of onset, use of hearing aids and the attitudes

of society may all affect the extent to which a hearing loss is handicapping

to a, given individual at a given point in time,

The Consumers Organization for thelltearing Impaired includes among its

primary Objectives the education of the public on the unique problems and

potentials of hard of bearing persons. Our members generally have perfectly

normal language and speech patterns. Thus they are able to communicate

Aitterently firtMmmost of those whom world be Categorized as prelingually

deaf. On the other hand, for ahard of hearing person to ase the telephone,

there is often the need for some type of assistance inorder for him to

understand. an incoming message and respond apprapriately. For some, a

,4teletypewriter is necessary just as for severely deaf persond, but for a

great majority of hard of bearingpezioni there is a need for the magnetic

coupling that enables theta to use their bearing aid telephone coils. For

this reason, SenatorSchweiker, we are currently seeking favorable action

in the HOuse of Representatives on UR SOP which would require all new

telephen installations to be compatible with hearing aid telephone coils.

In Conjunction with one of our affiliates, Tone Organization for Use pf the

Telephone (O.U.T.), we would urge you to consider sponsoring this

legislationin the Senate. If passed..this bill would assure that over a
<

period of time no hearing aid user would be denied equal access to the

nation's telephone netWork as is now the case in sany parts of the country.

1
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knongovr other cbjecEives is the widespread use of, the induction loop

systereimott as is in use in this hearing roan today. Sane of our seaters

in .the hearingext todk would_ have not Withered to cone if I had not

teen.able to aisura theft; the roan toad be- looped. They ikseld have found.
theme Ives denied access to sy reworks_ anthyours.as well if the had

no) been insfalle4. Thus in the same manner as we nod find drat and

manual interpreters provided for deaf perscr, CORI seek, consistent use

of induction love. We are %matted to inforsdng those responsible for

holding guialic treetingi, eaployers, theater °veers and operators, churchek

,and similar facilities where people gather, of the need to oonsideethe

hard of-hearing persons`who, given half a chance; will be able to
vi

participate' as well as the perecns with normal hearing.

A furtheacbjective is to seek coverage of nearing testing,

aid purchase and hearing aid service varlet Medicare and Medicaid. I would

. like to yoke a copy of the OQEII brxihure a part of to/ testimony,' Senator

fictsveiker, in order that-cur full range of purenses and Progreso oh'
A .11

becare'part of the reared of these-haulage.

Excessive noise is undoubtedly cceetributincf a the natters of !hr

population who afire now or will be hard of hearihg in the future. Wise

isips'ets upon children too in that it interferes with their ability to read

and is a stressor and we are etaare that stress leads

to.hytertension thereby become a contributing cause to decreasing

life expectancy.

All of these auditory and iemv-auditory health effects of noise,

hcwever, easy be accupting without our kneaded!). As stated by Dr:

Luther L.-Terey, President of the 11.E.A.g. Boudation, Inc. and former

.fr
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surgeon general of the United States, "The insidious character of high

level noise exposure issuCh that it nay be weeks, Months, years or

decades before the total influence and reaction is felt by the persons
.$

so ennead'.

Our message is this subcommittee, then is;

1. Mehpreduce the incidence of noise-induoad,hearing lc" by

Opportilvefforts to imam= the general public as well as business
1

Le'
leaders of the potentially harmful effects of noise and how tab minimize

thea,,and

2. neoogn4e the vast azsy of hard of hearing persons in this
6,

nettion.by including their special interests and well-beingtin legislation,

and in public seamless programs of the federal, state and local

governments.

In conclusion spy I express my gratitude %o the Chairman, die

, numbers of the sutconmittee and the committee staff for this opportunity

toscarry out this morning the slOgan of the Oansurers Organizatim for ;N.)

the Impaired, inc.; i.e., !Very human being should have the

light to hear send be heard.

ol
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The National The Hatt, hal Information Center for
Information Quiet, a federally funded service that acts
Center for as a rolional clearinghouse for the
Quiet colt len and dissemination of informa-

tion on se abatement'and control, was
created serve both noise control
experts a interested citizens. Its
existence grew out of the realization that
not only does noise lower the quality of
life in both udzamand rural areas, but it
also constitutes a serious health hazard.
As the awareness of the environmental
problem increased.'it became expedient
to create a focal pointor information
center for the dissemination of public,
information materials on noise and its
effects.

In an attempritrreet this need. a
ponsortium of organizations was formed
under the, name of the National

F information Center'for Quiet. The
organizations that make up the center.
consist of:

-

Aniericin Council of Otolaryngology
Americao Speech-Language and
Hearing Association
Bettes,HearirigInstitute
Hearing. Educational Aid and
Research Foundation
National Association of Noise
Control Officials.

.. .
. .

. ods
In additiori fo the dissemination of

.. A fg$ I public,infermation materials, increased
, .. . . . citizen aweleness of noise Will be

fostered through the Center's
.. development and disseminatiori of both

program-package kits for civic groups'.
and public service announcements,

a Brochures lists of films, and referral
informatiOn on sources of environmental
noise asweleasi the efforts of various
communities to reduce noise will be

- available through the Center. Requests
. ' for'technicgi information on industrial

noise Sod op instruinentation Vr .1

measuring noise levels will Kreferred to
appropriate sources for-response. ''

r
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The Center will conduct an Annual
Symposium on Community Noise. This
win afford individuals representing

'numerous national constituencies the
opportunity of being instructed in the
health effecteof noise and possible
solutions to these problems and how to

, organize noise control efforts at the state
and local level.

Some typica, free publications
available frorrr the National Information
Center for Quiet are:

Noise: A Health
Problem.

Noise and Its
Measurement.

Noise Around
our Homes

Noise at Work.

About Sound

Airport Noise
Abatement
Planning

I

I(August 1978)A booklet describing the
impact of noise on hearing aret health.

(February 1977) A pamphlet that .

describes in kmple terms the way
humans respond to sound, how sound is
measured and the use of ear protectors
for those who work in noisy environments.

(February 1977) A pamphlet that lists
home appliancesand their nbise
also describes how to tower noise in the
typical home

o
. .

(February 1977) A Pamphlet with a series
of papels that discuss the problem of
noise In the work -plade and what canbe
done to lessen the proble,m

A booklet desqribing the fundamentals of
acoustics and noise and how sound is
propagated, described, and perceived.

e 4

(June 1977) A booklet that presents a
technique fordetermoung the levels of
noise in and around airports for purposes

cgand use planning and airport
ulatton



Noise and Your
Hearing

Here, Herel

Think Quietly
About Noise.

Quieting In
the Home

Noise:A
Challenge to
the Cities

Quiet Man's
Best Friend

4
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(April 1979) A foldoist with a series of
information panels for children in grades
K-4 td acquaint them with sources of .

noise and itsimpact on their health.

{April 1979) A foldout fdr-qhildren tin
grades 5-8 that include a series on word
games and puzzles all dealing with noise
and Nearing!

Mori' 1979) A pamphlet for youths and
adults that specifically focuses on noise
and its impact on hearing.

A soft cover book that provides helpful.
practical techniques to solve many
common noise problems.

May 1978) A repnnt of an enlightening
article that appeared in Nation's Cities
and that focuses attention on the sources
of noise in cities, the potential impact on
the quality of life for those living in cities,

. and how authOties can cooperate to
reduce ciamageg and annoying noise.

EPA Noise Con-
trol Program
Progress to
Date

Model Nohie
Control
Ordinance

(July 1978) Procedures are outlined
for an effective water training method,
to Quiet disturbances and nuisance
caused by barking dogs.

(April 1879) A description of EPA activ-
ities in impletnenting the Quiet Com-
munities Act of 1978 and Noise Con-
trol Act of 1972. Lists of available EPA
technical documents and EPA regionel
noise contacts are also included.

(November 1975) A basic tool for all
communities to bse in developing a
noise control ordinance suited to local
needs andizonditions.

.
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Ouist (March 1979) A manual focusing on
Communities :control of noise through effective land

use plans and regulation at the local.
government level.

Protective Condensed version of EPA.: Levels"
Nolo' Document. A document that complements
Levels the "Levels" Document, the 1974 report

describing levels of noise necessary to
protect public health and welfare. It is
less technical and easier to understand
than the "Levels" Document and could
serve as an introduction or supplement
ton.

The preceding listing may be
periodically revised. If a particular item is
no longer available. an appropriate sub-

ornation will be made.
'Mote interested in participating in

the nationwide effort to reduce noise
pollution. may write to Ths National
Information Center for Wet for further

Information and suggestions. Films, video
tapes, a.speakers bureau and other types
of resources are being developed
continually. and an up-to:date listing
is available. .

-
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'CONSUMERS'ORGANIZATION FOR
THE HEARING IMPAIRED, INC.

4

A national organization committed to
furthering the interesfs of
hard of hearing persons

Mailing,Address:
Post Office Box 186

Owings Mills, Maryland 21117

Tax exempt under internal Revenue Code
Section 501(c1131
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Statement of Purposes
To create a unified national voice for all hard of hearing persons

To educate the public on the unique problems and potentials of
hard of hearing persons

To clarity the differences between those Who are hard of hear-
ing and. those who,are deaf ,

To eliminate misunderstanding and discrimination against hard
, of hearing workers andjob-seekers

To offer technical assistance and information on the needs and
experiences of hard of hedring persons to orjantations of con-
sumers, professionals, manufacturers and to government-
agencies

To promote more widespread understanding and increased
availability of high quality audiologic services, including aural
rehabilitation

To encourage public and private research and demonstration on
technical devices; including hearihg aids, audio enhancement
systems such as Induction Amplification Loops and infra red,
closed captioned TV, and to ensure accessibility to each by hard'
of hearing persons

To have all telephones compatible with hearing aid Tswitches

To form alliances and seek active cooperation with other organi-
zations of consumers and professionals

To seek coverage of hearing testing, hearing aid purchase and
service under Medicare and Medicaid

..

To help hard of hearing persons better Understand and adjust to
their problems through meetings, newsletters and consumer-

.
oriented workshops 40.

.2?
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A special invitidion to Join COHI

COHI is for you if you are:
a hard of hearing person yourself
a relative or close friend of a hard of hear-

ing-person-
' a normally hearing person who is generally

supportive of hard of healing persons for pro-
fessional or personal reasons

an organization with a concern for those
who are hard of hearing.

We cordially invite you to become an active
member of COHI. Join and help us to advance
irr areas where there are needs to be defined
and action to be taken: for example;

all telephone:I-should be compatible with
hearing aids ziquipd4d with T-(telephone)
switches a good start was raids! in
Maryland, where next?

all buildings such as theaters, movies,
churches and public auditoriums should some-
day be equipped with ado amplification
systems wheys do w begin and who's to
carry the bell?

hearing aid costs should come down, and
the quality of service should go up wharf
are the pressure points to achieve these
goats?

somebody has to help the general public
understand that being deaf and being hard of
hearing are not the same isn't It about dms
WI got started?

professionals, including physicians and
educators, need to be reminded of the special
interests and problems of hard of hearing per-
sons should we begirt with your doctor
or school principal?

These are only come of the priorities for the
coming year. As enadive member you will
have a chance toidd your support and recom-
mend other goals too.

Every human being, including those who are
hard of hearing, has the right to hear and be
heard: As a member of COHI, you can help to
make this statement a reality.

Margaret Danowski, Chair
Membership Committee

2
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Officers and Directors
1979 -198Q

President
George W. Fellendorf, Ed.O.
1300 Ruppert Road
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903
Telephone: Voice and TTY 301 593 3587

Vice Presider*
Robert E. Griffith
Springfield, Illinois

Triasurer
Louis Benenson
Wheaton, Maryland

Recording Secretary
Rosemary T. Rath
Whitehall, Pennsylvania

Corresponding Secretary
Pamela Bukowski
Laurel, Maryland

Sylvia Benenson
Wheaton, Maryland
Margaret Oanowski
ReadingiPennsylvania
William Gross

Silver Spring, Maryland
William Paschall
Silver Spring, Maryland
Henry Tobin,
Columbia, Maryland
Judith Toth
Bethesda, Maryland
Reba Sake
Baltimore, Maryland

id Saks
4111 imore, Maryland

Ann'Scali
B$ more, Maryland

.0* Charles Vicek
Oxon, Hill, Maryland
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Senator HWElKER. Again, I would like to thank Senator Ran-
dolph, the chairman of this subcommittee, for setting up this hear-
ing and for his interest and work,in this area, I know he has Very
strong feelings about it.

particularly thank the witnesses here. I think we brought a
new focus on the Federal Government its programs on the prob-
lems of the heaping impaired, that, obviously, has been lacking I
think that our witnesses today gave us some very practical sugges-
tions about how, the Government, eithei through legislation
through setting up an thigideering center or through more research
funding, can take advantage of some unused opportunities.

So I deeply thank all the witnesses for being here. I thought it
was a very productive heari,ng, and certainly the committee is
going to follow up on a number of these matters. We appreiate all
your comments, .

The next hearing of the subcommittee will be held on Monday,
March S. There is one other witness who had a statement, Mr.
Winfield's statement will be inserted for the record.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Winfield and additional material
submitted for the record follows;)

4.
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STATEMENT PRESENTED TO

r SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HANOICAPREO

OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF PL 94-141 .

FEBRUARY 6, 1980

Kenneth J. Winfield
3815 Ridge Road

Annandale, Virginia
(703) 354 -5058
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STATEMENT PRESENTED TO

Kenneth .7. Winfield

3815 Ridge Road
Annandale, Virginia

(703) 35t75058

SENATE SUBCOHHITIEE OF THE HANDICAPPED

OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF Pt 94-142

6 February 6, 1980

I ai the fathetof a profoundly deaf -l5 -year -old boy. ,

P.L. 94-142 pr4vides for the parents of the handicapped to be involved in
determining the needs of, and developing the special 'education progress
for, their children. The I.E.P. process, the Due Process procedures, and
other administrative procedures all recognize bhe partleparents should
play in determining the needs of their child and theIPPObal education
program which is appropriate to satisfy those needs.

In the same manner, I feel this subcommittee should hear a parent's
voice in addition to the voices of the experts in the field, on the
programs used for hip child's education. The subcommittee should hear a
parent'i'opiniop on the adequacy of allele programs ... and where they
fall. And what a parent feels .should be done .. and could .p* done. In

this manner I submit this statement ace parent extremely concerned about
one aspect of his deaf child's special education program, and what can be

done about it.

Two years ago, in October of 1977, heirings were held on The Computer and
the Leafing Society, by, the Subcommittee on Domestic and International
Scienti c tanning, Analysis, end Cooperftion, of the House Cosmoittee on

Science and Technology. Robert Herman, Associate Deputy Commissioner of
the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, related in his statement the
effort the Bureau is Asking, through a contract with Teledyne,: Corp., to
turn Speech into instantaneous printed captions on the television for the
deaf. As the parent of a deaf child, I should have reacted to this
statement with a sense of hope. Instead I shook my heed sadly as I
thought of my son' trying to read the print. As the deif are nearly
illiterate to the written word, so are they languege'deficient to the
spoken word.

.

The tragedy of ,the deaf is not the loss of nearing., It is the lack of
English language ability. ' Every aspect of their life in this country
centers around the written word: dacusiehts, books, papers, forme,
licensest contracts, tests,ond on aqd on ... ell written in the English
language. It is e language of over a hundred thousendlrords,... of which
they may only know 4 'Mires three to five percent. Their understand -

ing of sentence structure, tense, 'milomas syntax, multiple.konceilts of an

4
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Kenneth 3. Winfield
3815 Ridge Road

,Annandale, VirgInis

(70) 354-51:158

individual word, etc., is Minimal ... and to all intents and purposes,
almost useless. They need interpreters. interpreters who have nothing
more than a thousand or so signs, plus fingerepelling, to work with.
And fingerepeiling is worthlesswhen the deaf don't know most of the
words being fingerspelled, or the meanings of the idiomatic expresaion.
Interpreting has the same poverty of word, and expressions as the Indians
in the old western movies. "He heap big Indian. He go on warpath.* A
simple word like call has over 40 uses in my Webster, Collegiate diction-,
ary. A normal person can use and understand all of them without even
thinking." The deaf can only use a few. Their English language ability
satisfies so few of their English language needs, that we can almost say
it's non-existent. Our society is based on an ocean of written words.
The deaf can only wade along the shores of this ocean. They barely git
their toes wet.

So the deaf are **Ciudad from the major pert pf ther society. They Ilia
in the ghettos of the deaf; 'serail ghettos rather than parts of cities,
with walls of langusge-that are just as real and impenetrable as the
stone walls of medieval times. With their limited language ability and
their interpreters, they can venture.out of the gates of these'ghettos,
but they are in world they barely comprehend. A soundless world of
moving lips and written English hieroglyphic*.

Inside the wails then function smoothly with an assortment of dialects:
sign language, oral, signed English, the Rochester method, en abortive
3rd and 4th grade English, and what have you. These are ell restrictive
language dialects: drastically limited within themselves, and grossly
limited In their ability to translate the concepts of a mature language
such as English. The advocates of each dialect are more concerned with

'the defense of their philosophy and dialects than they are in tearing
1 down the English language wall. Some of the keepers of the ghlttos are
. nothing more than petty bureaucrats and school officials who are only

interested in carrying the banner of budget, bureaucratic stability, and
faith that their system is the only system. They are not concerned with
the actual needs of the deaf. They are-not concerned with the effec-
tiveness or the appropriateness of their methods. Fairfax County insists
that my deaf son is being properly educated 'and is in,the proper place-
ment, even when a 13-page assignment contained 168 words he did not know.
It was a four-day assignment and the only help he had was a dictionary...
whiCh he can hardly read. At 15 years old, he had s 4th grade reading

0 ,levei, a 2nd grade vocabulary and was mainstreamed in the 8th grade. He

was given 8's and C's, even though he wasn't learning a dean thing com-
, pared to the hearing students. He was illiterate, and Fairfax County

would psis him f,tom grebe to grade and graduate him.sa en illiterate

Remedial English language instruction, 'on a concentrated basis, is the
only thing that wild give my son normal., or near normal, English lan-
guage ability so he can leave the ghetteref the deaf and function
normal world. He doesn't have to hear, but he does have to read. An.

Illiterate that con hear, can, function to a large degree .. and can over-
come his illiteracy 7if he wishes. An illiterate that cannot hear
such as my son and other dears. have hid it when they leave school.

r
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3815 RidgeRoed
Annandale, Virginia
(703) 3004058

For a year and a half, I have iried.to get Faitfix County to give my son
remedial English language instruotion, -They not only ignore 'me, they
ignore mytrequeste for a duevprocess hearing Ard en indecondedt educe-

0 ljenal evaluation. Theyare conteiptuous of OQ end my'ohjectivest end of
L. 94142, and its objectives. won a pourticsie and on Sepresber 14,

1919, the judge signed en order req.trind them to give my eon an,,indepen-
dent educstsonal evaluatipn. It is now 6 months later, I have.still not
had that evaluation. They circumvent the.proviefons of P.L. 94-142 by,
pcosrsatinstion, pigeon-holing-ay letters, dodging therissues by ignoring
the substance of my iettell, feigning ignorance at the meaning and intent
of s very simple pentence in the federal,regulationer and die every other
assns to delay wild avoid any action. Theyesasedrfully excell at inac-
tion.

My son is 15 years old. He cannot wait until I win a* case with Fairfax
County. The Special Education bepartment of Fairfax County istotelly
"Unconcerned with hfs needs and with thitlew: Teo % will use every delay-
ing action possible to avoid changing their' cuhrtrula ... even if it's
totally inadequate to meet the needs of handicapped children. The budget
and their bureaucratic independence comes fillpt. they are not going to
have me, the laws of Congress, ortheir'County Rule; and Regulations tell
thee what to do. And they do ignore their own county rules and regulp-
tions to the same extent that they ignore the laws of Congress.,

My son's need for remedial English language instruction cannoilmit
so I will have to teach him myself,. I realized this 6 months ago, and
have been planning, the teaching teChnique. will use everoince.

*
. . ,

Most of the teaching technigoes I will use are standardized teaching '

t,methods that are used outside of deaf, dducation, and are proven and
reltable'methods. For written English'lingusge 1 will use/computer
assisted instruction (CAI), English se.. Sewn:, Langupgi, (ESL), and
phrase reading technabei fro, speed reading. For oral Eritlph,,I will
use Cued speech with ESL. . .

.. . .

I have.just received a $19,000 computeriyatem. It Oaa an extremely

advanced word processing sysfee with's 2504pege capecity,'snd can handle
the sophisticated instructional 'emthodisChit will be needed.. The use de
this computer will enable my sbn to havejndividualized instructiod based
on his need* end speed of warkt, 'Ft :will have self- testing end other '

controls so that we say follow his datielopoent end modify, the program
according to his needs. *

4
,,,

- ...4:: , . .

'ther.programming will be done b' 4:06aany4Lingiimatics, Inc., of Rock -
vklia, Md.) which is developuvtteahniqueo rliativd.to foreign itngusges.
The instructional technique* I Intend to tune will tie in with the work

' they are doing, se that the,programt we develop: mill be mdfinilly benefi- %
. . .. ,

ci al. . - _. '
.

4 4;
Teechers in two schools for the deaf who are.wbrkinil_with deaf cocpdter
instruction systems have offered to cooper''* with me in any. way possl-

ble. And they want to be kept up to. Odkany instructional mothodsix

m
,i-. .
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Kenneth J. Winfield
381$ Ridge Med
Annendele, Virginia

- (703) 3,4-$038

we develop, which peptise to be far more sophisticated than the methods
they are using, and offei

.
a greeter potential,

An audiologist; that specializes in testing the deaf to determine their

rii

area oelanguage cepabiliti diesbilities, has offered to act as a
consultant.. iler will also. Pel odic tests on my son to determine his
rate of progress and the p les areas that we will need to address. I

also rive two teachers that will consider working furl tame on the in-
structionak packages, if I can arrange It.

With the4help of those above, and possible othe'rei, I intend to develop a
series of comprehensive and strueturad-courses in English language
development for the deaf. As 4 have said, most of the technique, that I
will use are standardized teaching techniques fn other ,ftelds of educe-
an., With proper modificatiOn., they should be effective techniques for
teaching the dgef.

The prisery objective of these cameos will be to subject tie deaf.to
total immereb)n In non-restrictive English language on a concentrated
basis. They will emphasis comprehensive development of the contextof
wore, and phrases, rather then direct d tionarrdefinations. They will
attempt to make diem think in.th Eng1 language ... not merely trans-
late it from sign lenguri9% The three initial courses will bets

Computerized typing instruction:

-Teach speed and.sccurseyleith computer
-TeecKconcentratioh on every letter, word, and phrase
-Wiretap s rapid reeognization vocabulary. on high frequency
words and phrases.

II. Computerized English as s Second Lan guage:

-Standardized instructional methods being used for foreign
students

-Sophisticated programming using continuous tasting and teed -
backs to, amplify work in problem areas and decrease workload
in non-problem areas.

III. Computerized readings

-High interest reading material with a totally unrestricted
vocabulary. Would include reeding materiel chosen by pupil,
newspapers, periodicals, etc., plus required reading material
selected rime beeis of language content. My son wants me to

Put "Lord of the Rings" into the computer'

V
-"Phrao0 -reeding," a speed-reading techn%que, will be used
initially with all reeding material. It will be used to
develop the automatic grouping of wordi into thought and con-
text patterns.

MST AVAILABLE COPT
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-Full comprehension will be sought by the inclusion of tpe
followings

.5. Word dictionscys difficult words in the reeding
material will be subscripted with a "d" to indicate
its inclusion in the computer dictionary. Requests
fat 'its definition will give it in the context used
in the text.

b. 'dial dictionary: Idiomatic expressions watt be
Indicated with the subscript "i," indicating that
they will be in the computer Idiom dictionary.

c. Reading comprehension tests: spaced periodically in
the required reading featsto test comprehension.

4
d. Word Ind idiom comprehension toot: periodic flash-

back* to words end idioms requested from dictionaries
to assure comprehension and teinforte long-term
mesory.

e. Analysis sections continuing analysis or problem
areas being experienced by student.

IV. Cued speech simultaneous with computerized ESI.

The computer techniques required for the above courses are feasible; part
ef the pfogilimming has already been done. The instructiOnal material
Input is critical', and must be done espericstly. using as a base existing
formats used with foresgn language students and mollified eccor4ng to the
information shown by the computer and observation.

I intend to use these courses to teach my son. His neer: cannot wait
. unttf they are fully developed and analyzed, so he will uee them as they
are being developed. All three courses will be developed simultaneously.

My eon is now at the Model Siettonddry School for the Deaf. I have asked
for their - cooperation in the fors of.reducing his work load to allow me
to substitate for his English courses 3.to A hours or computer work et

, home. "..
This program when it is fully developed end shown to-be effective, will
also be applicable for use in the Continuing Education of Deaf Adults.
It to a program for individualized and independent education, placing
minor erotism, on the presence of an instructor. The programs can be

stored in a central computer bank, and the adult deaf could have scone
to it with cbesp hem terminals. They could work with it at their own
speed and their own need. Unlimited instructional material and reading
material could be, accessible to the Current news and excerpts from
newspapers and periodicals, such as Roe, could be available to them on
s daily basis ... along with the built -an dictionary.

li
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Kenneth 3. Winfield
3815 Ridge Road
Annandale, Virginia
(7034 354-5058

I submitted this statement because I believe two things:

I. The biggest handicap of the deaf is lack of English language
ability ... not the lack of hearing. Every deaf person needs
concentrated remedial English language instruction. Not
restrictive language instruction that only allows them to
function also 3rd or 4th grade level, ant within the ghettos
of the.deff, but unrestrictive language instruction that
allow. them to go out into the world, and be a part of it.

II. hi computer-based system, using English as a Second Language
and other modern teaching techniques can definitely be Wee-
tit, for individualized teaching of the deaf according to
their need ... and can alike'them competent in the English
language. This is that I intend to show with my son ... end
any others I can get to participate in the program.

A
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Hr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to

provide' am update on closed captioning of television

programs for hearing - impaired Americans. The term

"closed" means that the captions are invisible unless

displayed by means of'special,decoding equipment. "Open"

captions, on the other hand, appear on all television

screens whether wanted or not: The objections of heiring

viewers.who found open captions distracting led to .

development of the closed-captioning system for the

benefit of, the hearing-impaired population. Since its

inception in 1973 as a research/development project at

the tublic Broadcasting Service.' closed captioning has

enioyed active support from many sectors including the

United States Congress.

As a result of these cooperative efforts. the

National Captioning Institute (NCI) has now been estab-

lished as a nonprofit corporation which will add closed

captions to selected prime time television programs befoie

broadcast. NCI headquarters and the Captioning Operations

Cent4r-Bast were opened last year in suburban Northern

Virginia. Because cldSe proximity to television network

facilities and program producers is critical to the task

of captioning, a second,Captioning Operations Center (Nest)

has been located in Los Angeles. Using unique caption-
.

editing consoles and highly trained caption-editors, thpse

two facilities will caption a totalof at least 20 hours pera

2.1,

.
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week of commercial and public network programs by the end

of 1980,

ABC. NBC, and PBS are participating in providing this

significant new service to millions of hearing-impaired
.

people of all ages who have historically been

denied full access to television. Beginning March 16 of this

year, viewers who have the special decoding equipment will be

able to watch prime time programs with captions every week

4
In their own homes.

The equipment for decoding closed captions into

visible captions on time television sets is being4mirketed by

Sears? Roebuck and Co. in two versions. The adapter unit,

which can easily be plugged into any television receiver,. will

be available in March through Sears catalog sales nationwide

at a price of $249.95 plus taX and shipping costs. By July,

the "integrated receiver" version will be available. Thiai

is a 19" color set with decoding equipment built inside.

It will first be offered through Sears catalog sales at

$519.95 and by next"fall in selected retail outlets at a "

slightly higher price. Sears, Roebuck and Co. entered into

an agreement with NC/ to market the decoding equipment on a

very low profit Margin.

Despite best efforts to keep the price of decoding

equipment as low as Possible, there is concern that a 'meat

AP
many people who need it cannot afford to buy it. Federal

legislation providing tax relief would be of enormous benefit
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Vudeaf individuals who by virtue of.their handicap fall

.into the lower income groups. Bills which propose tax

credit forpurchasers,of decoding equipment have been

intro4uced in both the Senate and the House of'Repre-

sentatives. S. 1869 (Mr. Leahy, Mr. Randolph, and others

proposes 50 percent tax creditand is part of a package

entitled "Equal Access. to Communications Act of 1979."

H.R. 4767 (Ms. Mikulski, Mr. Harkin, and others) Proposal

full tax credit. Hearing-impaired citizens nateanwide are.

hopeful that the Congress will act soon to provide tax

relief retroactively. Closed captioning can bring the

world of television into their livesfor the first time an

many cases.

Senator ScHWE1KER. The subcommittee will stand in recess.
[Wheroupon, at 12:56 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene on March 3, 1980.)
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